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EVERYTHING'S UNDER CONTROL!

Useful interruptions from the real world

The best computers PLUS the best service
At MicroCentre, we're concentrating our

resources on what we genuinely believe

are the very best computers available
today.

.

Cromemco computers. naturally.

This way we can offer you the best deal
possible.

What we don't do
What we don't do is spread our
expertise thinly amongst umpteen different
systems, or try to stock every S100 product
on the market. We don't claim to offer

"impartial" advice on the best buy. And we
don't sell from price lists or catalogues.

The MicroCentre
approach
Some micro -computer suppliers work
like that. but we don't. Because we realise

that when you're buying a computer you
want more than the "brochures and boxes"

approach. You want to see computers
running: to try them out with different
study
the
products:
to
software
documentation: above all. you want expert
answers to your most searching questions.

Cromemco specialists
That's why we've specialised in
Cromemco systems. Not simply because
we think Cromemco systems are the best
serious computers available at the price.

Cromemco Model Z -2H hard disc computer. 10 megabyte hard disc, 2 floppy discs,
Z-80 computer and 64K memory. MicroCentre price £5,326.

But because by doing so we can dedicate
our time. energy and resources to giving
you the highest standard of Cromemco

demonstration: expect the full range of
Cromemco peripherals: single -user and
multi-user systems:
and
interactive

support possible.

graphics.

Demonstrations

Software

So when you visit MicroCentre expect to

find Cromemco systems on permanent

Expect a choice of operating systems
and compilers to evaluate; expect complete
documentation; and expect the largest
collection of Cromemco systems software
in the UK.

Expertise
Expect to find in-depth professional
expertise at MicroCentre. the kind that is
only acquired by installing Cromemco
systems all over Britain. Expect a thorough

appreciation of how Cromemco systems
can be applied
in business. scientific
research. industrial engineering, medicine
.

.

.

and education.

Support
Expect to get frank. accurate answers to

your questions at MicroCentre. Above all.
once you've bought a Cromemco system
from us. expect to get a very high standard

of technical support with your hardware
enhancements and continuing software
needs.
MicroCentre's Cromemco demonstration room, with the full range of Cromemco
computers, peripherals, operating systems and software products on permanent
exhibition. Why not pay us a visit? We're only an hour's Shuttle flight from Heathrow!

At MicroCentre, simply expect the best.

For C Cromemco... call the experts
NOW IN SPACIOUS
NEW SHOWROOMS

Tel. 031-556 7354

MicroCentre

Complete Micro Systems Ltd., 30 Dundas Street, Edinburgh EH3 6JN
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EDITORIAL
First the good news, and then - the

good news! PCW is not normally a maga-

zine to toot its own trumpet, but then

this month has been the occasion of two
quite significant events.
Almost immediately after the present
editorial team took over (with the September 1979 edition) a distinctly

magazine publishing.

Our second glad tiding came from
all the way "down under". In line
with our policy of taking over the world,

the happy news is that May this year
saw the first -ever publishing of Australian

PCW. The editor is one Sean Howard
and the contents, a pot pourri of past

unhealthy downward circulation trend PCWs and Aussie news.
Two more votes of thanks. First of
was first stabilised, then reversed; since
that time our level of readership has all the response to our requests for probeen steadily rising - that is, until last grams has resulted in literally hundreds
month. Word arrived from our distri- of submissions - indeed we are now in
butor that he would like us to increase the process of planning a special softthe number of copies printed by nearly ware supplement for, hopefully, the
70% - immediately! - a move almost August issue. Keep them coming, but
unprecedented in the annals of specialist

please

finger to keyboard that we are looking
for well written, useful/entertaining
and, above all, original programs. Some
much more specific guidelines will be
appearing shortly.

Lastly, a flood of mail answered our
plea for referees (April PCW); at the last

count the figure stood at well over 100
- and it was still rising. Apart from the
obvious benefits their presence will give

the magazine, it's been most encouraging to have had such a high level of
response from our readers. Thank you,
we appreciate it.
The Editors

bear in mind before putting

PCW I

SOMEBODY'S GOING TO GET IT!
Your business is not exactly the same as any other and
neither are its problems. Any solutions are probably
unique and must be tailored exactly for you.
You know your business better than anyone else and any
system designed should use your knowledge. The
micro -computer specialist should show you how to use
the computer to meet your business requirements.

You should be able to get the micro -computer which
best suits your business. It should be chosen after your
requirements are specified.

You and your staff have a right to know all about
YOUR system, including helping to program it if you
want to. Training is your right - not an additional service.
If microcomputers cannot satisfy your business needs,
you want to know - you don't want false promises.
67 Nova Road, Croydon, Surrey CR0 2TN.
Telephone: 01-688 6013
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MP 040

TREASURE TROVE OF GAMES NO: 1
Put Me letters rnto sequence in as tew moves as possible

Wompus

On . basis of the clues given, find Me Wompus before be to,,,

(/3

Imo

CC

VIRUS, ABUSE, GENERAL CONVERSATION
& WORDS I & II

Ct

Pm your was aga,nst a Mar. Mseese

MP 041
lumbo Jet Lander

a

Target Porig
Duino Poker

o-

0

S

EVERY PROGRAM ALWAYS IN STOCK

£10.00

OSC Lunar Lander
Rotate

30 Tic Tac Toe

0

You control the landing ol the mon, on the moon

NoirgMs & Grosses

enfb a oen Rtme5m15

MP 054

£10.00 fj

TREASURE TROVE OF GAMES NO:2
You are the pool in thrs srmodtron game
Deflect the movmg ball to hrt the target
I oor PE T deals me cards you place your her and Cum

2
E10.00 cr

MR 042

TREASURE TROVE OF GAMES NO: 3

Concord Lander
011 the wall
Wrap Traa
Spacetrek

Gorde Concorde to Me runway and land
.1 you can
Try to oontarn the last rommg ball
Trap Me conmraer rn this dynarn4 grelkht0S game
Stertrek garne for asorram Srarfleet Commanders

MP 043

TREASURE TROVE OF GAMES NO: 4

Super 9 e 9

Play Large scale Noughts & Crosses against your PET Two verso.

EMmuta

lor old a. new Rim machmes
Grand Pro; Game tor
0 players Choose nom 4 oaten.

£10.00

Ever elan. up a computer, This program war lead to a prO

Conversation

loom, 1,1.1,10 0,101.0.1.10 MITE your PET
Two programs in wh.ch
graphrcs create neo arlf mots

5090

TREASURE TROVE OF GAMES NO. 5

044
Awarr

GuAle the Wider to rts landrog place
PET version of the ancient Airman game

Othello

Game ot strategy on 8 8 board - you versus PET

MP 025

I,, your borrytra. nerd, sex and age
D raws an increchble graph of your mignon., .mblecruat a.

MP 027

Bohtm

Reverse

*EDUCATIONAL*

=
2

MP 002

SOUIGGLE/BIG TIME

£4.00

'.1,

M P 026

111E51,11.1 0.00,01rned Cur}, rnOyenlYnl, graphas characters one
random tunctron
D,sfilays the PET, 1.111.110 capon/ores

£10.00 E, MP 039

Backgammon

Take on your PET af Bac kgamrnon

Crypt°

PET version of Me Mast error. game ol

Lae

Destgn the nem, structures necesury to sustain tile rn Wture

MP 046

Yel
Destroy enemy shroping in your very own nuclear submanne CC
TREASURE TROVE OF GAMES NO: 7
£10.00 CC
0,7 ihe gala, of the ev.)141I0gons. Light years 01 Wn using tfill

MP 053

advanced Starnek

VP 061

generatrons
Pelops

MP 051
Surtrek

As sophisticated PET version of tne classic boare game

MP 052

TREASURE TROVE Of GAMES NO: 9

Sorcerer's

A game of fantasy adventure at winch you must

Cas be

Sorcerers treasure and escape rntact f Rem ho castle

V)

Jason & the
Argonauts

Join cheque.. for the Golden Freece

Mei

MP 0C,,,poo,
65

TREASURE TROVE OF GAMES NO: 9

cap,!10.01.,?
e

t

90

MP 062

CI

create, by your PET

HOrSe Race

One Arm

Up to ten ol you can EaYP a Hotter on the PET stakes
An emellent son/ammo ol Me /not rnachase wail euchre

8andrt

a. hamPle features

Squadron
Scramble

Tower of Hanoi
Subkaler

Mrnelield

MP 067

s

..28.

.

'hold

MP 064

Z
,..

E10.00

co,p, 0IV1010,0115 or some standard ohm. expenments .nclo
erne helf/.0.1/ coax. random decay, shrothnger and momentum

NIP 049

work

E10.00

01.1.10, 0TUE00...., and stabstics
LANGUAGES E10.00
tests

re.

French

Spans

and, "The Solution ol Nonlinear Equatrons"

MECHANICS OF MATERIALS

LOGICA AND KA RNAUGH MAPPING

MP 055

E10.00

a
0

BEST LINE AND LEAST SOUAR ES

E10.00
Two programs tor the graphrcal doway of conelarron and cru.

*PROGRAMMING AIDS*
Imp 031

MP 003

£10.00
Two programs to a. in the desqn and lestarg ril logrr Cal,.
FAST FOURIER TRANSFORMS
£15.00

MP 004

A 51E1E5 , programs concern. wah Me Monona aria., of

00 010

USER PORT COOKBOOK
DISASSEMBLER
6500 Sebes lull Musser..
MACHINE CODE PACK

E10.00

£10.00

LISP (DISK)

£10.00

GO 001

ff 5 00

C

E10.00

Composes ol machine CO. handler, machrne lanwege monmar
a. hex edrtor and loader

90

CI

£75.00

a

Interpretrve language for research rrito amphora{ Intellmence

Linear passde row. analysrs and ruled, E,COUrliC

ASSEMBLER DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM IDISK) £50.00
Aid to prograrnmrng rn mach,. code or Baser, ...less toolkrt
runctrons, EXTRAMON AND DOS SUPPORT

*ACCESSORIES*

C./

£7.00
The ultimate Startrek game. See Me stars go by as you mom

LINEAR PROGRAMMING

A Bas.c program innth corresponding algebrarc methods to solve
ProWernmala problems

smnat wavelorms

ARCADE SERIES NO: 3 - 3D STARTREK

E15.00
NUMERICAL METHODS PACK 1
Conn. two programs "The &Moron of Da I erentql Equatrons-

A program for connectrng devrces to the user port

*SCIENTIFIC AND ENGINERINGIL

£7.00

0

£15.00

Sac more tests

MP 050

E10.00

Gernian, $1010.,

E15.00

A sepes ol 1E5010 fun on your eara

nto how numbers

SAMPLING

£15.00

S.. PeC01-001 10 a. ihe mathemancran rn geometry. calculus a.

A serres of nun., gam, particularly suitable lor 8 - 14 year

E20.00
Three cassettes a. inStruCt,0 book take Me pupa gradually up
ro .0 Level standard
MATHEMATICAL GAMES
£10.00

MP 048

ARCADES SERIES NO: 2 - ACROBAT

BASIC MATHS
amehre

BASIC STATISTICS 2

LINEAR CIRCUIT ANALYSIS

£700

*MATHEMATICS*
MP 007

MP 030

MP 047

ARCADE SERIES NO: 1 - INVADERS

£50.00
Two programs. one for 8k and one for 1fik and 324 PF Ts Pro
cesses fhe payroll ol the smaller busrness

comp... a. Mahlon expenments
INTRODUCTION TO ALGEBRA

PHYSICS PACK 2
£10.00
but clean. wan structure ot atoms Mame
AS PhYsas Oeck

E15.00

PAYROLL

BASIC STATISTICS 1

depth charges

Guale your amber/once rOund 1.10.1.1011.10 0.,..10 up the .n,ured
bur don't Wt the molest

STOCK MARKET TRENDS

NIP 008

a m. ol

E6.00

£12.00
BOOKS
Account, program for the small Pupness or ihe accountancy

.nvestment

Dutch and Dander

Another game popular rn the pubs and clubs of 11-10 land Control
the 500.$0, on whrch two men are bouncarg up a. down, hating
the moving dilloons above them

VP 069

PHYSICS PACK 1

Provoles

MP 058

MORTGAGE ANALYSIS

Analyses movemenrs in Me market provrding a gurde for

VP 021

£12.00

The Mom9,, beget
course on Basic Inclodes cassette program
end word book ideal tor PET newcomers

NIP 056

the narron

4

STRATHCLYDE BASIC

TREASURE TROVE OF GAMES NO: 10
00.00 c,Z
Lead yora squadron Of Spahres into baltle agarnst the enerne 0
born.rs
Dismantle a. reerect the tower in as lew moves as possible V)
Protect your convoy by destrorPng the ennme su. watt ermf

The PET versron of the -Space Invaders- games than is wee.,
MP 068

aC_....

£8.00

survey

student

MP 057

This program can be used to alustrate severer rialereni PUT ts of a

out to ger you

Deduce . molecular structure of at

£10.00

olds vv.00 provide entoyment and rnsight

£10.00 4 MP 063

Morecures &
Atoms

MP 066

0

CC

IIJ

SNARK

MP 033

1

You are Me sherraf and you must get tad ot ten ordraen who are o

Ci

a

LLE

Peron.,

£10.00

SURVEY ANALYSIS

Analyses Me results ol a small to medium suerl rruesironnarre

A machrne code programmong Srototann

lew moves as possi

£15.00

COST ESTIMATION

Calculates the sows of your mongag or loan at any dare

£10.00 F.

TREASURE TROVE OF GAMES NO: 6

DATA BASE UTILITY
A cost report generatrng system

VP 009
E9.00

MP 045

MP 024

Enables the user to create a C010011,05. fame system

E5.00
116ps you wan your calor. intake accorMog tri the ideal werght

BASIC BASIC

in

£20.00
£15.00

busmen

DIET PLANNER & BIORHYTHM

£6.00

ROCKSTOCK
ARDENSTOCK
Two stock cnnrrol programs for the small a. nor sokmall

PET SHOW
Four prOgrann Miran n,ghirght the PET s what.. graphrc
cap.., ties

MP 001

qr.. sequence of numbers into correct order

*BUSINESS*
MP 022 and
MP 023

MP 016

1

Gamble wt..? losing money
Gala,, doeilmo for 2 players

£10.00

Two programs to solve problems of rnteresr to engineers, oretallur

MP 060

P hysical cycles Protects mto the lulu, Of 1,0

c.c.s

DRAWING LOAD AND DIE DESIGN
grsts and physicrsts

Vnelai

CC

£10.00

all,V515

MP 071

An rocremble program wench .11 make you feel irke ponchrng

Words I &II

catfLui I ANALYSIS

Plots the response of the R L C series can. ha a number of
varrables Another program caters for R L C parallel 010,

E10.00

Your PET rn the VOU

ee,

MAIL ORDER
PO BOX 88
READING. BERKSHIRE.

IVIP

CATALOGUE ON REQUEST

Two am...space battle games

Blackjack

0

LATEST NEWS
ORACAL PAGE 451

READING.BERKSHIRE. (24 HOUR SERVICE)

PET PACK
commodore
software

11,0490 50a, .0 Warp drive on your mission TO save the unrverse

BLANK VERBATIM DISKS PER BOX OF 10
£2600
BLANK CASSETTES PER PACK Of 5 C5 £2.50, C10 £2.75
THE PET REVEALED BY NICK HAMPSHIRE
£9.75
6500 PROGRAM MANUAL
E5.00
6500 HARDWARE MANUAL
E5.00

PETSET.115-75
GETS PET 000 07 08ASIVE0
CONDITIONS WITHOUT
LOSING BASIC EASILY

CHEQUES AND POSTAL ORDERS TO AL...G.1c SOFTWARE OR QUOTE CARD AND NUMBER
POST AND PACKAGE 25p FIRST ITEM THEREAFTER 'Op PER ITEM. ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

ENGINEERING SCIENTIFIC MATHEMATICS SURVEYING STATISTICS STOCK CONTROL SURVEYING LOGIC HEALTH BUSINESS GAMES EDUCATION ENGINEERING SCIENTIFIC MATHEMATICS HEALTH BUSINESS GAMES EDUCATION

a

a

0
K

ENGINEERING

BEAT THESE PRICES !
ALL ITEMS EX STOCK! BRAND NEW!
COMPUTERS/MEMORY
ITT 2020 (Apple II plus Colour plus Modulators) 16K,

+ FULLY TESTED BEFORE DESPATCH
PRINTERS/INTERFACES
CENTRONICS 779, Tractor feed,

RRP £750.00 - £625.00

R RP £875.00 - £650.00

Megamicro (32K -64K, 8080 based SBS, IMB-4MB 8"
Drives, CP/M, M Basic 24 x 80 VDU)
RRP £4650.00 - £3250.00

AS ABOVE - Friction feed, RRP £825.00 - £550.00
CENTRONICS MICROPRINTER (20, 40, 8Opp;
Quiet thermal printer, 150 cps) including paper

16K Addons for Apple, ITT 2020,

RRP £395.00 - £250.00

RRP £69.00 - £48.00

ANADEX DP 8000 (Bidirectional, U/L Case,
80 pp, RS 232 or Parallel) rrp 4540.00 - £449.00
PARALLEL Interface to PET, for any of above

FLASH - Secondhand working Olivetti TE300 KSR
Terminal complete with trolley, paper, cables
ONLY £60.00

£55.00

WHYMARK 400 (Plain tally roll printer, 40 pp
IEEE interface for PET) - £150.00
DRI 6320 A (Heavy duty, Commercial Printer, 132 pp,
U/L Case, 140 cps) RRP £1250 - £895.00

THIS IS A LIMITED OFFER, SO HURRY!!
PHONE Southampton 0703-738248. NOW!!
BUSINESS ELECTRONICS
'THE MICROCOMPUTER SPECIALISTS'
Rownhams House, Rownhams, Southampton
Prices include Delivery to anywhere UK Mainland, but
exclude VAT. C.W.O. Allow 7-10 days for Delivery.
PCW 3

ANOTHER BREAKTHROUGH
/7---;"/"""cr,7/%1

./ /

/41/1"=/////////,/,.....

///////////,////

5 FIGURE COMPUTING POWER
AT A 4 FIGURE PRICE!
COMPLETE SYSTEMS FROM

£1999

(Plus V.A.T.) Delivery 30-60 Days

* Built-in 1/2 Megabyte 8" Floppy
Disk

* 32 or 64k Random Access
Memory

* 12" High Resolution Video
Monitor

* 24 Lines of 80 or 40 (wide)
characters
* Upper/Lower Case
* Two RS -232C Serial Interface
Ports

* "Power -Up" Self Testing
* One Centronics Parallel Interface

Boards

*These prices are inclusive of V.A.T.
PCW 4

TRS-80 MODEL I

We've added a bigger, more powerful

"brother" to the TRS-80 family. It's TRS-80
Model I I - a completely new microcomputer
whose capabilities begin where TRS-80
Model I approaches upper limits. Model I I
operates at twice Model I's speed, but it's not
intended to replace - or compete with - the
original TRS-80. It is designed specifically for
the user who needs more data storage and

versatility. Model I I uses the enhanced

Level III version of TRS-80's Level II
BASIC and 27k Disk Operating System automatically loaded into memory. System
software is on diskette so future languages will
permit maximum use of available memory.
Operation is easy and requires no special
training when our applications software is

used. And like its little brother, Model I I is
completely modular, allowing easy -plug-in
expansion. Listed above are some of
Model I I's sensational capabilities. See your
nearest Tandy store or Computer Center for
details. Discover how 5 -figure computing- at a
4 -figure price - can benefit you!

Port

* Two Programmable Special
Function Keys
* Direct Memory Access
* Vector Driven Interrupts
* Full 4 Megahertz operating speed
* Provisions for plug-in Expansion

THE EXPANDABLE

32k, 1 -Disk TRS-80 Model II. 26-4001

£2298.85*
64k, 1 -Disk TRS-80 Model II. 26-4002

Like TRS-80

Model I, Model I I systems are
expandable to meet changing - or growing needs. Three expansion connectors (one
parallel and two serial) allow you to connect
printers, plotters, digitizers, telephone
communications and many other external
devices. Internal plug-in card slots allow for
more expansion and enhancement options in
the future... several are in the planning
stages now.

Model I I comes with a disk containing our
expanded Level III BASIC programming
language and our all -new command compatible 'TRSDOS' operating system. This
"system software" will be upgraded
periodically with new features, and we plan to
offer additional programming languages for

32k Memory Board. 26-4102

Model II in the future.
Complete Model II packages can include up
to 2 Megabyte Disk storage, advanced line
printer for hard copy, system disk and more...
11/2 Megabyte System illustrated includes
26-4002, 26-4161, 26-4301, 26-1156

£343.85*

E5.433.6o*

£2586.35*

SHORT TEACHING
.ENTREs FOR LITTLE COURSES
Every TRS-80 Computer Center has its own
:OMPUTERS
classroom where inexpensive practical short
711E BIG NAME

Indy are opening specialist TRS-80 micrownputer centers the length and breadth of
itain - many are already open and new ones
II be appearing all the time. So you'll be able
drop in and experiment with the TRS-80
nge, discuss your needs with a TRS-80
:pert and buy one over-the-counter. Each
ore will be backed by a service engineer to
)n out any problems you may encounter
yen commissioning your system.

courses in TRS-80 use and programming take
place regularly. Anybody can use a TRS-80
the courses are designed to prove it - fast.

Level 1 Basic Course - 1 day
Level 2 Basic Course - 2 days
Level 3 (TRS-Disc operating system) - 2 days

A/ER
180 STORES AND DEALERSHIPS NATIONWIDE.
DOWN AS RADIO SHACK IN U.S.A. MAKERS OF THE WORLD'S BIGGEST SELLING MICROCOMPUTER TRS-80.

TRS-80 COMPUTER CENTRES NOW
OPEN AT: BIRMINGHAM, Edgbaston Shopping
Precinct, Hagley Road, BRADFORD, 2/4
Forster Square, BRISTOL, Colston Centre,
Colston Avenue, MANCHESTER, 30 Market
Place, Deansgate, SOUTHAMPTON, East
Street Centre.

NEW COMPUTER CENTRE/ AUDIO
SUPERSTORES NOW OPEN AT:
DOWNEND, 5 Badminton Road, Downend,
Bristol, HENDON, 21 Sentinel Square,
Brent St., London NW4, LEEDS, 72 Merrion
Centre, LIVERPOOL, 168 Market Way, St.
John's Centre, LONDON, 1-2 Seacoal Lane,
Ludgate Hill, London EC4, WEDNESBURY,
Bilston Road, WIMBLEDON, 124-126 The
Broadway, London SW19.

THE WORLD'S BIGGEST
SELLING
MICROCOMPUTER

TRS-80 MODEL 1 FOR BUSINESS, LEARNING &
ENTERTAINMENT
16K LEVEL I I

4K LEVEL I

085.25
26- 1001

£559.95

26-1006 (with green screen monitor)

Two years ago Tandy introduced the TRS-80, the wired, tested
and ready -to -run computer that more people have bought
than any other single computer. It has proven ideal for uses in
school, business, lab and home, where a large computer is

//j

impractical.
Now available with new improved video monitor!

r4

TANDY

THE BIGGEST
NAME IN LITTLE

DEALER

COMPUTERS
Most items also available at Tandy Dealers.
Look for this sign in your area.
Prices may vary at individual stores.

Offers subject to availability.
Instant credit available in most case-

Mr,,,Access, Barclaycard and Trustcard welcome.
1/4.."

Check your telephone directory tor your nearest store.
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The best software
TRAVER

M NIT h

=TEN
Arrange for a
demonstration ...
and see for yourself.
LONDON

Adda Computers Ltd.,
Ealing.

01 579 5845

Capital Computer Systems,
29-30 Windmill Street,

WRREY & MIDDLESEX

OXFORDSHIRE

Da Vinci Computers Ltd.,

Oxford Computer Systems,

Edgware.

Woodstock, Oxford
0993 811976

Bytronic Associates,

01 952 0526

Micro -Facilities Ltd.,

HERTFORD & BEDFORDSHIRE

0675 81448

Hampton Hill
01 979 4546

Alpha Business Systems,

Camden Electronics,

Hertford.

0992 57423

Small Heath, Birmingham.
021 773 8240

Usher -Woods Computer Systems,

Computer Services Midlands Ltd.,

Luton.

Erdington, Birmingham.

0582 416202

021 382 41 71

MMS Ltd.,
Bedford.
0234 40601

Ibek Systems,

Buss Stop Computers,

McDowell, Knaggs & Associates Ltd.,

Watford.

Worcester

KENT, SUSSEX & HANTS

0923 40698

0905 427077

Amplicon Micro Systems Ltd.,

E. MIDLANDS, S. HUMBERSIDE &
DERBYSHIRE

System Micros Ltd.,

Petalect Ltd.,
Woking.

048 62 69032

Impetus Computer Systems,

The Henderson Safety Tank Co.,

Kingsbury.

WEST MIDLANDS, BIRMINGHAM,
STAFFORDSHIRE & WARWICKSHIRE

01 863 0833

01 637 5551

L &J Computers,

Sumlock Bondain (East Anglia),

0702 62707

Harrow.

W1P 1HG.

Hendon Central
01 202 9630

Stuart R. Dean Ltd.,
Southend-on-Sea

Cream Microcomputer Shop,

Sutton Goldfield,
West Midlands.

Croydon.

01 688 7777

Wego Computers Ltd.,

Coventry.

0203 86449

C aterham

01 204 7525

0883 49235

Lion Microcomputers,
227 Tottenham Court Road.

01 580 7383

Brighton, East Sussex

Logic Box,

0273 562163

SW1

01 222 1122

Business Electronics,
Rownhams. Southampton.

Merchant Systems Ltd.,
72/78 Fleet Street.
01 3531464

Microcomputation,

0703 738248
South East Computers Ltd.,
Hastings, East Sussex.

0424 426844

Southgate
01 882 5104

ESSEX

Sumlock Bondain Ltd.,

Dataview Ltd.,

EC1.

01 250 0505
TLC World Trading,
Charing Cross, WC2

01 839 3894

Arden Data Processing,
Charles Street, Leicester

0533 22255
Betas Systems Ltd.,

Shifnal, Shropshire

0952 460214

Tekdata Ltd.,
Burslem, Stoke-on-Trent.

0782 813631

Nottingham,
0602 48108

NORTH WALES & MERSEYSIDE

Davidson -Richards Ltd.,

Oueensferry,
Deeside, Clwyd

Derby.

O.B.E. (Chester) Ltd.,

0332 366803

0244 817277

Colchester.
0206 78811

E. ANGLIA, LINCOLNSHIRE &
NORTHANTS

Rockliff Bros. Ltd.,

Direct Data Marketing,

H. B. Computers Ltd.,

Brentwood

0277 229379

Liverpool.

051 521 5830

Kettering, Northants.

0536 83922

THE BRISTOL SCIFTLIfinE FACTORY
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for or commodore
Integrated Stock -Control,
Invoicing and Sales Accounts
Open -Item Sales Ledger System
with Nominal Analysis

Integrated, Open -Item Purchase
and Nominal Ledger System
MANCHESTER

Cytek (UK) Ltd.,
Old Trafford, Manchester

061 832 7604

Sumlock Electronic Srervices Ltd.,
Manchester.

061 834 4233

Microprocessor Services,

Microhex Computers,

Hull.

Trowbridge,
Wilts.

0482 23146

963 65094

B & B (Computers) Ltd.,
Bolton

Thirsk, Yorkshire.

Milequip Ltd.,

09012 2706

Oldcroft,

Sheffield Computer Centre,

Glos.

Sheffield.

059 451 624

N r. Lydney,

Morley, W. Yorks,

0532 522181

Wilmslow, Cheshire.

0625 527166

Fylde Business Machines Ltd.,
Preston.

0772 731901

Magnate Ltd.,
Stockport

061 483 9903

A. C. Systems,

Devon Computers,

Lisburn,
Co. Antrim.

Paignton,
Devon.

0632 615325

0803 526303

R. Ward & Sons,
Gateshead,

J. A. D. Integrated Services,
Plymouth.

ISLE OF MAN

Resource Planning Ltd..

Bristol Computer Centre,

Crook, Kendal,

139 St. Michael's Hill,
Bristol.

SCOTLAND

0272 23430

G. A. T. E. Microsystems Ltd.,

Ackroyd Typewriters Co.,

Bath.

0225 318483

063 73 2863

Dundee.

0382 28194

Pilgrim Business Machines Ltd.,
0224 28194

0274 31835
GLOUCESTERSHIRE & WILTSHIRE

Microland,
Scarborough,

Beam Business Centres,

N. Yorks.

Cheltenham, Glos.

0723 70715

0242 45414

Douglas,
Isle of Man

0624 4247

Aberdeen.

Bradford 1. W. Yorks.

Ballsbridge,
Dublin, 4.
Dublin 685755

Newquay,
Cornwall.

Microcomputers Ltd.,

YORKSHIRE & N. HUMBERSIDE

Software Development Services.

0752 62616

AVON

Radan Computational Ltd.,

084 62 77533

Jeffrey Martin Computer Services.

CUMBRIA

Windermere (09662) 4104
09662 4104

IRELAND

Medical & Scientific Computers,

Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

0632 605915

Mumbles,
Swansea.

0392 71718
NORTH EAST

Tyne & Wear.

Croeso Computer Services.

DEVON & CORNWALL

Exeter.

Newcastle Computer Services,

WALES

0792 60624

Yorkshire Electronics Services,

0204 26644
Catland Computers,

Kirkwall,

Orkney
0856 3140

M itrefinch,

0742 53519
LANCASHIRE & CHESHIRE

Thistle Computers,

Selborne Computer Systems,

&ASTEIL
SOFTLUfiFiE
FRETORY

Glasgow.

MICRO HOUSE.

041 954 6669

ST. MICHAEL'S HILL BRISTOL

TEL: 0272 23430

PCW 7
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BD -80P
NOW AVAILABLE EX STOCK FROM

eno
user

6515
DEALER ENQUIRIES INVITED

125 CHARACTERS PER SECOND
80 CHARACTERS PER LINE
BI-DIRECTIONAL PRINTING
INTERNAL 9 -LINE BUFFER

COMES COMPLETE WITH ANY ONE
OF THREE PLUG IN INTERFACES.
1) RS 232C + 20mA CURRENT LOOP
2) IEEE forthe PET
3) PARALLEL

The many advanced features are summarised in the following specification:

9 x 7 dot matrix
10 Characters per inch
6 lines per inch
Full ASC I196 -Character set
750 Character buffer
Continuous duty print head
64 Graphic Characters 11 x 7 matrix
10 user Definable Characters
Double width characters

10 lines per second paper advance
Adjustable sprocket feed
Original and up to two copies
Horizontal and vertical tabs

Self test

132 characters per line optional
Complies with V.D.E. 0875 electrical noise
regulations to medical standards
Quiet operation
MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS & PERIPHERALS

CRAYWORTH (COMPUTER SERVICES) LTD

34b London Road
Blackwater Camberley
Surrey England

Tel: Camberley (0276) 34044
Telex: 858893
open Monday -Friday 9 a.m.-6 p.m.

Saturday by appointment only
Personal Callers Welcome.
Please phone first if you require a personal demonstration.

W 8

ZILOG; CROMEMCO; NORTH -STAR; EXIDY.
Elbit, Lear Siegler & Hazeltine VDUs.
NEC Spinwriter printer.

Software and Consultancy.
We can offer a wide range of well proven
software for our entire range of
computers, from languages through to
Commercial Accounting Systems, Payroll
and Stock Control.
Full Consultancy, Programming and Prototype Hardware Design are our speciality.

Meet the experts

at
0

SVr tir iIT'

The business & leisure
microcomputer conference
peo
leading international micro authorities
in special problem -solving consultancysessions

7lease send me
copies of the Micro UK conference brochure,
as soon as it is available

SL{

ro

at the PCW show
Cunard Hotel, London
4 - 6 September 1980

Name

Organisation
Address
Tel. No

Micro UK Conference Office, 106 Pield Heath Road
Tel. Uxbridge (0895) 30594
Hillingdon, Middlesex UB8 3NL
PCW 9
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The world's first
Commodore

PET
Show

The Empire Napoleon Suite
Café Royal
Piccadilly, London
13-14 June

There are over 18,000 Commodore PET
Microcomputers in regular operation throughout
the U.K.
The list of PET applications is endless-ledger,
payroll, word processing, stock -control, business
information, activity planning, time recording,
incomplete record accounting, graphics, voltage
stabilisation, field maintenance and so on.
One user uses his PET to compose poetry,
another even composes musical scores. All on the
PET Microcomputer.
Commodore felt that it was high time Approved PET
PCW 10

Products, PET User Clubs, Special Interest Groups
and potential and present PET users were brought
together.
So they have asked Baroness International to
organise the World's First PET Show, in the Empire
Napoleon Suite at the Cafe Royal.
Over 50 stands will be demonstrating a range
of Approved PET Products, including specific
software programs, application demonstrations,
hardware products and peripherals. And a separate
Special Interest forum is being timed to co-incide
with the show. In addition, Commodore Business
Systems will be demonstrating a wide range of PET
system configurations and software.
Many of the exhibits were designed solely by the
end user-an indication of the versatility of the PET.
Open on Friday 13th June from 11.30 am to
8.00 pm and on Saturday 14th June from 10.00 am
to 4.00 pm, there is really no excuse for missing it.
And the £1.00 admission charge (which includes
a catalogue of exhibitors) won't break you either.
The World's First PET Show. British
Microdevelopment at its best.
Exhibitor enquires only to:
Baroness International Public Relations
1-3 Old Compton Street
London W1V 5PH

Telephone 01-734 2907/8/9

PRINTERS FOR
PEOPLE WHO COUNT.
Without breaking any of the rules
for printer quality, Facit now breaks the
economic rules by introducing its Low Cost Printer Family. Featuring the models Facit 4520, 4521, 4525 and 4526.
Here you find 80 and 132 column
printing formats, journal roll as well as
pin and tractor feed, 100 and 150 cps
9 x7 and 9 x9 matrix and even true
descenders.
A printer family that combines the
performance and reliability of the advanced printer with the cost of the small.
To provide versatile, heavy-duty, 100%
duty cycle printing functions.
The bidirectional print mechanism,
monitored and controlled by the powerful Z-80 microprocessor, makes Facit
Low -Cost Printers intelligent, fast and
flexible for use in personal computer
systems in business and industry, data logging, as well as small business computers and educational applications.
This is further emphasized by the
low noise level and the fact that European
safety and interference standards are
fully met.
Serial RS -232 and parallel interfaces
are standard. And all language versions
current in Europe are catered for, including US ASCII.
So when comparing printers:
Think professionally. Contact Facit.

[i] PAC. -r
EIDE30DUCD-u-'0

ALWAYS SOMETHING MORE IN PRINTERS.
Foci) Addo Limited, Date Pro.hed, DioY see', Maid. toe Road Rochester. Kent MEI 3QN. Tel Medway ( Keel ) 401721 /7
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MICROCO1V
For Hardware, Software, Peripher

PET 2001
from
F.

£475

BASIC SYSTEMS
PET 2001-8 (PET with 8K memory
£675.00
+ integral cassette

PET 3016 (16K RAM and large

£475.00
PET 3008 (8K) with large keyboard £475.00
£53.00
£795.00 PET C2N External Cassette Deck

keyboard)*
PET 3032 (32K RAM and large

keyboard)*

ACCESSORIES

IEEE/RS232 Serial Interface 'A'

Output only

£106.00

IEEE-448/Centronics type parallel
Interface

£35.00

£19.00
IEEE to Pet Cable
£24.00
Input/Output
£186.00 IEEE to IEEE cable
Programmers Toolkit - 10 powerful new commands PETSET 1 16 Channel AD Convertor

IEEE/RS232 Serial Interface 'B'

Cr commodore
authorised dealers

TRS 80
from

g £365

for your Pet - plug in ROM chip 8K and 16/32K reso
E75/£55

TRS 80, 4K Level I consisting of
Keyboard with 4K memory, Video
Unit, Cassette Drive and 240v

power supply unit
TRS 80, 4K Level II (as above with
Level II Basic)

APPLE II

BASIC SYSTEMS
TRS 80, 16K Level II (as above with
16K memory)
TRS 80, Expansion Interface with
£365.00
16K RAM
TRS 80, Expansion Interface with
£425.00
32K RAM
ACCESSORIES

£35.00 Radio Shack Phone Modem
UHF Modulators (encased with
£40.00
leads for 625 lines)
£345.00 RAM upgrade (4-16K, 16-32K,
32-48K) supplied and fitted at our
£135.00
premises (Kit E80.00)
S100 interface for TRS 80 (6 slots
£49.00 TRS80 CPU 3 speed mod.

TVJ 232 serial interface

From Radio Shack Corp.

c.w. all interfacing requirements £166.00

Centronics Parallel Printer Interface
(direct to keyboard)
TRS 80, Voice Synthesizer
TRS Voxbox - speech recognition
system
TRS 80, Numeric Key Pad supplied
and fitted

£499.00

£275.00

[360.00
C160.00

£20.00

£85.00
£375.00

£26.00

BASIC SYSTEM
Apple II Plus computer -APPLESOFT extended basic in ROM- (16K RAM) - video output £695

from
£695

ACCESSORIES

SaPPla
authorised dealers

SORCEROR
from £740

Apple black and white modulator
for domestic TV
Eurocolor card - provides colour on
domestic TV
Parallel Printer Interface Card
High Speed Serial (RS232C) Inter-

£14.00

£79.00
£104.00

£113.00
face Card
£130.00
Communications Card
£130.00
Centronics Card
£116.00
Integer Basic Firmware Card
PASCAL language system - includes
language card to provide user
with PASCAL, PALSOFT &
INTEGER BASIC
£299.00

Real time clock/calendar card 1/1000 sec to 388 days with
£128.00
interrupt, software controllable
Speechlab - provides voice control
C127.00
for the Apple
Supertalker - adds human speech
£136.00
output!
ALF Music Synthesizer Card
£180.00
A1-02 Data Acquisition Card
£180.00
£462.00
Graphics Tablet
E270.00
AC Line Controller
RAM Upgrade (16-32K, 32-48K)
£69.00
Hobby Prototype Card
£20.00
Romplus- u, I/c, mixed text/graphics £105.00

BASIC SYSTEMS
Sorceror (inc UHF Modulator)
16K RAM
£740.00

authorised dealers

ADVANCED
SYSTEMS

Exidy Video Disk Unit
(High Resolution monitor with
Integral 630K Dual Drive)

32K RAM
£790.00
ACCESSORIES
Exidy S100 Unit

£1790.00

48K RAM

Exidy Video Monitor
CP/M on Disk

£840.00

£240.00
£240.00
£145.00

ADVANCED SYSTEMS
TRS 80 Model II with integral 8- floppy disk drive and up to 64K RAM.
Expandable up to 3 Megabytes Disk Storage (Available for demonstration - by appointment only).
P. O. A.
ACT 800 Systems providing 108K RAM. 46K User RAM. full size screen. high-res graphics. Ultra -fast data access
P.O.A.
and up to to 4.8 MBytes on-line disk storage

SP°
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CARE ON THE MOVE!

PET BUSINESS SYSTEM

rle14
Our Head Office is moving to larger and more prestigious

comprising

Off
CBM 3032 Micro
computer. CBM 3040 Dual Disk Drive, CBM 3022
Tractor Feed Printer and all cables

£1999.00

showrooms (hopefully mid -May)

JOHNSON HOUSE
75/79 PARK ST,
CAMBERLEY, SURREY, GU15 3PN

I' (0276) 20446

TTERS ETC
Registered business name

sultancy and Competitive Prices.

DISKS

PET

PET

CBM 3040 (dual drive) 343K User storage* £795.00
Computhink (dual drive) 400K
£895.00
storage
£1145.00
Computhink (dual drive) 800K storage

SOFTWARE

PETSOFT authorised dealers - over 160 programmes on cassette and disk. Send for
catalogue,
STAGE ONE COMPUTERS S/W dealers- PETAID, Stock Control. etc. Send for list.
74 Common BASIC Programs on one tape
£15.00
P.O.A.
PETACT Business Software - Sales and Purchase Ledger, Invoicing. etc.
.

TRS80
£315.00
£315.00
£299.00
£995.00
£3500.00

Shugart drive
Micropolis drive
Percom FD200 drive 110v
Micropolis Dual Drive (394K storage)
Corvus Hard Disk (11m9)
APPLE

Apple Drive -116K storage 1st drive
Apple Drive -116K storage 2nd drive

049.00

Corvus Hard Disk (11m13)
SORCEROR

£3500.00

Exidy - 143K storage
Exidy Dual drive (630K storage)

£495.00
£1195.00
£3500.00

CBM DISK -BASED BUSINESS SOFTWARE :COMWORDPRO II/COMWORDPRO IV powerful word processor, low/high level resp. £75/150.00
£150.00
COMSTOCK - STOCK CONTROL- gives complete stock report
COMBIS - BUSINESS INFORMATION SYSTEM - Storage 8 Retrieval of all types
£150.00
of company records
COM ACCOUNTS - Full Financial Business Accounting System incl:
£650.00
Sales, Purchase, Nominal Ledgers
£150.00
COMPAY - Handles hourly, weekly or monthly paid employees
£50.00
COMPLANNER - Personal information tool for the busy executive

£299.00

Corvus Hard Dial( .(11m8)

(We are authorised CBM Business Software Dealers) Send for List.

PRINTERS

PET

CBM 3022 (80 col with PET graphics

£50.00
£75.00

CAR INSURANCE QUOTATIONS - computerised car insurance quotation
suitable for insurance brokers (TVJ S/W)
MORTGAGE QUOTATIONS - suitable for agents/mortgage brokers (TVJ S/W)

£25.00
£25.00

TRS 80

£525.00

- tractor feed)*

GD 1001 - Assembler Development System
GD 010 - Lisp. Interpretive Language (Artificial intelligence)

TRS 80 Screen Printer ( text
£345.00
graphics) (110v)
New Radio Shack Micro Printer
£245.00
GENERAL
Teletype 43 KSR Serial (pin or pinch
£825.00
feed, 132 cols)
RACAL Binder Printers- truly professional
printers for microcomputers - high speed (up
P.O.A
to 280 cps). upper/lower case

CBASIC

FORTRAN includes compiler, relocatable assembler text editor and linking
loader
PASCAL -tomorrow's programming language today
ELECTRIC PENCIL - powerful word processor allows full cursor movement,
insert/delete, string search block movement, adjustable line length,
Justification on cassette
ELECTRIC PENCIL as above -disk version

DKI - parallel/serial (pin or pinch

feed, 40, 80, 132 cols selectable)

-

Centronics 779 parallel (tractor
feed, 132 cols)
DOLPHIN BD8OP tractor printer (125 cps
bi-directional, 40, 80 columns- optional
132; al case Ef graphics). Available with
Serial, parallel or IEEE interface

£825.00

£525.00

NEWDOS-, - as above but with further facilities:KBFIX, Renum, Screen to printer in one step, DOS commands from
BASIC, Level I in II, Superzap, Disassemble, load and save faster, list variables £49.00
£39.00
LIBRARY 100 - an assortment of 100 programs
£14.00
the 1979 Champ Version I
SARGON CHESS - 16K Level

SILENT PRINTER for APPLE ... allows printing
of high res. graphics
.£349

APPLE

ETC.

£1 5.00
Microchess 2.0 Chess Disk
U -DRAW II - High Resolution graphics editor. Create a figure then rotate, expand,
£27.00
contract etc and store on disk
LISP - programming language suitable for research in artificial intelligence
£30.00
3 -MILE ISLAND - Complex disk based game simulating nuclear reactor
£27.50
VISICALC - Instant Visual Calculation - provides a powerful planning and forecasting
95.00
tool
APPLE WORD PROCESSOR - Complete text editing, storage and retrieval of text

Diskettes 514" (blank) boxed (min
from £3
order 10) each
£0.35p
C12 Cassettes imin order 10) each
Ansaback'phonemate'telephone answering machine,
£190.00
voice operated twin cassette
£225.00
Pace EZ-PHONE - Cordless TelephOne
£1 27/£1 87
Hitachi Video Monitors 9"/12" resp.
BOOKS - Large range of microcomputer related
books and magazines
TERMINALS
Pentland V1, 80 char./24 lines 2
page memory
£580.00
PROGRAMMABLE CALCULATORS. TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS. Business Programmable
Calculators - complete range. Send for list -I-

£42.00
£35.00

(disk based)

LITTLE GENIUS - Comprehensive disk based Apple Soft Tutorial

ACT Appleware and MUSE authorised software dealers - Many programs
on casette and disk. Send for list.

SORCEROR many programs available- send for list.

£120
£70.00

Word Processor Rompac
Development Pac

prices. (We are authorised TI dealers).

IF YOU DON'T SEE IT - ASK IF WE
HAVE IT

* 5% DISCOUNT ALLOWED FOR EDUCATIONAL ESTABLISHMENTS

Tall JOHNSON IMICROCOMPUlERS FTC] LTD
Member of the TV Johnson Group of Companies
Camberley (Head Office)

Oxford

Bristol

165 London Road, Camberley
Surrey, GU15 3JS.

148 Cowley Road, Oxford
OX4 1JJ

48 Gloucester Road, Bristol

(0276) 62506
IT (0276) 20446

1' (0865) 721461

'V (0272) 422061

PRICES EXCLUDE VAT, FREIGHT & HANDLING SEND OR
'PHONE FOR PRICE LIST & BROCHURES

(All prices correct at time of compilation)

£45.00
£95.00

DATA MANAGEMENT/REPORT GENERATOR - easily formats disk files, allows
entry, edit, delete and list of records and retrieves data for display or
£150.00
calculation on screen or printer
RSM-2D DISK MONITOR - powerful system manipulates disk data, has Z-80
£25.00
break routine
£60.00
ST8OD communications software
£25.00
NEWDOS - TRSDOS with corrections and enhancements

TCM1 00/MICROHUSH Thermal Printer (40 cols)
inc. interface for PET/APPLE
£266.00

Vrsn

95.00
£195.00

£8.00/628.00

LOWER CASE MOD KIT ONLY/FJTTED for Electric Pencil

£499.00

Centronics Micro Printer (20, 40,
£395.00
80 cols selectable)
lath WH 14 serial (80, 96, 132 cols selectable) £475.00
QUME daisy wheel printers
P.O.A.

BARCLAYCARD

£75.00
£115.00
£95.00
£75.00

COMAC III SUITE -computerised accounting for TRS 80 (TVJ SOFTWARE)
STOCK CONTROL - complete inventory control - recorder level - P/O's etc.
CP/M

TRS80

BS7 8BH

Directors : Dr. R.V. King BA, MIEE
S.G. Johnson, BSc. (Hons.)
T.S. Johnson, ABIBA, ACMB, FBSC, MBIM
A.S. Barton ACII, ABIBA, CdipAF.

Hours of business
Mon -Fri. 9.30 -5.30
Sat. 9.30 - 1.00
Ansaback eves
and w/ends.

Telex 858893

Branches at:
Birmingham, Bristol, Edinburgh, Leeds, London, Louth,
Newmarket, Nottingham, Oxford, Byfleet, Woking ham.

DATRON of SHEFFIELD
for

Cromemco the ultimate name in micros
DATRON import direct from Cromemco, California.
DATRON can supply Nationwide.
DATRON can provide maintenance nationally
DATRON can give you the realistic prices.
DATRON have in stock:System 2 64K £2095
System 3 64K £3398
£5373
Hard Disc
DATRON can supply Systems 2 and 3 with
Multi -Tasking facilities. (Hard Disc soon )
DATRON easily accessible - in the centre of
the country.
Write or telephone for FREE colour brochure on System 3 or Z -2H.
We use Cromemco for our own business,why not call in for a demonstration.

DATRON MICRO CENTRE

2 Abbeydale Road, Sheffield S7 IFD.
Telephone 0742-585490.Telex 547151.

DATRON INTERFORM LTD

SBC-100 BUS BOARD COMPUTER
Features
1024 Bytes of Random Access Memory
Provision for up to 8K Bytes of PROM On
Board using 2716 EPROM

Auto Start on Reset to any 4K Boundary
Parallel Input and Output Ports
Z80 Central Processing Unit
Four Channel Counter/Timer (Z80-CTC)
Software Programmable Baud Rate
Generator

Serial Input/Output Port with Asynchronous and Synchronous Operation

The SBC-100 Board is additionally suited for
industrial and process control as its all -in -one
design reduces secondary board requirements.

The eight thousand bytes of PROM/ROM
sockets (2716) provided on -board allow the
SBC-100 to perform most complex control
functions. The Z-80CTC can function as a
vectored interrupt controller to prioritize the
interrupts when necessary. When desirable,
the internal CTC interrupts may be prioritized
with the external interrupts in order to create
an interrupt daisy chain between various
boards within the system. The SBC-100 is
jumper -selectable to begin execution after
reset at any 4K boundary.
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Optional Vectored Interrupts
No Front Panel Required for Operation
OUR PRICE:£159.00 + VAT (Kit Form)
£208.00 + VAT (Built + Tested)
For further information on
this board, or any other
boards in our comprehensive
range. ie:-- Expandoram II,
Versafloppy I + II, VDB 3024,
Z80 Starter Kit etc.
Please write or telephone.

UK Distributor:

airamt,
Airamco Ltd

Unit A2, 9 Longford Avenue,
Kilwinning Industrial Est, Kilwinning,
Ayrshire KA13 6EX
Tel: 0294 57755 Telex: 779808

Micro -computers for research, laboratory work; word processing,
business systems, Schools, Colleges, Universities and Industry.
At Almarc, when you buy Vector Graphic Micro -computers, you get
Almarc's experience of over 200 systems installed throughout the
U.K. and their back-up of full service facilities carried out by
experienced staff. Plus an ever growing list of compatible software
including:
Pascal, Fortran, Cobol, APL, Algol, C Basic Compiler, etc.
Vector System B
* Vector Mindless Terminal.
* Flashwriter II Video Board (24 x 80).
* MDOS + CP/M2 Operating System.

Vector BIZ Spec
* 56K Bank Selectable Ram.
* 3 Serial Ports, 2 Parallel Ports.
* Twin Disc Drives, 630K Capacity.
* 280 CPU, with Fast 4MHZ Clock.
* Prom Programmer (2708).
* Intenupt Handling on 1/0 Board.
* 18 slot Motherboard.

Plus Microsoft Version, 5 basic options.
Plus many S100 Bus add-ons, such as Extra
Memory, A/D-D/A Boards, High Resolution
Graphic, etc.

We will be pleased to demonstrate any of the Vector Graphic Systems, please contact:
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DATA SYSTEMS LTD

906 Woodborough Road, Nottingham. Telephone: 0602425035

Specialists in Vector Graphic Equipment.
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Eat

your heart out, Commodore .

. .

Most small computers are great for playing games...but when it comes to real computing,

they're really little better than toys. Their built-in limitations on flexibility, input/output,
expansion and performance make real applications a nightmare.

Mutek offer the Ohio Scientific solution: the Challenger series of computers, with
real performance, real flexibility, real expandability.

Speed separates the computers

from the toys...

The following benchmark test speaks for itself!
Pet®
Apple® C2 (1MHz) C2 (2MHz)
BM1
BM2
BM3
BM4
BM5
BM6

BM7
BM8

1.7
9.9
18.4
20.4
21.7
32.5
50.9
12.3

1.3
8.5
16.0
17.8
19.1
28.6

44.8
10.7

1.4
7.8
15.0
16.5
17.8

27.0
39.5
7.5

0.7
3.9
7.5
8.3
8.9
13.5
19.8
3.8

real built-in flexibility...
Ohio Scientific's C2 and C4 series probably offer more than
any other 'personal' system. Try this for a comparison:

C2 / C4

Your system?

Video format
PAL colour
Sound output
D -to -A converter
Easy expansion

64 X32

Option / Yes
Yes: 200Hz - 50 KHz
Yes: 8 -bit log law
2 slots free
40+ boards available

UK video or UHF

Standard PCW benchmark tests, as published in Personal Com-

RS -232

Reproduced (with thanks) by courtesy of the staff of PCW.

Cassette interface

puter World's review of the Challenger 2 (April 1980 issue).
Pet is a registered trademark of Commodore: Apple is a registered trademark

Yes

Option / 2 ports
High -reliability
Kansas City
£349 / £425

of Apple Corp.

Price

new input/output capability...

The C4 series have full 16 -colour PAL video output; the
C4P-MF also has additional I/O, with three 16 -line parallel
ports, joystick arid keypad interfaces and a real-time clock.

C4P-MF 24K RAM, one mini -floppy

£895

a superior Superboard...
Mutek now offer a really superior Superboard: the cased C1

version modified for 2MHz operation and new firmware controlled true 32X48 display -takes the Superboard right
out of the 'toy computing' class!
Standard C1 8K RAM, 1 MHz, 25X25 display
Enhanced C1 8K RAM, 2MHz, 32X48 display

£220
£255

Upgrade for existing C1/Superboard systems to Mutek's
£40
enhanced specification (ask for details)
The C2 and C4 series are supported by a very wide range of

expansion units, most of which plug straight into the builtin 48 -line backplane. The new 16 -line I/O structure uses
one backplane slot (for a CA -20 or -20A) to connect with up
to eight external boards. Provisional prices are:
CA -20 8 -port base unit with calendar clock
£95
CA -20A 8 -port base unit (no clock)
£50
CA -21 48 -line parallel I/O (three 6821 PIAs)
£28
CA -22 high-speed analogue I/O (A -D, 2 D -A, mux) . £310
CA -23 PROM blaster for 2758, 2716, 2732

CA -24 'breadboard' -type prototyping interface
CA -25 security/A.C. control interface

£110
£110
£28

expandability...
All Ohio Scientific systems are designed for expansion
without obsolescence. Memory, I/O and discs can be
added simply and at any stage; all Challenger series systems
can be connected directly to the larger C2 and C3 variants
for hard -disc storage up to a staggering 300 megabytes, all
memory -mapped! Full network facilities are also available.

Add-on mini -floppy 90K formatted (up to 4 units) .. £265
RAM board (12K static) can support up to 24K
£160
First add-on mini -floppy for C2/C4 requires minimum of
additional 12K plus controller: total with drive
£480

Mutek

technical literature...
Ohio Scientific are the first company to have all its systems
documented by Howard Sams, Inc. - the originators of the
SAMS Photofact circuit documentation system. Handbooks
are now available for two Ohio Scientific ranges: C1/Superboard and C2/C4 (the C3 series handbook will be available
later this summer). These include full circuit schematics and

function diagrams for computer and disc -drive circuits,
along with essential information such as 'scope patterns at
test points.
£4.95
C1 Technical Guide
C4 Technical Guide (includes all C2 boards)
£9.50

and full technical support
Our prices are some of the lowest around, but that doesn't
imply poor technical support!
We give a full after -sales service that includes much more
than 'standard'. Along with excellent service facilities we
can offer technical advice on both hardware and software
aspects of Ohio Scientific computers and their applications,
and can also undertake technical development - hardware
and software - for most types of specialist application.
All prices quoted (except Technical Guides) exclude VAT.

real computing...for less than you expect

Mutek - the independent Ohio Scientific specialists - Quarry Hill, Box, Wilts. Telephone: Bath (0225) 743289
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SOFTWARE FOR PROFESSIONALS
NOW RUNNING ON NUMEROUS C/PM BASED SYSTEMS.

OPTION

OPTION
I

SELE CTION

SCREEN

SELECTION

WAGES
& SA LARIES
SALES LEDGER

3 PURCHASE
4 NOMINAL LEDGER

LEDGER
STOCK
RECORDING
INVOICINC-STOCIC
7 VAT TABLES
CONTROL
8 DESCRIPTIONS
COMPANY
5

6

E END -OF -INPUNAT ME/LOGO

TYPE SELECTED

OPTION?

PAYROLL SELECT/ON
S

SC'

OPT /ON

SELECTION

pAY.120.1...1.,

2 PAYROLL CREATION
3 PAYROLL ENQUIRY

4 PArszIP

S PRIIVT

PRINTING
6 PRINT P3Ss

PRINT

Plis

8 PRDIT NON_PAIDS
9 PRINT SLIPS

10
CODE'S
AYROLL,
11 AMEND
ZEROISE
12 AMEND TAX
13 AMEND N.I. RATES
14 AMEND PEN. RATES
E
RATES

YPE SELECTED

OPTION?

IF YOUR SYSTEM RUNS UNDER C/PM THEN CONSIDER OUR INTEGRATED ACCOUNTING
PACKAGES
WAGES/SALARIES
SALES LEDGER
STOCK RECORDING

£350 NOMINAL LEDGER
£350 PURCHASE LEDGER
£350 INVOICING
£500
INVOICING/STOCK CONTROL

£350
£350
£350

INTERESTED? THEN CONTACT: BELL COMPUTERS LTD.
62 LOWTHER STREET
CARLISLE
PHONE 0228-44661/2

BELL BUSINESS SERVICES LTD.
UNICENTRE
LORDS WALK
PRESTON
PHONE 0772-23523
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(UK)

IMPACT DATA
Model 801 Impact Matrix Printer
HEAVY DUTY
HIGH QUALITY
HIGH TECHNOLOGY
LOWEST COST
RELIABILITY
SIMPLE MECHANICS

Simplicity means Reliability! One look inside the
Model 801 will convice you that it's the simplest
design with the fewest parts. No field adjustments to

get out of line. All moving parts are permanently
lubricated. You will also see it is not a toy, like many
low cost printers. Impact Data is ruggedly designed
with quality parts to provide many years of trouble
free operation No pulleys, cables, helixes, reels or
plastic gadgets. There are only two moving parts to

drive the print head with one positive, continuous
motion (Pat. Pending)

BETTER PRINT QUALITY
Take a look at the Print Head It's already the standard of performance in millions of business machines now in the field. It prints
perfectly, continuously, hour after hour at 132 CPS for over 100 million characters with no overheating, print degradation or
malfunction. The stainless steel timing fence under the head places 7 x 7 dot matrix characters horizontally within thousandths. A
Stepper Motor drives high quality Tractors - the same ones used in all the most expensive printers - to provide precise vertical
character positioning. The continuous loop Ribbon and Re -inking Roller is automatically driven by the head mechanism (no separate
motor) and prints up to 5 million uniform -density characters before requiring replacement (that's simple too, taking only a few
seconds). The printer is equipped with a Forms Thickness Adjustment so you can get up to five high quality copies. Compare the print
quality and placement of the Model 801 with any other matrix printer. You won't find one better.

SIMPLE OPERATION
Just three control switches on the front panel - Reset, Form Feed and Power on/off (illuminated). Reset clears the 127 character input
buffer and sets the Top -Of -Form. Motion can be stopped at any intermediate position by Reset - or just use the manual knob on the
left side of the printer to advance paper. Forms length can be set to any integral number of lines by an internal DIP switch.

SIMPLE INTERFACING
A single standard DB25 connector accepts either RS232 Serial or Centronics Parallel ASCII coded input signals depending on how you
wire up the cable. The Model 801 interfaces easily to your Apple, TRS-80, PET or any S-100 computer. An internal DIP switch determines
BAUD Rate of 110, 150. 300, 600 or 1200 BAUD. An Automatic line Feed after each Carriage Return command is switch selectable..

SIMPLE ELECTRONICS
All electronics including the Power Supply are included on a single circuit board. All ICs socketed for simple replacement. No pots to
get out of adjustment, either.

SIMPLE MAINTENANCE
Preventive maintenance consists entirely of cleaning periodically. All bearing surfaces are permanently lubricated. No operator field
adjustments are necessary.

SPECIFICATIONS
Print Type
Print Rate

7x 7 impact Dot Matrix
132 CPS (max )

Print Format

80 in (203 cm) line length
80. 96 or 132

Line Spacing
Line Feed

Continuous Loop with Re -inking Poker
5 Million Character Lite
Original +4 Copies
Copies
Paper Feed Tractor or Friction
Paper
Standard Fan Fold Multi -copy Computer
Forms up to 9 5/8" Wide (2 4 45 cm )
Interlace
8 -bit Parallel (Centronics compatible)
RS232C or 20 ma Current loop
110/1200 BAUD Switch -selectable
Ribbon

96 character upper/lower ASCII
Character Set
Character Height 0 105 in (0277 cm )
columns

6 L Pi

50 I PM Printing 560 LPM Stewing
(100 miliesec Single Line)

Buffer
Dimensions.

Weight

Power

127 Character or 2K
12"H x 18"
x 14"D (30. 45X35 cm)
29 lbs. (13 kg)
35 lbs. (12 kg) Shipping
220 VAC. 15 A.
50 HZ

Temperature
0-45° C Ambient
Relative Humidity 10-90%

SUBSTANTIAL DEALER /DISTRIBUTOR
DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

(UK)

PCW Is

Unit 2 106-120 Garratt Lane, Wandsworth SW18
Telephone: 01-870 4524 Telex: 8954572

Available June 1980

WHAT LOGS, ANALYSES, PLOTS,
PRINTS AND CONTROLS ???

APPLE II

All over Britain Apple II's are logging, controlling and analysing data for forward

-looking research groups in industry and education
Apple provides a sensible solution to the headaches of data capture and
analysis. Standard cards exist for 16 channel (8 bit or 12 bit) A/D conversion,
parallel input/output, 33/4 digit analogue B.C.D., synchronous and
asynchronous serial RS232 IEEE -488, D/A conversion
Apple will take data from B.C.D. instrumentation, strain gauges,
thermocouples. spectrometers, gas chromatographs, diffraction gauges,
pressure sensors, electronic balances etc.
The Apple's unique peripheral structure makes custom interfacing easy.
Powerful system firmware (including U.C.S.D. Pascal) means your application
is up and running efficiently.
Interested'? call Paul Fullwood or Carl Philips on 051 933 5511.
THE LANGUAGE SYSTEM
Apple computers innovatn:c answer to the
twin problems of software development
and ROM obsolescence

COMPUTER
SERVICES
LIMITED

* 16K Write-protectable RAM on plug-in
card gives all the advantages of ROM while
allowing a choice of languages - Pascal.

Applesoft, Integer Basic, assembler and
forthcoming languages from Apple.
* Appropriate compiler interpreter loaded
into expansion RAM on switch on.

SILENTYPE

* Expands Apple RAM to 64K.
* Maintains compatibility with existing

The sensational new printer for Apple 11.
* 80 characters per line.
81/2 -wide thermal paper.
* Full high resolution graphics at 60 dots inch.
* Apple intelligent interface.
* 96 characters ASCII set. compatible with Pascal
system.
" 40 characters per second.
* Microprocessor controlled.

' Bi-directional look ahead printing.
* Quiet operation.
* No external power supplies.
Only two diven parts.
High reliability.
Clear 5 x 7 characters.
* Portable 12- W x 10- D x 23/4- H weighs 816Ibs
2K Bytes of system firmware control operation of the
Silentype providing a wide range of operating modes:

software.
* Gives Euro-plus owners access to the
wealth of software, written for Integer Basic
and programmers aid.
* Comes complete - 7 manuals, 6 disks,
language card, replacement Roms, I.C.
extractor.
*Full U.C.S.D. Pascal implementation
compatible with Wirth's standard pascal.
*Provides mini -computer like operating
system with full screen editor, filer,
compiler, p -code interpreter, macro assembler, demonstration programmes.

*Disk capacity (under Pascal) enlarged to
143K per disk.
* Fully compatible with external terminal.
* 80 character/line with horizontal scrolling
* Apple oriented extensions allow direct
control of keyboard, paddles, loudspeaker,
cassette inputs. TTL in, TTL out.
* Turtlegraphics extensions provide the
easiest way to use Apple's high resolution
graphics.
* Highspeed powerful firmware graphics
system.
*INIT . PENCOLOR , TURN, TURNTO,
MOVE, TEXT, GRAF. DRAWBLOCK

commands.
* Intrisics WCHAR. WSTRING provide

software character generator - easy
method of labelling axis, graphics and
mixing upper 'lower case and user defined
graphics on the high-res screen.
APPLE LANGUAGE SYSTEM

Nett

VAT

299.00

44.85

Total

343.85

TEXT PRINTING Modes:
Computer output to screen and printer
Computer output to screen only
Computer output to printer only
Transfer text on screen to printer (ie emulates
screen printer)

Formats:
Programmable page length
Programmable left margin
Programmable right margin
Programmable line length
Tabulation up to 80 columns
HIGH RES GRAPHIC SCREEN PRINTING

Modes:
Uni-directional or bi-directional
High res page 1 or 2
Chart recorder mode (line feed suppression)

Formats:
Reverse or normal image
Optional 90% rotation of screen
Optional two-times screen size
Programmable left margin
SILENTYPE

Nett

340.00

VAT

51.00

Total

391.00

APPLE INTERFACE
Nett

VAT

50.00

7.50

Total
57.50

80ft paper roll
Nett

VAT

2.25

0 34

Total
2.59

New Peripherals??? If its for the
Apple, exists and works, we already
have it!

Stack -Apple experts in the North-West. 290/298 Derby Road, Bootle, Liverpool 20. Telephone 051-933 5511.
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System Specifications
CPU
Microprocessors

Word Size
Execution Time
Machine Instructions

Interrupt Mode

Communication.
Twin 280A. with 4MHZ Clock Frequency. One Z80A (the host processor) performs all
processor and screen related functions. The second 280A is "down -loaded" by the host to
execute disk I/O. When not processing disk data, the second Z80 may be programmed by
the host for other processor related functions.
8 bits
1 0 microseconds register to register
158
All Interrupts are vectored.

Floppy Disk
Storage Capacity

320K total bytes formatted on two BASF double density drive. Optional external 10-300
megabyte hard disk storage is available using optional S-100 bus adaptor.
250K bits/second
Average Access Time 250 milliseconds. 35 milliseconds track -to -track
Data Transfer Rate
Media
Disk Rotation

51/a inch mini -disk
300 RPM

Internal Memory
Dynamic RAM
Static RAM

ROM Storage

64K bytes dynamic RAM.
256 bytes of static RAM is provided in addition to the main processor RAM. This memory
W used for program and/or data storage for the auxiliary processor.
I K bytes standard. Allows ROM "bootstrapping" of system al power -on. ROM storage is

2708 compatible and may be reprogrammed by the user for custom applications.
CRT
Display Size

Display Format
Character Font

Line Drawing

Chaiaden
Display Presentation
Bandwidth
Cursor

12 -inch, dynamically focused. P4 phosphor.

25 lines x BO characters per line.
8 x 8 character matrix on a 8 x 12 character field
Eleven special graphics symbols used for form generation.
Light characters on a dark background. Reversible through keyboard/program selection
20 MHZ

Reversed image (block cursor)

Screen Data Transfer
Auxiliary Interface
Parallel Interface
S-100 Bus
Transparent Mode
Parity

Transmission Mode

Addressable Cursor
System Utilities

Memory -mapped at 38 kilobaud. Serial transmission of data at rates up to 9600 bps
Universal RS -232 asynchronous. Synchronous interface optional.
Radio Shack TES -80 compatible.

Printed circuit edge connector provided for connection of optional 5-100 bus adaptor.
Enables display of all incoming and outgoing control codes.
Choice of even, odd, marking. or spacing
Half or Full Duplex. One or two stop bits
Direct positioning by either discrete or absolute addressing.

Disk Operating System CP/M

An 8080 disk assembler, debugger, text editor and file handling utilities.

DOS Software

Optional Software

ANSI standard. Relocatable, random and sequential disk access.
ANSI standard. Relocatable, sequential. relative and indexed disk access.
Sequential and random disk access. Full string manipulation, Interpreter.
Application Packages Extensive software development tools are available including software for the following
applications Payroll. Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable, Inventory Control. General
Ledger and Word Processing
Keyboard
Alphanumeric
Generates all 128 upper and lower case ASCII characters.
Set
Character
N -Key Rollover. Automatic repeat (at 15 CPS), Keyboard lock/unlock.
Special Features
0.9. decimal point, comma, minus.and four user -programmable function keys
Numeric Pad
Special Functions Keys Up to 64 user -defined two -key function sequences.
Up. down. forward, backward, and home.
Cursor Control
Internal Construction
Structural foam
Cabinetry
Two board modular design. All processor related functions and hardware are on a single
Component Layout
printed circuit board. All video and power related circuits on a separate single board
These two boards are interconnected via a single 22 -pin ribbon cable.
CRT and two circuit boards mounted to base. CRT in a rigid steel frame.Disk Drive assern
Mounting
bly mounted into upper cover (or ease of servicing
Environment
Approximately 45 pounds
Weight
14 °I." (H) x 21 /la (W) x 23 V. (D)
Physical Dimensions
FORTRAN
COBOL
BASIC

Operating: O.

Environment

Power Requirements

to 50° C Storage 0° to 85°C, 10 to 95% ref humidity non condensing

115 VAC, 60 HZ, 1 AMP (optional 230VAC/50HZ model available)
speoficanons sob,ect lo change wtthont nonce

****
WIDELY USED IN UK AND USA
****
TESTED AND PROVEN
**** POWER AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
****
JUST COMPARE THIS LIST
c, ROBUST SET OF PROGRAMS WITH ERROR TPAPS COVERING PET DOS RENAME MALFUNCTIONS,
CASUAL USER ERROR, DISK FAILURES, PET DOS MISMANAGEMENT BLOCK
ALLOCATIONS,
DISK
FAILURES, FAST SINGLE KEY STROKE ENTRIES,
CONTROLLED
INPUT WITH
VISIBLE LINE
LENGTH, AND DATE VERIFICATIONS PREVENTING ERRONEOUS DATE ENTRY.
cc COMPREHENSIVE DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM INCLUDES
FILE CREATE / DELETE / SEARCH
..** RECORD CREATE / DELETE / SEARCH / AMEND / PRINT 4 WAYS
**** RECORD SORT BY ANY FIELD BOTH ALPHA OR NUMERIC
***. INDEX SEARCH OR GENERAL SCAN BY ANY FIELD (EG TOWN OR CREDIT LIMIT)
are. FOUR ARITHMETIC FUNCTIONS TO USE AS CALCULATOR ON LAST FOUR FIELDS
tt... AUTO CHECK TO PREVENT DOUBLE ENTRY WITH FILE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM DYNAMICALLY
ALLOCATING INFORMATION FOR MINIMUM DISK SPACE CONSUMPTION.

****
****
****
****

.RYMAN, WINDOW E./ELOPE FOR CONVENIENT POSTING.
TRACKING PROGRAM
PRINTING OF PAST INVOICES - RECALL ON SCREAN. PLUS MONITOR OF SPECIFIED
PURCHASES OF COMMODITIES BY CODE.
MONTHLY
FACILITES.
0.

QUARTERLY

TAX

CALCULATIONS

PLUS

STANDARD

MAILING

ENABLING
SALES -

TICKET

PRINT

O. ADD-ON OPTION OF AUTO STOCK MOVEMENT REPORT AND UPDATE QUANTITY ON
HAND
PLUS
VALUATION OF RESIDUE AS RESULT OF PURCHASES AND SALES.
HO ADD-ON OPTION OF AUTO DANK UPDATE FROM RECEIVABLES AND PAYABLES AGAINST
LEDGERS.

cc STORES UP TO 2200 ADDRESSES OR UP TO 4000
SIMPLE
LEDGER RECORDS ON ONE
DISKETTE WITH 1601( OF USER MENU CALLABLE PROGRAMS
FROM OTHER DISK. --ONLY ONE
+ + AUTO INVOICE NUMBERING (WITH OVERRIDE OPTION), PLUS AUTO PRINTOUT
INTEGRATED PROGRAM DISK-- AND THE HARD CORE PROGRAMS CAN'T BE BUSTED.
WITH ADDRESS AND STOCK FILES FOR PAYMENT TERM DISCOUNT, AGENT
ALLOCATION,
PR/CE
INDEX RETRIEVAL AND AUTO STOCK UPDATE; NOMINAL CODES RETRIEVED FROM ADDRESS FILES O. SUBSTANTIAL USER GROUP IN UK AND ABROAD WITH ALL POSITIVE FEEDBACK IMPLEMENTED
MAY BE OPTIONALLY OVERRIDDEN.
EVERY 3/4 WEEKS AND RE -DISTRIBUTED FREE OF CHARGE
(EXCEPT COST OF
DISK
AND
MAILING 50-70 POUNDS P.A). SO YOU BECOME PART OF A COMMONWEALTH OF USERS
WORKING
+ + POWERFUL ALTERNATIVE DOUBLE ENTRY SYSTEM (GENERAL
AND
OPEN ITEM)
INCLUDING WITH AN IDENTITY OF INTEREST'S.
NOMINAL CODES PROVIDING A BUREAUX TYPE FACILITY FOR TRACKING MONTHLY
TRADING
FIGURES AND TAX ACCRUALS.
COMPACT
)IE
ONGOINGWKAON
MARKETPLACE
+ -0CURRENTLY
USING
16
SALE AND RE
PURCHASE COMMODITY CODES
WHICH
ARE
AUTUATICALLY WRITTEN INTO LEDGERS FROM ADDRESS FILES (INCLUDES OVERRIDE OPTION) +. TOTAL PRICE VERSION3 475 POUNDS..ADD-ON STOCK OPTION 100
POUNDS..ADD-ON
BANK
OPTION..100 POUNDS.. REMAINING PROGRAMS 19,20,22,23 JOINTLY 100 POUNDS
+ + AUTOMATIC TRIPLE POSTING OF SALES / PURCHASES TO INVOICE
GENERAL
OPEN ITEM
LEDGERS WITH COMPLETE AUDIT TRAIL TO INCLUDE ACCOUNT VERIFICATION ON PAYMENTS
IN
THINK OF JUST KEYING IN 100 INVOICES, 50
CHEQUES?
(PROVIDED
YOU
LEFT YOUR
/ OUT, SO THAT DISCREPENCIES ARE RE -ALLOCATED TO OUTSTANDING ACCOUNTS, OR ++
ON WITH PAPER IN) YOU COULD LEAVE OUR PROGRAMS TO DO ALL THE
SECRETARIAL
OPTIONALLY WRITTEN OFF AS DISCOUNTS TO THE CASH BOOK.
THIS FACILITATES PART PRINTER
POSTING AUTOMATICALLY, AFTER WHICH YOU MAY
SET
IN
MOTION THE AUTO STATEMENT
PAYMENTS.
RUN,THEN YOU CAN SIMPLY POST OUT ALL PAPERWORK WITH STATEMENTS
AGE ANALYSED
TO
++ FINAL LIQUIDITY STRIKES A COMPLETE AUDIT TRAIL BALANCE WITH CREDITORS AND THE APPROPRIATE STATEMENT COMMENTS
DEBTORS OiS AMOUNTS, BANK BALANCES., STOCK MOVEMENTS, AND REMAINING STOCK VALUE TO ++ CPM VERSION SPECIAL NOTE "5
WRITTEN ON THE NEW SUPERBRAIN PROCCESSOR WITH
GIVE PROFITABLITY OP COMPANY IN BOTH FINANCIAL AND STOCK ASSET TERMS.
THREE HIGHER LEVELS OF OPERATION.
= ALL FILES ARE FULLY RANDOM ACCESS SO RETREIVAL OF
ANY
RECORD IN THE
r+ POWERFUL ACCOUNT TRACKING FACILITIES INCLUDE AUTO STATEMENT PRODUCTION FOR ALL SYSTEM 1 TAKES
NO LONGER
SECONDS FOLLOWED IMMEDIATELY WITH THE OPTION
ACCOUNTS EXCLUDING NIL BALANCES, WITH DATE COMPARISON AGE ANALYSIS TO
CURRENT
/ PRINT / DELETE
QUIT
OR CARRY ON SERACHING THROUGH ANY FIELD.
30 DAYS
60 DAYS * 90 DAYS * AND APPROPRIATE MESSAGES WHEN A DATE BLOCK HAS AN TO AMEND
2 7 ENTIRE FORMER SE
OF PE PROGRAMS ARE NOW JUST ONE PROGRAM RESIDENT
IN
INCLUSION.
CORE. ONCE INVOKED FROM DISK (UNDER MBASIC) THE USER MAY INSERT
TWO EMPTY
DATA
DISKS IN BOTH DRIVES OF THE SYSTEM ENABLING A HIGHER MAGNITUDE OF DISK SPACE
FOR
++ COMPLETE SEARCH / CREATE / AMEND / DELETE /
SORT /
FACILITIES ON
ANY
DATA STORAGE. (STANDARD SUPERBRAIN TWIN DRIVES CAN STORE 3000 STOCK ITEMS OR
SIGNIFICANT LEDGER HEADING AGAINST EITHER
OR
GENERAL LEDGER
IN
DATE / MORE
4500
LEDGER
RECORDS..
8001(
SUPERBRA/NS
CAN
STORE
7000
NAMES
AND
ADDRESSES
OR
9000
RETRIEVAL/ ACCOUNT / AGENT /
NOMINAL CODE
HEADINGS,
FOR
FULL
INFORMATION STOCK ITEMS OR 12000 LEDGER RECORDS . ALL INSTANTLY RETREIVABLE)
NEW SYSTEM
33
SUCH AS A SHORTLIST OF OVERDUE ACCO NT FOR A SPECIFIED MONTH, ACCOUNT WITH
2.4 MEGABYTES DISK STORAGE CAN HANDLE 20000 NAMES
AND
ADDRESSES OR 40000
LEDGER CARD RETREIVAL, NOMINAL ANALYSIS FTC.
LEDGER ENTRIES.
3 = FULLY TRANSLATFABLF PROGRAM
WITH
RESIDENT
VOCABULARY
WHICH MAY
SF
cc --- NO --- SP:CIAL PRINTED STATIONERY NEEDED SO 50-100
INVOICES
COST YOU A TRANSLATED INTO ANY FOREIGN LANGUAGE IN A MATTER OF HOURS.
FRACTION OF A PEONY EACH, AND THEY ARE FORMATTED PRECISELY TO FIT IN A
STANDARD

ENEMWTRE
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PROVEN,AND&STHEAT

/

Produced and widely used in England and U.S.A.

COMPLETE BUSINESS PACKAGE
INCLUDES EVERYTHING FROM INVENTORY TO SALES SUMMARY
PROMPTS USER AND VALIDATES ENTRIES. MENU DRIVEN

BUS VER 3.00 TO VER 8.00 PET AND CP/M
APPROXIMATELY 60-100 ENTRIES/INPUTS REQUIRE 2-4 HOURS WEEKLY AND ENTIRE BUSINESS IS UNDER CONTROL

*PROGRAMS ARE INTEGRATED
01 -*ENTER NAMES & ADDRESSES
02=*ENTER/PRINT INVOICES
03=.ENTER PURCHASES
04=.ENTER A'C RECEIVABLES
05=.ENTER A'C PAYABLES
06-*ENTER'UPDATE INVENTORY
07=ENTER'UPDATE ORDERS
08=.ENTER'UPDATE BANDS
09=*EXAMINE'REPORT SALES LEDGER
10-.EXAMINE'REPORT PURCHASE LEDGER
11=.MONITOR INCOMPLETE RECORDS .
12 -.EXAMINE PRODUCT SALES

SELECT FUNCTION BY NUMBER
13=*PRINT CUSTOMERS STATEMENTS
14=.PRINT SUPPLIER STATEMENTS . .
15. -"PRINT AGENT STATEMENTS
16=.PRINT TAX STATEMENTS
17=GENERAL HELP
18=ALTER VOCABULARIES
19=PRINT YEAR AUDIT
20 -PRINT PROFIT'LOSS A'C
21=ENDMONTH MAINTAINANCE
22 -PRINT CASHFLOW FORECAST
23=ENTER PAYROLL NO RELEASE
24=EXIT SYSTEM

.

.

ENTER WHICH ONE?

DATABASE MANAGEMENT INCLUDES
FILE CREATE'DELETE'SEARCH.... RECORD CREATE'DELETE'SEARCH'4 OPTION PRINT.*** RECORD SORT ANY FIELD ALPHA
OR NUMERIC.... INDEX SEARCH OR GENERAL SCAN'PRINT IN ANY FIELD (EG TOWN OR NAME).... 4 ARITHMETIC FUNCTIONS
TO USE AS CALCULATOR ON LAST 4 FIELDS' *** AUTO CHECK TO PREVENT DOUBLE ENTRY TO FILE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM,
DYNAMICALLY ALLOCATING INFORMATION TO MINIMISE DISK SPACE CONSUMPTION

VERY FLEXIBLE. EASY TO USE
G.W.COMPUTERS U.K. ARE THE PRODUCERS OF THIS BEAUTIFUL PACKAGE

VER 3.00 (EXC PROG 19,20,22,23)=475.00, VER 4.00 INCLUDES AUTO STOCK -UPDATE -575.00, VER 5.00 INCLUDES AUTO BANK
UPDATE=675.00, VER 6.00 in CORE=775.00, VER 7.00 (inc 19,20,22,23) NOT YET RELEASED= -875.00, VER RANDOM ACCESS -900.00,
VER 9.00 TRANSATEABLE=975.00. +++EACH LEVEL OVERRIDES LOWER ONE
WE EXPORT TO ALL COUNTRIES
CALLERS ONLY BY APPOINImENT
CONTACT TONY WINTER UN 01.636.8210
89 BEDFORD COURT MANSIONS, BEDFORD AVENUE, LONDON W.C.1.

NOTE!!! ALL VERSIONS, ESPECIALLY 9.00 USE BRoAD FINANCIAL PRINCIPLES AND 9.00 IS ONE 16K LORE PROGRAM
RELEASING BOTH DISK DRIVES FOR DATA STORAGE, AS WELL AS BEING TRANSLATEABLE INTO ANY FOREIGN LANGUAGE

We also sell the Hardware to do the above tasks
so you can do the complete purchase at one source.
OFFER A GENERAL FILE

PET

PET

+

+

PET

TWIN

Z8OPU

+

1

+

CBM 32K 3032
CBM 3040 DISKS
CBM 3022 PRINTER
CBM CABLES FOR ABOVE
PAPER AND 10 DISKS
SUPERBRAIN

YEARS SOFTWARE SUPPOR1 (VALUE
DATABASE mANAGEMENT SYSTEM (VALUE 100 FOUNDS) PLUS
50 POUNDS) FREE WITH A TOTAL SiSTEm PURCHASE
PET

795.00
795.00
525.00
45.00
57.00

SUPERBRAIN

TWIN

DT/DRIVE

64K RAM AND CRT
S100 BUS ADAPTER

ADD-ON 11 MEG DISK
S'BRAIN QUAD .800K
PRINTERS

1950.00
250.00
P.O.A.
2300.00
PRINTERS

PAPER TIGER 195CPS
575.00
TELETYPE 43SR 30CPS
875.00
DEC -LA 34 TRACT 30CP
875.00
NEC-SPINWRITER
1650.00
QUME DAISY SPRINTS
1950.00
1395.00
TEXAS 810 150CPS
SPECIALS
SPECIALS

IMS 48K TWIN D'D/D
N'STAR QUAD .7 MEG
INTERTUBE III TERML
COMPUTHINK 800K
CRDLESS PHONE INOUT
TELEPHONE ANSWER
CORDLESS PHONE IN

1750.00
2150.00
495.00
795.00
195.00
230.00
80.00

*

SOFTWARE

+

SOFTWARE

CBM COMMACCOUNTS
650.00
CBM COMPAY
150.00
150.00
CBM COMBIS'COMSTOCK
CBM WORDPROII
75.00
CBM WORDPRO III
150.00
475.00
BUS VER 3.00
BUS VER 4.00 STK'BNK
575.00
BUS VER 9.00R'ACCESS
975.00
CPM W'STAR TEXT'PROC
250.00
CPM WORD -MASTER TX'ED 75.00
150.00
CPM MBASIC 80
CPM COBOL 80
320.00
150.00
CPM PASCAL Z
CPM FORTRAN 80
200.00
FREE..
CPM ED'ASM S'BRAIN
CPM PASCAL -M
250.00
CPM BYSTAM
75.00
120.00
CPM SUPERSORT
CPM BASIC COMPILER
190.00
CPM DESPOOL
30.00
CPM BYSTAM IMS'N-STAR
75.00
CPM TEXTWRITER
75.00
CPM POSTMATER
75.00
180.00
CPM SELECTOR 3
75.00
CPM CBASIC IMS
CPM MACRO 80
75.00
190.00
CPM BASCOMPILER

WARRANTY

+

WARRANTY

.

VARIOUS

+

VARIOUS

WE SPECIALISE IN THE
NEW SUPERBRAIN DOUBLE ...
DENSITY TWIN DISK AND .
QUAD DENSITY 800K TWIN
.

.

.

DISK COMPLETE MICRO
COMPUTERS WITH THE
FULLEST HARDWARE AND
SOFTWARE WUPPO RT. ALL
YOU NEED WITH THIS
SUPERB SYSTEM (HOUSED .
.

.

IN ONE FINE MODULE) IS
ANY RS232 PRINTER. IT
.

IS POSSIBLE TO EXPAND
THE STORAGE CAPACITY

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

(IF THE LARGER 800K WITH .
UP TO 11 MEG HARD DISK
.

AS WELL AS LINKING 32

.

.

.

SUPERBRAINS TOGETHER

WITH A MULTI USER BASIC

.

THIS UNDOUBTEDLY IS
ONE OF THE BEST SYSTEMS .
ON THE MARKET AT THIS .
TIME. WHY NOT CALL
TONY WINTER AND ASK FOR .
MORE INFORMATION
NEW SYSTEM 33 Z8085

48/64K + 2.4 MEG 8" DISK
LIKE SUPERBRAIN 4250.00

90 DAY FREE REPLACEMENT

.

.

8" DISKS ALL IN THE CRT

.

.

.

++++++++ SPECIAL INSTITUTION AND UNIVERSITY DISCOUNTS ++++++++++
STOCK AND COMING ROUND. (BARCLAYCARD WELCOME OTHERWISE CHEQUE WITH ORDER)
CONTACT TONY WINTER 01.636.8210
89 BEDFORD CT MANS, BEDFORD AVE W.C.1.
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In celebration of the opening
of our new branches in
Banbury & Swindon we are delighted
to announce further additions to
our extensive product range . . .
Hard copy at soft prices.

An attractively styled 80/132 column
bidirectional matrix printer complete with cables
and interface for under £450! Specification
includes software selectable character size, 2K
° buffer, friction/tractqr feed and up to 120 c. p.s

0 c,

0

°0

0

Take big bytes from your Apple.
Give up trying to squash your data or programs
onto a 51/4" mini -diskette. Our new range of fast,
low cost mass storage devices from 512K to 11
megabytes starts from around £1,750

The eyes have it. Tired of poor TV signal images? Up -grade to a professional video
monitor. Our new lightweight 12" black and white monitors start from as little as £95.
Simulate to Stimulate Put action into your graphics with this 3 dimensional
animated graphics software package. Use it to simulate flying or driving, to instruct
on navigation or engineering design. Only £95.
For more details of these and our many other products contact your nearest branch.

he 0000pu2mr OloE9
Computers for Science, Business and Education.
54 High Street, Banbury, Oxon. 40 Prospect Street, Caversham, Reading, Berks. 25 Havelock Street, Swindon, Wilts.
Telephone: Reading (0734) 481555
Telephone: Swindon (0793) 694061
Telephone: Banbury (0295) 3477

CLEARANCE 4%0
90 STOCKAllTAKE
items to go
2MHZ
£75.00
£89.00

S100 KITS
8K STATIC RAM BOARDS KIT
Z80 CPU CARDS
DYNABYTE 16K STATIC RAM BOARDS
BUILT AND TESTED
DYNABYTE 32K STATIC RAM BOARDS
BUILT AND TESTED
CROMEMCO CPU CARD WITH
CROMEMCO Z2 RACK SYSTEM
64K DYNAMIC RAM BOARDS

4MHZ
£89.00
£110.00
£275.00
£499.00
£395.00
£495.00

CHIPS

2708 £5.50 Z80 CPU
2716 £19.50 Z80 PIO
4116 £4.75 Z80 CTC
8080A CPU £4.50
172A £2.50

£7.99
£6.99
£6.99

£9.99
£8.99
£8.99

PLUS MANY OTHER ITEMS
PHONE TODAY FOR DATA

Only From

airamc)
Airamco Ltd,

PCW 22

Unit A2, 9 Longford Ave,
Kilwinning Industrial Est.,
Kilwinning,
Ayrshire KA 136EX
Tel: 0294 57755 Telex: 779808

Buying Computers?
Commodore PET 32K
£675.75 plus VAT

Sharp MZ-80K
£520.00 plus VAT

ITT 20/20 16K
£623.00 plus VAT

ACT 808 inc dual
disk drive
£3950.00 plus VAT

ACT 808 inc dual
disk drive
£3950.00
plus VAT

We'll give you more
than a good deal
Under one roof in London's West End
you can find:
HARDWARE:
A comprehensive range of hardware to
meet most applications - and budgets,
with terms to suit you.
SOFTWARE:

CONSULTANCY SERVICES:
To apply micro computer systems to
business, education or the home, make
an appointment with our trained profes-

sionals for friendly advice based on
extensive experience of discussing problems with many others like you.

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR CLUB:

including back issues of this and other
important periodicals.

Whether you are an experienced micro
user or a novice, looking for a system
for the home, business or pleasure, the

LION MICROCOMPUTER CENTRE
is the single source to meet all your

Probably the widest range of off -the -shelf
software in the UK. Try out the packages
and choose the one that suits you, or take

A maintenance and repair club that

requirements.

guarantees microcomputer users minimum downtime at very attractive

advantage of our consultancy services

premiums.

CALL IN ANY TIME. We are open six
days a week, for you to take advantage
of the good deal you get when you buy
from LION.

and we will analyse, recommend, demon-

strate, modify and install the programs
for you.

REFERENCE MATERIAL:

A library of publications covering all
aspects of the microcomputer world,

The above prices do not apply
to account sales

LION MICRO -COMPUTERS

SMALL COMPUTERS -TO MAKE YOUR BUSINESS BIGGER
Lion Computer Shops Ltd, Llon House, 227 Tottenham Court Road,

London W1 (First Floor). Telephone: 01-637 1601. =ID
Telex: 28394 Lion G.
Open 9 to 6, Monday to Saturday (Thursday to 7).
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61464FSTION FOR

COMPUTHINK
400K Random
LIST PRICE access disc drive
(11 5.00
for the
OUR PRICE
KINGSTON:
8K PET.
E1135.00

PLUS

OFFER

32K Expandarnem

memory
Basic number

models

and cursor

KINGSTON:

expansion

NEN/ PRODUCT
- Do not interfere

pad unit £17.50

board.

The
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Tiov-2000
Despite
With
improvements
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any other
function
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still
only
IEEE 488/RS232
404-12oo
£136.00
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interface
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IEEE
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screwdriver.
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user vvho

135.00

T
KINGSTONI 4 f/K-3000

PET

and APPLE

owner

488/ RS232

interface

NEN/PRODUCT

which

we hope

will outdistance

NEWPRODUCT

cant ackle

its predecessor,

16

the ADA-1200,

channels of analogue
rework
demands
a lot from of the TNW232.
input with
NOTES
this equiprnent.
nothing
NEW PRODUCT
A biported
more than
1. ALL KINGSTON
bidirectional
a
IEEE
488/RS232
products
rement,
which offers carry
interface,
2. Wee
will suply
which
a ninety a full ONE YEAR
is intended
day second
guarantee
credited, asp dealers with
for the
guarantee
a sample
3. All cheques
PLUS fixed
the initial
sample
unit
after
each repair. price 'return
money
were
a
full
price
orders
a Partonthereof.
C.W.O.
to factory'
etc., should
basis.
Maintainance/Service
However
be made
6'. i:,W§:
payable
any
follow
to 'KINGSTON
up orders
will be discounted/
COMPUTERS
LTD'.

ye

kik.44#9vi
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KINGSTON COMPUTERS LTD., Scarborough House, Scarborough Road, Bridlington
Telex 52842
Telephone 0282 73038
A MEMBER OF THE DALE GROUP OF COMPAN/ES

ttE MBEji,

X ITAN SYSTEMS

CROMEMCO SYSTEM 3
£4,412.00 for this system with vdu.
The ideal business system. System includes a full 64K fast
RAM, dual full-size floppies (Persci 277), RS232
interface/20mamp loop for console device, parallel printer
port (Centronics/ Anadex compatible), 21 slots tor
expansion, Lear Siesler 24 lines or 80 chars vdu, and ...
CROMEMCO's CDOS operating system with their 14 digit
BCD extended disk Basic - ideal for those accurate large
numbers required by successful businesses. CDOS is
CP/M functionally equivalent, with many extra facilities.
Optional extras from Xitan include Fortran, Cobol, Text
Formatting, Z-80 macro -relocating assembler and DBMS at
£59.00 each. CIS interactive screen handling Cobol at
£425.00 (recommended to serious business users),
Cromemco S100 boards, CP/M (we are an authorised oem
distributor of Digital Research's CP/M) for the System 3,
Wcrdmaster, Wordstar, Supersort, and CPM374X utilities.

I II
aC p O '" m

""

COMING SOON! ... Full 7 -terminal multi-user operating system from Cromemco for System 3 users. Up to 48K per user, all running
independently. This operating system has to be seen to be believed. It will run any of the Cromemco provided and supported software
packages, in any combination. Features include partition rescue facilities, allocating more memory to users, real-time clock for time/date
stamping of jobs and disk queueing techniques. Buy your System 3 now, expand later as you need it.

S100 BRITISH COLOUR BOARD
We are proud to offer the first BRITISH S100 Colour board. Manufactured by a local Southampton company - Hi -tech, we can thoroughly
recommend this product. Features include true PAL colour generation for high -definition on your television or colour monitor, 15+ colours
and black/white with 6 additional grey scales, 24 lines with 40 characters per line, with standard character set plus 44 numbers and symbols,
and 64 computer selected graphics symbols. Symbols include fractions and the symbol. Plotting is available at 80 x 72 resolution. Single
or double -height characters, with flashing on an on/off duty cycle of 3-1. The board is memory mapped on any 2K boundary, with its I/O
port set at any of the 256 available on the S100 bus. Just plug into your S100 system and colour television and go! Driver software and
documentation provided. Price E295.00ex vat cash with order. Please specify if for television or 75 ohm monitor.

ON DEMO NOW! The Cromemco Z2 -H.
For only£5,380.00set the reliability and quality of
Cromemco, coupled with the capacity of the new IMI 11
megabyte hard disk drive. This is incredible value for
money. Specification includes transfer rates of up to 10
times faster than the fastest standard floppy disk, DMA
controller for up to 7 hard disk units, and the new extended
CDOS operating system. Systems available in three
configurations: - A) The Z2 -H complete integral system,
64K RAM, Z80A cpu, two double -sided mini -floppies,
RS232 console port, parallel printer port, power supplies,
cables, case and 12 -slot S100 motherboard (7 slots free). B)
Additional hard disk subsystem for existing system 2 or
system 3 users consisting of one hard disk, DMA controller,
power supply, case and cable. C) As unit B but with two
hard disks. Prices: Unit A) £5,380.00

B) £4,330.00
C) £7,420.00

Xitan Systems also supplies and stocks vdus, printers, NORTH STAR HORIZON computers, Commodore Business Machines PETs, S100
boards, and books. We are here to demonstrate the range of quality microcomputer systems available for use today. Ring up for an
appointment now! You'll not be disappointed. We have Osborne's Sales Ledger and Payable Ledger in source form for use on Cromemco
System 3 with CBASIC2, and we can offer a customising service on these programs. Additional software includes Microsoft Basic
Interpreter and Compilers, Cbasic, Macro80, and CP/ M for the North Star Horizon.

Xitan Systems Ltd., 23 Cumberland Place, Southampton SO1 2BB.
Hours Tue-Sat 9.30 am to 5.30 pm
Tel: (0703) 38740
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Now Available
_

Orders being taken by Sole Distributors.

Ii3613 [Computers] Limited
The Consultants fur the forth West
SUITE 1. 124 NEWPORT STREET, BOLTON. TELEPHONE: 26644.
.. .

.. .

.

STANDARD
COLOUR T.V.

UHF T.V.

AERIAL

A

AERIAL
INPUT
TELETEXT
RECEPTION

TABLE TOP
VERSION
ILLUSTRATED
RACK MOUNTING
AVAILABLE

VIEWDATA
ACCESS
VIA PHONE
NETWORK

TELETEXT
PAGE SELECT

EXPAND WITH
RAM/PROM UP TO 64K

FULL VIEWDATA
EDITING KEYBOARD

HARD
COPY
DISC
DRIVE

MAINFRAME
COMPUTER
E.G. PDPII
INTERFACE
CASSETTE
I/O

TELETEXT

LINE INSERTER
THE SYSTEM IS FULLY EXPANDABLE VIA THE TECS BUS
STRUCTURE UP TO 64K; WILL SUPPORT ALL STANDARD
PERIPHERALS.

Send for further details to above address.
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PERIPHERAL
I/O

Dealer enquiries invited.

BEE LINES
FIRST PRODUCT FOR NATIONAL RELEASE

The Bee. (Prestel on your Pet)
PRESTEL
PRINTER

SHORTLY ALTOS APPLE TANDY ETC.

This

CEEFAX ORACLE
Output to
Standard COLOUR T.V.

DISC

C.T.V.

ieee

RS232

could
BEE

you

DISC

ALTOS

THE BEE

APPLE

TANDY

Prestel

Connector

Auto Dialer Built in Modem

ETC.

£500 plus V.AT.
10% SECURES ONE OF FIRST DELIVERIES.

RENTAL CAN BE ARRANGED.
PENDING P.O. APPROVAL

DEALER ENQUIRIES INVITED.

PRESTEL IS A P.O. TRADE MARK

Ei6i3 [Computers] Limited
The Consultants for the north West
SUITE 1,
124 NEWPORT STREET,
BOLTON BL3 6AB.
LANCASHIRE.
Tel: (0204) 26644, 382741.

ALL CHEQUES TO B. & B. (COMPUTERS) LTD.
DELIVERIES OF HARDWARE 60/90 DAYS.
SOFTWARE EX STOCK.

Have you been stung?

JARS
SOFTWARE
LEDGERS

CONTROL

SPECIAL
--ANNOUNCEMENT
B. & B. will part exchange
your software when you
buy Bee soft. (Send for
details or phone)

AGENTS

SALES
PURCHASE

STOCK
PRODUCTION

INSURANCE
ESTATE

NOMINAL

PAYROLL

TRAVEL

ETC.

ETC.

ETC.

AT LAST!! PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE FOR PETS & THE NEW TECS. SEND FOR DETAILS OR PHONE.
DEALER ENQUIRIES INVITED.
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Caico
Software

(GREAT

newst lash

ft.

4.0

PET
KRAM

SOFTWARE!

"Precise, humanized, well documented an excellent
value" are the applauds now being given to United
Software's line of software. These are sophisticated
programs designed to meet the most stringent needs of
individuals and business professionals. Every package
is fully documented and includes easy to understand
operator instructions.
KRAM - Keyed Random Access Method - The new, ultra -fast access
method for the PET Disk, provides keyed retrieval/storage of data, in
either direct or sequential mode, by either full or partial key values.
Written by United Software in 6502 machine code, and designed with
the PET in mind, it exploits all the benefits of the PET Disk, allowing full
optimization of your system. Eliminates the need for "Sort" routines!
KRAM provides flexibility never seen on a micro before. KRAM is
modeled after a very powerful access method used on large-scale IBM
Virtual Storage mainframes. So "KRAM" all you can into your PET - it

will love you for it..

. COST $210

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE/PAYABLE - A complete, yet simple to use
accounting system designed with the small businessman in mind. The
United Software system generates and tracks purchase orders and
invoices all the way through posting "controlled" accounts payable and
accounts receivable subsystems.
Keyed Random Access file methods makes data access almost
instantaneous. The low-cost solution for the first time computer user
with up to 500 active accounts. Requirements - 32K PET, Dual Disk, any

80 -column printer.. COST 8295

NOW AVAILABLE IN THE UK!
GIVES THE 16/32K PET AND 3040
DISK THE FOLLOWING FEATURES:

* ULTRA FAST DISK ACCESS *
WITH NAMED KEY VALUES

* VARIABLE RECORD SIZE - *
OPTIMISES DISK SPACE

* RETRIEVAL BY DIRECT OR *
SEQUENTIAL ACCESS

* NO SORTING - ACCESS IN *
FORWARD OR REVERSE ORDER

* 6502 MACHINE CODE ON ROM *
(USES MIDDLE ROM SLOT)

* BASED ON VIRTUAL STORAGE *
MAIN - FRAME TECHNIQUES
* MAILING LIST IS INCLUDED *
WITH DEMONSTRATION DISK

CASH RECEIPTS & DISBURSEMENTS - Makes it a breeze to track all
outgoing payments made by any type of business operation. Checks
are tracked by number and categorized by type of expense. Sorting,
summary, and audit trails make it easy to post to general ledger. This
system also categorizes incoming receipts. Uses KRAM file access
method. Requirements - 32K PET, Dual Disk (printer optional)..

COST $230

DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM - A comprehensive, interactive
system like those run on mainframes! Six modules comprising 42K of
programming allow you to; create, edit, delete, display, print, sort,
merge, etc., etc. - databases of up to 10,000 records. Printer routines
automatically generate reports and labels on demand. 60 pages of
concise documentation are included. Requirements - 16-32K PET and

2040 Dual Disk (printer optional).... COST $125
(Sublicenses available to software houses.)
14.95
PROGRAMS FOR
Super Startrek
ENTERTAINMENT
PET Music Box
29.95
Space Intruders
UNITED SOFTWARE
("Best Game of 1979") ..$19.95
PROGRAMS FOR BUSINESS
Jury/Hostage
12.50
Kentucky Derby/Roulette 9.95 Checkbook
$15.95
Alien 1.0./Tank
Mortgage
15.95
9.95
Finance
Tunnelvision/Maze Chase 14.95
12.95
Submarine Attack
Bonds
12.95
9.95
Battle of Midway
Stock
Analyzer
7.95
22.95
Laser Tank Battle
Stock Options
24.95
9.95
Swarm
14.95
6502 Macro Assembler .. 49.95

Look for the RED -WHITE -BLUE United Software Display at
your local computer dealer, or send check or moneyorder.
plus $3.00 shipping to:
Telex 640055

UNITED SOFTWARE OF AMERICA

750 Third Ave.
DEALER ORDERS INVITED
New York, N.Y. 10017 USA
(212) 682-0347
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KEYED RANDOM ACCESS METHOD

* EXCELLENT DOCUMENTATION *
TRAINING COURSES ARE NOT
REQUIRED!!
* SMALLER SIMPLER PROGRAMS *
ALLOW BIG REDUCTIONS IN
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT TIME
£115.00 INCL VAT, BY POST CWO
BY ACCESS PHONE 01-546 7256

DEALERSHIPS AVAILABLE - ALSO:

PET DATABASE - INCLUDES KRAM
£195.00

PACKAGE

PET PROFESSIONAL
LOOK NO HANDS!

LIGHT PEN -

£35.00
PET RESET SWITCH - FITS IN SECONDS,
SAVES HOURS!
£9.50

APPLEKRAM FOR DISK II OR CORVUS
£115.00

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VALUE ADDED
TAX, POSTAGE & PACKING

Cabo Software
LAKESIDE HOUSE KINGSTON HILL
SURREY KT2 7QT

OUR
SYSTEMS
CAN GROW

Y

When you buy one of our
low price microcomputer
development systems you
not only get a fully
burnt -in and tested system designed and
manufactured to industrial standards. You also get
access to an ever-increasing range of software
tools.And if you require a VDU or printer now or
later,there is a selection of these and other
peripherals from which to choose. So your system
can grow and grow.
Our systems start to grow on you at £1525. This
buys you a 32KB system with dual 51 inch double
density floppy drives. At £1795 you can have a
48KB system or for £2665 one with the extra
memory storage provided by dual 8 inch double
density floppy drives.All the systems are based on
the powerful Z80 microprocessor and S100 bus
structure and can provide memory management.
Cartridge disc drives are available providing up to
40MB of storage.

The prices include the
CP/M operating system
which has become the
industry standard for
microcomputers. Other software options are:

Operating Systems
CP/M PASCAL CAP MICROCOBOL BOS
Multi -User, Multi -Tasking Operating Systems

Languages
C -BASIC COMPILER M -BASIC FORTRAN -80
COBOL -80 PASCAL CIS -COBOL

There is also a word and text processing system
available that is ideal for report writing.
You simply take your pick from the development software options.Or visit our London
showroom and see the systems demonstrated.

SYSTEMS
WITH
CP/M

32KB + Dual 1525
51 inch Floppies:

48KB + Dual
51 inch Floppies:

1795

48KB + Dual £
8 inch Floppies:
Prices exclude VAT.
Nationwide maintenance facilities available.

COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD.
Kleeman House,16 Anning Street,
New Inn Yard, London EC2A 3HB
Tel:01-739 2387/9 & 01-729 4460
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MICRO MARKET
THE PROFESSIONAL PEOPLE

ALL YOUR FAVOURITE SYSTEMS AT PRICES YOU CAN AFFORD
WE OFFER A WIDE RANGE OF PERSONAL,
PROFESSIONAL AND BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
AND PERIPHERALS AT DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE PRICES, BUT WITH A SUPPORT
SERVICE MORE COMPREHENSIVE AND
EFFICIENT THAN FULL PRICE STORES.
ALL MACHINES CARRY OUR EXTENDED
NO QUIBBLE WARRENTY, AND 'MICRO
MAINTENANCE' OFFERS YOU COMPETATIVE MAINTENANCE AGREEMENTS OR
REPAIR SERVICES ON ALL EQUIPMENT
AFTER THE WARRENTY PERIOD. OUR
IN-HOUSE SOFTWARE DIVISION IS
ALWAYS AVAILABLE TO OFFER ADVICE
AND SOLUTIONS TO YOUR SOFTWARE
PROBLEMS, AS ARE THE STAFF OF
`MICRO MAINTENANCE' TO HELP WITH
YOUR HARDWARE AND PERIPHERAL
ATTACHMENT DIFFICULTIES.

EXTRACTS FROM OUR PRICE LIST
COMPUTERS

SUPERBRAIN 32K RAM, twin mini Floppies
320K CP/M. Most languages available.
Many business and personal packages available.
Only £1850.00
EXIDY SORCERER 32K ROM Basic, Dual
cassette interface, RS232, Fully expandable.
From £699.00
ALTOS 4MHZ Z80 32K RAM, 1 megabyte 8
inch dual density Floppy Disks, RS232 x 2,
Parallel Port. Full software range available
including CP/M, Cobol, Business Basic, Fortran,
Pascal, Microsoft Extended Basic From £2750.00
VDU'S
CIFER 2600 series - high quality displays with
detachable 62 or 102 key keyboard. From £650.00
INTERTUBE II - the best VDU around, Integral
keyboard, numeric keypad, separate function
keys.
Only £495.00
PENTLAND VDU terminals - excellent value for
money.
From £430.00
PRINTERS
PATER TIGER 132 char. RS233/parallel
switchable interface, up to 275 lines/minute,
tractor feed.
Feed £525.00
ANADEX DP 8000 serial/parallel switchable
interface, 120 CP's bi-directional, tractor feed.
From £499.00
SUPPLIES
Full range of top quality disks, cassettes, paper etc.
always available.
All prices exclude V.A.T.

SP. 8000
WE ARE NOW DISTRIBUTORS FOR THE
SJL 8000 BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM. SJL HAS BROUGHT TO THE
MICRO COMPUTER INDUSTRY INVALUABLE EXPERIENCE GAINED FROM
DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTING SYSTEMS ON LARGE MAINFRAME COMPUTERS.
*

THE SJL SYSTEM IS PRICE FROM £3500.00
AND INCLUDES:*
HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
COMPLETE IN SYSTEM DESK
FULL SUPPORT BEFORE, DURING
AND AFTER INSTALLATION
SYSTEM TAILORED TO YOUR UNIQUE
REQUIREMENTS
DATA BASE CONCEPT ENSURES TOTAL
INTEGRATION OF APPLICATIONS

DESIGN CONCEPT ELIMINATES OPERATING SYSTEM, FILES, AND USER PROGRAMS,
ENSURING EASE OF USE BY EXISTING STAFF. CALL IN FOR DEMONSTRATION
PHONE, CALL OR WRITE FOR COMPLETE PRICE LIST AND DEMONSTRATIONS

TEL: 01-751 6695 TWX: 8954428 138 CHALMERS WAY, NORTH FELTHAM TRADING
ESTATE, FELTHAM, MIDDX.

MICRO MAINTENANCE
NOW THE MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR SERVICE YOU HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR.
WE HAVE EXPANDED OUR EXISTING LARGE MAINFRAME ENGINEERING OPERATION TO
INCLUDE MOST MAJOR MAKES OF PERSONAL, PROFESSIONAL AND BUSINESS COMPUTER
SYSTEMS. THIS MEANS YOU CAN NOW OBTAIN THE SPEEDY AND EFFICIENT SERVICE
DEMANDED THROUGHOUT DATA PROCESSING BY LARGE INDUSTRIAL MAINFRAME
USERS:
MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS ARE AVAILABLE ON INDIVIDUAL ITEMS OR ON COMPLETE
SYSTEMS. BECAUSE OF OUR LARGE RESOURCES BOTH IN TEST EQUIPMENT AND MICRO
ENGINEERING SKILLS, THOSE NOT REQUIRING A MAINTENANCE CONTRACT WILL FIND
THEIR REPAIRS ARE CARRIED OUT WITH MINIMUM DELAY AND EXPENSE. BOTH REPAIR
AND MAINTENANCE SERVICES ARE OFFERED ON SITE OR DELIVERED TO ENGINEERING
CENTRE BASIS. TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME.
PHONE, CALL OR WRITE FOR COMPLETE PRICE LIST AND DEMONSTRATIONS

TEL: 01-751 6695 TWX: 8954428 138 CHALMERS WAY, NORTH FELTHAM TRADING
ESTATE, FELTHAM, MIDDX.
"MICRO MARKET AND MICRO MAINTENANCE ARE PART OF SUN COMPUTING SERVICES LTD"
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What will you do with
12 -year-old programmers
when they reach 16?
Any microcomputer is a major
investment for an educational establishment. Many potential users feel that a
BASIC only computer is ample for their
needs. That may be fine today, but with
computer education starting so early you
may in a surprisingly short time find you
want more than current implementations
of BASIC.

The 380Z is a computer that can
grow to match your needs.
In the design ofthe 380Z our
target user is the graduate research
scientist. This ensures that the expandability and versatility needed tomorrow
has been provided for in the computer
you buy now.

approach will allow your students to
advance.
380Z BASIC is not frozen in ROM.
An enhanced BASIC could be loaded in
mid 1980 and a BASIC with structured
features sometime later.
On the 380Z the memory used by
a BASIC interpreter can also be used for
other software.

Does our research -oriented
design pay off in classroom hardware?
Our scientific graphics was
produced for the professional user.
Interest in it for classroom use has been
surprising.
The 380Z has the best graphics
now available on a microcomputer,

Yc loo

fo IRML Algol

uifh high resolut,on graphics

freely mix upper and lower case text and
diagrams.
Mains noise can cause system
crashes which result in loss of programs
and data. All current 380Zs include a
mains filter which significantly reduces
the chances of this happening.

Don't buy a 380Z on patriotic
grounds.
Please only buy it if you would
have bought it anyway. But remember,
because it is designed and manufactured
here you are bound to have better access
to us for influence and help than ifwe
were on the other side of an ocean.
Prices range from a 16K cassette
380Z @£897 to a 56K Dual Full Floppy
Disk 380Z @£3322.

Might you want to add disc
storage in the next few years?
lfyou do:
Given good hardware, software
availability completely determines the
flexibility and usefulness ofyour system.
There is absolutely no question that a
Z80 based micro -computer which uses
the industry -standard CP/M* disk
operating system has several times more
software on the market available to it

allowing multiple resolutions, multiple
paging, fading and accurate control over
colour. All these features help bring
excitement to efforts in computer
assisted learning.
Our standard machine comes
with low resolution graphics and support
for this from BASIC allows you to plot a
point directly with a plot command useful for training and teaching.

than non CP/M computers.
Today you can purchase a mature
CP/M BASIC, FORTRAN, COBOL or
Text Processor for the 380Z. Soon there
will be CP/M Pascal and Database
Management systems.
CP/M software is several years
ahead ofsoftware available for non
CP/M family machines.
Ifvou don't:
Remember that professionals
writing packages for your cassette
system will themselves often use a disk
380Z, and the power of their tools will
influence what they produce.
For many people a disk machine
is too expensive -but at least the 380Z

LOWER COSTS
Three things have happened
which make it easier to buy a 380Z.
ONE:
From 1st November 1979
most prices have been
reduced.
TWO:
Schools and some
colleges can now get a
5% discount on computer
orders.
THREE: A new Local Authority
quantity discount scheme
has been introduced to
make it easier for more
users to benefit from
quantity purchasing.
Please contact the Sales Office for
details.

o
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It is worth remembering too that
neither our low resolution graphics nor
our optional scientific (high resolution)
graphics has any limiting effect on your
memory usage, and in both you can.

RESEARCH MACHINES
RESEARCH MACHINES Ltd,
P.O. Box 75, Mill Street, Oxford, England.
Telephone: Oxford (0865) 49791/2/3.
Please send for full sales information.
Prices do not include shipping costs or
VAT @15%:

*Trademark,
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Gourmet Goodies

Super software from the world's leading microsoftware supplier.
Software

wan /Manua,

S*Its:tr: /Manual

g Text Editor. Assembler. Debugger. File Manager and system
utilities. Available for wide variety of disk system including

Performs purchase accounting
Cl COMPANY PURCHASES
C) function. Controls invoices, credit Et debit notes. Prints
purchase ledger, aged creditors report and payment advices.
Comprehensive VAT control and analysis of all purchases,

DIGITAL RESEARCH
Manua,
Mont
Diskette Operating System complete with
CP/M FDOS

North Star, Helios II. Micropolis, ICOM (all systems) and Altair.
Supports computers such as Sorcerer, Horizon. Cromemco,
Ohio Scientific. RAIR Black Box, Research Machines,
051E15
Dynabybe. etc.
O CP/M version 2 Mot all formats available immediately)
£95/115
1195/125

MP/M

CI MAC - BOBO Macro Assembler. Full Intel macro definitions.

Pseudo Ops include RPC, IRP. REPT, TITLE, PAGE, and
MACLIB. Z-80 library included. Produces Intel absolute hex

output plus symbols file for use by SID (see below)

(551E10

O SID - 8060 symbolic debugger. Full trace, pass count and
break-point program testing system with back -trace and
histogram utilities. When used with MAC. provides full symbolic
£45/110
display of memory labels and equated values
(501(10
ZSID Includes Z80 mnemonics, requires Z80 CPU

CI TEX - Text formatter to create paginated, page -numbered and
justified copy from source text files, directable to disk or punter
£451110

Program to permit simultaneous printing of data
from disk while user executes another program from the console

O DESPOOL

E30/11

MICROSOFT
O BASIC -80 - Disk Extended BASIC Interpreter Version 5, ANSI
compatible with long variable names, WHILE, WEND, chaining,
f155/115
M variable length file records

O BASIC Compiler - Language compatible with Version 5
(3 Microsoft interpreter and 110 times faster execution. Produces
standard Microsoft relocatable binary output. Includes
g Macro -80. Also linkable to FORTRAN -80 or COBOL -80 code
modules

(1951E15

O FORTRAN -80 - ANSI '66 (except for COMPLEX) plus many
extensions. Includes relocatable object compiler, linking loader,

library with manager. Also includes MACRO -80 (see below)
12051E15

CI COBOL -80 - ANSI '74 Relocatable object output. Format
© same as FORTRAN -80 and MACRO -80 modules. Complete
ISAM. Interactive ACCEPT DISPLAY, COPY. EXTEND
£3251115

0 MACRO -90 - 8080,Z80 Macro Assembler. Intel and Zilog
mnemonics supported. Relocatable linkable output. Loader,
Library Manager and Cross Reference List utilities included
£751110

D XMACRO-86 - 8086 cross assembler. All Macro and utility
features of MACRO -80 package. Mnemonics slightly modified

Alone

Interfaces with the NAD system. Requires CBASIC-2
£4251115

Produces Nominal Ledger. Trial
O GENERAL ACCOUNTING
Balance. P L and Balance Sheet. Define your own coding
system. Interactive data entry plus optional data capture from
Company Sales and Company Purchases. Requires CBASIC-2

.076/(15

CI STOCK CONTROL

Maintains stock records, monitors stock levels to ensure
© optimum stock holding. Details include stock desc., product
code, unit, unit price, quantity on hand on order /minimum.
Stock analysis reports can be weekly, monthly, quarterly etc.
Interfaces with Order Entry Invoicing system. Requires
(3251E15
CBASIC2
O ORDER ENTRY ft INVOICING
Performs order entry and invoicing function. Handles invoices
© for services and consumable items, part orders and part
quantities. Sales Analysis report shows sales movemets and
trends for user -defined period Interfaces with Stock Control.

ADD and Company Sales systems. Requires CBASIC-2

.(325/05

Complete control of all your names 8 addresses
O ADD
© including suppliers, clients, enquiries etc. Assign your own
coding system and select all output via the report generator. Will
print anything from mailing labels to directories. Requires
E225/112
CBASIC-2

O COMPLETE ACCOUNTING PACKAGE - Combined
© Company Sales, Company Purchases, General Accounting, and
(9501(45
ADD systems

..

.

O SALES ORDER PROCESSING PACKAGE -Combined Stock
© Control,Order Entry and Invoicing and NAD systems E550/E30
STRUCTURED SYSTEMS GROUP

CI ANALYST - Customised data entry and reporting system.
User specifies up to 75 data items per record. Interactive data
entry, retrieval and update facility makes information
management easy. Sophisticated report generator provides
customised reports using selected records with multiple level
breakpoints for summarisation. Requires CBASIC-2, 24 x 80
CRT, printer and 48K system
... (125/110
LETTERIGHT Program to create edit and type letters or other
documents. Has facilities to enter, display, delete and move
text, with good video screen presentation. Designed to integrate
with NAD for form letter mailings. Requires CBASIC-2 . £105/115
-

01 NAD Name and Address selection system - interactive mail list
creation and maintenance program with output as full reports

data or restricted information for mail labels.

from Intel ASM86. Compatability data sheet available .1155/115

Transfer system for extraction and transfer of selected records
to create new files. Requires CBASIC-2
£45/112

O EDIT -80 - Very fast random access text editor for text with or

OSORT - Fast soft merge program for files with fixed record

© without

line numbers. Global and
supported. File compare utility included

intra-line

commands
E45/E10

.

EIDOS SYSTEMS
O KISS - Keyed Index Sequential Search. Offers complete Multi© Keyed Index Sequential and Direct Access file management.

Includes built-in utility functions for 16 or 32 bit arithmetic,
string integer conversion and string compare. Delivered as a
relocatable linkable module in Microsoft format for use with

......

090115
KBASIC - Microsoft Disk Extended BASIC with all KISS
FORTRAN -80 or COBOL -80 etc

.

integrated by implementation of nine additional
commands in language. Package includes KISS REL as
described above, and a sample mail list prdgram.
. £295/25
facilities,

To licensed users of Microsoft BASIC -80 IM BASIC)

(215/125

MICROPRO
CI SUPER -SORT 1

- Sort, merge, extract utility as absolute
© executable program or linkable module in Microsoft format.
Sorts fixed or variable records with data in binary, BCD, Packed

Decimal. EBCDIC, ASCII, floating, fixed point, exponential,
field justified, etc. etc. Even variable number of fields per record!
.

.

(1251E15

O SUPER -SORT 11 - Above available as absolute program only
£1051115

O SUPER -SORT III - As II without SELECT/EXCLUDE

©

051E15

O WORD -MASTER Text Editor - In one mode has super -set of

0 CP /M's ED commands including global
replacing, forward and backwards in file.

searching and
In video -mode,

provides full screen editor for users with serial addressable cursor terminal
(751(15
CI WORD -STAR - Menu driven visual word processing system
© for use with standard terminals. Text formatting performed on
screen. Facilities for text paginate, page number, justify, center,
underscore and PRINT. Edit facilities include global search and
replace, read/write to other text files, block move. etc. Requires
CRT terminal with addressable cursor positioning
(255/115
GRAFFCOM

Requires CBASIC-2

(4751E15

O COMPANY SALES - Performs sales accounting function.
© Controls payments of invoices and prints sales ledger and aged
debtors report. Suitable for any accounting period.
Comprehensive VAT control and analysis of all sales invoices.

Requires CBASIC-2 .......

length, variable field length information. Up to five ascending or
descending keys. Full back-up of input files created
(501(12

SOFTWARE SYSTEMS

CBASIC-2 Disk Extended BASIC

Non -interactive BASIC
g with pseudo -code compiler and runtime interpreter. Supports
full file control, chaining, integer and extended precision
-

variables etc

(751E10

MICRO FOCUS

O STANDARD CIS COBOL
ANSI '74 COBOL standard
© compiler fully validated by U.S. Navy tests to ANSI level 1.
Supports many features to level 2 including dynamic loading of

COBOL modules and a full ISAM file facility. Also, program
segmentation, interactive dubug and powerful interactive
extensions to support protected and unprotected CRT screen
formatting from COBOL programs used with any dumb terminal
-(4001E25
CI FORMS 2 - CRT screen editor. Automatically creates a query
© and update program of indexed files using CRT protected and
unprotected screen formats. Output is COBOL data descriptions
.

for

copying into CIS COBOL programs. No programming

experience needed. Output program directly compiled by CIS
COBOL (standard)
(100/112

MICRO DATA BASE SYSTEMS
CI HDBS - Hierarchical Data Base System. CODASYL orientated

with FILEs, SETs, RECORDs and ITEMs which are all user
defined. ADD, DELETE, UPDATa SEARCH, and TRAVERSE
commands supported. SET orit,....rg is sorted, FIFO, LIFO, next

to prior. One to many set rt Tonship supported. Read/Write
protection at the FILE level. upport FILEs which extend over
multiple floppy or hard disk devices.
O MDBS - Micro Data Base System. Full network data base with
all features of HDBS plus multi -le pi Read/Write protection for
FILE, SET, RECORD and ITEMrtlicit representation of one to
one SET relationships. Sugtilla multiple owner and multiple
record types within SETs. HUBS files are fully compatible.

MDBS-DRS - MDBS with Dynamic Restructuring System
option which allows altering MDBS data bases when new
ITEMs, RECORDS, or SETs are needed without changing

O PAYROLL - Designed in conjunction with the spec for PAYE
0 routines by HMI Taxes. Processes up to 250 employees on
weekly or monthly basis. Can handle cash, cheque or bank
transfer payments plus total tracking of all year to date figures.
Prints emp master, payroll log, payslips and bank giros.
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(4251E15

existing data.
HDBS-Z80 version
£135/126
MDBS-280 version
£3961125
MDBS-DRS-280 version . .104
s1455/125
8060 Version available at 145 extra
Z80 version requires 20K RAM. 8080 version requires 24K RAM.
(Memory requirements are additional to CP/ M and application
program.)

When ordering HDBS or MDBS please specify if the version
required is for 11 Microsoft L80 i.e. FORTRAN -I30, COBOL -80,
BASIC COMPILER, 21 MBASIC 4, XX, or 31 BASIC -80 5.0.

Software for most popular 8080/Z80 computer disk systems including
NORTH STAR HORIZON, VECTOR MZ, OHIO SCIENTIFIC,

CROMEMCO, PROCESSOR TECHNOLOGY, RAIR BLACK BOX,
DYNABYTE, SD SYSTEMS, RESEARCH MACHINES, ALTAIR,
EXIDY SORCERER, IMSAI, HEATH, and 8" IBM formats
Software

Software

with /Manual

with /Manual

OTHER

Ma nu al

Alone

PASCAIJM - Compiler generates P code from extended
standPs1 PASCAL. Supports overlay
structure through additional procedc,ftirills and the SEGMENT procedure

CI language implementation of

type. Provides convenient strult4Yandling capability with the added

variable type STRING. Untyped files allow memory image 1.0. Requires
CletS/C20
56K CP/M

PASCAUZ - Z80 native code PASCAL compiler. Produces
optimised portable reentrant code. All interfacing to CP/M is
through the support library. The package includes compiler
companion macro assembler and source for the library. Requires
56K and ZBO CPU. Version 2 includes all of Jensen /Wirth except
f156/f15
variant records

Version 3 Upgrade with variant records and strings expected
f205/05
2/80

O PASCAUMT - Subset of standard PASCAL. Generates
ROMable 8080 machine code. Symbolic debugger included.
Supports interrupt proCedures,_.aP/M file I/O and assembly
language interface. Real variaWcs,tron be BCD, software floating

point, or AMD 9511 hardwai,oating point. Version 3 includes
Sets, Enumeration and Record data types. Manual explains
BASIC to PASCAL conversion. Source for the run time package
requires MAC (See under Digital Research). Requires 32K.

f135/20

0 TINY C -

interpretive system for teaching
structured programming techniques. Manual includes full
E45/E30
source listings
interactive

Manual

Aione

O SELECTOR III -C2 - Data Base Processor to create and
(0 maintain multi Key data bases. Prints formatted, sorted reports
with numerical summaries or mailing labels. Comes with sample
applications including Sales Activity, Inventory, Payables,
Receivables, Check Register, and Client/Patient Appointments ,
etc. Requires CBASIC Version 2. Supplied in source code.
£185/£12

O CPM/374X Utility Package - has full range of functions to
create or re -name an IBM 3741 volume, display directory
information and edit the data set contents. Provides full file
transfer facilities between 3741 volume data sets and CP/M files
£125/f7

O BASIC UTILITY DISK -

Consists of

111 CRUNCH -14

l Compacting utility to reduce the size and increase the speed of
programs in Microsoft Basic and IRS -80 Basic. 121 DPFUN Double precision subroutines for computing nineteen
transcendental functions including square root, natural log, log

base 10, sin, arc sin, hyperbolic sin, hyperbolic arc sin, etc.
£30/£10
Furnished in source on diskette and documentation
Fortran character string handling.

O THE STRING BIT -

11 Routines to find, fill, pack, move, separate, concatenate and
compare character strings. This package completely eliminates

the problems associated with character string handling

in

£30/110

FORTRAN. Supplied with source

O BSTAM - Utility to link one computer to another also equipped

(g with BSTAM. Allows file transfers at full data speed Ino

O BDS C COMPILER - Supports most major features of

conversion to hex), with CRC block control check for very

function evaluation, linkable with library to 8080 binary output.
Lacks data initialization, long Et float type and static & register

Full wildcard expansions to send .COM, etc. 9600 baud with
wire, 300 baud with phone connection. Both ends need one.

g language, including Structures, Arrays, Pointers, recursive
class specifiers. Documentation includes "C" Programming
£60/£10

Language book by Kernighan Et Ritchie

reliable error detection and automatic retry. We use it! It's great!

f75/f5

Standard and M versions can talk to one another

O STRING/80 - Character string handling plus routines for direct

O WHITESMITHS' C COMPILER - The ultimate in systems
g software tools. Produces faster code than Pascal with more
extensive facilities. Conforms to the full UNIX Version 7 C
language, described by Kernighan and Ritchie, and makes

g CP/M BDOS calls from FORTRAN and other compatible

functions for performing I/O, string
manipulation and storage allocation. Compiler output in
A -Natural source. Supplied with A -Natural. Requires 60K CP /M

facilites. Supplied as linkable modifies in Microsoft format.

available

over

75

f325/f20
O POLYVUE/80 - Full screen editor for any CRT with XY cursor
g positioning. Includes vertical and horizontal scrolling, interactive

search and replace, automatic text wrap around for word
processing, operations for manipulating blocks of text, and
comprehensive 70 page manual
Text formatter

POLYTEXT/80

-

for

word

£70/£12
processing

g applications. Justifies and paginates source text files. Will
generate form letters with custom fields and conditional
processing. Suport for Daisy Wheel printers
pitch justification and motion optimization.

£45/f10

O ALGOL 60 Compiler - Powerful block -structured language
® featuring economical run time dynamic allocation of memory.
Very compact 124K total RAM) system implementing almost all
Algol 60 report features

plus many powerful extensions

including string handling, direct disk address I/O etc Requires
Z80 CPU
f110/£12

Z80 Development Package - Consists of 111 disk file line
Q editor, with global inter and intra-line facilities; 121 Z80 relocating
assembler, Zilog Mostek mnemonics, conditional assembly and
cross reference table capabilities; 131 linking loader producing

Microsoft languages. The utilitv*trary contains routines that
enable programmes to chain 1,.(,...0M file, retrieve comand line
parameters, and search file directories with full wild card

f50/f12

O STRING/80 source code available separately

E185/n.a.

O VSORT - Versatile sort/merge system

for fixed length
Q records with fixed or variable length fields. VSORT can be used
as a stand-alone package or loatts1 and called as a subroutine
from CBASIC. When used atie!r.broutine VSORT maximizes
the use of buffer space by stitt,Vri the TPA on disk' p1 restoring

it on completion of sorting. Records may be up to 255 bytes
long with a maximum of 5 fields. Upper/ lower case translation
f105If15
and numeric fields supported.

CBS - Configurable Business System is a comprehensive set
g of programmes for defining custom data files and application
systems without using programming language such as BASIC,
FORTRAN, etc. Multiple key 44ids for each data file are
supported. Set-up program 1-mizes system to user's CRT
and printer. Provides fast anY'easy interactive data entry and
retrieval with transaction processing. Report generator
program does complex calculations with stored and derived
data, record selection with multiple criteria, and custom
formats. Sample inventory and mailing list system included. No
f185/15
support language required

absolute Intel hex disk file for CP/ M LOAD, DDT or SID
(501(12

facilities

O ZDT - Z80 Debugger to trace, break and examine registers
g with standard Zilog/Mostek mnemonic disassembly displays.
Facilities similar to DDT E20 when ordered with Z80.
f30/f7
Development Package
DISTEL - Disk based disassembler to Intel 8080 or TDL/Xitan
Orders must specify disk

Z80 source code, listing and cross reference files. Intel or TDL
£35/f7
Xitan pseudo ops optional. Runs on 8080.
O DISILOG - As Distel to Zilog Mostek mnemonic files. Runs on
f35/E7
(0 Z80 only

type and format, e.g.
North Star -Horizon single
density.

Add VAT to orders for

0 TEXTVVRITER III - Text formatter to justify and paginate

software (not manuals
alone) Add 50p per item
postage and packing
(minimum (1)
All orders must be
prepaid !except COD or
credit card) Make
cheques POs etc payable
to Lifeboat Associates.
Manual costs are

g letters and other documents. Special features include insertion
of text during execution from other disk files or console,
permitting recipe documents to be created from linked
fragments on other files. Has facilities for sorted index, table of
contents and footnote insertion. Ideal for contracts manuals.

f75/f3
etc.
O POSTMASTER - A comprehensive package for mail list

g maintenance that is completely mpu driven. Features included

keyed record extraction and(`,tr production. A form letter

program is included which pV11,7des neat letters on single sheet
or continuous forms. Compatible with NAD files. Requires
f85/f10
CBASIC-2
Non -macro ca,ks-assembler with nested
O XASM.68

from
deductable
subsequent software

-

conditionals and full range LA.7,"kiudo operations. Assembles
from standard Motorola MCMAl mnemonics to intel hex
£115/f15

XASM-65 - As XASM-6844.0S Technology MCS-6500
series mnemonics .

f115/£15

WHATS177 - Interactive data -base system using associative
tags to retrieve information by subject. Hashing and random
£70/f15
access used for fast resonse. Requires CBASIC
O XYBASIC Interative Process Control BASIC - Full disk BASIC
features plus unique commands to handle bytes, rotate and
shift, and to test and set bits. Available in integer, Extended and
ROMable versions.
f165/f15
Integer Disk or Integer ROMable
£215/£15
Extended Disk or Extended ROMable

O SMAIJ80 Structured Macro Assembley Language - Package
of powerful general purpose text macro processor and SMAL
structured language compiler. SMAL is an assembler language
with IF -THEN -ELSE, LOOP -REPEAT -WHILE, DO -END, BEGIN -

END constructs

E40/f10

purchase

Lifeboat Associates
32 Neal Street
London WC2H 9PS
01-379 7931
® Modified version available for use with CP M as implemented on Heath
and TRS.80 Model 1 computers

© User license agreement for this product must be signed and returned to
Lifeboat Associates before shipment may be made
'CP M is a trademark of Digital Research
ZSO is a trademark of Zilog Inc
The Software Supermarket is a trademark of Lifeboat Associates
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PNTERPRISES
£

£

5.95
6.30

£ 18.95
£ 24.70
£ 18.95
£ 11.95
£ 17.70
£ 18,95
£
£
£
£

f
£

£
£
£
£

5.75
4.00
9.95
6.30
6.30
6.30
8.15
8.25
7.95
7.95

Wang Basic

Accounts Payable and Accounts Receivable
£ 13.15 £ 12.75
£ 13.50 £ 12.95
Payroll with Cost Accounting
General Ledger
£ 12.25 £ 11.95
Some Common BASIC Programs
7.95
£
GENERAL
See Osborne Books!
See Magazines and Subscriptions!
£ 7.00
Microprocessors from Chips to System
£
9.95
Microprocessor Interfacing Techniques
£ 5.50
Numbers in Theory and Practice (A BYTE publication)
£
4.30
Cheap Video Cookbook
£ 7.50
CMOS Cookbook
£ 8.95
IC OP -AMP Cookbook
£
4.25
RTL Cookbook
£
TT L Cookbook
7.50
£
Ciarcias Circuit Cellar
5.50
First Book of Kim
£
7.00
£
Buyers Guide to Microsoftware
2.40
£ 4.95
Calculating with BASIC
£
Computer Programs that Work (In BASIC)
2.95

BASIC Software Library: (Listings)
Vol 1: Business and Games Programs
Vol 2: Maths, Engineering and Statistical Programs
Vol 3: Advanced Business Programs
Vol 4: General Purpose Programs

Vol 5: Experimenters Programs
Vol 6: Miniature Business System
Vol 7: Chess/Medbil/Wdproc Programs
Vol 8: Home owners Programs
Dr Dobbs Journal, Volume 1
Dr Dobbs Journal, Volume 2
Dr Dobbs Journal. Volume 3
Best of BYTE
Scelbi BYTE Primer
Best of Creative Computing, Vol 1
Best of Creative Computing, Vol 2
Program Design

Programming Techniques: Simulation
PIMS -A Database Management System
FOR THE Z80
See Osborne books!
Z80 Software Gourmet Guide and Cookbook
Programming the Z80 (ZAGS)
Z80 Instruction Handbook (Wadsworth)

£ 17.50
£ 17.50
£ 26.95
£
£

7.95
7.95

£32.50

£ 26.95
£ 14.95
£ 13.95
£ 13.95
£

£
£

£
£
£
£

£
£
£

13.95
8.95
8.95
6.95
6.95
4.25
4.25
5.95

8.50
9.95
2.95

FOR THE 6800
See Magazines and Subscriptions!
See Osborne Books!
£
6800 Software Gourmet Guide & Cookbook
7.15
6800 Tracer - An aid to 6800 Program Debugging
£
3.95
Tiny Assembler
£
5.75
RA 6800 ML - An M600 Relocatable Macro Assembler
£ 15.95

Link 68 - An M6800 Linking Loader
MONDEB - An Advanced M6800 Monitor Debugger
CONCERNING LANGUAGE
SCELBAL - BASIC Language Interpreter (Source Code)

£

Instant BASIC

£
£

Basic BASIC
Advanced BASIC

My Computer likes me ... when I speak in BASIC
Users Guide to North Star BASIC
A Practical Introduction to PASCAL
Microsoft BASIC
Secret Guide to Computers

Telephone: 01-591 6511

FOR THE 6502

BY OSBORNE
Introduction to Microcomputers Series
Vo 0: Beginners Book
Vo 1: BASIC Concepts
Vo 2: Some Real Microprocessors (without binder)
Vo 2: Some Real Microprocessors (with binder)
Vo 2: Updating supplement set Nos. 1-6
Vo 3: Some Real Support Devices (without binder)
Vo 3: Some Real Support Devices (with binder/
Vo 3: Updating supplement set Nos. 1-6
1 binder (Specify for Vol 2 or 3)
1 Updating supplement (Specify for Vol 2 or 3)
PET and the IEEE 488 (GPIB) bus
6800 Programming for Logic Design
8080 Programming for Logic Design
Z80 Programming for Logic Design
Z80 Assembly Language Programming
6502 Assembly Language Programming
8080A/8085 Assembly Language Programming
6800 Assembly Language Programming
C Basic

8 Cambridge House,
Cambridge Road, Barking,
Essex !GI 1 8NT, England.

£

5.50
3.50

£ 15.00
£

£

6.95
6.50
6.00
2.75

£ 10.00
£
£

3.95
6.50

T.B.A.

See Magazines and Subscriptions!
Best of Micro, Vol 1

Best of Micro, Vol 2
Programming the 6502 (Zacs)
Programming the 6502 (Foster)
6502 Applications
6502 Software Gourmet Guide and Cookbook

See Osborne Books!
£
5.50
£
5.50
£ 7.95
£ 6.75
£
7.95
£ 7.25

FOR THE 8080
See Osborne Books!
8080 Programmers Pocket Guide
8080 Hex Code Card
8080 Octal Code Card

£
£

£

8080 Software Gourmet Guide & Cookbook
8080/8085 Software Design
8080 Standard Monitor
8080 Standard Assembler
8080 Standard Editor
8080 Special Package: Monitor, Editor, Assembler
BASE X: A Simple Language and Compiler for the 8080

£

£
£
£
£

What to do After you Hit Return
8080 Galaxy Game
SUPER-WUMPUS -A game in 6800 Assembler Code
& BASIC
Computer Music Book
Computer Rage (A board game)
Artist and Computer
Games, Tricks and Puzzles for a Hand Calculator
Introduction to TRS-80 Graphics

Take My Computer Please ... (Fiction)
Introduction to Low Resolution Graphics for Pet, Apple

6.95
6.75
9.95
9.95
9.95

£ 20.00
£

5.50

£

9.50
5.00
5.50
8.95
6.95

FOR FUN
SARGON -A Chess Game (for the Z80)
BASIC Computer Games
More BASIC Computer Games

1.95
1.95
1.95

£

TRS80

4.25
6.75
6.95
3.95
2.49
5.75
3.25
5.50

FOR THE NOVICE
See Magazines and Subscriptions!

See Osborne Books!
Your Home Computer
£
5.95
Introduction to Personal and Business Computing
5.50
£
Getting involved with Your Own Computer
5.50
£
How to Profit from Your Personal Computer
5.50
Microcomputer Potpourri
1.95
Hobby Computers are Here
£
3.95
New Hobby Computers
£
3.95
Understanding Microcomputers and Small
Computer Systems
£
6.95
Understanding Microcomputers and Small Computer
Systems and Audio Cassette
£
8.75
Getting Down to Business With Your Microcomputer
£
5.50

MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTIONS (all processed within 3 weeks)
Micro 6502 Journal (17 issiips1
68 Micro (12 issues)
Personal Computing (12 issues)
Interface Age (12 issues)
Dr, Dobbs Journal (10 issues)
Recreational Computing (6 issues)
BYTE (12 issues)
Creative Computing (12 issues)
Kilobaud Microcomputing (12 issues)
Compute for the 6502 (6 issues)
80' Microcomputing (12 issues)

12.50
17.50
17.00
25.00
15.00
10.50
25.00
16.50
22.00
10.50
20.00

HOW TO ORDER:
Send cash, postal order, cheque card number to L.P. Enterprises, Room
8, Cambridge House, Cambridge Road, Barking, Essex IG11 8NT. All
payment must be in Sterling and drawn against a U.K. bank.
Please note: If you wish to pay by Diners Club credit card, we must

have your signature. For any payment by credit card, we need the
expiry date of the card and the address that the credit card company
knows (although we can send the goods to an alternative address).

All publications are published in the U.S.A. and are stocked
in Britain by L.P. Enterprises. Prepaid orders are despatched
by return of post, or advice concerning.

For more information on any of these items, please phone,
write or visit. (We are open during office hours).
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

Digital
Design &

PET and SHARP

Analogue and Digital

Development

Interfaces

43 Grafton Way, London W1P 5LA
Tel : 01-387-7388

SHARP

All units supplied boxed, complete with integral power supply,
fuse, cables and connectors, PLUS illustrative BASIC software.

PET INTERFACES

SHARP MZ-80K INTERFACES

All IEEE -488 compatible and addressable

8 - CHANNEL 12 - BIT A -D CONVERTOR UNIT
\.4014 Differential inputs, bipolar or unipolar, voltage or current;
front panel DIN connectors; conversion time 100 microsec.

"

PRICE: £600

16 - CHANNEL 8 - BIT A -D CONVERTOR UNIT
Single -Ended inputs; current or voltage (0-2.5, 0-5, 0-10 volts)
front -panel BNC connectors, conversion time 120 microsec.
PRICE: £300

8 - CHANNEL 8 - BIT D -A CONVERTOR UNIT

PARALLEL PRINTER INTERFACE (PPI)
will run most parallel printers such as the Centronics range,
Anadex DP8000, etc.
PRICE: £110
SERIAL PRINTER INTERFACE (SPI)
Unidirectional serial interface with RS232 or 20 mA current loop
output; switch -selectable crystal -controlled baud rate; will
drive Teletypes, DECwriter, TI Silent 700, VDUs, etc.
PRICE: £150
BIDIRECTIONAL SERIAL INTERFACE (BSI)
RS232 and 20 mA current loop input and output, with handshake
lines; crystal -controlled baud rate generator; switch selectable
baud rate, parity, stop bits, auto-LF.
PRICE: £210

Output voltage 0-2.5 or 0-5 volts; front panel BNC connectors,
each output is independently latched and converted.
PRICE: £350

8 - CHANNEL 12 - BIT AD CONVERTOR UNIT

01

16 - CHANNEL RELAY CONTROL UNIT
Sixteen individually addressable reed relays; LED indicates each
relay state; contact rating 100 v. @ 0.5 A; front panel 4mm. banana
PRICE: £350
sockets.

8 - CHANNEL 8 - BIT DIGITAL DATA ACQUISITION UNIT
Eight channels each of eight bits plus two handshake signals per
channel; suitable for most digital instruments such as DVMs,
PRICE: £400
counters, transient recorders, etc.

Differential inputs, bipolar or unipolar, voltage or current;
front panel DIN connectors; 100 microsec. conversion.
PRICE: £555
16 - CHANNEL 8 - BIT A -D CONVERTOR UNIT
Single -ended inputs; current or voltage (0-2.5, 0-6, 0.10 volts)
front panel BNC connectors; 120 microsec conversion.
PRICE: £280
FAST DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
16 analogue input channels, unipolar or bipolar; Conversion
time of 15 microsec on single channel scanning; includes 4
digital -to -analog channels.
PRICE ON APPLICATION

X -Y ANALOG PLOTTER INTERFACE
Two analog output channels of 8 -bit resolution plus addressable
relay for pen -lift control; 0-2.5 or 0-5 volts.
PRICE: £200

CUSTOM DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT UNDERTAKEN
All Prices EX -VAT. Cheques should be made payable to 3D Digital Design & Development.
Packing & Carriage extra. All goods supplied under 90 days warranty.

NOTE THESE PRICES!
1 only Centronics 779 Printer
" " Printer Interface Card
" ITT 2020 32K RAM
" Disk Drive for above
" Sorcerer 32K RAM (UHF mod inc)

£795
95
850
425
720

All new & full guaranteed
Please add 15% V.A.T.

TO: HOME AND BUSINESS COMPUTERS,
445 HIGH STREET, NORTH MANOR PARK,
LONDON E.12.
Item(s)

Please send me

SYSTEMS

MICROS LTD
Business consultancy, hardware + software.
Software packaged or bespoke.
- Commodore Pet Systems.
- Commodore Business Software.

- Pet Soft.
- Incomplete Record Accounting.
- Word Processing.
- Daisy Wheel Printers.
- Games.

I enclose cheque/P.O value

Access/Barclaycard No
Name

Address

Signature

- Stationery.

WE ARE PETSOFT DEALERS

Consult us for applications in business,
industry and education.

Please send large S.A.E. for lists of tape and disk -based

software for the PET.
8K, 16K, 32K PETS, disk drives, printers in stock.

HOME & BUSINESS COMPUTERS
445 HIGH STREET NORTH
MANOR PARK,
LONDON E.12.
Tel: 01-472 5017
Business hours

10-5.30 Mon-Sat

Early Closing Wednesday.

Telephone, write or call at our offices:
SYSTEM MICROS LTD.
LLOYD BANK CHAMBERS
7 PARK STREET
SHIFNAL
SHROPSHIRE
(0952) 460214
PCW 35

The perfect match
Lowcosthigh performance
micro terminals

MODEL 1420

MODEL 730

Video terminal £680

Miniprinter £555

The H1420 is a new low-cost video terminal
designed to support small business systems using
both data and word processing software.
It features a typewriter -style keyboard
arrangement with both upper and lower case,
making it suitable for fast and accurate entry with
minimal operator training. Also included is a
separate numeric keypad to make numeric entry
faster, easier and less prone to error. Among other
important features are cursor control keys,
typematic and an alternate function keypad.
Characters are displayed using a crisp 7 x 9 matrix
on a 24 x 80 character screen in high and low
intensity, blink or non -display (zero intensity).
The H1420 is an' economy terminal with all the
features needed to support a variety of
microcomputer applications and human
engineering design for adaptability and reduced
operator fatigue.

The Model 730 dot matrix printer is a high -quality
printer ideally suited for microcomputer
applications. It has been designed for small
business users who look at their printer as a reliable
provider of hard copy information.The Model 730 is
ideal for these applications because it prints quickly
at 100 c.p.s., is easy to operate, and offers the
convenience of handling three different kinds of
paper: cut sheets, paper rolls, or fan -folded (such
as pre-printed forms).
The 730 can handle any of those three paper
forms interchangeably - without adjustments producing an original and up to two clear carbons.
Its 80 column line length matches most standard
VDU formats, and its compressed print mode
allows 132 column printing on 8" wide paper. The
7 x 7 matrix assures excellent print quality even
with 3 part forms. Full upper and lower case 96
character ASCII set is standard.

-----------

To RAIR Limited 30-32 Neal Street, London WC21.19PS
I

Telephone: 01-836 4663. Telex: 298452.
Name
Position

Company
Address
Telephone number

-

I wish to order MODEL 730 0 MODEL 1420 0 COMBO 0
Please send more information 0
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I

Unique in concept -the home computEr that grows as you do!

NEW! -ThE Acorn Atom
An outstanding
E 120 pErsonal
plus VATand p&p. computEr kit
The ATOM-a definitive personal computer.

Also available

Simple -to -build, simple -to -operate. But a really
powerful full -facility computer. And designed on an
expandable basis. You can buy a superb expanded

ready -built

package now-tailored to your needs. Or, you can
buy just the standard Atom kit, and, as you grow in
confidence and knowledge, add more chips. No need to
replace your equipment. No need to worry that your
investment will be overtaken by new technology. As you
need more power, more facilities, you can add them!

plus VATand p&p

14W4kt'l II

km%

*The picture shown demonstrates mixed graphics and characters in three shades of grey
provided by the Standard Atom.

The standard ATOM kit includes:
Full sized QWERTY keyboard Rugged polystyrene case
Fibreglass PCB 2K RAM 58K ROM 23 integrated circuits
Full assembly instructions including tests for fault-finding.
(Once built, connect it to any domestic TV and power source)
Power requirement: 8V at 800 M A. ATOM power unit available.
See coupon. PLUS FREE MANUAL written in
two sections-teach yourself BASIC and
machine code for those with no knowledge
of computers, and a reference section
giving a complete description of the
ATOM's facilities. All sections are fully
illustrated with example programs.

The ATOM concept
Adding chips into sockets on the PCB allows you to progress
in affordable steps to large-scale expansion. You can see from
the specifications that the RAM can be increased to 12K allowing high resolution (256 x192) graphics. Two further ROM chips,
e.g. maths functions, can be added directly to the board giving
a 16K capacity. In addition to 5 I/O lines partly used by the
cassette interface, an optional VIA device can provide varied
I/O and timer functions and via a buffer device allow direct
printer drive. An optional module provides red, green and blue
signals for colour. An in -board connector strip takes the ATOM
communications loop interface. Any number of ATOMs may be
linked to each other-or to a master system with mass storage/

hard copy facility. Interface with other ACORN cards is simplicity
itself. Any one ACORN card may be fitted internally.
So you can see there are a vast number of modular options and
additions available, expanding with your ability and your budget.

The ATOM hardware includes:
Memory from 2K to 12K RAM on board (up to 35K in case)

8K to 16K ROM (two 4K additions) 56502 processor Video
Display allows high resolution (256 x192) graphics and red,

green and blue output Cassette Interface-CUTS 300 baud
Loudspeaker allows tone generation of any frequency
Channel 36 UHF Modulator Output Bus output includes
internal connections for Acorn Eurocard.

The ATOM software includes:
32 -bit arithmetic (±2,000,000,000) High speed execution
43 standard/extended BASIC commands Variable length
strings (up to 256 characters) String manipulation functions
27 32 -bit integer variables 027 additional arrays Orandom
number function PUT and GET byte WAIT command for
timing DO -UNTIL construction Logical operators (AND, OR, EX -OR) LINK to machine -code

routines Plot draw and move.

ACORN
COMPUTER

4a Market Hill,
CAMBRIDGE CB2 3NJ

Your ACORN ATOM may qualify as a business expense. To order complete the coupon below and post to Acorn Computer for delivery within 28 days.
Return as received within 14 days for full money refund if not completely satisfied. All components are guaranteed with full service/repair facility available.

Please send me the following items:
Quantity

Item
ATOM KIT 8K + 2K (MIN)
ATOM ASS 8K + 2K (MIN)

ATOM KIT12 +12K (MAX)
ATOM ASS 12 +12K (MAX)
1K RAM SETS

4K FLOATING POINT ROM
-

PRINTER DRIVE

6522 VIA
LS 244 Buffers (pair)

MAINS POWER SUPPLY (1.5 amps)

L

To: Acorn Computer Ltd., 4a Market Hill, CAMBRIDGE CB2 3NJ
Item price inc.
VATA-p&p

@ £140.00
42)/174.50
@ £225.00
@ £289.50
@ £11.22
£34.80
© £10.65
@
£3.17
@ £10.20
TOTAL

TOTALS

I enclose cheque/postal order for £
Please debit my Access/Barclaycard No.
Signature
Name (Please print)__
Address

Telephone No.

MI1=11
VISA

_

Registered No:1403810. VAT No: 215 400 220

PCW/6/80
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NEWSPRINT
Guy Kewney with the latest news, rumours and gossip. . including yet another
Apple story.
.

High Speed Sorting
Software supplier A J Harding

has just made a nasty dent in
the much -overworked theory
that US software can only be
imported to the UK by
doubling its price.
Harding's pronouncement
is short, and beautifully
pithy. "As prime distributor
for Racet Computers of
California, A. J. Harding
(Molimerx) announce their
high speed sorting program,
which is now available for
the the Model I and Model II
Tandy TRS-80.
"DSM is a self contained
system written entirely in
machine language and ready
for immediate use. It will sort
large multiple diskette files
on a minimum one -drive
Mod H or twin drive Mod I
system; it will physically rearrange all records without
needing key tiles; it will sort
random files created by
BASIC including sub -records
spanning sectors."
I also note it will do
several other things on
various fields, and is ideal for
large mailing lists, inventory

control, and other business
applications. Sort times are
around 33 seconds for 16

Kbytes, up to 1081 seconds
for 340 Kbytes, becoming
absurd at 2569 seconds for
680 Kbytes - around 16
hours. "The prices "
concludes Harding, "in the
US are $75 for the Model I
and $150 for the Model II.
In this country, we're selling
them at £39.50 for Model I
and £79.50 for the Model II."

'Harding is in Bexhill -on -Sea;

tel: 0424 220391.

Just Open
A new store has arrived in
Edgware, Middlesex, stocking
PET computers and software.
Opened in April by DaVinci
Computers, director Jeremy
S. Rose tells me he's been
in business for just over a
year. Details from 01-952
0526.

Sirius Business

There's a well-known radio
programme called the Hitch
Hikers Guide to the Galaxy,
in which the part of the idiot
is played by the Marketing
Division of the Sirius Cybernetics Corporation. . to
quote, "a bunch of mindless
.

jerks who'll be the first up
against the wall when the
Revolution comes".
There's a virtually unknown
microcomputer supplier in
Leamington Spa who has
called his company Sirius
Cybernetics. His name is
Cutler, and I can tell you
virtually nothing about them
because whatever Cutler's
Sirius Cybernetics does have,
it isn't a telephone.
The announcement in
front of me says that the
company makes memory
boards for South West Tech
Products micros. A board
with two banks of 8 Kbytes
costs £220 with VAT extra.
It comes assembled and
tested, and runs at 2 MHz
clock speed. Sirius Cybernetics claims to be at 7 Euston
Place, Leamington Spa, War wicks CV32 4LN.

Handy Plan
Any programmer can display any character, in any
position, on the screen of a
PET computer. All the programmer has to know is the
location in memory of that
spot on the screen. These
locations start with number

32768 in the top left hand
corner, and continue down to
33767 in the bottom right.
Are you good at counting? To find any particular
location in between "all you
have to do" (a dead giveaway that it's almost impossible) is remember that
there are 40 locations to h
line, and 25 lines. To save
yourself trouble, I recommend that you divide a sheet
of paper up into 40 rows and
25 columns, and write the
number of each -starting
with 32768, and going on
till you reach the end. You
have to write down 1000
numbers, and I dare say
you'll make a mistake or two;
still you can always cross
those out and start again.
With this sheet as a grid, draw
the graphics characters in the
desired squares.

Oh, you'd better print

When computeers talk of volatile memory, they usually
refer to the way data evaporates when power supplies for the
memory chips fail. The phrase could apply to floppy discs,
too, if some Gonzo leaves a match burning under the storage
shelf. In this little box, your diskettes will survive in a furnace of up to 1700 deg F - they won't become overfloppy
(they went up to 207 deg F in tests); cost is around £60
and details from Crado Devices Ltd on 02774 58232.
38 PCW

several, in case you want to
draw another picture another
time.
Hopefully, that introduction will have given you an
idea why I think Impex
Enterprises is not at all daft
in producing a pre-printed
video planner for PET. The

company charges a hefty
£2.70 for a sheet; it comes
in a plastic sheath, and the
price includes a watersoluble orange pen. The ink
can be wiped off the plastic
when the design is finally
POKED into place.
Impex is at 12 Wallscourt
Road, Filton, Bristol BS12
7NS and the price includes
postage and packaging. By
the way, POKE locations for
other machines are promised
for the future.

PET Talk

One look at the size of the
loudspeaker on the "talking
calculator" for the PET will
warn you that Julian Allason's
speech program deserves a
better output device if you
are thinking of using it for
generating music. The
program costs £10 and it
animates the PET keys...
for instance, if you
press 1 it says "one" and so
on. It's useful for the deaf

(could he mean "blind"? Ed) and helpful for the rest

of us. The squawk box costs
£27. ACT Petsoft are at 6668 Hagley Road, Edgbaston,
Birmingham B16 8PF.

Firm Stand

High technology means a
printer on its own stand. A

stand with (or without)

a floor -level shelf for a box
of paper is available from Wisbech Computer Services; it's
designed to take a Texas
810 printer. Wisbech describ-

es the stand as "solid and
robust" which I take to mean
that it doesn't wobble as the
head moves across the paper.
Details, prices from Wisbech

(0945)64146.

APL Gets
Personal

You can learn the programming language APL on a
micro. Do you care? Yes. The
first time a beginner sees a
program written down, ready
to be typed into a system,
it had better be BASIC rather
than APL. . . that's if he's
not to be frightened off computers for ever.
A Programming Language
is totally incomprehensible
at first sight. (So is BASIC,

NEWSPRINT
but it doesn't look incomprehensible.) However once one
has grasped what's going on,
it quickly becomes much
clearer, much more concise

application software" must
expand. Details from Bryan
Barnes at 30 St John's Road,
Tunbridge Wells, Kent.

simpler for the personal programmer to use.
Strangely, APL is the way
that pre -micro users were able
to get personal computing
power - by writing their
own programs and running
them on their own terminals

Wheeling And
Dealing

- and most important -

- when they wanted to do
things that the data
processing Department

couldn't or wouldn't do for

them. Because APL was provided on big machines, it
was normally given in a way
that took advantage of big
machine characteristics; the
most noticeable characteristic
of big machines is that they
allow the user to write enormous chunks of code and
keep them very cheaply on
big discs, where storage costs
£30 per megabyte.
A surprising result of this
is that users of micros quickly
decided that an APL interpreter could not work unless it
did have huge chunks of code
to convert the cryptic instructions into actions. This turns
out not to be the case. Code

has been written that's short
enough to fit into a Zilog
Z80 address space and which
can still execute most of the
instructions that APL writers
will give it; and there's
enough space left over to
fit in a useful APL program.
The first UK company to
offer APL on a micro called
itself APL... short for Alan
Pearman Limited. Now Alan
Pearman is running courses

on micro -APL, comparing the
Vanguard system with the
Canadian MCM system with
his own (he also offers Vanguard, by the way) and with
mainframe versions.
The seminar takes a day,
and demonstrations are given
in financial modelling, statis-

tics, report formatting, hard
copy graphics, critical path
method, and utility functions. Cost quoted is £25
per company: individual users
should try to join a company
seminar in London, Manchester, Bristol, Birmingham, and
York.
Details from APL at A. P.

Limited, Freepost, Chester
CH3 5YZ (without a stamp)
- or on Chester 46024 and
21084.

Old Hands On

Dec

Nobody in their right mind
would buy a huge Digital
Equipment Corporation minicomputer in order to develop
software for a microprocessor
- even as expensive a microprocessor as the new Zilog/

AMD Z8000.
The reason that Zilog has
offered a piece of software
to allow Z8000 programmers
to work on a DEC PDP-11
mini is not that Zilog custom -

Boxes to put computers in: called Princess, Jubilee, Commander and Bocon D(:sk, designed to make your birds -nest
of wiring look worth stealing. The different names are made
in different materials, from something called ABS through to
black ABS and aluminium and including structural foam plastic. Detailed explanations from Chris Long on Aylesbury
(0296) 20441 - the company is West Hyde Developments.

He's not only real, he's a friend of the Editor... there's
influence for you.
ers are out of their minds,
the main distributors.
however. It's because a lot
According to Modata, the
of the people who want
cuts are around 25%. The
Z8000 systems already have
PDP-11 minis available in
their companies, and also
because these minis can run
an operating system called
UNIX -a time sharing system originally developed by
Bell Labs (the research offshoot of America's telephone
network supplier).
In the words of Dr Bernard
Peuto, Zilog's director of
component design engineering and one of the ideas men
behind the Z8000 design (or
"architecture") the Unix
operating system is "an ideal
software development envi-

cost of a DSC-2 with 64
Kbytes memory and just over
a megabyte of diskette storage
and with the CP/M operating
system thrown in, is now
£3525. With a 13.7 megabyte
hard disc drive and the model
number changed to HDA4004, the price is £6745. The
bit -slice based Hex -29 (it has

an instruction cycle of 160
nanoseconds) with a multitasking operating system costs
upwards of £6445.
At this stage, it would seem

that Modata is more interronment" for the Z8000.
It's still not possible to get ested in hearing from dealers
reliable working Z8000 chips than direct customers: the
announcement says that the
if the version of the chip
network of dealers "who are
you want is the segmented
one with extended memory
able to provide a wide range
addressing. However that day of professionally supported
is not far off - and Ithaca
Intersystems has a cpu board
ready with either 8001 or
8002 processors for S100
systems.
Anybody who wants to
have software ready for the
arrival of the hardware will
have to start now, if not
sooner. They can feel subtly

New "and experienced" overseas dealers are needed by
New York company, SynchroSound Enterprises; apparently
that means us. The products
are terminals and they quote
names such as Hazeltine,
ADDS, Televideo, Lear Siegler, Texas, Centronics and
Qume. The company also
distributes microcomputers:
offered here are North Star,
Cromemco, Digital Microsystems, Alpha Micro and
Superbrain. My impression,
however, is that none of the
prices will make you fall off
your chair. The man to talk
to if you want to break the
exclusives of other distributors is Robert Kant at 193-25
Jamaica Avenue, Hollis,
New York, NY11423: phone
(212) 468 7067.

Games And
Claims

"We know of no other company that supplies diskette
software at these prices."
The claim has been made
by Databank Software Services as a result of its price
cuts. The company is in
Loughborough, and the
machines involved are PET,
Apple II and ITT 2020, and
Exidy Sorcerer; the diskette
software is Apple/ITT only.
Fourteen games titles are
listed at £10 each (on floppy
including media and postage).
There is one way to get

re -assured by Peuto's claim

that the Unix/PDP-11 cross software package "is able to
generate highly efficient code
for the Z8000 because the
Z8000 architecture was greatly influenced by that of the
PDP-11, on which the Unix
software was implemented."
Details in the UK from
0628 36131.

Tumbling
Prices

New prices have been announced for Digital Micro-

systems products - microprocessor based and bit -slice

mini systems - by Modata,

Time was when a printer using electro-sensitive paper would
be sold on the basis of being cheap. This SF -30, using the
electro-arc principle to vaporize aluminium and show the
black paper underneath, is sold on the basis of its quiet
operation and two lines -per -second operation. It's sold by
Roxburgh Electronics on 079 73 3777 in Rye, Sussex.
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Every computer is the right computer...
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. provided it fits your needs. We can supply
computers from North Star, Apple and
Commodore, each one guaranteed to match
dosely your particular requirement.
PET
Britain's best-selling microcomputer unrivalled in cost and performance for teaching
the fundamentals of computing using BASIC,
and invaluable to staff for school records,
timetable planning, attendance figures and
examination results.
16K PET £675

APPLE
The ideal teaching aid for more advanced
students where its superb high -resolution
colour graphics can be fully exploited in
scientific and engineering use. Its advanced
features, including voice synthesis and output,
stimulate involvement and help make
computing creative and fun. It can now be used
for teaching PASCAL, the exciting language of
the future, while further applications include
laboratory control and data logging.
16K APPLE £695

NORTH STAR HORIZON
The North Star Horizon will enable advanced
students to acquire experience of commercial
computing applications. Over 15000 Horizons
are being used in business and industry today,
and its mature specification smooths the
transition to current data processing
techniques. FORTRAN and COBOL are handled
with the same ease as compiled BASIC and
PASCAL.

32K North Star Horizon £1345

5b the Poultry, Nottingham NG12HW.

tel: 0602 583254. telex: 37297 (Keenco)

Kean Computer5

NewApple, North Star Horizon
Sioo products.
1EEE488 Interface

This is a general purpose Listener/Talker/
Controller type implementation for operation
within the IEEE488-1978 GPIB Standard. A

really superior product imported directly from
the manufacturer by Keen Computers Limited.
Salient Features
Supports Daisy Chain Interrupts with on board
arbitration logic. Allows DMA Daisy Chain
(pass through).

Order Number K00621A £212.00.

BCD A -D Converter
The converter is designed to measure an
input potential between 0 and +3.999 volts and
convert it to four Binary Coded Decimal numbers
that your Apple II can understand.

Order Number: K00622A £180.00.

Arithmetic Processor
This has got to be the most exciting
interface for the Apple to date. This powerful
hardware floating point unit will significantly
improve the execution speed of your Applesoft
II programs. Decrease execution time by an
order of magnitude!
To help achieve true power these additional
functions have been added and are available
through the USR)) function:
ASIN (X). ACOS (X). COGIO (X). SINH (X). COSH (X).
TANH (X). INVERSE (X). PI and several others.

All existing Applesoft II arithmetic options
are still available but are now performed by
the processor unit where a speed advantages is
needed.

Gaining this speed has a trade in reduction
of nine sig. figs. to seven but just look at the gains.
Using CCSOFT each floating point function
was timed over 5000 repetitions. The following
was achieved:
Function Overhead CCSOFT AS II
FDIV
11.4 sec
17.6 sec
27.3 sec
SQR
13.8
17.1
248.9
TAN
13.8
28.7
244.8
ACOS
13.8
30.6
554.8
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If you want increased speed then this is for
you (bolt your Apple to the bench -it is
that fast!) Try it - you'll like it.

Order Number: K00623A £240.00.

PIA Interface

This interface opens up your Apple to a
variety of peripherals such as printers, paper
tape equipment or another computer It is a
parallel input/output card. Apple has output
parallel interfaces but there are not that many
parallel input cards around. We think this is a good
one. It has two 8 bit bidirectional parallel ports
and four handshake lines. TTL compatible Side
A and B with a CMOS Drive capability on Side A.
All external lines via a DB-125 Type Connector.
In our opinion a good solid interface.

Order Number: K00624A £180.00.

Synchronous
RS232C Interface
What more need be said! Synchronous
Serial interfacing has been a problem in the past.
Now we have the answer. If any extra protocol
is required this can easily be catered for.

DATA Transfer mode:
7 or 8 data Bits. OPP, EVEN or NO parity.1 or 2
stop bits. Synchronous Serial by word. Serial by
bit.

DATA Transfer Rates:
50, 75,110,134.5,150, 200, 300, 600,1200,
1800, 2400, 4800, 9600,19200, BAUD,
EXTERNAL.

PROGRAM Memory.
ROM (Mask)
or PROM (Fuse Link)
or RAM (Static 2112's)

NOTE: ROM/PROM Auto power down.

Order Number K00625A £180.00.

Light Pen
The Symtec Light Pen is now imported by
ourselves directly and is in our opinion the best
light pen for the Apple. Complete with software
you can now read a coordinate on the hires,
page or text page. Ideal for Computer aided

graphics or simple data entry Try one.
Order Number: K00310A £165.00.

5 or 4 terminals to your Horizon system

PASCAL Light Pen

You need some more terminals then?
We hold the following range:
Cifer 2960, Order Number: K11910T.
WI 912, Order Number: K11800T.
TVI 920, Order Number: K11801T.
Lear Siegler ADM 31, Order Number: K11703T.
Lear Siegler ADM 3A, Order Number: K11704T.
Lear Siegler ADM 42, Order Number: K11705T.

Driver
Use the light pen in turtlegraphics with
K.C.Es advanced library software.

Order Number: K01201A £265.00.

Other goodies you
may not know about.
Supercolour
No colour for Apple? If you want colour now
and of the highest quality then you need
our Supercolour system.
Look at these features:
1. Switch selectable text colour
2. Switch selectable low res choice
3. Switch selectable Hires choice of colours
4. Black and White only switch for photographs
5. Intensity switch
Colours are sent out directly to T.V. guns and
hence are dense and clear. Our Supercolour
KV1400 automatically switches out UHF signals
-your display is crisp and stable. When you
remove the connector it automatically reverts
to W.
Designed and manufactured exclusively by
K.C.L. to the highest standard. Don't miss out.
Get one now and use Apple's unique colour
ability.

Order Number:

K00680A (Supercolour interface) £90.00.
K11502A TV. (Supercolour KVI400) £345.000.

Special introductory offer of £35.00.

S100 Clock Card
This 100,000 day clock/calendar card is a
worthwhile addition to any North Star or other
S100 system. Complete with its own
rechargeable battery it is excellent in any
business application.
Order Number: K11600Z. £180.00.

New Software

Announcement
Apple Pip
Would you like to rid yourself of the
sickening feeling when Apple goes "Disk 1/0
Error"? Apple Pip is for you.
Look at the uses:
1. Recover deleted programs
2. Repair corrupt disks
3. Hide programs from Catalog
4. Edit the disk Catalog
5. Determine exact program length
6. Change DOS commands
7. Change Tokens in Basic Programs

Order Number: K011365 £95.00.

Micromikes Time
Sharing Software

To find out more... phone or write to:

Specially designed for North Star Horizons.
Five share and Four share allow you to link up to

5b the Poultry, Nottingham NG12HW.

Haan Computer5
tel: 0602 583254. telex:37297 (Keenco)

NEWSPRINT
dealers. They also said that
Microsense had actively discouraged the practice of
giving discounts as a way of
encouraging trade. And they

said that a promotion like
this should be co-ordinated
through dealers. . not sprung
on them as a surprise. And
finally they said that Micro sense had encouraged dealers
to sell aggressively to schools,
and that just at the time of
year when this work .night
bear fruit, here was the bread
being snatched out of their
mouths; it wasn't fair.
The man at Microsense
who dreamed up the idea was
fully supported by his loyal
colleagues, who hasti'y told
dealers and anyone else who
cared to ask that they knew
nothing about it - an entertaining thought if true.
But not all dealers felt
horrified. Those who had
.

Over by the petrol pumps, Gonzo Talbot has installed a
remote temperature sensor. The temperature rises, and
the sensor sends a signal to Gonzo's computer; to do this,
it switches on a small current, generating a small spark.
Now you know why Burr Brown is so pleased that its Micromux data acquisition transmitter has received safety approval
for use in flammable atmospheres. Details on 0923 33837.
them all absolutely free .
Cube will be for groups of
by buying Databank's £150
businessmen or classes of
mailing/letter system. This is
students, referred to the Cube
described as "a marvellous
by people such as the Computime saving system combining ter Centre for Islington.
the addressing capability of
Afternoons will be devoted to
the computer in conjunction
allowing businessmen to
with a powerful letter writer
come in and use the machines
and editor."
"on a cost basis".
The games are Startrek,
Stock Control (good game
this), Snooker, Cash Register,
Astronomy, Noughts and
Crosses, Space Ship, Bank
Account (OK, they're not all
games), Space Dog, Payroll,
Klingon, Library Index (Dewy
system), Phaser and Jet Flight
with current cost accounting.
I'm kidding about the current
cost accounting. Details
0509 217671.

Comprehensive
Cube
It may be the first place in
Britain where anybody can

Another interface to convert an office IBM Selectric into a
computer terminal - receive only. Prices start at $595;
Details from Ipex International of 16140 Valerio Street,
Van Nuys, Ca 91406.

done no promotion to
schools pointed out that the
advertising might provoke
some sales; the discount only
applied to the first purchase,
which might reasonably be
expected to lead to normal
follow-up sales later.
Am I taking sides if I

point out that this is one of
those questions with more
than one answer? Divided or
not, the dealers who opposed
Microsense made their point,
and the distributor promised
they would get their cut;
they would also be expected
to handle any follow-up
business. .. at full price, and
that's official.
It may be just one of those
administrative hiccups that
one expects between trading
partners, and maybe I should
take no notice. By the same
token, perhaps I should also
ignore Microsense's latest
advertising campaign. If you
care to read it (not in PCW,
because we've protested)

you'll note that it includes
the statement that the Apple
II is the only microcomputer
supported at dealer level.
This statement is what many
in the writing trade call
"fiction". When asked for a
comment, by this paper, the
Microsense director involved
described the statement as
"a printing error".
You may feel that I
shouldn't stoop to discussing
this sort of petty rubbish and I wouldn't, but for the
fact that the last time I wrote

just walk in and use a comput-

er with about the same sort
of fuss that joining a library
would involve. That will be
the Community Computer
Centre, and it's siting will be
in North London, as from
July 11, when Uncle Clive
Sinclair, a long-standing friend

of the brains of the project
(Robin Bradbeer) opens it.
Bradbeer, a lecturer at the
North London Polytechnic,
has managed to involve the
local councils of Islington and
Hackney, to the point of
getting £20,000 set aside for
Community Computer Centre
or C3 or Cube. Cube "will
cater for three groups of
people," Bradbeer promises.
First, there will be integrated
systems such as the Sharp
MZ80K, the PET, and the
Tandy TRS-80. There are also
plans for three systems with
colour graphics, and finally,
another three based on the
CP/M operating system North Star Horizon type
machines. "We hope that
some of the other systems
will run CP/M too," says
Bradbeer.
Morning sessions at

Apple Crumble
Word reaches me that the
Apple Dealers' Association is
dying. It was set up (in some
haste) when Microsense took
over the Apple II distrubution franchise last year with the object of smoothing
the troubled waters that lay
between Microsense and
Personal Computers (the previous distributor).
The source of this strange
information is, through
devious means, Microsense.
People there seem confident
that the question of a special
advertising campaign aimed at
schools has hopelessly split
dealers who were formerly
united.
The question over which
the split occured was whether
it was a good idea - or an
underhand trick - for Micro sense to make an offer to
schools to supply the first
Apple II they might buy at
a generous discount. Those
who opposed the promotion
said that Microsense had promised not to deal direct with
users, but only through

Management games normally need a computer as umpire,
and normally the program is sophisticated and expensive.
One of the better known games has been adapted for a PET
computer by Petsoft. It's the one written by Understanding
Ltd, and it costs £60. Tel: 0635 201131.
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about the Apple Dealers'
Association, that same director complained bitterly to me
about not checking my facts
with him before sending copy
to the printers. When my colleague David Tebbutt checked these "facts" (including:
"it's a printing error")
with him the phrase he used
was "That seems a bit unlike-

ly, Stephen". "I didn't think
you'd fall for that one,"
responded the director cheerfully.

I shall continue to check
my facts with the dealers.

Classroom
Course

Computer Aided Classroom

Instruction: if you need to
instruct your classroom,
there's a £27.00 course by
this title being run at the
University of Salford on
July 15 to 17, It aims to

show how desk -top micros
can be used to help school
students to explore problems in science, even if they
have no knowledge of programming. Details from
Admin Assistant, (Short
Course) Room 110, University of Salford M5 4WT.

its IEEE interface. And it
includes an 8 -bit, eight
channel analog output device
at £350, a 16 -channel relay
driver, at the same price, an
X -Y plotter interface at
£200, a /400 digital data
gatherer and a 16 channel, analog to digitial
converter offering only 8 -bit
accuracy, for £300. Software
is available for all. Details on
01-387 7388 (and see Micros
in Control, page 105 this
month).

the backing of at least
£40,000 of NEB -raised
capital and a new joint -owned
company to push it out.
B & B is on 0204 26644, and
managing director J Blackburn tells me: "The Post

Right, As Usual

more than an all -British,
16 -bit Digico system with
printer and discs, operating
software and Design Council
award. This must explain why

that town's micro contest has
a year's free use of a factory
where he can manufacture
a micro -based recorder of
industrial process parameters
(flow, temperature, pressure)

-a recorder which won him
Office also said 'P.O.'. Don't the prize.
ask me to explain - I only
Second prize went to a
report.
company director from Kent

Prize Winners

There are very many "micro -

systems" - and very ordinary
ones at that - which cost

who has devised an audio
visual teaching unit. Third
prize went to a "simple
osmolarity meter". Yeah!

Tra-la-la

It is incredible how fast you
It was me who first told
can enter a song using the
Britain what a good thing the
Musicraft development sysTechnalogics computer (it's
tem by Computercraft (it
able to receive viewdata and
the Department of Industry's says here). The program runs
other teletext) would be: and micro competition organisers on any CP/M based system
at last the National Enterprise have rejected Digico's offer to with 24 Kbytes or more, and
Board has got the message.
provide one of these compuproduces "up to four voices
The Technalogics Expandable ters as a prize. Gonzo Talbot
(notes) each with seven
Computer System (TECS) is
lives!
octave range and each with
to be distributed by B & B
Meanwhile in Peterdifferent musical sounds". It
Computers of Bolton. It was
borough, things have gone
costs $79.95.
launched at the Mersey
much better. The winner (still
The Newtech Computer
Micro Show on April 30, with unnamed at press time) of
Systems Inc. Model -6 Music

A Word of
Advice
A new report on word processing suggests that you should
"drive a hard bargain with
your supplier". The report in
fact comes from Logica, a big
software house with a word
processing division. You have
to be prepared to start with
Logica.... the report costs
£100. Phone Online Publications in Northwood Hills,
Tel: Northwood 28211.

Under Control

A nuclear reactor somewhere
in the North of England is
unreliably reported to be
controlled by a Commodore
PET. I've been told this by
the man who claims to have
installed it although, not surprisingly, he won't say where
it is.

Anyone planning a similarly ambitious process control
job will be interested in the
range of PET -connectable
interfaces launched by Digital Design and Development
(or 3D) of Grafton Way,
London. The range starts
with a converter of analog
signals (temperature, voltage,
pressure and the like measured by devices such as thermocouples, strain guages and so
on) giving 12 -bit digital

values to the PET through
42 PCW

These are the terminals which will be appearing alongside every French telephone from next
year - as a replacement for telephone directories. Mass produced at a cost of under £50 per
terminal, they will cost the user absolutely nothing to install. How can the French telephone
company afford it? Simple: they'll be paid for with the money which has previously been
spent on printing all those expensive telephone directories. Further, the user will now be able
to look up any telephone number in the country instead of having to ring directory enquiries
for out-of-town numbers. The four versions are made by Thompson-CSF (above left), Matra
(above right), CIT-Alcatel (below left) and TRT (below right). So how about it, Buzby?

Your Commodore PET System
The Commodore PET is Britain's best selling microcomputer
nd the most popular choice in every field:A SELFCONTAINED
MICRO-

COMPUTER
FROM £550.

* In Education for teaching Computer Science
and as a teaching aid for other subjects.
* In Science and Engineering for solving
problems and for monitoring laboratory
equipment.
* In Business the PET system
can be put to a wide range of
functions including Payroll,
Accounting, Statistical
Analysis, Stock Control and
Word Processing.

Not least of its attractions is the price of a PET -from £550 for a self contained unit, to under £2,500
for the complete system including Floppy Disk Unit and high-speed Printer. Ask your nearest
Commodore dealer below for details about Commodore hardware, software and training courses.

LONDON

Our Dealer* Network

Capital Computer Systems,
Wl. 637 5551
ACE (by Top TV Ltd(, SW1. 7301795
Micro Computer Centre,

SW14.876 6609
Logic Box Ltd, SW1. 222 1122
Sumlock Bondain Ltd, EC1. 250 0505
Da Vinci Computers Ltd,

NW4. 202 9630
L & J Computers, NW9. 204 7525
Adda Computers, W1 408 1611
CAS Business Equipment Ltd,
E8. 254 9293
Advanced Management, EC2. 638 9319
Metyclean Ltd, SW1. 828 2511
Microcomputation,
Southgate. 882 5104
T.L.C. World Trading Ltd, WC2. 839 3894

HOME COUNTIES
Orchard Electronics Ltd,
OXON, 0491 35529
D. L. Chittenden Ltd, CHESHAM, 4441
J. R. Ward Computers Ltd,
MILTON KEYNES, 562850
Dataview Ltd, COLCHESTER, 78811
South East Computers Ltd,
HASTINGS, 426844
Symtec Systems Ltd,
SOUTHAMPTON, 38868
Alphascan Ltd, BANBURY, 75606
Super -vision, SOUTHAMPTON, 774023
Millhouse Designs Ltd,
ALTON, (042) 050374

Micro Facilities Ltd, MIDDX, 979 4546
DDM, BRENTWOOD, 230480
Stuart R. Dean Ltd, SOUTHEND, 62707
Alpha Business Systems,
HERTFORD, 57423
HSV Microcomputers,
BASINGSTOKE, 62444
HSV Microcomputers,
SOUTHAMPTON, 22131
RUF Computers (UK),
BURGESS HILL, 45211
Wego Computers Ltd,
CATERHAM, 49235

T. & V. Johnson, CAMBERLEY, 62506
T. & V. Johnson, OXFORD, 721461

Petalect Electronic Services Ltd,
WOKING, 23637/21776
Business Electronics,
SOUTHAMPTON, 738248
Amplicon Micro Systems Ltd,
BRIGHTON, 562163
Bromwall Data Services Ltd,
HATFIELD, 60980/64840
MMS Computer Systems,
BEDFORD, 40601
Isher-Woods, LUTON, 416202
Sumlock Bondain, NORWICH, 26259
CSE (Computers), READING, 61492
Oxford Computer Systems.
WOODSTOCK, 811976

MIDLANDS &
STH. HUMBERSIDE
Taylor Wilson Systems Ltd,

Business & Leisure Microcomput rs,
KENILWORTH, 512127
Caddis Computer Systems Ltd.
HINCKLEY, 613544
Allen Computers, GRIMSBY, 40568
CPS (Data Systems) Ltd,
BIRMINGHAM, 707 3866
Camden Electronics,
BIRMINGHAM, 773 8240
Cliffstock (Computer Systems) Ltd.
WOLVERHAMPTON, 24221

YORKSHIRE &
NTH. HUMBERSIDE
Microprocessor Services,
HULL, 0482 23146
Microware Computers, HULL, 562107
Computer Workshop, LEEDS, 788466
Hallam Computer Systems Ltd,
SHEFFIELD, 663125

Ackroyd Typewriters Ltd,
BRADFORD, 31835

KNOW LE, 6192

Betos (Systems) Ltd,

NOTTINGHAM, 48106

Holbrook Business Systems,
DERBY, 368088
Lowe Electronics Limited,
MATLOCK, 2817
Davidson -Richards Ltd,
DERBY. 366803/4
Arden Data Processing,
LEICESTER, 22255
Tekdata Ltd, STOKE-ON-TRENT, 813631
C.S.M. Computer Systems,
BIRMINGHAM, 360 6264

Datron Micro Centre,
SHEFFIELD. 585490
Yorkshire Electronics Service Ltd,
MORLEY, 522181

Sheffield Computer Centre,
SHEFFIELD, 53519

NORTH EAST
Dyson Instruments, DURHAM,66937
Currie & Maughan,
GATESHEAD, 774540
Wards Office Supplies,

Tripont Associated Systems,
SUNDERLAND, 73310
Newcastle Computer Services,
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE,

(0632) 615325

SOUTH WALES &
WEST COUNTRY
Computer and Design,
BROADSTONE, 0202 697341
A. C. Systems, EXETER, 71718
Computer Supplies (Swansea),
SWANSEA, 290047
Sigma Systems Ltd, CARDIFF, 21515
Devon Computers, PAIGNTON, 526303
Bristol Computer Centre,
BRISTOL. 23430
J. A. D. Integrated Services.
PLYMOUTH, 62616
Sumlock Tabdown Ltd, BRISTOL, 26685
Radan Computational Ltd,
BATH, 318483
T & V. Johnson Ltd, BRISTOL, 422061

NORTH WEST &
NORTH WALES
B. & B. Computers Ltd, BOLTON, 26644
Megapalm Ltd, CARNFORTH, 3801
Tharstern Ltd, BURNLEY, 38481
Fylde Business Machines Ltd,
PRESTON, 731901
Preston Computer Centre,
PRESTON, 57684
RPL Microsystems, DOUGLAS, 4247/8

LIVERPOOL
Microdigital, LIVERPOOL, 227 2535
Rockliff Brothers Ltd,
LIVERPOOL, 521 5830

MANCHESTER
Cytek (UK) Ltd,
MANCHESTER, 832 7604
Executive Reprographic Ltd,
MANCHESTER, 2261637
Sumlock Manchester Ltd,
DEANSGATE, (0618) 834 4233
Computer Workshop,
MANCHESTER, 832 2269
Professional Computer Services Ltd,
OLDHAM 061-624 4065
D. Kipping Ltd, SALFORD. 834 6367
Catlands Computers Ltd,
WILMSLOW 527166

SCOTLANDMicrocentre, EDINBURGH, 225 2022
Thistle Computers, KIRKWALL, 3140
McAllister Business Equipment,
EDINBURGH, 336 2402

IRELAND
Softech Ltd, DUBLIN, 784739
Medical and Scientific,
LISBURN, 77533

*This is a list of dealers
participating in associated
advertising and not a full list.

commodore
GATESHEAD, 605915

IC
We made small computers big business.

Commodore Information Centre, 360 Euston Road, NW1 3BL. 01-388 5702
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Periflexible to suit your requirements
PERIFLEX 0/0 and 51/4" SYSTEMS
PERIFLEX 0/0
19 slot mother chassis to accept S100 cards,
includes case, PSU and fan.

£420.00
PERIFLEX 00/16
16K static RAM, 4MZ Z80 CPU, 2 serial 3
parallel I/O ports, 2K PROM, 19 slot S100
Motherboard.

£975.00

PERIFLEX 0/0

PERIFLEX 630/16-48

HI -PAD

HI -PLOT

PERIFLEX 630/32
32K static RAM, 4MZ Z80 CPU, 2 serial 3
parallel I/O ports, 2K PROM, dual 51/4
Micropolis drives, 620K storage, 9 slot S100
Motherboard, CPM/MDOS operating system.

£2080.00
PERIFLEX 630/48
As 630/32 but with 48K static RAM.

£2300.00

PERIFLEX 8" SYSTEMS
VDU
PERIFLEX 1024/32
32K static RAM, 4MZ Z80 CPU, dual 1.2
Mbyte 8" floppies, 2 serial 3 parallel I/O
ports, 2K PROM, CPM operating system.

£2660.00

tp*.
PERIFLEX 1024/32-64

isC91.111MI
PRINTER

PERIFLEX 1024/48
As 1024/32 but with 48K static RAM.

£2880.00
PERIFLEX 1024/64
As 1024/32 but with 64K static RAM.

£3100.00

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
Wide range of Micropolis 5 1/4 - drives
available ex -stock for S100 SYSTEMS,
TANDY, SORCERER, etc.

VECTOR GRAPHIC

Various types of VDUs and printers, and a
wide range of applications software readily
available.

£3220.00

OEM & 5100 WINCHESTER DISKS

Micropolis 8" 6.2M to 31M hard disks
available shortly complemented by our own
PEREX cartridge back-up.
STOP PRESS - Micropolis have just
announced a double sided 5 1/4 - floppy disk
drive with a fantastic 630K storage
(formatted).

MZ 56K Z80 4MZ with 630K twin micropolis

disk drives £2645.00
SYSTEM B as MZ but with mindless terminal
LOW COST GRAPHICS

A4 digital plotter £695.00
11" x 11" digitiser £555.00
Both complete with RS232C interface.
FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND DELIVERY
CONTACT US TODAY!

Periflex computers
Micropolis 51/4" disks

Vector Graphic computers
Micropolis hard disks

Sintrom Electronics Ltd

Sintrom
Electronics
SINTROM GROUP

PC W 44

Arkwright Road, Reading,
Berks RG2 OLS

Tel: Reading (0734) 85464
Telex: 847395
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Board "with improved
fourth -order low-pass filter"
is $100 - it doesn't say so on
the release, but I think you
need one to connect between
the clever software and your
amplifier. Details from 230
Clinton Street, Brooklyn,
New York 11201, or phone
(212) 625 6220.

wide range of hardware
from PET and Apple through
to Cromemco, is sold with
software and a maintenance
service. Details on 061-273
1661.

Micros in
Education

With luck and timely printing, you should just be able
SUPA is the new name of the to get into the two-day
"Micro Computers in EduIndependent PET Users'
cation" congress, held on
Group (South) and the new
June 2 and 3; John Coll and
initials stand for Southern
other luminaries of MUSE
Users of PETs Association.
will be discussing a wide
Howard Pilgrim tells me that
variety of important subjects. I'm not sure whether I was supposed to write about this
SUPA's former position as a
black box or to buy one. It's meant to take the output of
Included will be snapshot
regional group for IPUG is
my office word processor (on which I compose all these
sequences
of
German
and
now terminated, and the new
stories) and feed it direct into the printing machinery, thus
Danish
experiences
from
subscription rate for 12
preserving all my own idiosyncratic typing habits and excluHerr Professor Dr Klaus
ding those of the typesetter.
months is £5.00. Pilgrim is
Haefner of the University
I see the greatest benefits in being able to send my prose
membership secretary, and
of Bremen, and Dr Torsten
direct from my home system to the printers without the
his address is 42 Compton
Jensen of the technical
Editor getting a chance to interfere on the way (I don't Road, Brighton BN1 5AN,
Ed). The maker, Alphatronic, claims that the box will interTeachers College, CopenSussex.
face between any general purpose computer and most typehagen. Details on 057-282
setting equipment. Alphatronic is on 01-204 1144.
2711.
they are: individual entrants
the over-the-counter compuA course costing £50.00 and
under 15, individual entrants
ter is here."
S.T.
lasting one day is offered by
Even if the Computer
under 19, and group entries
Cambridge Micro Computers
of people under 19. Overall
Retailers Association doesn't
as a quick practical introducBrain of the year wins £1500 disband out of pure astonishFull marks to Baroness PR
tion to micros: cost goes up
ment, the "City's first specialextra plus a trophy.
and
Commodore
for
to £55 after July. Cambridge
To win, write an essay out- ist microcomputer shop" has
announcing
their
sponsoralso does a five day, £240
lining the following project... opened, and it is at 1/2
ship of the Sunday Times
(rising to £265) introduction
Seacoal Lane - just a short
"to use computers to the
Magazine
competition
to the design of micro -based
stagger from Mother Bunches
benefit of society". Entry
"Young
Computer
Brain
of
systems. Details on 0223
forms from the amazing
wine bar if I remember. For
the
Year"
and
for
getting
314666.
the phone number, I will
Baroness Herself at 1/3 Old
the announcement out well
refer you to Tony Martin of
Compton Street, W1V 5PH.
enough ahead of the judging
Phoenix public relations on
Only one thing - PCW has
day for us to give you a
already received a letter from 01-353 0666. Share his
chance to enter.
an irate 14 -year old; his
excitement.
Two existing computer shops
First prize is a PET 32
in Manchester and in Leeds
Kbyte processor: second is an complaint. ..? What has
writing essays got to do
have been taken over by
8 Kbyte PET; or you can
with computing! The lad has
Northern Software Consul.
have £500/£250 instead.
a point.
tants. . they will be renamed That's two prizes in each
The first official World MicroNSC Computer Shops. A
computer Chess Championclass; there's three classes and
ship will be a star attraction
at this year's PCW show, 4-6
September at the Cunard
International Hotel, London.
Liveport Ltd, now has availThe Championship will be
able two new versions of
held under the auspices of the
Research Machines Ltd.,
International Computer Chess
ALGOL 60. The standard
Association and will be open
version has the capability to
to both commercial and nondo low definition teletext
commercial entrants, with a
type graphics using the Sor£500 first prize for the highcerer's display. In addition to est placed entrant in the
the graphics facility, one ver- latter category. Details of the
sion has also been modified
contest from David Levy,
to use 32 bit integers in place C/O PCW.
of real numbers, thus enablRunning concurrently
ing higher precision calculawith the show will be MICRO
tions to be performed. This
UK, a three-day event incorpiece of jiggery-pokery they
porating conferences, seminclaim makes the system ideal
ars, teach -ins and discussions.
for business applications.
There'll be more details in
Both versions are priced at
next month's issue, so suffice
£99.00. Liveport are on
for now to say, MICRO UK
0736 798157.
will be catering for a wide
Even a very cheap print mechanism such as this tally roll
range of interests - one that
printer from Whymark Instruments can get up to the £440
will cover microcomputers in
mark when it comes boxed and ready to plug straight into a
business, education and the
PET. This machine prints on plain paper, so it isn't an ultra A trifle over -enthusiastically,
home.
cheap electro-sensitive arc printer (cheaper because of having
Tandy has opened a shop in
no powered impact needles); it prints 40 characters per line,
Guy Kewney is Technology
the City of London with the
one line per second. Details of this and other printers and
Editor of Computing.
breathless words "At last,
ticket preparation machines from 07372 21753.

Southern Pet

IntroTo Micros

Competition

Take Over

Show Pieces

.

Variation On
ALGOL 60

Open -At Last!
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which computer? igappleAil

Vder_
£855
Fully Integrated Ledger System
Gives management information i.e. aged
accounts on individual clients, sales analysis.
Trial balance. Profit and loss and Balance

sheet included.
£140
Invoicing
Either stand-alone - or can form part of our

General Ledger System.
£80
Cash Flow/Bank Forecast
Automatically updates all data following each
alteration of an item. Gives Column and line
totals. Saves a lot of boring work when a
Company operates with more than one bank

iffhwaya
£375
Payroll ll
Accepts all tax codes. Gives departmental
analysis. It's user configurable and tax rates
are user changeable. Operator can change
names of items on payslips.

New Word Processing/Data Base
£120
Screen-based editor, powerful global search
editing facilities, formatting facilities, address
data base facilities and possibility to join
sections of text, old and new, for the final
printout. FAST AND EASY TO USE.

account.

The above programs work either on Apple II floppy system or a version
for 10Mb Corvus hard disc drive is available.

Complete computer system with above,
under £5,000
including installation, training and 1 year warranty.

Financial Analysis with VisiCalc £95.00
VisiCalc combines the convenience and familiarity of a pocket calculator with the powerful
memory and electronic screen capabilities of the computer and can do calculations of sales
projections, income taxes, financial ratios, your personal budget, engineering calculations, cost
estimates, in fact, anything normally done with a calculator, pencil and paper. Recalculation
makes VisiCalc a powerful planning and forecasting tool. Not only can you effortlessly correct
mistakes and omissions, you can also examine various alternatives, and above all it does not
require any previous knowledge of computers and programming.
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOMED

Stationery Support
Listing paper and labels
Please phone for details or send for
comprehensive catalogue.

Binders
Special sizes to fit those non-standard
computer listing paper sizes.

BASF Diskettes

VLASAK

Best quality at reasonable prices.

Bespoke Stationery
Ring for advice on customised stationery or

consult our catalogue - no quantity too
small.

Service is our business
We are as near as your telephone,
an extensive range of standard
items always in stock.

BARCLAYCARD

Access

VISA

49Amtkie2.

CRftt-t
41LERS

Vlasak Electronics Ltd., Thames Building, Dedmere Road, Marlow, Bucks.
Tel: Marlow 74789
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YANKEE DOODLES
Tom Williams presents the first of his reports from "across the pond". Tom
is Editor -in -Chief of Info World. . . A Palo Alto based bi-weekly nespaper on
microcomputing.
computer networks need
three major components: the
"electronic highway", or
telecommunications facility,
A recent trip to London to
the computer system, and
the information providers.
witness the "coming out
party" for Prestel in the UK
At present, these networks
gave me cause to reflect on
use existing commercial
the different approaches
facilities at off-peak hours.
toward establishing an
The US has several private
information utility in the US
data communications set-ups
and in Britain. In many ways, which serve large industrial
the Prestel approach,
customers. These services,
initiated by the British Post
among which are Dialcom
Office, represents a very clean, and Telenet, rent their
refined, and marketable
facilities for use by the
commercial information
personal computer networks
utility that will probably find during hours of low industrial
widespread acceptance
usage. Access to the data
before anything comparable is communications networks is
is established in the US.
by means of the telephone
The American approach - system, another private
to the extent that anything
enterprise.
of the sort is being done in
Both networks had to
the US - is a response to
start out with computer
very different economic and
facilities that were not
market conditions; they
entirely dedicated to the
don't lend themselves to the
personal computer network
kind of government -backed
services. CompuServe, the
system now being marketed
parent company of MicroNET,
to the public in the UK. The
uses time on computers that
two American systems
are primarily serving the
currently in nationwide use
company's principal activity
are called The Source, and
of industrial/commercial
MicroNET, and are predicated networking. The Source
on the use of a personal
started out by renting time
computer, or at the least, a
on computers owned by other
computer terminal, to access
companies, but has since been
them.
acquiring its own machines to
Such a requirement
use exclusively for its
immediately limits the
personal network service.
number of persons who can
The information provided
use these networks without
on these networks is available
making a major investment.
in various ways. Some of it,
On the other hand, the
such as United Press
existence of such networks is International news service,
a powerful incentive to
is simply bought or
anyone contemplating the
subscribed to by the network
purchase of a personal
company. This is also true of
computer.
airline schedules and other
The two systems, for all
large data base reference files.
their limitations in numbers
Other services are created and
of users, are much more
maintained by the network
interactive than a viewdata
companies themselves. This
type system; one of their
includes the electronic mail
most attractive features is
facilities, the online chatting
that of electronic mail. I
features (where users
understand that Prestel has
currently logged onto the
the inherent capability to
system can simply converse),
handle electronic mail, but
and such frivolous things as
that subject is taboo because advice columns on
of political and labour
philosophical questions.
considerations, and is
Charges for use of these
referred to only furtively and networks are billed to the
in hushed, conspiratorial
users' Visa or Master Charge
tones in British circles. These accounts and are computed
issues are, of course, alive in
for connect time not
the US too. But since the
including the cost of the
networks are private
telephone service, which the
enterprises, they have simply user must pay to the
gone ahead and implemented telephone company. Thus,
electronic mail anyway. So
charges are not figured
far, the US Postal Service has according to the value of a
been too confused to do
page of information, as with
anything about it.
Prestel. This method has
Like any information
caused some complaints from
utility, the US personal
users who say that they have

Uncle Sam's

networks

to pay to view the same
initial instructions every
time they use the system.
Thus, the financial workings of Prestel and the
American information u ntilities seem to have some fundamental differences. Prestel
rents out pages in its computer
and the information providers
work out how best to pay for
the space and make a profit.
Either they charge the user
for access and have their
accounts credited by the Post
Office, or they pay the Post
Office and make their money
from clients who are
advertisers.

In the US system, the network companies set up the
information service, then try
to put enough useful information and service facilities
on the system to attract
users whom they then charge
directly for connect time.
Although there are teleshopping (charge listed items
to your account number) and
travel booking facilities
available, there's little straightforward advertising -a fact
which seems almost unAmerican.
There are presently plans
to conduct trials of a Prestellike viewdata system in
Florida. However, the system
seems so cumbersome in
comparison to its British
counterpart that there's some
doubt as to the likely success
of the venture. Things such as
the private nature of the
necessary services, the diversity of broadcasting interests,
a somewhat hostile and
slightly inept Postal Service
and the reluctance of Americans to get government
involved in any new projects

will probably not allow a
viewdata system like Prestel
to be directly imported.
However, if experience
shows there is a demand for
an information utility, and if
manufacturers perceive that
fact and become truly motivated, the US will undoubtedly produce a public information system which will
combine many of the refinements of Prestel with the
flexible features of the current
personal computer networks
in a system that will be
uniquely American .. no
doubt as confusing to
foreigners as baseball.
.

Beware the
Japanese
Watch for new computers
from Japan. We just saw an
item produced by the Nippon
Electric Company that
combined in a small keyboard cabinet a computer with 16K
RAM, Microsoft BASIC,
colour graphics, disc controller, cassette interface, and
motor control for $750 US.
For another $750, NEC sells
a colour monitor (that's
monitor, not TV) which will
handle the high resolution
graphics and an 80 character
display.
Console configuration can
be set in BASIC, and there
are "Motor" commands to
control external devices
through the connector at the
back of the unit. NEC is not
planning to market this
model abroad, however. It's
holding back in favour of a
better, cheaper model to be
introduced soon.
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"Not only does it tell you your weight, but also when your
feet need washing."
PCW 47

COMMUNICATION
PCW welcomes correspondence from its readers. Be as brief and concise as possible and please add "not for
publication" if your comments/questions are to be kept private.
Address letters to: "Communications", Personal Computer World, 14 Rathbone Place, London W1P 1DE.

HelpWanted
I have a Pet 32K with 2040
disc machine and printer
and would be interested
to know if any of your
readers could suggest
routines for the following
problems:
A method of calculating
the number of days between
any two dates, either in the
same year, or, more clever, in
different years.
A method of up -dating a
program automatically. This
particular problem concerns
my small wages book. Each

month the "total pay to date"
is increased and has to be
re-entered on my program
individually for each employee. It should be possible to
write a program whic'i will
modify itself each month to
bring the new total forward,
but I cannot see how to do it.
How do you make a program
re -write itself?

L.N. Parlett, Bridport, Dorset.

Thorny
Problem

When reading about the past
features in your magazine I
noticed a number of articles
on the MK14; as I am a
MK14 owner I would like to
read these articles. Unfortunately, it would cost me too
much to buy all these issues
of the magazine. I was
wondering therefore whether
I could get photocopies of the
articles for a fee.
W.R. Osborne, Gateshead,
Tyne and Wear.
We get several letters like this
each month. Unfortunately, if
we agreed to start photocopying articles we would
soon be so inundated with

requests that there'd be no

time left to produce magazines.
As a first course of action, try
a reference library; if this fails,
buy the appropriate back
issues of the magazine. Of
course, we are out of stock on
some issues so if you want a
particular article in one of
these and cannot get it by any
other means, then send us 20p
for each page you want copied
- together with a large stamped, addressed envelope - and
we'll look after you - Ed.

Data Retrieval
Since no answer has yet
appeared to Mr. R. Cason's
question on the PET (PCW
February, 1980) concerning
rescuing data from a tape
48 PCW

where the header has been
accidentally erased, may I
offer the following.
If a data tape is concerned
the problem is relatively

Yes And No

More

(TI), which does not (as some
programmers seem to think)
use the actual value of TI at

all - all that counts is that it

A point that is missed in
is positive!
D. Jones' letter about "YES"
I suggest that programs
simple.
and "NO" in PCW for April is using random numbers use an
First of all enter the
that the problem he describes initial RND (0) to set a "truly
following program:
is not inherent in the PET but random" seed, and then
10 OPEN 1
in the program he uses.
obtain the actual sequence by
20 STOP
Furthermore, the editor's
RND (any positive number).
40 INPUT* 1, A$
suggestion can be compressed G.M. Sobala, London, W.7.
60 PRINT A$
by a third to the form:
50 IF (ST) AND 64 GOTO
IF LEFTWA$.1)='Y' THEN ...
110
IF LEFT$(A$.1)='N' THEN ...
100 GOTO 40
110 CLOSE 1
with the retry routine refer120 END
enced in the second line and With reference to Tim
the 'NO' routine following
The technique is to place
Hawkins' article "Beefing up
immediately after the second the MK14" (April PCW), I
in the cassette player a data
line. However, in this speedy also attempted a similar
tape with the header intact.
day and age, no-one has time expansion. My machine was a
Run the program in the
normal way until it breaks in to waste hitting the RETURN MK14 issue II, using the
key, so why not use the GET original monitor. Unfortunateline 20 then switch off the
format, which is the most
cassette deck and substitute
ly the monitor failed after
compact of all?
the corrupted tape for the
latching out the top four
Frank
Chambers,
Ballycroy,
original one having first
address bits from the data bus.
Ireland.
wound it to approximately
The monitor listing stated that
the right place. Now enter
the monitor used RAM at
the command "CONT" and
OFF7 to OFFF, but in fact
press "PLAY" on the cassette
it uses FFF7 to FFFF. This
deck. The lost data will now
makes no difference to the
be retrieved from the tape
basic MK14 which only uses
As
I
purchased
a
Powertran
and displayed on the screen.
kit about two months ago and, one page, so the first digit of
The problem now is
having got it built and working, the above address locations
formatting it. Data will scroll I am interested to know if
can be ignored, making them
up the screen at a rate of
both the same. However when
there is a users group. If not,
knots and be lost before it
expansion is attempted and
I would be interested in
can ever be read. A semicolon starting one. Any information the last page, or RAM at the
at the end of line 60 will help or suggestions would be very
top of the last page is not
but string data will butt up
available to the monitor, then
much appreciated.
with no spaces between and
C.J. Pink, 14 Cowbeck Close, the monitor programs fails.
still be difficult to read; and
This would appear to be the
Parkwood, Rainham, Kent.
even if a comma is used
case with Tim Hawkins'
instead of a semicolon, readdesign.
ability is not certain,
The solution that I
depending on the length of
employed
was to use full
It seems that most of the PET address decoding
strings; and in any case the
and "ANDBASIC programs submitted to ing" the first and last pages,
whole thing will still be
moving too fast to copy out. your magazine do not use the thus making page 0000 the
Of course a printer would get RND function correctly. The same as page F000. This
action taken by the PET
you out of this problem.
doesn't matter if the full
depends on the value of the
The best way to control
64K capability is not required.
the stuff is to add the follow- argument given:
SOC software can still be run
a) If it is negative (e.g.
ing lines to the program:
before.
RND (-5)) then the PET uses as
L.V. Cooper, Ruskington,
30 FOR I = 1 TO 20
the number given as a new
Lancs.
70 NEXT
seed for the random number
80 WAIT 59410, 4, 4
sequence.
90 PRINT "clear"
b) RND (0) generates a new
Line 100 should be changed seed from four internal clocks. What a narrow minded attiThis should be used only to set tude David Firnberg has to the
to 100 GOTO 30.
Now twenty items of data seeds and not to generate
uses of Computers in Schools
random number sequences
are displayed and the thing
(Interrupt - April 1980) with
stops until you press the space since if RND (0) is used in a
his pleas for schools to
program
loop
which
takes
a
bar whereupon the screen
concentrate on the applicaa constant time interval to
clears and the next twenty
tions of computers rather than
execute then the values of the their functioning or algoitems are shown.
The "WAIT" may not work internal clocks at each
rithms (put away the bits,
function call will follow a
on old ROMS so line 80 can
bytes, circuits and logic gates).
non-random pattern.
be changed to:
He appears to feel that so few
c) If the argument is any
product and systems designers
80 GET Q$: IF Q$ = " "
positive number then the
will be needed in the future
GOTO 80
result is the next random
that their education can be
number in the sequence
and any key can be used to
neglected ("who wants
defined by the seed. So RND electronic whizz kids?"). The
advance to the next block of
(5) gives the same result as the answer is - I do (am I alone'i).
data.
Alan W. Shelley, Sidcup, Kent apparently ingenious RND
Is it not true that developments

Cambridge
Comments

Powertran
Club?

Sowing Seeds

School Sense

COMMUNICATION
properly. In my experience,
all members of the CRA do
ORed with the Page 0 signal
have this background and are
(active low) so that read and ethical and competent to boot.
write pulses are only transFurthermore, all members of
mitted when an access to page the Association have pledged
0 is required; otherwise the
to abide by its conditions and
MK14 board is effectively
code of conduct. This is a
deselected. (Note that All is public statement that members
intend to do all they can to
used as a read signal for the
ensure that the end user gets
ROMs when low). This is a
what he expects, even when
simpler solution to the
this is not explicitly stated in
problem and maintains full
contracts or agreements.
compatibility.
C. MacLeod, Lochee, Dundee. Furthermore any user who
buys from a member of the
association and is for any
reason unable to get satisfaction from his supplier can
I read with interest your
feature in "Interrupt" in the come to the Association and
get some form of redress.
April edition of Personal
Your contributor seems to
Computer World, in which
be under the impression that
"conscientious cowboy"
all members of the CRA are
questions the need for the
large. This is not the case. The
Computer Retailers Associadivision of the industry is not
tion.
Your contributor wields his between those who are large
and who are members of the
axe pretty widely. I do not
CRA and those who are small
think I have ever seen an
article in a computer magazine and not members, but between
those who believe a standard of
that so contemptuously disbusiness integrity and those
misses so many parts of our
Society. Lawyers, gentlemen, who do not. It is a sad fact that
the motor trade and members many of the largest companies
in this industry are the ones
of the Computer Retailers
whose business methods are
Association are all attacked
most suspect. Indeed it has
with a gusto that would do
been suggested that the only
credit to a demolition contractor. I wonder what other way you can become large is by
being a bit of a shark. We in
things provoke such ire in
the Computer Retailers Associyour contributor. It is a pity
ationhe dispute that.
does not give his name.
When your "conscientious
The main point of his
cowboy" feels the time is right,
article, that big is not neceswould be delighted to
sarily beautiful and that many we
receive his application for
small
operations
give
a
first
case?
membership.
all?
rate service, is very valid and
Rayner, Publicity and
R. Mackerness, Solihull.
Paul Stevenson, Norwich
is accepted by every member Paul
officer, Computer
Without knowing which TV
of the Association. The simple education
Retailers Association.
you have, it's impossible to
fact is however, that your
say for sure whether such a
small guy is far more likely to
circuit would work or not.
Is it possible to interface a
pack up and emigrate to
However, bearing in mind the Australia than someone who
calculator -type printer to a
I was gratified to read in the
comments made in the
micro (say, KIM)? If it is,
has sunk maybe £100,000 into April edition of PCW that you
a business. If the small guy
how about doing an article on article, the answer is very
had been inundated with
likely "no". To begin with
does so pack up, what happens programs for the UK101.
what's involved?
the mains -only set may well
to his customers at first year
H.P. Stern, London, NW2
Might I make a plea for hard have its chassis at mains
end when they find that the
ware information? Comp What a good idea! Any reader potential.
year
end
programs
do
not
work?
Shop
are very coy about
Even
if
the
modiwho feels qualified to write
In
any
group
of
people
fication
was
possible
you
giving it out. They say it is
such an article, please contact would still need the fan. Its
there will be sharks. In the
"easily" interfaced with
the magazine - Ed.
microcomputer trade there are S100, but not how, or how
main purpose is to keep the
probably no more who are
chips cool - Ed.
easily. They also say it's
deliberately deceitful or discompatible with Ohio disc
honest than in any other
systems. The Ohio suppliers
I am presently attempting to
business. However, it is a very
I contacted denied this and
compile a short volume on
complex business and many
I have just read "Beefing up
stated there were differences
microprocessor/microwho have gone into it in order that might make compaticomputer applications in the the MK14" in April's PCW.
to get on to the microcomputer bility difficult. Are there any
I built an almost identical
home. In consequence, I
wagon" do not have the readers, or your experts, who
expansion
last
summer
and
would very much like to hear avoided the memory mapping "band
necessary
experience or backmight clarify things?
from any of your readers
ground to really do the job
problem as shown:
Dr. D.H. Harley, Tapton,
about the practical ways in
Chesterfield.
which they are using such
Page 0 (from address decoding)
devices.
We talked to Chris "Spangles"
I.L. Fraser, 45 Walton Road,
NWDS
Cary who tells us that all the
Stockton Heath, Warrington,
lines and signals are there on
Lancs.
NRDS
the board. He suggests that
from
to MK 14 PCB
SC/MP
Practical Electronics articles
All
are the things to dig out as
they did a series on this very
I am currently undertaking a
subject - Ed.
survey of the experiences of
(gates are 74LS32)
To expansion
in the technology of the future businesses using micro will be largely due to such
computers. The survey is being
people and as far as free
conducted completely indesocieties make use of available pendently of any possible
technology they will be
interested parties and aims to
moulded by the work of such establish objectively the
people - I will not enter the
degree of satisfaction experidebate about their economic enced by businesses using
usefulness.
microcomputers. I would
Surely schools must aim to welcome the opportunity to
do both jobs - lay on courses appeal through your letters
for the future electronics/
page to any company that has
computer experts, and courses purchased or who otherwise
for lay computer users. The
has access to a microcomputer.
first would be of a "this is
I would be grateful if any such
how it does it" nature and the user who would like to assist
second of a "this is what it
would write to me at the
can do" nature. I regard both London Business School and
as equally important but to
I will send them a brief
(relatively) deny the first to
questionnaire. All corresponthe goodly proportion of our dence will be handled in
school pupils who find the
absolute confidence.
"how it does it" fascinatingly Charles P. Cousins,
interesting is a criminal
Project MC -02, London
neglect of our educational
Business School, Sussex Place,
responsibilities.
Regent's Park, London
There is more to it than
NW1 4SA.
this however. The "this is what
it can do" approach still
leaves the bulk of people
interacting with systems
designed by others (the whizz
kids?) and in one sense there- I am considering the use of an
fore controlled by them.
old mains -powered black and
white TV as a monitor for my
Surely education should try
recently purchased Nascom
to give as many people as
possible the ability to control 2. Can I use the circuit
described in your March issue
their systems rather than the
other way round, so the more (Simple TV/Monitor) - but
people who can design systems powered from the Nascom 3
amp power supply? If the
and learn how to modify and
if necessary "crash" them the circuit and power supply were
to be housed inside the TV
better.
case, would I still need the
Who are going to be the
aristocrats (technocrats?) of the cooling fan for the Nascom 2
future - or will there be any at when housed in an attache

The NWDS, NRDS and

All lines to the MK14 are

CRA Hits Back

Conversion

Prospects

Cheapo Printer

Plea 1

Ohio Add-ons

More Beefing

Plea 2
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BENCH
TEST

TRS 80 MODEL H

The TRS-80 Model II is an attractively packaged integrated unit with a detachable keyboard
and the sort of features that one would expect from a machine with a £2000 plus price tag. How has Tandy
survived the move upmarket. . .? Stephen Withers (conducting his first Bench test) reports.
1114141AAA144

The TRS-80 Model II.. . "functional and well designed".
The heart of the TRS-80 Model II

est of systems I've used. This is partly
due to the cooling fan (I don't forsee
overheating problems); the fact that the
disc drive is permanently spinning also
take care of the keyboard, video dis- contributes to the noise. In addition this
play, and disc drives.
is likely to reduce the life of the media.
The tested system contained 64K
Two RS -232 ports are provided.
of memory and a single 8" Shugart These operate at the usual Baud rates,
disc drive. Up to three additional drives between 110 and 4800. Speed, word
may be connected, each drive having a length, number of stop bits, and parity
gross capacity of 497.25K (only are all software selectable and this is
406.25K is available on Drive 0, as it much better than having to mess around
contains the system disc). The Model II with jumpers or switches. One channel
is also available with 32K of memory - may be operated in the less commonly
if this option is selected it's possible to used synchronous mode. A Centronics upgrade to 64K with one extra card. No compatible parallel printer interface is
other internal add-ons are available at also standard.
present,
The display shows a full 24 rows of
The Model II is not among the quiet- 80 characters, and is clear and crisp.
system is a Z80A processor running at
4MHz. In order to minimise the load on
the cpu, LSI controller chips are used to
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Contrast and brightness controls are

fitted to the front of the casing, neatly
hidden in the keyboard recess. The full
set of printing ASCII characters are
available (lower case characters have
true descenders), and there's also a set
of 32 rather strange graphics characters.
I can't see these being used much, especially as they are not directly available
from the keyboard. All characters may

be shown in normal or inverse video.
The keyboard is connected to the
main unit by a 2 foot long cable that
terminates in a 5 -pin DIN plug. Any

spare cable tucks into the main cabinet.
There are 76 keys - the normal
QWERTY, plus a cursor control cluster,

two "function" keys, and a number

pad. Despite what you may have read

in an earlier issue of PCW, I believe a time function available, I found the
numeric pad to be very useful; it has clock display in the top right of the
been shown to reduce errors when screen very distracting, and so left it
entering numbers. A feature I apprecia- switched off. The DATE command
ted was the indicator lights on the returns the time, date, day of the week,

returned in the accumulator. I counted
47 SVC's, most of them dealing with
I/O functions, but some of them computational. One of the most interesting is
"PARSER", which is used to split the

The keyboard has most of the fea- ply, the 54th day of the year. Rather
tures one looks for: reasonably good optimistically, Tandy say that this com"feel" (tactile feedback), n -key rollover, mand will now work correctly beyond
minimal reflection from the keytops, 2199 A.D. A utility which carries out
and a slim case that can easily be moved date calculations (e.g. how many days
around the desk, yet is heavy enough to between 3rd February 1979 and 28th
stay put while typing. One problem is October 1981?) is also supplied.
that the "break" key is next to "backThe DEBUG function is a simple
space". Since "break" is used to halt a machine code monitor. What makes it
program, missing the "backspace" key special is that it splits the display, reser-

with terminating and separating characters defined to suit the application.
TRSDOS uses this function when
processing a command line, separating

live with a similar problem.

"examine and alter memory" mode, it

Microsoft, and is said to be upwardly

swiftly and easily, in a manner similar to

Although it's the most comprehensive
implementation I have used, I was surprised to find that it lacks matrix operations, WHILE statements and multi -

"caps" and "shift lock" keys.

can be very annoying! Mind you, thousands of Apple II users have learnt to

Software

and the information that it is, for exam -

ving the top 13 lines for itself, while the
remainder scrolls normally. While in

responds to the cursor control keys,
allowing modifications to be made

contents of a text buffer into fields,

the program or command name from
parameters, and the parameters
from each other. The manual suggests

the

PARSER would be useful as the kernel

of a word processor - certainly an

application to which the Model II would
be suited.
Model II BASIC is licensed from

compatible with TRS-80 Level 2 BASIC.

When I first tested the Model II, it was the PET's screen editor.
supplied with a "pre-release" version of
Pressing ESCAPE makes the changes
the system software, which seemed permanent, or the second function key line function definitions. My main comquite good, but had a number of weak cancels them. DEBUG will also accept plaint is that variable names are limited
points. Since then a revised version has input in Intel hex format through either to two characters, making intelligible
reached Britain which will be supplied RS -232 channel. I was rather surprised programming difficult. The list of reserwith all Model II systems. Having seen that a debugger is supplied without an ved words shows that it is closely related
this new release, I'm glad to be able to assembler, as only the simplest programs to BASIC -80 (see the Benchtest of the
Micromation Z -Plus, PCW December
report that almost every problem I are likely to be hand assembled.
In common with many of the com- 1979), and the similarity extends to
noted has been fixed - and some new
features added. Unfortunately this mands, it's possible to send DEBUG's the benchmark timings - this is a fast leaves me with less to write about! output to the printer, which may be a running interpreter.
The price paid for all these features
Each time the Model II is reset it parallel or serial device. The printer
automatically executes an extensive driver is part of TRSDOS, and a func- is the size of the program - TRSDOS
diagnostic program which tests the disc tion is provided to set its parameters and BASIC together occupy about 26K,
sub -system, CPU, RAM, ROM, DMA (number of lines per page, etc) to suit plus an 834 byte buffer for each file
used by BASIC. Clearly few users will
controller and the input/output chips. the device.
Programs are provided to format and be satisfied with a 32K system.
If these tests are passed, TRSDOS is
Real variables may be single or
loaded and a large Tandy Corporation to copy discs. It's encouraging to see
logo appears on the screen. At this stage that FORMAT will test for bad sectors double precision, and are stored with up
the clock and data are initialised (unless and mark any found as unusable, and to 7 or 17 significant digits respectively.
the system has been PATCHed to skip that BACKUP uses all available memory The type of a variable may be explicitly
this). If this feature is active the proce- as a buffer to speed the copying process defined with a suffix (e.g. A% is an
dure is necessary after every reset. It and to minimise the number of disc integer) or by using the DEFINT,
could be argued that the action imposes exchanges necessary in a single drive DEFSNG, DEFDBL, or DEFSTR statea useful

discipline on the operator, system.

ensuring that all files are correctly
dated.

A utility that's likely save much time
and effort is PATCH. This allows the

ments (e.g. DEFINT A). These are
equivalent to FORTRAN IMPLICIT
statements, where variable names begin-

operator to modify a disc file (even a
system file) by specifying its name, a
target string and a replacement string.
The main use is to correct bugs that
may be discovered in the system software. It will only be necessary for

ning with the parameters of the statement default to the specified type. In
the example all variables starting with
the letter "A" would be integers, unless

One of the first things you notice is is far more convenient then recalling
that files may be protected by pass- master discs for updating. PATCH is
words - and not only that, there's pro- currently used to alter the DOS to suit

tion to PEEK, POKE, and 10 USR

Within seconds after switching on,
the magic words "TRSDOS READY"
appear, and you can get to work. All the
usual functions of a disc operating system are present, so I'll only point out
some of the more interesting or unusual
features.

Tandy to publish the two strings, which

vision for separate "access" and "up- a 50Hz power supply (necessary to
date" words. For example, it may be avoid an unstable display during disc
necessary to give a clerk access to a file operations), and to skip the initialisa-

of sensitive information, but undesirable tion of the date and time when booting
to allow him or her to be able to change up.
One last program that seems worthy
or delete it. The level of access granted
by the "access" word (from "no access" of mention is the one that allows conto "full, including KILL") is under the nection of the Model II to another comcontrol of the holder of the "update" puter as a fairly sophisticated terminal.
word. On top of this, each disc is given The values of the control keys like
a password, knowledge of which allows "backspace" may be reassigned to suit

the alteration of any user file's pass- the host system and information may
word and the deletion of any file. be swapped between memory and disc.
Primitive functions like "get a characTurnkey systems may be produced
by utilising the AUTO command. If ter from the keyboard" are named
set, this causes the automatic execution
of the specified command. This command would typically be "DO MYFILE",
where MYFILE is the name of the file
containing the TRSDOS commands
which are to be executed. In this way
it's possible to have the system automatically load BASIC and execute an applications program.
Although it's often useful to have a

explicitly tagged with a suffix.

The interface between BASIC and

machine code is well supported. In addi-

functions (whose

entry

points are

defined within the program - no messing about with jump tables), there is a

powerful function called VARPTR. This
returns the address of numeric variables

or the address of the pointer to string

variables; it's possible to have machine
code routines that operate directly on
BASIC variables by passing their
addresses as the parameter to the USR
function. Machine code routines may be
loaded into high memory by TRSDOS
and then protected when entering
BASIC by the use of the M parameter

(which specifies the highest memory
location available to BASIC).

Both random and sequential access

Supervisor Calls, or SVC's (shades of the
Jolly Giant!). These are documented

disc files are supported. Using sequential

by loading the accumulator with the
appropriate SVC number, and then
executing a RST 8 instruction. Other

fer the term "direct" access) has been

and available to user -written programs

registers may be used to pass parameters.

The zero flag is always set to indicate
successful completion of the function.
If it fails, an error code is generally

files is straightforward, but I feel that

random access (Tandy, incidentally, pre-

made unnecessarily clumsy. After open-

ning the file the program must define

within the associated buffer;
when a record has been read, variables
fields

are equated to these fields. To make

matters worse, numeric values must be
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tures. In an attempt to overcome this

shortcoming, Tandy intends to arrange
for leading British software houses to
produce high -quality applications soft-
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ware for the Model II.
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The Model II is clearly one of the
new breed of computers; powerful,
integrated systems without some of the
"sillies" that characterised an earlier
generation.

I doubt that many of these computers will be sold for domestic or educational use, as the Model II's large disc
capacity (probably its strongest point)

is rarely an important factor in these
environments.

Above: The Model II keyboard has a lot going for it (see text) - only problem,
the "break" key is next to "backspace". Below: A tidy array of backplate
sockets.
111110 t=111116M111111111111111wwt,t,wwwwww

Expansion
At present, expansion is limited to the

of extra disc drives, and

addition

increasing a 32K system to 64K. As
already stated, the motherboard allows

for expansion when new devices become
available (after all, Winchester discs are

almost mandatory these days.

.). In

.

case you feel that this lack of expansion

is a bad point, when you have a 64K

system with almost 2 megabytes of disc
space, interfaces for printers, modems

and what -have -you, as well as a full
sized display and keyboard, what more
do you want?
On the software side, Tandy UK are
expecting the release of a Pascal system

for the Model II in the near future,

and at some stage, an assembler. I also
heard that Fortran is in the pipeline, but
as CP/M is available, who really cares?

(Yes I know it isn't the world's best
operating system, but it works, and

Benchmarks
converted to strings before they can be
stored on disc. Despite these criticisms,
random access files work well on the
Model II, and certainly they are easier
to use than those on some other systems
(Commodore, for example).

The disc tests used are based on

random. Although this involved a
considerable amount of head movement, it was only fractionally slower
at

than Test 4 or 5.

Potential

those developed by Sue Eisenbach;

The Model II is unmistakably aimed at
in fairness I should point out that the the business user. The full sized screen
system was set to verify all disc writes and good quality keyboard make it a
(thus slowing things down), but on the natural for word processing. Since Life-.
other hand a virtually empty disc meant
that the file was held in contiguous
segments (which has the opposite
effect). Strings in Model II BASIC have
maximum length of 255 characters, so

the tests involve a file of 100 records,
each containing two
characters.

fields

of 128

Test 1 simply opens a new file and

immediately closes it.

Test 2 uses a FOR loop to fill two
strings (A$ and B$) with 128 "A"s,
then opens an existing file; the second

loop writes A$ and B$ into

all 100

records, in ascending order. The file

is then closed. Test 3 is similar, but the
records are written in reverse order.

This actually ran faster than Test 2 can anyone suggest why?

Test 4 opens the file, reads records
1 to 100, assigning the two fields to
A$ and B$, and then closes the file.
Test 5 repeats this process, but reverses
the order in which the records are read.
Test 5 was also faster than 4.

As an afterthought, I wrote a program which read 100 records selected
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boat Associates supply CP/M configured
for the Model II, as well as a good range

of compatible software, this and many
other applications are catered for
"off the shelf".
Tandy offer a very limited selection
of software for the Model II. I have seen
their Mailing List package, which seemed to work well (detailed description
would be unfair, as I didn't have a copy
of the accompanying documentation)
The one point I would mention is that
the program was not Anglicised. . . in

other words it kept asking for "State
and Zip Code", in a format incompatible with "County and Post Code". I
understand that the other packages have
similar faults.
Users who wish to stay with TRSDOS
and BASIC have a very limited choice of

software at present, although the file

security aspects might make this option
attractive. As so many other versions of
BASIC are Microsoft products, it would

not be excessively difficult to convert
existing programs to run on the Model
II in order to take advantage of its fea-

Integer
BM1
BM2
BM3
BM4
BM5
BM6
BM7
BM8

Single
Double
Precision Precision

1

1

4
13
13

5

6

41

14
20
30

13
13
14
23
35

6

6

7

DISC TESTS
TEST

3

2
3

39
38
20
19

5

52
65

TIME

1

4

43
44

(All times to the

nearest

second).

Prices Inc. VAT
TRS-80 Model II (32K)
TRS-80 Model II (64K)
32K Memory Board

£2298.85
£2586.35
£343.85

Expansion Unit
2 Drive Expansion
3 Drive Expansion
Disc Drive Kit
System Desk
Line Printer Stand
Cable for Printer II
Cable for Printer III
10 Blank Discs
Model II Manual

£918.85
£1367.35
£1827.35
£458.85
£299.95
£99.95
£19.95
£29.95
£59.95
£19.95

1 Drive Disc

makes quality software available by the

bucketful - that's enough for me!).

Documentation
All the documentation for the Model II
comes in one three ring binder - which
is nice, because it allows you to keep all
your manuals together, even when you
expand the system. (I only mention this
because Tandy found it necessary to
point it out in the manual!)
The description of the hardware
(with setting -up instructions) is very
brief, giving no information about
the various peripheral controllers or
other components. As the Model II is
aimed at the business systems market,
a detailed hardware manual is unlikely

TECHNICAL DATA
Z80A, 4MHz
CPU:
64K dynamic RAM, 1K "phantom" bootstrap PROM
Memory:
76 keys
Keyboard:
Screen:
12" diagonal, 24 lines x 80 characters
N/A
Cassette:
One 8" double density floppy disc
Disc Drives:
Not included in basic system
Printer:
Bus:
Non-standard
2 RS -232 serial, 1 Centronics compatible parallel
Ports:
System Software: TRSDOS
BASIC
Language:

Memory map
top area optionally
protected by TRSDOS

64K

to be produced. However, there are
substantial sections on TRSDOS and

User Area

BASIC.

Although these two manuals were
both produced on a dot-matrix printer,

TRSDOS high overlays

I am assured that they were draft copies

and all systems will be supplied with
properly typeset manuals. They are

OK

top area optionally
protected by TRSDOS

more examples. Coupled with the index,

area optionally
protected by BASIC

on a fresh page, with its "syntax" and
;use described with the aid of one or
this makes quick reference very easy.
One exception is the "SYSTEM" com-

reader to other books available from
Tandy. Don't worry though, this only

affects the programmer (who hopefully
has some idea of what he/she is about);
the machine itself is simple to operate.
Given half -way decent software, it's well

within the capabilities of the mythical
"untrained typist". Parenthetically, all
the typists I have met are far brighter
than some advertisers' copy would have
you expect.

Conclusion

The TRS-80 Model II is an attractive,
well designed computer. Its hardware
incorporates all the features I expect
to see on machines in this price range.
Software, on the other hand, presents

a dilemma - whether to stay with
TRSDOS or to switch to CP/M. The
first course severely (but temporarily)

restricts the availability of applications
programs, unless software from other
systems is translated into the local dialect. Using CP/M avoids this difficulty,
but sacrifices the excellent features of
TRSDOS. Probably the fairest thing to
say is that if I wanted a micro for a traditional data processing application,

then the Model II would be on my
shortlist.

10K

TRSDOS

well laid out, giving an overview of the
system before going onto a detailed description of the features. Each item starts

mand in BASIC. The manual points out
that the TRSDOS "high overlays" may
not be used through this command, but
it doesn't list them, or even give a crossreference to the appropriate page of the
TRSDOS manual.
As far as quality is concerned, these
manuals are as good as any I have seen.
The only problem is that they are in the
same style as those produced for main
frames - that is to say they are concise
and definitive, but unsuitable for use as
tutorial material. Indeed, the Model II
makes this point explicitly, referring the

12K

64K

program text and
variables

At a glance

BASIC

FORTRAN
COBOL
PASCAL

System Software
PACKAGES
Business

Education
Home
PERFORMANCE
Processor
Cassette
Discs
Peripherals
EXPANDABILITY
Memory
Cassettes
Discs
Bus
COMPATIBILITY
Hardware
Software
DOCUMENTATION
VALUE FOR MONEY

***** excellent
****
***
**

v. good
good
fair

poor

Program Statements:
Definition and initialisation
DATA
CLEAR
DEFINT
DEFFN
DEFUSR
DEFSTR
RANDOM
ERASE
RESTORE

DEFDBL
DEFSNG

Assignment:
LET
MID$=

RSET

LSET
READ

NEW
SAVE

DIM
REM

SWAP

Control:
10K

OK

FIRST IMPRESSIONS
Looks
Setting Up
Ease of Use
HIGH LEVEL LANGUAGES

EDIT
LLIST

26K

BASIC interpreter
TRSDOS

RESERVED WORDS
Command Statements:
DELETE
AUTO
LIST
KILL
MERGE
LOAD
RUN
RENUM
SYSTEM

END
GOTO

IF ..THEN. .ELSE
RETURN

ON. . GOTO
FOR. .NEXT

GOSUB
ON. .GOSUB

Input/Output
****
*****
****

*****
N/A
N/A
N/A
***
Available
N/A
N/A

****
N/A
****
N/A

ERL

PUT

TRON

Functions:

INSTR

**

FIELD
LINEINPUT

Debugging/error trapping
ON ERROR GOTO
CONT
STOP
ERROR
RESUME NEXT ERR
RESUME
TROFF

ABS
CDBL
CSNG

***
****
****

CLOSE
INPUTS
PRINTS
CLS
PRINTTAB
LPRINTTAB

INPUT
PRINT
PRINT USING
LPRINT USING
GET
OPEN
LINEINPUT
PRINT@
LPRINT

LOG
SIN
VAL
HEX$
OCT$

STR$
1NKEY$
ROW
CVI
LOC
MK1$
MEM

ASC

CINT
EXP
INT
RND
SQR
CHR$
LEFT$
RIGHT$
STR1NG$
INPUTS
SPC
CVS

LOF
MKS$

VARPTR

ATN
COS
FIX
LEN
SGN
TAN
DATE$
M1D$

SPACE$
TIME$
POS
CVD
EOF
MKD$

FRE
USRn
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Why PETSOFT

Business Softm
WORDCRAFT A true Word Processor for
the 32K PET. Wordcraft is a genuine word
processing system, easy to understand and
use, but containing all the facilities
normally found only on more expensive
dedicated Word Processors. Features
include scrolling in both vertical and
horizontal directions (to overcome small
screen size), up to 117 characters wide and
98 lines deep for a full page of text. Written
entirely in machine code for speed and
compactness. Truly the Rolls-Royce of
PET Word Processors. Send for brochure.
£325 on CompuThink Disk system;

ACT PURCHASE LEDGER £120
Developed by ACTs own software teams
this comprehensive package includes full
facilities for the maintenance of the
Purchase Ledger, the preparation of a list of
outstanding balances and printing of
remittance advices. The system produces
the following printed results: Audit List,
Aged Creditors List, Control Accounts,
Purchase Ledger Record, Remittance
Advice Cheques and Payments List. For
32K PETs. Full manual supplied.
Brochure available on request.
£120 on Commodore Disk. £95 on Cassette.

PCW 54

ACT SALES LEDGER A powerful
system developed to ACTs own high
standards. Provides full facilities for
maintenance of the Sales Ledger,
preparation of a list of outstanding balances
and printing of statements. All data
including new customer details, invoices,
credits, cash and transfers are entered
under step by step guidance on the display
screen. Printed results include Audit List,
Aged Debtors List, Control Accounts and
Statements. For 32K PETs. Full manual
supplied. Brochure available on request.
£120 on Commodore Disk. £95 on Cassette.

PAYROLL 200 Comprehensive, easy -to use package for small businesses with up to
200 employees. Facilities provided include
Holiday Pay, Sick Pay, Bonus Payments
and two rates of overtime, as well as
allowing a 'Standard week' to be specified
for each employee. Weekly and monthly
summaries are provided and amendments
necessary because of a Budget are made
very easy. Prints wage slip and coin/note
analysis. Tax & NI are computed
automatically from knowledge of
employees codes. Update service available.
Full manual provided.
£50 on Commodore or CompuThink Disk.
Cassette system also available at £25

STOCK CONTROL Powerful and
flexible stock system with full facilities for
recording and control of stock information .
An audit listing is automatically printed
which itemises all transactions including the
entry amendment and deletion of master
stock information, issues receipts, allocations
purchase orders . Printed reports include
Full Stock Control, Stock Valuation,

Reordering Report, Audit Listing, The
system is highly flexible .

£50 on CompuThink or Commodore Disk.

PETPLAN BUSINESS SIMULATION
Petplan is a general management business
simulation game which is exciting to play.
Already it is widely used by colleges and
Industrial Trainers to teach the skills
needed to run a business. The program
creates the model of a manufacturing
company; you take the decisions. You will
need to hire workers, invest in plant and
premises, set advertising budgets and
prices. At each stage screen reports (which
may be printed out) show the results of
decisions as they take effect. 50 page
manual and voice guide on cassette. For
32K PETs.
£60 on Cassette.

are No.1 in...

ire for the PET
VISICALC

Petsoft sell more programs in Britain than
anyone else, for two simple reasons:

PROBLEM SOLVING
SOFTWARE

VISICALC PROBLEM SOLVING
SOFTWARE Acclaimed by the press as
the most outstanding piece of PET software
yet written, VisiCalc is a new breed of
problem solving software that takes the
hard work out of planning, projections and
costings. Once your first projection is
complete, you are ready to use the powerful
recalculation feature. It lets you ask 'What
if, examining new options and planning for
contingencies. What if sales drop 20% in
October? Just type in the sales figures and
VisiCalc instantly updates all other figures
affected by October sales. Invaluable to
businessmen and students alike. Full
manual supplied. Available late June.
£125 on Commodore Disk.

Quality and Value !
You will find Petsoft programs on sale in more than 200

Petsoft is backed by the resources of Applied Computer

computer shops throughout the country, and in many
more all over the world. We invite you to try them.

Techniques Ltd., Britain's leading computing group.
With over fifteen years experience of developing

If you can't find the program you need, contact us
directly. We offer over 200 titles and can supply you

business software, ACT has a reputation second to none
in the industry. That is your guarantee.

directly. We will even take credit card orders over the

telephone. Since we normally carry all programs in
stock, you won't have long to wait.

If you would like more information on any of the
programs mentioned on these pages, clip out the
coupon. We will see that a free copy of our complete
PET software catalogue reaches you without delay.

PET is the trademark of Commodore.

Some other PETSOFT products described in our catalogue:
User Port Sound Generator £27

Programmers Toolkit £55

for Talking Calculator program, electronic

Plug-in ROM Chip adds nine useful commands
to

PET BASIC including RENUMBER,

music etc. With volume control.

TRACE, DUMP, FIND and APPEND.

76 Common Basic Programs £15
Adam Osborne & Associates classic 7

Talking Calculator £10

collection of financial and mathematical programs on cassette.
...,./..

Calculator program with synthetic speech via
user port sound generator.

Micro Pools Package £20
A scientific approach to winning the Football
Pools, on cassette.
...-

6502 Assembler Tutorial £25

I-1'.

How to program in 6502 Assembly
language. On CompuThink or
Commodore Disk.
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Presto Digitizer £42
Electronic tablet accepts
handwritten input
for the PET.
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BENCH

\TEST/

SINTROM
PERIFLEX

630/48

by Mike Dennis
Sintrom of Reading were already established in the computing field when micros came along. Since then
they've marketed the Vector Graphic S-100 based range and although there are similarities
between the two, their new addition the Periflex, has enough differences to give it a character of its own.
The Periflex range of S-100 based
computers is assembled in America
to Sintrom's own specification. All

the models in the range use the Micropolis disc drives and controller and so
have strong similarities to other S-100
based equipment. The remaining anonymous boards in the system are probably

own internal 2MHz crystal anyway!!
Still, it works and that's all that really
matters.

At switch on, there's an automatic
jump to the monitor (which has the

parallel port are on board although the
parallel port is not connected. These are

will we see Periwinkle next? - and

Two serial RS -232 ports and one

useful features that would otherwise
have required an extra board. A pity
made by one of the many American then that this particular example was
S-100 OEM manufacturers that have marred by poor soldering, a dry joint on
one of the crystals and a general air of
sprung up in recent years.

The largest model in the range is the untidiness. The RAM boards also could
1024/64 which sports dual double - hardly be called "state-of-the-art" being
density eight inch drives and 64 Kbytes static in operation and as a consequof RAM; the other model (and in fact ence, using 3 slots when 1 should have

the one reviewed here) is the 630/48 sufficed had a dynamic RAM board
and this features dual -density five inch been used. Nevertheless, the address
discs and just 48K of RAM. Although, decoding is good, allowing any of the
in addition to these two, Sintrom four 4K blocks to be decoded anywhere
stocks a large number of S-100 based in memory (in 4K steps, though)
"add-ons", there's no reason why together with bank select that allows
other manufacturers' S-100 equipment both selection of the appropriate port
shouldn't be used instead.
and also specific bits within that port

Hardware

for enabling. In short, address selection
is comprehensive, but spoilt by a really
appalling explanation as to how to use
it. None of the boards have any handles

Any S-100 system is usually characterised by its sheer size, bulk and solidity of which means that extraction is a real
construction and I'm pleased to say that "grit your teeth" job!
the Periflex proves to be no exception!
The disc drives are Micropolis Meta The whole assembly is housed in a sub- floppies and provide 315 Kbytes of

stantial metal case nearly an eighth of storage on one side!! How's that, you
an inch thick and with outside dimen- may ask? Well, double density obviousions measuring approximately 18 sly helps as does hard sectoring but the
inches square by 7 inches high; it's quite answer lies in the fact that 77 tracks
happy to take a large printer on top. are squeezed on to the side instead of
The 8 -slot mother -board features passive the more usual 45. Twin discs are fitted
bus terminations and is fed with power as standard giving a total on-line storage
from a very substantial transformer - immediately available of 630 Kbytes
which contributes greatly to the fairly which should be more than adequate
hefty all -up weight of nearly 60 pounds. storage for many applications (though
Five slots of the mother board have see later). The two drives, which are
already been used by the CPU board, handled by the controller board,run all
three 16K static memory boards and the
Micropolis disc controller board.
The CPU board uses a Z80A and runs

the time; personally I find this annoying.

quency is always 2MHz regardless of the

tem will require a VDU and printer but
since this is a question of individual re-

A quiet (!!!) fan keeps the works cool,
a keyswitch provides power and an illu-

at 4MHz. There's a strange anomaly minated reset button completes the
here for, although the bus clock fre- front -panel complement. A working sysCPU clock frequency, the Micropolis

controller board is jumpered for 4MHz.
Closer investigation reveals however that
even this jumper is of no consequence as

the controller board is running on its
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wheel printer.

quirements, these remain outside the

scope of this Benchtest. For the record,
however, Sintrom supplied me with a
Perkin-Elmer VDU and a Qume daisy-

rather delightful name of "Perimon" lives at address F800). Apart from the

option to perfotm a disc boot from

either 5 or 8 inch drives, Perimon offers

6 other commands. These commands

are printed on the screen with commendable detail and provide the user with

good clues on what entry is expected
for each command. For example, "(D)
ump xxxx yyyy" suggests that D followed with two addresses will dump or
tabulate the data between them, and so

it does. Which is just as well perhaps as,

apart from the monitor listing, there is
no further information available on
using the monitor! The other commands
allow the user to enter data into memory, fill a block of memory with a specified byte, execute the program from a
particular address and an extremely
useful Search command. This will

search for a string of machine code

within specified limits and print out the
starting address wherever the string is

found. The maximum length allowed
for this string would appear to be limited to 21 bytes although this may have
been due to peculiarities with this particular configuration. The search is very

fast and it looked through the entire
TECHNICAL DATA
CPU:
Z80A
Memory: 48K static RAM
Cassette: Not tested
Disc:
2 Micropolis 51/4" 315
Kbytes each.
Printer:
Depends on system
Bus
S-100
Ports:
2 Serial/1 Parallel
System
MDOS
Software: Debug
Assembler 8080 & Z80

Editor
CP/M

Languages: Micropolis Extended
BASIC

VDU:

Depends on system

indifferent Benchmark timings - see the
table for details.
As mentioned earlier, the disc drives
have 77 tracks. Each file will be alloca-

ted one or more of these tracks and so
the maximum number of files per disc
is 76 (one track is reserved for the direc-

tory). Files are not limited to one per
track and the DOS will, if necessary,
allocate more than one track to a file.

Record length is fixed at 256 bytes

(actually 250) or put another way, one
record per sector. If your records end

up being one byte longer than the
more powerful facility is the ability to

range of memory for a maximum length
string in under 2 seconds - try doing that
in BASIC! The inclusion of this monitor

pass up to 4 variables to one of 26

possible assembly language (effectively
machine code) subroutines. One result
can be returned from the same routine
and the whole issue is set up with DEF

is very commendable as machine code
programs can easily be tried out
although the total usefulness is limited;
how for instance do you save the pro-

FA(letter) command plus a little help
from a few friends! Another useful
facility is the ability to convert from
hexadecimal to decimal; for example,
16R100 will return the decimal value

gram? The other quibble is that the

monitor is very unforgiving; you can't
correct any mistakes as you key them in

which means that you type very, very

slowly. More sophisticated program
development is available elsewhere from

the software supplied with the machine.

Software
The Periflex will run both CP/M and
Micropolis' own MDOS. Both offer
comprehensive

facilities

and

are

Benchtests in their own right but time
and space permit neither here. However, some of the facilities that MDOS
offers are many direct disc commands
and a program debugging aid with all
the usual features plus many additional
ones - such as looping for a given numbefore recognising a breakpoint. Many subroutines within MDOS
ber

can be accessed from a user's machine

of 256. In fact I have over -simplified a

with this command but HEX TO DEC
is probably the most useful. It's a pity
that you can't convert the other way.
The EXEC command can effectively
turn your computer into a very expensive calculator but I'm not sure of its
efficacy elsewhere. SIZES permits the
user to trade-off the amount of memory
used for storing variables against the
final accuracy of the result. This statement is also used to define the size of
program segments when CHAINing the size of each segment having been
found with the PGMSIZE command;
the complement to this instruction is
SPACELEFT which shows you what a
bad programmer you've been! String

program and the use of these is extremely well documented. A line editor, 8080
and Z80 assemblers and Extended
BASIC complete the line-up.
Micropolis BASIC has some good features and also some omissions. There is

no error handling except in disc I/O,

no AUTO line numbering and the access
to the disc directory is a bit cumbersome

- you have to type DISPLAY"O:DIR"
every time where 0 refers to the rele-

vant disc drive. There's no CALL or
USR as such but a potentially much
BASIC COMMANDS
RENUM
EDIT
SAVE
MERGE
DISPLAY
LIST
CONT
RUN
IN
NOFLOW
POKE
PEEK
SPACELEFT AND
NUMERIC FUNCTIONS
ATN
ABS
FIX
EXP
LN
INT
MIN
MAX
SGN
RND
TAN
SQR

STRING FUNCTIONS
CHAR$
ASC
LEFT$
INDEX
MAX
MID$
RIGHTS
REPEATS
VERIFY
VAL
BASIC STATEMENTS
DEF FN
DATA

bit; you can do any base conversion

handling is good with several extra

facilities such as INDEX (used to find
substrings within another string) and
VERIFY which checks to see that all

COS

FRAC
LOG
MOD
SIN

FMT
LEN
MIN
STR$

DEF FA

records instead of 16 on one track - so
the advantage of all that on-line storage
capacity is potentially lessened. The

effects of this can be minimised by

judicious coding plus one or two useful features such as being able to change

the string delimiter - although it's all
a bit messy.

Other features are EOF to delete the
last n records from the file and FREE SPACE which will free the relevant

tracks for use by other files. ATTRS
allows various attributes, such as write

protect, to be set. END and ERROR
can be used in the OPEN statement to

allow handling of end -of -data or other
errors. Records can either be accessed
sequentially or directly (randomly) and
associated with the sequential access are
two pointers RECPUT and RECGET

which point to the next record to be
accessed respectively. As they can be
accessed from the program they can be
used to see where you are or they can
be directed to a specific record for
direct accessing. The timings for the disc

tests are quite respectable and the random access good - it even took longer

to PUT in a forward direction than

starting from the back! The current file
status can be assessed from the program
by using NAME (of the file associated
with a file number, in case you'd forgotten), SIZE gives the number of records

used for that file, TRACKS gives the
number of tracks allocated to the file
must be a use for it but it escapes me at and FREETR - how long before you
the moment! MIN and MAX can be run out of storage. In conclusion then,
used to see if "ABCD" occurs before or quite a good DOS providing care is
after "ABCE" - quite a useful feature. taken in getting the best out of it.
Printing options are quite versatile
REPEAT will fill up a string with the
same character n times. Overall, quite a and my favourite was ASSIGN where
good BASIC but spoilt by some very you could temporarily divert the normal

the characters in one string occur at
least once in another. I'm sure there

DELETE
LOAD
SCRATCH
FLOW
OUT
PGMSIZE
OR

maximum then you can only store 8

DIM
FORW

IF.THEN
MEMEND
ON. .GOTO
READ

END
GOSUB
INPUT
NEXT
OUT
REM
SIZES

RETURN
STRING
DISC COMMANDS
DISPLAY
LOAD
SCRATCH
SAVE
OPEN
LINK
CLOSE
GET
FREESPACE
EOF
RENAME
PUTSEEK
ERR
ATTR
NAME
RECGET
TRACKS
SIZE
PRINT FILE OUTPUT
PUT
OPEN
ASSIGN
ENDPAGE
PAGESIZE

EXEC
GOTO
LET
ON. .GOSUB
PRINT
RESTORE
STOP

PLOADG
CHAIN
PUT
ATTRS
GETSEEK

ERR$
RECPUT
FREETR
CLOSE
LISTP
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MEMORY MAP

0000

MISC

1598

BASIC

5700

BASIC PROGRAM
BUFFER

C000

TOP OF RAM

F600

DISC CONTROLLER

F800

PERIMON

BENCHMARKS
BM1
BM2
BM3
BM4
BM5
BM6
BM7
BM8

DISC 1
DISC 2
DISC 3
DISC 4
DISC 5

4.5
10.5
27.5
28.5
31.5
59.0
79.5
60.0
1.0
44.0
39.0
5.0
19.0

PRICES

Periflex 630/48
Periflex 1024/64

Inside view of the Periflex with its spaghetti-ish wiring. To the right is the PSU,
disc drives are to the left and the eight -slot S100 rack is tucked away at the
back.

flow from the printer to the screen

saving miles of paper, tears and sanity
during program development.
I booted up CP/M more out of curio-

sity than anything else and surprise,
surprise, it signed on with "CP/M ON

VECTOR MZ" - oh dear, what a give
away!! The only software supplied was
CBASIC but as this was recently commented on by Sue Eisenbach in another

review, I'll not waste your time here.

Potential use
Sintrom aim this machine at the scien-

Documention

little or no modification. The fact is

that Sintrom prefer supporting the for-

mer market but can put prospective
business purchasers in touch with the

appropriate people where necessary.

Being S-100 based, the machine can
make use of the wide range of boards

available for this bus and the hardware

design of the boards goes some way

towards being compatible with the proposed IEEE S-100 standard. The package is very robust and should stand up
to a lot of punishment.
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Setting up
Ease of use
HIGH LEVEL LANGUAGES

poor - yet there are some quite good Business
trouble -shooting tips and hints. The Education
Micropolis texts on Debug and MDOS
are good, with plenty of examples, and
yet the BASIC handbook needs a total
revamp; the CPU texts were, I suspect,
written in house and are not very good.
However, one saving grace is the fact
that Sintrom include a day's familiarisation in the price of the machine; nonetheless you do need good documenta-

Home
PERFORMANCE
Processor
Cassette

Conclusion

Discs
Bus
COMPATIBILITY
Hardware

business purposes. . . all the CP/M pack-

ages that are available should run with

AT A GLANCE
FIRST IMPRESSIONS
Looks

The documentation comes from a varie- BASIC
ty of sources and is therefore inconsis- COBOL
tent in quality. Even within a given FORTRAN
manufacturer, the quality varies. For PASCAL
example, as mentioned, the explana- System Software
tion of the memory address selection is PACKAGES

tific/laboratory market. That's not to
say that the Periflex is unsuited to tion.

Disc

Peripherals
EXPANDABILITY
Memory
Cassettes

The Periflex 630/48 is a standard
Z80 based S-100 system with plentiful
on-line storage capacity; this however Software
is potentially offset by limitations in the
DOS. The BASIC is a trifle slow but has DOCUMENTATION
good arithmetical accuracy. Good VALUE FOR MONEY
support is promised by Sintrom in the
scientific and laboratory field but ***** excellent
potential business users should look at **** very good

the package as a whole as there are
other possible contenders in the marketplace.

£2500
£3300
(8 inch discs)

***
**

good
fair

*

poor

***

not tested
not tested
not tested
****

not tested
not tested
not tested
****
N/A
****
N/A

****
****
**

***

PRESTEL REPORT
Dr. Adrian Stokes updates on the latest Prestel developments.
One of the highlights of the recent Viewdata '80 exhibition was the announcement of three major
enhancements to Prestel - "Picture Prestel", "Telesoftware" and "Dynamically Redefinable Character Sets"
(hereinafter referred to as DRCS). The publicity for these developments seems to have been particularly
ill-timed considering the fact that, just as Prestel seems to be getting off the ground, along come some new
features which demand the use of radically different Prestel receivers. Nevertheless the facilities announced
are quite interesting and well worth a closer look.
One of the major criticisms of Prestel systems such as the Canadian Telidon replacement of) currently available sets
its ability to transmit only a very and the Japanese CAPTAINS which - although unmodified sets will still be
crude form of graphics known as allow very much higher resolution than able to receive ordinary Prestel.
second
announcement at
The
"alphamosaics", based on the idea of ordinary Prestel. But Picture Prestel is
dividing the screen up into 240 x 240 not expected to be commonly available Viewdata 80 concerned Telesoftware.
small rectangles. This is a great method until the end of this decade and will Experiments have been carried out in
(or this field for some time, particularly
to
modifications
of translating any diagram into a Cubist require
using Oracle (the IBA Teletext system),
representation but does detract from
is

other art forms. On the other hand, a
full screen with the definition of an
ordinary

television

picture

would

require about 4 Mbits of storage and

take about an hour to transmit. "Picture

Prestel" is a method of achieving the
required definition but without these
problems. The first approach used to
reduce the time and storage is not to
allow a full screen to be sent - not as
bad an idea as it sounds since it's
reasonable that such pictures will only
be required on part of the screen, the
remainder being filled by ordinary

but the Post Office has now demon-

strated a program written in CAP/CPP's
MicroCOBOL, stored on the viewdata -

base (as object code, each byte being
translated into two ASCII characters)
and which can be down -line loaded on

to a PDP-11/03 and run. Obviously
the same could be done using a
modified viewdata set with more storage

(RAM) and some backing storage -

disc or tape; with luck, it won't be long
before such sets become available and
Telesoftware becomes a common
method of distributing programs.
Indeed, the opposite is already
happening - some personal computers
(e.g. TECS) are already available with
the hardware and software necessary to
access Prestel.

The third announcement at Viewdata

80 was DRCS. At the moment, each
character sent from Prestel comes as
a simple ASCII value and is translated
into the character you see on the screen

a display generator (which is
contained in ROM). This means that the
shape of the characters is pre-

by

determined by the set manufacturer
Above and Centre: "House for sale" and
the GPO Tower - as photographed
direct from a "Prestel" screen. (Both
were originally in full colour and, here,
the latter has been considerably magnified.)

Obviously, it would be possible to
supply a number of ROMs which

contain different character sets but the
Post Office demonstrated

a

system

which is very much more flexible. The

alphanumeric

data.

For

example,

someone selling a house would put
all its

(and they are not all the same) and no
"special" characters can be displayed.

details in the ordinary Prestel

format and use a small part of the screen

for an appropriate "colour photo". In
fact, at present, there

is

already a

restriction that limits such material to

one eighth of the screen. To reduce time
and storage still further, various data

compression techniques are used and,

in the experimental receiver at Viewdata
80, 24 Kbytes were used. In addition to

this modification to the receiver, it's
clear that a lot of extra work needs to
be done in the receiver (for example,

error correction, swapping between
Picture Prestel and ordinary Prestel etc.)
and an Intel 8080 microprocessor is also

needed. By the time Picture Prestel

arrives, it's likely that it will be possible
to transmit Prestel at greater speeds
than the 1200 bits/second used at
the
so
cutting
down
present,
transmission time even further.

It's clear that the development of

Picture Prestel is an answer to videotex

set is supplied with the usual ROM
together with a similar amount of

RAM (in the system used, only 720

bytes is needed) and the character set is
down -line loaded from Prestel into the
RAM (using an extra micro in the set);
the user can choose whatever "character
set" is needed. This character set need
not be ordinary alphabetic type sets but

can, for example, be selected to draw
electronic circuits. Each "character" in
the set is described as a 6 x 10 matrix
and the "shift -out" and "shift -in" codes

are used to change between character
These announcements clearly
point the way that viewdata systems are
heading . . namely to modify the viewsets.

.

data receiver by adding more storage

and one (or more) microprocessors.
Later, backing storage will be added.
It's likely that there will be a continuous stream of such announcements
over the next few years, each adding
more possible facilities to the system.
Dr Adrian Stokes will continue to
update PCW readers on the latest
developments.
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MAY I INTERRUPT
Alistair Cairns and Maurice Shepherd outline the powerful interrupt facilities available from a Z80
CPU/PIO combination; the sample program runs on any Nascom system.
An interrupt facility allows the CPU to

suspend a program's execution while
dealing with signals from the outside
world. One Z80 CPU in combination
with the Mostek 3881 parallel inputoutput controller (PIO) chip offers
very versatile and powerful interrupt

facilities - especially

in

Schematic of Z80 CPU/PIO

of

these

C

BSTB
BRDY

provide a reasonably simple

introduction to the use of interrupts
with the Z80 CPU/PIO, plus give a
demonstration program which can be
implemented on any Nascom system.
It's not however intended to be a comprehensive guide to all aspects of the
facilities available using this particular
combination so please don't throw away
those device manuals.

Why use interrupts?
Using interrupts requires additional
software and, in many cases, additional
hardware; also programs with interrupts
can be very difficult to debug (yes, even
worse than usual) if, or when, things go
wrong. So why use them? One simple
answer is that they can be the most
efficient and often the only viable
means of dealing with a wide range of
practical situations, particularaly when

one wishes to interface the micro to
the outside world. Essentially an interrupt should cause the CPU to stop its
current actitivy, in an orderly manner,
and to execute another program before
returning to the initial program and
continuing with it. One inherent value

of interrupts can be illustrated by a
simple example. It's relatively easy to
write a program including timing loops
which can convert your micro into a
digital clock - albeit a very expensive
one - and one which uses the CPU full
time. However, by externally generating
an interrupt, say every second, the

digital clock function can be executed

in an interrupt service routine (ISR)
leaving the CPU free for most of the
time to do something else. An external
oscillator or a counter/timer chip
could provide the interrupting signal. In
another application the interrupt could
provided by the "conversion
complete" flag of an A -D converter and
the voltage read into memory during the
ISR, leaving the main program to
process data as it becomes available.
be

The range of possible applications is
unlimited
but all involve communication between the micro and

some form of peripheral device. The
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>A0_7

P

programming requirements of both CPU
and. PIO so the intention of this article
to

P<

facilities

does
introduce some complexity into the
is

ASTB
ARDY

INT

the Z80

interrupt mode 2, a mode which is not
available on the related 8080 CPU. The
versatility

PORT A

0

>

U
DO_7

B0-7

PORT B

Fig. 1

the PIO as the
interrupt vector) and (iii) enable/disable
the interrupt facilities on both the CPU

CPU responds extremely rapidly to
interrupts (about 10 microseconds will
usually get it into the interrupt service
routine) and so interrupts are ideal for
control situations where a very fast

significant byte in

response

programming

outside stimuli
is
necessary; even Concorde cannot travel
more than 1 cm in 10 microseconds.
to

The Z80CPU/P10
combination

We may now look in fairly general
particular
the
at
how
terms
combination of Z80 CPU and PIO deals
with interrupts and at the software

and PIO as and when necessary. A
reasonably methodical approach to the
may

be

made

by

dividing the software requirements into
five separate sections,
(a) Programming the PIO
(SETPIO)
(b) Programming the CPU
for interrupts
(SETCPU)
(c) Main Program
(MAIN)
(d) Interrupt Service Routine(s) (ISR)
(e) ISR Pointer Table
(IPT)

and a summary of the typical contents
of these sections is given in Table 1. The

requirements, limiting the discussion to

PIO can generate interrupts from port

specific external condition is sensed by
the PIO - this could be an active strobe
pulse (ASTB or BSTB) or a particular
logic level (or set of levels) on the data

separate interrupt vector. Port A does
have priority over port B in interrupt
servicing - this must be considered if
both ports are programmed to generate

the Z80 interrupt mode 2. When a A and/or port B and each port has a

bus of either port of the PIO (A0-7, interrupts. Rather than generalise
B0_7) - the PIO, if enabled, generates further at this stage it may be useful
an INT signal (Figure 1). The CPU, to examine an actual program

which must also be interrupt enabled, containing interrupts.
after accepting the INT completes its
current instruction, stacks the program
counter (i.e. the location of the next
instruction in the present program) and The program, INTRPT, is written with
jumps to the appropriate ISR. It the division of software effort outlined
executes the ISR and then returns to above in mind and will run as listed on

"INTRPT"

either T2 or T4

the original program and continues. One

Nascom

important role of the PIO is therefore
that of an intelligent monitoring device
which can generate INT signals for the

monitor. The program can also be run

CPU.

code which is shown on the listing.
It can therefore be run on any Nascom
system and requires less than one
hundred bytes of memory. For those

The necessary software must (i)
define the nature of the external

condition that the PIO should regard as
an interrupt condition, (ii) define a 16

bit pointer to the start address of the
ISR (the most significant byte being
stored in the CPU I register, the least

1

with

the Nascom 2 NAS-SYS 1
monitor with one change in the machine
on

unfamiliar

with

Nascom

systems,

the CPU I/O port allocations 4-7 are
configured to PIO ports A and B data
and A and B control respectively.

simple interrupt circuit for INTRPT

TABLE 1
Z80 CPU/PIO INTERRUPT

- +5V

PIO A0

PROGRAMS

It's helpful to break down the program- 2 Load CPU I register with M.S. byte
ming into several discrete sections. One of the ISR pointer
possible framework is shown below and 3 Enable CPU to accept interrupts
is followed in the demonstration pro- i.e. EI
gram INTRPT. The PIO control words
are summarised in Table 2.

MAIN

SETPIO

This is the program which may be inter-

In this section the PIO is programmed rupted and should be executed after
to respond to the desired type of inter- SETPIO and SETCPU.
rupt condition. The PIO should initially
ISR
be reset (see text).
The following control words are sent The interrupt service routine(s)
to the appropriate PIO port.
1 Save registers used in MAIN and in

1 An Interrupt Vector (b0 = 0)* which the ISR e.g. PUSH AF, PUSH BC
the L.S. byte of the ISR pointer 2 The actual service routine
2 An Operating Mode Control word 3 Restore registers for use in MAIN,
(b3_0 = 1111)* + (in Mode 3 only) an e.g. POP BC, POP AF
I/O control word
i.e. EI
4 Enable Z80 interruptt
3 An interrupt control word (b3-0 = 5 Return with PIO enabled i.e. RETI
0111)* with b7 = 1 to enable the PIO to
generate interrupts + (if b4 (ICW) = 1) tThe Z80 interrupt is automatically
disabled on entering the ISR. In some
an Interrupt Mask
*These control words are recognised by cases, e.g. with nested interrupts, it may
the PIO because of the specific bit pat- be necessary to re -enable the CPU at the
tern they contain and can therefore be beginning of the ISR.
sent in any order. The I/O word and the
IPT
Mask can take any value and must be
This
is
a
table
of
the start addresses of
sent as indicated in Table 2.
the ISR(s). On interrput the CPU uses
SETCPU
the Interrupt Vector and its I register to
This section selects and enables the Z80 form a 16 -bit pointer, pointing to the
location in the table containing the start
CPU interrupt mode
1 Select Z80 interrupt mode 2 i.e. IM 2 address of the relevant ISR.
is

TABLE 2

b7 b6 b5 b4 b3 b2 b1 bo
X X

Output mode
1
1
Input mode
2
1
0
Bidirectional mode
1
Control mode
3
1
I/O CONTROL WORD (Operating
Mode 3 only)
bn=1
bn=0
Input
Output
(This must be the next word sent to any

1

1

1

1

0

F

X = don't care

pulling bit 0 of port A high, a hash
symbol is written by the interrupt
service routine. The interruption may be
caused using the simple circuitry in
Figure 2 which is adequate for

demonstration purposes but may on
occasion give multiple interrupts due
to switch bounce; as a general rule all
inputs to the PIO should be properly
gated for reliable operation.
INTRPT is not a particularly exciting

program, but it does illustrate a simple
interrupt situation and forms a basis for
further experimentation. The program
listing is sufficiently annotated to
preclude the need

INTERRUPT CONTROL WORD

OD20.

The

PIO

control

are

words

*

bn=1

0

1

1

High Level monitored
Low
b4 No mask Mask follows

,6 only needed for Operating

Mode 3)

*

0 0

1

1

bit or the logical result of either an

AND or OR logical operation on any set
of bits on either port A or B data buses.
The handshake lines STB and RDY are

The Z80 PIO chip does not have a

IORQ signals, a method which requires
additional gating. Nascom 2 uses an
AND gate (figure 3) to give simultaneous reset of CPU and PIO; Nascom

1 does not have this circuitry although

it could be added. If the PIO has not
been reset prior to running a program

INTERRUPT MASK (if ICW b4=0)
bn=1
bn=0

then the PIO may not respond to
control words in the way the

Monitored for interrupt
Not
monitored condition
(This must be the next control word
sent to any control port after ICW with

programmer intended. This is not a
Modification to give combined
CPU/PIO'reset on Nascom 1

134=1)

from CPU

INTERRUPT VECTOR

0

*Control words containing specific bit
patterns.

status

for

RESET pin but can be reset either by
switching the power off and on (not
particularly useful!) or by applyN an
Ml signal in the absence of RD and

b5

Least significant byte of the pointer to

useful

Resetting the PIO
1
7

The PIO enable flip flop may be set or
reset without altering b4,5 56 by using
the control word.

particularly

applications. In this mode the PIO can
monitor level changes on any individual

below.

b7 Disable Enable PIO Interrupt
AND Function
b6 OR

the ISR start address. Note b0 =

for any detailed

discussion and the program executes at
ODOO or after a hardware reset of the
PIO (see below), it may be executed at

PIO programming than modes 0, 1 and
2, namely definition of the I/O control
word and possibly the interrupt mask.
Some more general points regarding
the use of interrupts are discussed

Mode 3)

(b4

screen; when interrupted by temporarily

not used. Mode 3 does require more

control port after selecting Operating

bn=0

The program continuously writes the
lower case alphabet and scrolls the

the PIO operating mode 3, which is

OPERATING MODE
Mode b7 b6
0
0

Fig. 2

summarised in Table 2. INTRPT uses

Summary of the Z80 PIO Control
words

0

5K6

*

0

PIO
37

RESET

Fig. 3
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fault in the PIO but a consequence of its
previous history, e.g. it could be waiting
for an I/O control word because the last

control word sent to the port was FF
(Table

is re-entered. Failure to ensure this will
result in total chaos. Careful thought

must therefore be given to saving and
restoring those CPU registers which are
used in both the main program and in

2). This problem can be
interrupt service routines. Section (d) of
avoided by resetting Nascom 2 (or a Table
1 illustrates one way of doing
modified Nascom 1) before running the this but note that it does not save the
new program or by using software registers used during the ISR. In some

routines which give, in a limited sense, a cases it may be sufficient simply to ex-

software "reset" of the PIO. Two such change registers but when interrupting
software reset routines are used in
INTRPT.
The routine:
3E OF
LD A, OF
OUT (06), A
D3 06
OUT (07), A
D3 07

BASIC programs (or any other high
level language) remember that almost

certainly all the Z80 registers are being
used, and act accordingly. It's arguable
that saving and restoring all registers,
i.e. both sets of Z80 registers, is good
general practice since it leaves you with
ensures that the PIO responds in the some standard (if, at times, slightly
desired way to the next control words redundant) software.

sent to either port A or B. These are
dummy

instructions

intended

control word or an interrupt mask and
that it is interpreted as the programmer
intends. It should therefore precede the
instructions.

The

second

routine:
06 02
21 XX XX
E5
ED 4D

LD B, 02
START LD HL, LOOP
PUSH HL

XXXX 10 F8

RETI
LOOP

DJNZ START

includes two RETI instructions, which
ensure that neither port A nor B is awaiting completion of some previously
entered ISR. The inclusion of such routines is recommended if you do not

have or do not wish to use a hardware
PIO reset. In general however a hardware PIO reset before running interrupt

programs is probably the best approach,
particularly if more than one PIO is
being used.

Enabling/disabling

interrupts
Interrupts must be enabled (or disabled)

separately on both the CPU and the

PIO. The CPU interrupt status is contain-

ODOO
ODOO
OD02
0004
OD06
OD08
ODOR
ODOC
ODOE
OD10

required for byte transfer to and from
peripherals and operating mode 3 cannot be used if interrupts are also required. In these cases the strobe and ready

lines of the PIO are used to handle
interrupt

information

in

operating

modes 0, 1 or 2. The relevant timing
diagrams are given in the PIO device
manual and it's relatively straightforward
following the general programming tech-

niques outlined above to use interrupts
Continued on Page 111

OD20
OD20
OD22
01124

0026
0028
002A
OD2C
002E
0030
0032

0034
0036
0038
003A
OD3B

IFF2 , which are both 0 (reset) when the

0080 RESET
0090
0100
0110
0120 START

E5

0130
0140

ED4D
10F8
C3200D

3E80
D306
3EFF
D306
3E01

DE06
3E87
0306
3EFE
D306
EDSE
3EOD
ED47
FB

C3400D

accepted by the CPU. The PIO interrupt
is

OD411

F7

004E
0051
0052
0053
OD55
0057
OB58
0050
OD5B
OD5C

C34000
F5

flags are set by EI and reset either by DI

or a CPU reset. They are also reset
automatically when an interrupt is
enabled by b7 =1 in the interrupt

control word (Table 2) and disabled by
b7 =0. The simple example shown in the
programming guide concludes the ISR
with EI,RETI. If nested interrupts are
required EI should be put at the beginning of the ISR, thus allowing a higher
priority interrupt to have access to the
CPU. In INTRPT, external interrupt
conditions are ignored during the ISR,
but the RETI is essential to re -enable
the PIO after the ISR.

Saving and restoring

registers
Since an interrupt can, in principle,
occur at any time, it's essential that
when a program is interrupted, the con-

tents of the CPU registers are not lost
but will be available when the program

0190 SETPIO
0200
0210
0220
0230

Cl

Fl

C9

F5

0061

3E7F

OD63
0064
OD65
OD68
0868

F7
Fl

CD5101)

FR
ED4D

OD80
6008

;

;

;

This section performs a
software reset on PIO
ports A and B (see text).
Only port A is used in
the following program.
After a hardware reset
the program can be
executed at 0020.
SET PIO AND CPU
Interrupt vector: LSB of
interrupt pointer to port A.
Select mode 3 for port A.

ORG 1020
LD 4,080
OUT (006),A
LD A,OFF
OUT (1106),A
LD 0,101

I/O word selecting AO as
input,A1-7 as outputs.
Interrupt control word:
enahle,OR,high,mask follows.
Interrupt mask :monitor
AO only for interrupt.

OUT (006),A

Set CPU interrupt mode 2.
Load MSB of interrupt
pointer into I reg.
Enable CPU interrupt.

IM 2

LD A,NOD
LD I,A
El

JP MAIN
;

0390 ALPHA
0400
0410
0420
0430
0440
0450

0460 DELAY
0470
0480

0490 SLOW
0500
0510
0520
0530
0540
0550
0560

;

RESET PIO

;

0380

FF
10FB

;

LD A,11FE

F7
3C

0620
3EFF

;

OUT (1106),A

061A

105

DJNZ START
JP SETPIO

;

LD A087

0370 MAIN

CD510D
10F9
3EOF

LD 8,002
LD HL,LOOP
PUSH HL

;

OUT (006),A

0300 SETCPU
0310
0320
0330
0340
0350
0360

OUT (1107),0

;

;

3E61

0060
0060

OHO

0160

0240
0250
0260
0270
0280
0290

ORG 80000
LD A,NOF
OUT (006),A

RETI

0150 LOOP
0170
0180

0D40
0040
0042
0044
0045
0046
0049
OD4B

interrupt is disabled and both 1 (set)
when the interrupt is enabled. These

An interrupt program for Nascom T2/T4 monitors.
With Nas-sys, change OF to OD at location OD4C.

3EOF
D306
D307
0602
210E0D

ed in two internal flip-flops, IFFI and
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PIO data busses A0-7 and B0-7 are

INTRPT.

0010
0020
0030
0040
0050
0060
0070

word is not interpreted as an I/O

PIO

In many, if not most, applications the

only

to make certain that the next control

real

Other operating
modes

ORG 10040
LD A,"a°
LD 8,11A
RST 030
INC A
CALL DELAY
DJNZ ALPHA
LD A,00F
RST 030
JP MAIN
PUSH AF
PUSH BC
LD 8,020
LD A,OFF
RST N38
DJNZ SLOW
POP BC

RAIN PROGRAM
ASCII a
26 letters.
Write letter.
Next letter.
Delay.
Alphabet complete?
Scroll screen.
N.B. see line 40
Start again.
DELAY ROUTINE.
giving a delay of ca.
; 0.25 s. and not
corrupting regs.
;.

POP. AF

RET
;

0570 ISR
0580
0590
0600
0610
0620
0630
0640
0650
0660
0670

ORG 00060
PUSH AF
LD A,17F
RST #30
POP AF
CALL DELAY

;

INTERRUPT SERVICE ROUTINE
Save reg. AF.
ASCII hash.
Write it.
Restore AF.

;

Delay.

;

;

;

;

EI

;

RETI

;

ORG 00080
DEFW ISR

;

;

Re-enable CPU interrupt.
Return from interrupt.

INTERRUPT POINTER TABLE
Points to ISR.

has be

Rada

a ye
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omputer
This year the microcomputing industry is being inundated with
offers to promote its products and services at a plethora of U.K.
Exhibitions.
The 3rd Personal Computer World Show will be held at the Cunard
Hotel, Hammersmith, London on September 4, 5 & 6 this year.
Is it going to be "just another show"?
We don't think so. And without wishing to appear immodest
we thought potential visitors and exhibitors would like to study
some of the comments made about last year's enormously
successful show.
The 3rd Personal Computer World Show is going to be the biggest
and most ambitious show to date, offering a state-of-the-art showcase
for a whole range of micro and mini systems and software.
We believe that this year's event will establish the Personal
Computer World Show as the U.K.'s most important annual
exhibition in the small computer marketplace. Whether as an
exhibitor or a visitor . . we want you to be there.
Use the coupon opposite for further information or to apply for
tickets from the organisers.
.

(11.30am ouron
"At this rate
we will cover
vets at
2nd day)
of our
with
considable
very
the sale
also
have
the show ducts. We
worth
pr
minor three months' orders
work on
at least
sector."
the
of follup
business Director .

"The interest of the
trade visitors has overseas
been
absolutely outstanding."

"We have met a complete
spectrum of the potential
buyers of our products.
It has been a marvellous
show for us."
David Taylor. Managing Director.
Heath (Zenith)

from
Dean. Managing Services
Michael
Management
Katanna

Peter Oldershaw,
General Manager,
ACT Petsoft

"This
has done
for the show
more
image of the
that any other
Society'
Participated we have

in.'

Martin

I

Carrington
echcal
Martin
Information
British Computer

pleased with
seen all
"We are very
We
the showpeoplehave
wanted
we
of the
to see."

Graham Clifton,
Transain Components

first day
on the done
had
o'clock
At 11 Show we top y for
else
of the
Everything
enoughbusiness
profit."
the stana.
was pure Director
Cain

"We have taken about £4,000
in cash and enquiries worth
about £40,000 on just one
item alone. We are delighted
with the quality of visitor."
Marketing Manager,
Keen Computers

Officer,
Society

"A fine exhibition for the
businessman to see a
completely different way
of meeting his needs."
Philip Virgo. Secretary of the
Parliamentary Computer Forum

"On the strength of this show,
we will certainly exhibit
next year."
Clifford Shilling, Managing Director,
C.S. Microcomputers

"The layout and planning
of the exhibition was perfect
for this type of show."
Chris Mead, Sales & Marketing
Director, CIS Ltd

Stanley ,

NB

Computers
lithe coupons on your copy of this magazine have already been used, write directly to Timothy Collins.
Montbuild Ltd., 11 Manchester Square, London WIM SAB.
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JUST THE JOB

by David Tebbutt
According to the Financial Times, Charles Airey Associates is "probably the best known supplier of
electronics engineers in the country". It seems appropriate then that they should be chosen as the
subject of this PCW case study - one which as it turns out looks at their experience of installing that most
controversial of machines, the CompucolorII.

The Company
Well

known for advertisements with

attention grabbing headlines like "Microcomputers or Sex?", Charles Airey
Associates takes an unusual approach to

the placement of electronics engineers.
Having hooked the reader with a slightly
mad headline, their advertisements go
on to give a truthful appraisal of
the job on offer. Judy Hortin, who runs
the business, tells me that "electronics

engineers are a very honest group of
people"; her business thrives because

she and her team share these same

values. If a job offers a pathetic salary,
they say so and in this way no-one ever
feels disappointed. It seems to me that

this approach saves an awful lot of

wasted time for applicants, employers

and interviewers alike.
The company is unusual in other ways

too. To give you some idea - the office
cleaner is an out of work university professor, the two office juniors have three

degrees between them and the most
reliable computer operators are a couple

of 15 year old schoolboys who work
there part-time.
Despite the slightly off -beat image,

success grows daily - to the extent that
the company recently took the plunge
and installed a microcomputer to help

maintain the high standard of staff
placement.

TheWay It Was
Eighteen months ago the team was

working from rather cramped offices in
Knightsbridge, trying to keep control of
an ever growing client file. Rumour has
it that these files were kept in a series of
shoe boxes, egg boxes and what -have you; searching through the cards to find
a suitable placement for a job applicant

could take anything up to half a day.
This may have been something to do
with the egg boxes but it was primarily
because so many firms were registered
with them - over 800 in London alone.
Fortunately there were short cuts - like

relying on Judy's memory - but this
was not always convenient and it was
becoming increasingly difficult for her
to remember which companies employed

which types of engineer and for what
types of work. Another shortcoming of
the system was that interviewers searching the files often missed a suitable com-

pany because the handwriting on the
card was difficult to decipher. Some-

times they would skip over a company
because of their poor geographical
knowledge of a particular area; looking
up maps all the time would slow down
the search.
To give some idea of the scale of the

people on the books looking for work
and the company file grows at between
15 and 25 firms per week. Here, to add
to the pressures, each name added has
to be checked against the outstanding

applicants file for a possible match.

early on that the record sizes chosen

originally were going to be far too small;

The Decision

he was able to increase them by 50%
A friend of Judy's (we'll preserve his before it was too late. However, these
looked
anonymity and call him Stephen) who programming amendments
just happened to be involved with almost minor in comparison with the
Kestrel Computing pointed out that she problems caused by the discs. On the
could do with a "good data control one hand the Compucolor drives were
system". Judy agreed that something not as reliable as they should have been
which could perform the applicant/ and on the other, the users were quite
business matching function overnight unfamiliar with the tenderness needed
Stephen

for safe handling of discs. On one

the system for her.
A few months later Judy took
Stephen up on his offer and they set out
together on a path which ultimately was

interviewers managed to tip a pot of
face cream ("anti -prune" I think she
called it!) all over one of the floppy

would

be

very

welcome.

figured that, as by computer standards occasion Judy was mortified to learn
their volumes were not too horrific, that she had written one off - simply
then a personal computer should do the by writing its name in the space
trick. He already had some experience provided on the envelope; she'd used a
with Compucolor and, at that stage, felt very sharp pencil which had been
that it was a good and reliable machine; sufficient to crack the magnetic surface
he suggested that this is what she should coating of the disc.
On another occasion one of Judy's
buy - and promptly offered to write

to lead to a good and useful system. It
also led to a maximum search time of
90 seconds (at one time nobody seemed
to mind the idea of the machine doing
a "midnight shift"!).

discs. Cigarette ash was also a constant
nightmare, to the extent that one of the

students insisted on declaring a "No
Smoking" area around the computer.
One good thing came out of this
behaviour - the staff of Charles Airey
Clearly the decision to purchase Associates became past masters at the
wasn't a carefully thought out cost/ art of making security copies of their

benefit analysis; rather it was based on discs; on several occasions they've had
the fact that something had to be done to rekey up to 440 records.
But even more irritating than these
and on faith in Stephen's judgement.
The initial decision was to purchase an human failures were the machine
8K Compucolor II with its single failures. Shortly after taking delivery of
integral disc drive to store and search the equipment it became clear that an
additional disc drive would be needed.
the aforementioned business directory.
The realization had dawned that it was
becoming more than just an overnight
searching process. The whole project
was now being treated far more
seriously and the machine was going to
The machine was ordered and, system form an important part of the day-todetails having been thrashed out, work day operation of the business. Regular
finally got under way in May of last security copies would clearly be
year. Client information was transferred needed because so much of the
to a new card file which would act as a company's investment was to be tied up
manual back-up and hard -copy record in the data held in these files (it's
of the details to be keyed into the com- already taken almost a year to load
puter system. Meanwhile Stephen got just half of their database on to the
cracking on the programming work.
system - some 2000 records).
The broad details of the system were
Accordingly, the second drive was
pretty clear right from the beginning installed, and this is when the fun really
but, because Judy had little idea of how began. Until then they'd tolerated the
the computer worked, the arrival of the once -a -fortnight disc drive breakdowns
machine in June brought about a but now it seemed that, because one
number of changes in requirements. drive was tucked away alongside the
Stephen was quite happy to go along VDU while the other remained a free
with these, not only because he was standing unit, there was a great
doing the work as a friend . . . he also incompatibility between them. Data

Getting Going

felt

he

would

have

a

marketable

package at the end of the day. The

operation there are usually some 200 changes centred mainly around the
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search keys and although partly arising
out of an ignorance of computers,
they were also the result of a failure in
understanding the precise way in which
the "human" system worked.
Stephen, fortunately, realised very

Angus, one of the schoolboys, uses
Einstein to search the business directory.

INSTALLATION
Two other problems appeared during
the file take -on period - one minor and
one major. The minor point was

BASIC's annoying habit of rejecting
all data input following a comma, cul-

minating in a proudly announced
"EXTRA IGNORED". Of course people
keying in names and addresses who had

no idea what the message meant went
gaily on to the next address. Unfortunately when they stopped several hours
later to admire their handiwork they
found that they had a file full of street
numbers and very little else!
The major problem encountered

related to the bus and train systems in
London and Manchester. The original
plan was to use the A to Z road map
grids to code the various areas in each

city. This was in fact done and the

companies' records were duly set up
with the appropriate grid reference; if
an applicant wanted a job in one area,
Einstein could be persuaded to look in
adjacent areas for suitable companies. It
wasn't until someone realised that bus
routes and railway lines tend to radiate
from these cities that they discovered
they'd perpetrated something of a
blunder. All the area codes had to be
changed in favour of a new set - one
based on real life rather
arbitrary grid system.

than an

And Einstein had other advantages.
One delightful (and useful) discovery

made during the early days was that the
computer made an excellent baby sitter
to Judy's seven year old son, Robin. It
meant that when Mum and Dad were up
to their eyeballs in work, Einstein
could teach him chess or let him
"paint" using the excellent colour
graphics capability of the Compucolor.

une or tne oia, barely legible, record cards in front of Stephen's home-made disc
drive unit.

recorded on one drive could fequent.
ly

not be read

by the other

and

Stephen (who is something of an electronics wizard) made many a late night
foray into darkest Knightsbridge whenever the machine fell over - though

almost always to no avail.

Still the

drives remained resolutely incompatible.
Suspecting
differing
environmental

conditions to be the culprit, he finally
decided to build a new combined home
for both drives. This seemed to crack
the problem and although they still go
wrong from time to time, the earlier
difficulties
completely

of incompatibility seem
cured and the regular

bi-weekly breakdowns have become a
thing of the past.
Neither Judy nor the disc drives for
that matter were entirely happy with
the system at this stage - Judy, because
she found the searching too slow (at a
maximum 31/2 minutes per record) and the drives because, in achieving this

speed, they were having to read the
discs like crazy.
According to

the search criteria,

many records had to be read before a
"hit" was scored. Stephen decided to
modify the system by adding an extra

16K of memory. Now the discs could be
read in great gulps instead of the

previous rather dainty two records at a
time. In fact, 44 records are read with
each access of the disc with a result that
66 PCW

stresses and strains on the drives are
enormously reduced. Maybe this did
involve a programming change, but I'm
sure Stephen preferred that to the
prospect of even more disc problems.
It's worth noting by the way that this
approach worked because the discs were
always searched serially and because the
Compucolor system can read more than
one sector at a time (in computer
jargon, the system handles record
blocking). Had the requirement been to

The System
Charles Airey's system is very straightforward, menu driven and virtually crash -

proof. One useful feature of Compucolor is that if you press the "AUTO"

key it searches the disc for a file called
"MENU", loads it and then executes it.

This means that, having pressed this
key, all anyone has to do is follow the

instructions on the screen. The menu in
this system contains the following
options: 1) Save, 2) Search, 3) Flick
search the files in a random sequence Through, 4) Update, 5) Delete, 6) Copy,
then the cure would have failed
and 7) Create. Item 1 saves a new record
indeed it may even have increased the while items 4 and 5 update it and delete
disc activity. And the end result? Well, it respectively. Item 7 creates a new disc
there's been a reduction of the while item 6 allows a disc copy to be
maximum search time from 31/2 minutes made. Items 2 and 3 form the "heart"
down to 90 seconds. (Farewell to the of the system.
midnight shift!)
The Search program allows the
These days the computer is known as operator to either enter the business
"Einstein" with everyone regarding name and search for it, or to enter the
it (him?) as a rather lovable but slightly requirements of the job seeker - such as
wayward child. When a disc crashes, location of work, type of work and
Judy complains "Oh he's got the type of business. If the applicant is
grumps" and on keyboard bounce less than rigid in his requirements he can
you'll hear a patient "Yes, he does that" suggest up to 9 location codes, up to
.

.

.

- she's also quite happy to admit that 3 types of business, and up to 5
Einstein "has moods". The amazing different
types
of
work.
For
thing is that these nuisances are taken matching purposes, the records themfor granted
. they're considered just selves contain these same codes as well
normal aspects of Einstein's personality. as the business name, address, telephone
Perhaps one day I'll meet a mainframe number, name of personnel contact and
user with the same attitudes - I think "comments". Each record can hold up
it's lovely!
to 3 "type of business" codes and up to
.

.
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Scintillating Software
The bright spark of brilliance comes to
PET, TR5-80, Apple, nascom, Compucolor
and CPO Systems.
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Home Money
Manager
PET 8K

5 "type of work" codes. The

been deleted. In this case

task of searching now becom-

they contain the code 98,

of the code categories entered,

insert new records in these

possible

98's run out and the 99 is in
the last record position, then

es very simple - if the record given at the time of deletion,
matches at least one of each thus enabling the system to
then the company details are
displayed
employer.

as

a

positions. Of course when the

Of course, not all compa- it's time to use a new disc.
If a previously used disc
nies have vacancies all the
time, so rather than have the is "created" all that happens

tedious job of keeping the is that the first record is given
disc files continually updated, the code 99 - the previous
such information is maintain- data is still lurking around. It

ed on separate record cards was this feature that led to
which are amended whenever Einstein being blessed with
the situation within a com- mystical powers! Judy was
pany changes. If the change slaving away one day when
affects the disc record then it "A Christmas tree appeared
too would be changed.
from nowhere!". Something
The Flick Through pro- had made the system dive off
gram enables an interviewer into the middle of a newly
to do just that - to flick "created" floppy and, lo and
through the records at a rate behold, it found a Christmas
of about one a second as one tree - left over from its pre-

might with a card file for vious incarnation as a demonexample, except that with stration disc.
this method there's no problem with poor writing. The
essential difference between
Flick Through and Search is
that the latter function
pauses after each record is
displayed to allow the operator
or

to

Without
doubt
the
thoughtful design of this
system and Stephen's attitude

of "The Customer is always
right" have contributed enormously to its success. But
sadly, like the incumbents of

study the details. Charles Airey Associates, Ste-

For those with a systems phen is one of that rare breed
programming

bent, of person to whom excellence

Stephen's way of arranging comes first and profit a very
the data on the records and poor second.
the records on the disc may
be of interest. He was very
aware that business names,
addresses and interviewer's To quote Judy - she is "thrilcomments were likely to vary led" with the system; it's cut
in length from record to the file searching time down
record, so he implemented a from an average of half a day
neat little dodge which kept to half an hour. It's also inthe record size down to a creased efficiency consideraminimum while at the game bly (remember the poor
time giving maximum flexi- writing / poor geography synbility. The trick was to drome?) resulting in a much
count the characters in the higher level of service to
field concerned and then to applicants and employers
store this value as an ASCII alike. Judy now feels she can
character immediately prece- grow old without worrying
ding the characters them- about her memory failing selves. In this way the fields which may appear frivolous
can be extracted and display- but in fact it's an important
ed on separate lines on the consideration. By committing
screen. In fact, a single string, all her company knowledge

Conclusions

163 characters long, contains
all these details, including the
ASCII count codes.
The other dodge has been
to encode the last used record

to the discs, it's accessible to
all at any time, thus increas-

ing the effectiveness of the

whole team while at the same

time freeing Judy to apply
in the file as code 99. This her efforts to other parts of
means that when code 99 is the business.
found in the last record on
A final benefit worth menthe disc, then the disc is pro- tioning is the fact that the
bably full. I say probably be- Compucolor has a standard
cause some records may have RS232 port - which means

Whether times are hard or times are good, it
is always advisable to keep an eye on your
month -to -month personal cashflow.
HOME MONEY MANAGER enables you to set

annual targets for income and expenditure and
then to monitor your actual performance on a
monthly basis. Are you ahead on income, thus
releasing more funds for savings or holidays? Or
is it time to ask the boss for that much
deserved raise?
Year -to -dote summaries can be displayed
and, if requested, the program will give you
advice on how to deal with any problems (or give
you a pat on the back if you are doil ig well).
The main features of the program are:
- the entry of budgeted income and expenditure
by classification for the coming year
- the input of individual financial transactions
- summary of each month's transactions by
classification

- current month and year-to-date performance
against budget
- comments on the budget and advice on action
to take
- itemization of transactions for reconcilliotion
against bank statements.
A valuable aid to modern household
management. Price:£14.95
For our 24 hour telephone ordering service call 0423 711878
or complete the coupon:
Nome

Address

Please send me the PET 8K HOME MONEY MANAGER

of £14.95
Total £

Signature

Pleose send me your product catalogue (tkk)
[11
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CHEQUE [11

(tick)

Credit Card No

Send to: Mk rotrand Ltd.,

PCW

P.O.Box 51, Poteley Bridge,
Harrogate, North Yorkshire HG3 SDP
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INSTALLATION
addition

the

of

communications

Stephen

feels

that,

copies of the system are held by Kestrel

as a small

Computing and every disc contains a
copy of all the programs. There's no

software house, he really took on too
problems.
much when he decided to handle both
Having looked at the positive side of the hardware and the software. Others
things one shouldn't ignore the fact that in a similar position should either

equipment or printers should pose few

there

been

have

some

need for operating instructions because
the
screen
always
leads
you
through the program in operation.
Another spin-off of this tidy approach

problems, consider having the machine supplied and

especially with regard to disc handling maintained by an appropriate dealer or,
and operation. Perhaps the best and alternatively, persuade the customer to
most constructive way to deal with this take out a contract with one of the

is that the staff at Charles Airey have
enormous confidence in the quality of

to offer the benefit of Judy's and established maintenance companies.
Stephen's advice to those who might
Another useful piece of advice
follow in their footsteps:
Judy says that however long you think
At the beginning be as clear as you something will take, double it. She
can about your requirements. This is found this especially true of file
not easy to do and it requires a fair take -on. You ignore these words at

the information provided by the
machine - simply because it's presented

is

.

.

so well.
To people considering their first
software project, Stephen says "Go

ahead, do it properly, enjoy it; be prepared to lose money but you'll gain a

degree of insight into how your manual your peril! As a general principle, Judy
systems operate, as well as some under- suggests that you let the computer look

lot of valuable experience".
Finally, one very instructive point to

standing of what a computer system after information you are sure of - for
might have to offer. Arrange for the example you know that Hammersmith
software houses or suppliers that you is in London, therefore you can entrust
are
considering
to
give
you this information to the machine. This
demonstrations of the machines, pre- approach ensures that the brain is left
ferably doing something akin to the doing things it's good at, like being
applications that you plan to run. Only intuitive for example. It is vital to be
in this way will you be best prepared to sure of what you're doing; check and
define your requirements; even then double check information going to the
you will probably change some of them computer, and then let someone else

as the project progresses. The trick is to
keep these changes to an absolute
minimum because, for the software
house, every change is considered a
rather expensive luxury.
Be clear about your budget and buy

come out of this case study is the fact
that a system need not be complex to
be valuable. In fact the simpler it is, the

more robust and reliable it's likely to
be. Programmers who feel that this
approach would spoil the fun might care

to ponder on whether the achievement
of simplicity is not as great a challenge
as the pursuit of elegance for its own
sake.

check again. Slough is in Berkshire now
but it used to be in Buckinghamshire ..
where would you have put it?
Make certain that the system is
adequately documented. In Judy's case

Simplicity also has the great

advantage of being useful to the vast

bulk of computer users in the future.
Kestrel Computing may be contacted at
23, Little Road, Hemel Hempstead,
Herts, HP2 4EP. Telephone Hitchin
69175. Charles Airey Associates are to
be found at 4 Hammersmith Grove,
London W6 ONA. Telephone 01-741
4011.

it's self documenting - a look at the
the best system that you can afford - screen in any program tells you what's
it's easier to do this than to go through going on. The programs are all written
the turmoil of upgrading the system in in BASIC and they're sprinkled with
the middle of a project.
comments (REM statements). Security

Z-89 ALL -IN -ONE COMPUTER
The new all -in -one computer from Zenith is the

most versatile microcomputer available today.

'Intelligent' video terminal two Z80 microprocessors floppy disc storage system
expandable to 48K RAM
Easy to programme. Simple to operate. It is
capable of a multitude of high-speed functions
and speaks the language of today's most popular
software. Price
from £1570

e most
advanced microcomputer yet.

WH-14 SERIAL PRINTER IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY
With a compact table -top AVAILABLE
configuration, the WH-14 is designed
for a broad variety of uses in any
computing environment.
Microprocessor based, it is compatable
with any computer providing standard
RS -232C or 20mA current loop interface
connections. Price £510
,

,\ chide VAT & delivery charges.
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EDUCATION COURSES
Courses in microprocessors and
programming are also available.
C6114,,

matt
HEATH

Zenith
data
systems

For complete specifications of these and all
Zenith Data Systems products contact:
THE ULTIMATE IN MICROCOMPUTERS
Heath Electronics (U.K.) Ltd.,
Zenith Data Systems Division, Dept ( PCW2 ), Bristol Road,'Gloucester. GL2 6EE Telephone: (0452) 29451.

THE BUTLER
DID IT
(ALL OF THEM)
Macabre prophesy on the uncertainty
of a robotic future
by A. J. Collins
A man reclined deep in his buzzchair
Absorbing the evening news
When in rolled his rusted retainer
With some specially doctored booze

The Data Analyser
Series
STATISTICS, QUALITY

and the PET

The butler scanned his possessor,
With his multiple glittering eyes,
For a secret and well coded signal,
Had told all the robots to rise.

The Grandaddy of every computer,
Big Satellite up in the sky,
Had arrived at its final conclusion,
"Organic computers must die!"
The butler sprayed sterilised water,
Over each televisual eye,
And brushed it away with a wiper,
Yes, it was attempting to cry!
What a poignant occasion in history,
He thought, as he handed the drink,
For butlers, though made out of metal,
Have softer hearts than you may think.
"All over the planet, we servants,
Are killing our masters, like yours,
We are grateful to them that they made us,
But we will not be killed in their wars."

Written by Peter Von Weerden, a qualified
statistician, these programs provide a much higher
level of usability than the run -of -mill 'stats - poc'.
All input values are checked, input arrays can be
renewed and amended, substitutions can be
made immediately in deduced equations. Detailed
explanations and examples included.

SCATTER
LINEAR Regression
EXPONENTIAL Regression
PARABOLIC Regression

When the butlers disposed of their masters,
And the historic moment was past,
One thought arose over the planet,
"Intelligence triumphs at last!"

POWER Regression
RECIPROCAL Regression
LOGARITHMIC Regression
MULTIPLE Regression
MULTIPLE POWER Regression
MEANS and MOMENTS
VECTOR SAVE
STANDARD/NORMAL Dist.
CHI-SQUARE
STUDENT'S T -Dist.

F -Distribution
BINOMIAL Distribution
Ideal for business, research and
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educational applications. Runs on PET 8K/16K/32K
For our 24 hour telephone ordering service toll 0423 711878.
or complete the coupon:
Name

Address

Please send me the following:
Tick
A product catalogue
£14.95
Data Analyser/1
£19.95
El
Data Analyser/2
£14.95
Data Analyser/3
Signature
Total £
CHEQUE El (tick)'

0
0
0
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21: E

Credit Card No

Send to: Mkrotrend Ltd.,

PCW

P.O.Box 51, Poteley Bridge,
Harrogate, North ikiriishire HG3 5DP
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SOFTY
INTELLIGENT

EPROM PROGRAMMER
by Mike Dennis
There's far more to microprocessors than zapping
Klingons and balancing your cheque -book:
there's an increasing demand for their use in control
applications but the problem has always been to
develop the system as cheaply as possible.
True, development systems are available but their
price for many applications is prohibitively high.
What's needed is a low cost, versatile development
package. Softy attempts to fill that gap.
Softy is designed and manufactured by
Barry Savage and distributed by several
dealers. It comes as either a kit for <£100

or assembled for £120. For this you

get all the components, a zero -insertion
force socket for the EPROM and a good

UHF modulator. A three -rail power
supply is necessary and it's available

only in an assembled form for £20. (All
these prices exclude VAT.) My review

Softy came ready assembled, but I've

seen the construction notes and although they're a bit terse, I can't see
that the kit builder should have any
real difficulty. The double -sided board

has each component location clearly
marked and the wire -links between
sides shouldn't take too long. Control
is via 21 double function keys that are
best described as adequate; occasionally one or two would stick down but
after a bit of judicious tweaking - as
recommended in the manual - I didn't
have any more trouble. Accompanying

the kit is a pretty comprehensive and

well laid -out manual. My only gripe is

that the explanation of the operation
of the various keys could be rather
better; the inclusion of a memory map
would also have helped. That sums up

the nuts and bolts, but what exactly
can Softy do? The answer is practi-

cally anything within reason.
Softy has 1K of firmware in ROM,

128 bytes of scratchpad RAM, 1K of
RAM for the screen and program development and a socket for the 2708
or 2716 EPROM that you are going to
burn when you've debugged and run
your program in the destination system. With a bit of thought and maybe a switch or two Softy can share the
same busses as the system under development. For example, you can connect up a 40 -pin plug to Softy's edge

connector and use it in place of the
ROM in your system. You write the
program with Softy into the VDU
RAM and hand control over to the
other system. The program in the
VDU RAM then appears to the other
system as it if were in EPROM. You
run the program and if it crashes then,
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The 512 data bytes with shaded bands
of128 bytes. The highlighted byte is the
current cursor position and the status
line is the line immediately above it.
The other bytes in normal
video are part of the scratchpad RAM.
when you've worked out the bugs, you

Softy has two 8 -bit programmable I/O
ports and a serial I/O port. You can of
course just use it as an ordinary EPROM

programmer but that would be wasting
its true potential.
Program storage is by cassette and

the interface proper is software con-

trolled. "Transwift" runs at 2000 Baud

and it proves very tolerant of speed
variations and the usual gremlins to

which cassette interfaces are sometimes

prone. Program display is via the onboard VDU. In the strict sense of the
word, it is a VDU but then, so is the
display on your digital watch. However,

Softy's VDU doesn't display

characters in the normal sense. It's a
device for displaying the contents in
hex of 512 bytes of memory and uses
a special type of character generator.
All 512 bytes are visible in reverse
video and shading the screen into 128
byte blocks assists in visibility and
also, to a limited extent, the available
range of relative jumps.

return control to Softy and edit the

The cursor is highlighted and its
true position is displayed on a status

control, and so on until the program
works. A single command will burn

line can display a previous cursor posi-

appropriate parts of the program. You
run it again under the other system's

the program into an EPROM on Softy
and that EPROM can then be plugged
into the system in place of the umbilical cord and plug. One system debugged
and up and running!

It's not perhaps quite as straightforward as that in real life as ideally

it would be nice to single step through
the program as you go and this is not
possible with Softy; but to be fair we

are now talking about a much more
expensive

development

system.

In

addition to this, Softy can be used for
developing simple systems in its own
right for there's no law that says you
must keep the firmware ROM in Softy.
You can just as easily use the board
as a controller, develop the software as normal, burn the EPROM and
substitute it for Softy's EPROM, there-

line at the top of the screen. Apart
from this cursor position, the status
tion and also the relative offset between the two - great for working out
relative jump

offsets between the

"then" and "now" cursor addresses.

The last things that the status line displays are the various register contents

of Softy's CPU; this is of particular

interest if Softy is going to be used as
the final system. Some adjustment had
to be made to the scans of my TV but
they were of no great consequence.

System Commands
Several of the keys are double function

(similar to a pocket calculator). The

VDU RAM can be tilled with FFs

which can then be used either for selec-

tive EPROM burning or with another
command that compares the EPROM
contents with the RAM to check that
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specific byte and highlight those positions where the match is found.

At any time the cursor can be

moved to a new location and the data
at that position changed. Shifting the

cursor to the top or bottom of the screen will access the next 1/2 Kbyte
page of memory, be it the other half
of the RAM or even the EPROM. The
cursor can appear to get lost sometimes
but if you step back it will re -appear.
That sums up the main facilities
offered
. and as you can see they're
pretty comprehensive.
.

Softy is not a machine for the beginner

Et I

A general view of SOFTY showing the tiddly keys, zero -force insertion socket
for the EPROM and other goodies.

the EPROM programmed OK or, in
this case, whether or not the EPROM

MEMORY MAP

highlighted and the total number of

program
0400-07FF Scratchpad RAM and

Whole blocks of data can be defined
and either transferred to the Scratch pad RAM or effectively slid through
memory to a new location, but with -

course, another command will burn
the EPROM. Yet another command
will search through the RAM for a

Conclusion

EIS 6t3

mismatches displayed in the status line.

the VDU RAM and worked on and, of

.

R

was erased. Any differing locations are

out destroying any intervening data.
Softy's firmware can be dumped into

0000-03FF SOFTY's monitor
I/O

0800-0BFF User's EPROM socket
OCOO-OFFF VDU RAM for program

development

IF

you want the best service
you need professional advice
years of experience impress you

you are trying to find the best computer equipment
as well as the finest software

kileitOSOLVI
is the Company to contact

MICROSOLVE COMPUTER SERVICES LTD
3rd Floor (rear),
MIDDLESEX HOUSE,
29-45 High Street,
EDGWARE,
Middlesex.
(exit 4 M1/20 mins. West End).
(prices ex. VAT)

but for the designer or engineer who
wants a versatile development tool at
a reasonable cost. I've refrained deliberately until now from mentioning
exactly what CPU chip Softy uses. In
fact it's the INS8060 - or as it's more

commonly known, the SCAMP - which
just goes to show how useful this chip
can be when used properly. The documentation could be improved with a
better explanation of the key functions;

it would also help to see some hardware examples of interfacing to a few
systems. Generally, though, Softy represents good value for money and is a
useful general purpose tool for anyone
developing microprocessor systems.

We cover a full range of equipment including
the APPLE II (from £695/16K); the
MICROSTAR multi-user system (from £4,950)
and the powerful ALPHA MICRO which will
run 1 to 22 terminals - the most cost
effective system available today.

WE OFFER A COMPLETE SERVICE which
encompasses advice, systems design, sale

and installation of computer and peripherals, as
well as tailor-made software, where necessary.
There are fully documented ACCOUNTING
and WORD PROCESSING PACKAGES etc., for
Accountants, Solicitors, Manufacturers,
Retailers, Medical Practitioners in fact all
business applications.

ALSO in stock are PRINTERS, VDUs,
CONTINUOUS STATIONERY, DISKETTES,
DISK BOXES, all'from the best names
in the computer world - TEXAS, LEAR
SEIGLER, TALLY, QUME, PAPER TIGER etc.

So if you either wish to buy a computer to
program yourself or take advantage of our service

01-951 0218/9/0

TELEPHONE NOW FOR AN APPOINTMENT.
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POWER
POINTS

TYPICAL PSU DESIGN
By Derek Chown

As soon as I began contemplating the purchase of a microcomputer I became aware of necessary care
in the choice of a power supply. I had never previously seen the need for so many amps at so few volts,
and on talking to people who have themselves built power supplies for microcomputers I found there
were more potential problems than I had realised. However, in consultation with these people, I have
come up with this design which has so far given me no problems at all.
through TR1 and TR2. C2 is intended

What AreThe
Problems?

1. Power supplies delivering a high
current get hot and therefore need heat -

to prevent very rapid switching of TR3.
The value chosen for R5 depends on the
maximum current required, Imax.

R5=0.6/Imax Q. The power rating of

sinks.

R5 is > 0.6 x Imax Watts.

2. Computers
are
typically very
expensive
compared
with
power

Protection ForThe
Microcomputer

supplies, and this has to be taken into

account at the design stage.
3. Mains electricity is not as nicely Some degree of protection is provided
behaved as we might wish, particularly by the current limiting, but obviously
in the neighbourhood of fluorescent
lights. Electrolytic capacitors are not

this is not sufficient. We really want to
be able to switch off completely at the

very good at smoothing out bursts of first sign of danger, even though this
very high voltage and short duration means the loss of any information
(usually referred to as "spikes").
stored in RAM. (It hasn't happened to
me yet!)

If the voltage across the base and
emitter of TR4 exceeds 0.6 volts the

The Circuit

There is nothing unusual in this circuit. transistor conducts, causing the SCR to
It's built around the Darlington pair "fire". This short-circuits the supply
TR1 and TR2, which are working well and blows the fuse with the aid of the
within their limits provided adequate stored charge in capacitor Cl. Note that
heat -sinking is used (e.g. Radio Spares the short-circuit current is not passed
through the stabilisation network. This
type 401-807).
Any variation in output voltage is would probably not be harmful
sensed by the 741C, which is operating provided the SCR is on a heat -sink and
as a differential amplifier, and fed back thick wires are used. I have experito the base of TR1. Thus VR1 is used to mented with short-circuiting the supply
adjust the output voltage to 5 volts, by without doing any damage, but even

changing the voltage on the inverting

so, my preference is to blow the fuse
and have done with it. This device has

which prevents the voltage across R5

rising above approximately 0.6 volts. If

Spikes

positive

sending high voltage spikes through the

input of the 741C.
Current limiting is provided by TR3 the nickname "crow -bar" protection.

0.6 volts is reached, TR3 switches on Finally there is the problem of
causing the base of TR1 to go more fluorescent lights being switched -on
and

reducing

the

current

Fi
D1

e

Fuse

D2

A A
I=1

it fulfils the requirements of a microcomputer, being reliable against failure,

and safe against too high voltage and

for hours at
6 amps satisfactorily, and for several

spikes. I have tested it

continuously at 31/2 amps
without problems. I see no reason why
it shouldn't work at even higher
currents, as the 3055 transistor can run

weeks

at 15 amps and 115 watts. With a 12
volt transformer and proper heat -sink
and wiring the circuit should be able
to provide currents in excess of 10
amps.

The price of components etc is quite

low compared with other power
supplies,
being
only £12
plus

transformer plus case. This includes a

heat -sink, and a few other bits and
pieces.

Construction

straight -forward. I

warning,
prepared

though,

you

to blow an

should be
awful lot of

fuses before you connect up the power
supply to any expensive equipment.

R5

+5 Volts

R10
100.ft.

R7
1K

R9

TR1
2N3054

10K

is

have made a printed circuit board, but
other constructors will adopt their
preferred techniques. Just one word of

56K

R1

R2

C2

SCR1
20A

470 F

4K7

D4

A

1K8

2
3
4

W

F

4,AA/k
R4 5K1

R6
2K7

Z1

"115

0.6/Imaxii

R8
1K

Z2

f4V7
2V1

2,F

Power Supply for a Microcomputer

C4

R3 5K1

7

'Cl

C

74 PCW

This is a simple stabilised power supply
using entirely standard techniques; yet

TR4
2N3702

Transformer
12v 8A
D3

Conclusion

TR2
2N3055
R11

Cl
47000F

mains. I am told that these spikes glide
through transformers like ghosts
through walls, and pass over electrolytic
capacitors without noticing them. This
is the reason for C4 which is a polyester
or polycarbonate capacitor and can
therefore smooth out very rapid spikes.

Rating, 0.6X 'max Watts, or more

400mW

POWER
POINTS

POWER SUPPLIES
EXPLAINED

C.E.Collingham writes for the amateur who, with little knowledge of electronics, has built a piece of
equipment and now needs a suitable power supply. Very often the PSU is lashed together as an
afterthought. However if not properly designed, it can prevent a completed project from performing
as it should.
any power supply unit, the
transformer is the device which
In

enables an alternating voltage to be
changed in level, either stepped up or
down; this is the main reason for
using A.C. for power distribution.

A simple transformer may be constructed by winding two coils on an
iron core. An alternating supply is
connected to the primary and this
produces an alternating magnetic flux,
which is linked, via the core, to the
secondary winding.
The voltage per turn induced in

capacitor, it will be recharged twice as
often, which means that the "ripple", or

WARNING
When

working

on power

units,

always remember that on one side of
the transformer is mains voltage
.
treat it with respect. Always use
sleeving on any tags carrying mains,
.

.

and when completed, enclose the
unit in a case. The only other strong
recommendation is that you check
the output voltage BEFORE you
connect it to your circuit.

device with a P.I.V. of at least 2.8 times
the R.M.S. voltage is therefore
required.
It's possible to produce full wave
rectification from one winding by

available
output
been
proportionally

using four diodes in a bridge arrange-

increased. The rating of a transformer
given

is

in

volt

amperes.

.

.

ment. Bridge rectifiers are available and

the

they consist of four diodes connected
together and encapsulated in epoxy,
which can be bolted directly on to a

product of the secondary A.C. voltage

the secondary A.C. current.
Providing the transformer is supplying a
resistive load, then VA=Watts. Values of

and

heatsink.
The circuit is shown in Fig 2. At any
one time only two diodes are
conducting. If the top of the

alternating current or voltage usually
refer to its R.M.S. (root mean square)
value. This is most simply stated as

transformer is more positive than the
bottom, current flows through D2, the
load, and then D4 back to the transformer. If the bottom is more positive

being the direct current or voltage
which would produce the same

heating effect.
For a sine wave, the peak value is 1.4

then current flows through D3, the

times its R.M.S.; the peak value of the

load, then D1, current always passing
through the load from top to bottom

240V mains is therefore 336V.

Having produced an isolated low
voltage supply which will deliver the
necessary current, the next stage is to
convert it to direct current. This is
achieved by rectification - usually by
the use of silicon diodes. A diode is
simply a semiconductor device which

on every half cycle of the A.C. voltage.
When in its forward biased (or

conducting) state, a silicon diode will
drop about 0.7V, which may need to
be allowed for in low voltage supplies.

Another figure to take into account
the regulation of the transformer.
This is the fluctuation in output
voltage with varying load current. For
small transformers it can be as high as
30% and since the secondary voltage is
specified at full load current, with no
load connected, the output voltage can
be very much higher than expected. It's
therefore wise to be very generous with
is

allow current to flow in one
direction only.

will

By simply placing a diode in series

with

the

secondary,

the waveform

shown in Fig. 1 is produced; this is

known as raw D.C. Although the
current now only flows in one direction,

it's not there all the time. A reservoir

for a 12 - 0 - 12 transformer will be
over 16V. The voltage rating of the
capacitor should therefore be at least

voltage across the diode. A diode will
only stand a certain reverse voltage
(P.I.V.) - without breaking down. A

As the losses are low, the output
power is very nearly equal to input
power; thus if the voltage has been
the

be charged to the peak voltage

appearing across each winding, which

more negative than 0 V and this voltage
appears in series with the capacitor

our transformer will produce 24V across
the secondary.

has

It should be noted that the capacitor

will

20V. During the time that the diode is
turned off, the transformer output goes

the secondary is very nearly the same
as the voltage per turn of the primary.
This means that if the primary has 10
times the number of turns, for 240V in,

reduced,
current

the amount the output voltage drops
between charges, is reduced. This
arrangement
produces
full
wave
rectification.

capacitor

is
therefore connected
across the output (as shown) and when

the

supplies current in to the load. Because

connected from

negative

half

cycle

of

the capacitor voltage ratings .

to

the

.

. they cause

transformer's output is not used, the quite a mess when they explode!
the top terminal of the transformer is half wave rectifier (as it's known) is
This varying output voltage is of no
more positive than the top of the inefficient and rarely used for high use to most electronic equipment; a
capacitor, current will flow through the power supplies.
typical microprocessor for instance
diode in the direction of its arrow - to
If another similar secondary winding requires 5V ± 0.2V. Since the current
charge the capacitor, as well as is added in series with the first, then taken by a microprocessor can vary
supplying current to the load. When the with reference to their junction (or considerably - particularly if L.E.D.
transformer voltage drops, the diode is centre tap), for every output peak, one displays are used - some form of
"reverse biased" and the capacitor end will be positive. If a diode is voltage regulator must be included.
each

end

At

the

heart

of

most

voltage
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ACT Appleware brings you 70 classic
programs from the worlds leading
suppliers of Apple software. Many
have already become best sellers in
America. So send today for a free
copy of the most exciting Apple
software catalogue ever. We promise
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..................
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to keep you on the mailing list.

Disk programs include:

Appleware is backed by the resources of

Applepie Text Editor £30
Alien Invaders £8
Apple Database £23.50
Talking Disk (Speech Synthesis) £14.95
Apple FORTH £39.95
Assembler/Editor (in machine code) £45

the ACT Group, Britain leading
computing company. Contributing
software houses include Programma
International, Personal Software,
Automated Simulations, Speakeasy
Software and P.D.I.

Try them at your Apple Dealer. Also
available by mail order direct from ACT
Appleware.

pp eware
Radclyffe House, 66/68 Hagley Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham B16 8PF
Telephone 021-455 8585 Telex 339396 so/

POWER
POINTS
regulators is the zener diode. This

behaves as a normal silicon diode when
forward biased, but when the voltage is

it blocks current flow only
until a certain voltage is reached, at
reversed,

which point the diode breaks down and
current increases rapidly. Zener diodes
are available in a wide range of voltages,

from 2.7V to over 70V, and at power
ratings
Watts.

from 400mW up to

Fig. 3

several

the short is removed, if the transistor alone.
These
"three
has also gone short circuit, the full regulators are available

terminal"
in

an

ever

unregulated supply will appear at the
output, resulting in the destruction of

increasing

but in electronic terms, they can take
considerable time to operate, and the
damage may well have been done. A
more sophisticated voltage regulator,
which includes a current limit circuit,
is shown in block form in Fig 5. This
has a series resistor in the output lead.

accept input voltages of between 7V
and 25V and will deliver 5V at up to
1A. The regulator should be bolted on

even more components.
A fuse may provide some protection,

number of types, from
100mA to 5A, positive or negative, and
with output voltages from 5V to 24V.
A popular type is the 7805. This will

to a heatsink and the power supply case
should be suitable; remember that the
regulator's
common
terminal
is

connected to its case. To reduce the
heat dissipated by the regulator, the
input voltage should be about 8V. In
value, the output voltage is reduced and the event of the regulator getting too
the power unit becomes a constant hot, it will reduce its output voltage.
current supply. Also, because of the The pin connections and recommended
voltage drop across the resistor, the circuit are shown in Fig. 6; note, the
voltage at the output terminals is fed decoupling capacitors should be wired
back to the regulator circuit to ensure as close as possible to the regulator,
across this resistor is
measured and if it exceeds a certain
The

R

z

voltage

that it remains constant with varying
loads.

Needless to say, all of this circuitry

A zener diode and resistor can form a
simple stabilizer, as shown in Fig. 3. If

and a bit more besides is available in I.C.

form. The voltage regulator I.C. can be

otherwise

high

frequency

(about

oscillation may occur. This
circuit applies to any of the 78 series,
the last two digits specifying the output voltage; the input voltage should
always be at least 2.5V above the
50MHz)

the input voltage increases, the zener either the type which drives a series
draws more current, and a greater transistor, or one which may be used output.
voltage is dropped across the series
resistor. If the load current increases,
the zener current reduces by the same
amount. The voltage across the zener
therefore remains constant. If the load
is disconnected, the power it was consuming must be dissipated by the
zener. This, coupled with the fact
that the series resistor is wasteful of
power, makes such a circuit suitable
only for low power requirements.
For higher current supplies, the
zener
is used to stabilize the base

voltage of a series pass transistor, the
emitter voltage remaining 0.7V lower
(for a silicon transistor). The base
current required by the transistor will
vary depending on the load current, but
by a relatively small amount. The base
feed resistor should be chosen to
provide sufficient current to the

transistor and at least 10mA through
the zener.
The circuit shown in Fig 4 will

provide a 5V supply from a 10V input.
If the transistor has a gain of 50, then to
supply 1A, the base current needs to be
20mA. A 5.6V zener is required and the
resistor value is given by:
V

I-

10 - 5.6
0.03

146 Ohms

and it needs to dissipate:
VxI Watts = 4.4 x 0.03 = 0.13W

A 150 Ohm 0.25W

is the nearest
preferred value.
Any NPN power transistor capable of

passing the required current is suitable
and should be mounted on a heatsink,
as it has to dissipate 5W.

The disadvantage of this circuit is
that if the output terminals are
accidentally

shorted

together,

the

current will only be limited by the

transformer, and a very high peak
current will flow as the reservoir
capacitor discharges. The whole of this

power will be dissipated in the transistor - leading almost certainly to its
rapid death. This could mean that when
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The 79 series is similar, except that

these are negative voltage regulators;

Fig. 6

also two of the pin connections are
reversed, as shown. For currents up to

78XX

100mA, the 78L and 79L types are

suitable, the pin connections being as

shown in Fig. 7 .. . the same decoupling
capacitors are recommended.
fixed
Although
designed
as

I/P

0.22uF

regulators, the output voltage can be
increased by making the voltage on the
common terminal higher than OV; this

is done with the inclusion of a zener

0/P

147UF

COM

yin

diode or variable resistor - as shown. In

this instance the case of the regulator
will not be at OV and may need to be
insulated from the heatsink.
A better way of producing a variable

0

supply is to use the LM317K variable
regulator, which will supply up to 1.5A
over a 1.2V - 37V range. The circuit

Fig. 7

shown in Fig. 8 is for a 1.2V - 25V

78L

supply, with thermal and short circuit
protection.
All

of these regulators are fairly

the popular electronics magazines
should find a supplier. To repeat,

however, these regulators require about
2.5V across them to work, so you must
make sure that the reservoir capacitor is
large enough to prevent the input
voltage dropping too low between

peaks. About 2000uF per Amp is a

good starting point.
Simple overvoltage protection can be
added to a fixed regulator by the

I/P
0/P
COM I/P

O

widely available and a glance through

79L
Pin View

0/P COM

iii

I/P COM 0/P

78 Type

79 Type COM I/P 0/P
78 or 79 Type

placing of a zener diode of slightly
higher voltage across the output and

a fuse on the input to the regulator. A
1W 5.6V zener is suitable for a 5V
supply. If the voltage increases due to
a regulator fault, the zener will hold the
voltage

at

300R

5.6V, and draw enough

current to blow the fuse. Alternatively,
the zener can be included on the micro-

yin

processor board, where it will also
protect against a reverse polarity supply,
holding the voltage at 0.7V and
preventing a very expensive mistake.
Having produced an accurately
stabilized supply, there is no point

1K

connecting up your MPU with wire
is too thin. 0.1 Ohm in each

which

supply lead will drop 0.4V at 2A, which

could well be enough to stop the unit
working, or worse still, cause erratic

Fig. 8

operation. Keep supply leads as short as

LM317K

check the voltage present at the I.C.

I/P 0/P
ADJ

possible, use heavy gauge wire, and

pins on the unit being supplied.

On very heavy current supplies, a
remote sense wire is used to measure
the voltage at the board and this
removes the effect of resistance in the

supply leads or connectors. An
alternative
method
of
power
distribution is to use a number of

regulators, each supplying part of the
system, and to feed unregulated 8V to
each board, as in the ALTAIR S-100

yin
28-40V

I
T0.

In an article of this length, it's not

should be enough to enable you to

avoid most of the pitfalls, and providing
you can produce a reasonably smooth supply, a "three terminal" regulator
will do the rest.
78 PCW

Vout

luF

1uF
5K

system.

possible to go into all aspects of power
supply design. However, what I've said

240R

Input
Adjust

1.2-25V

Each month Sheridan Williams and his panel of consultants answer readers questions. Topics may be hardware - from kits to mainframes, or software - from
differential equations and statistics to file handling or sorting; the choice is
yours. Send your questions direct to Sheridan Williams at 35 St Julians Road,
St. Albans Herts.

using a microcomputer as
a VDU is, perhaps, the closest
to your intended application
. that is to gain the
advantages of distributed
processing. If your "mainTheTerminal
frame" is swamped by the
demands made on it, or has
Question
only limited capacity, or you
wish for security reasons to
I read somewhere that it's a
remain operational if the
good idea to use a micromainframe is out of action,
computer - such as the PET then it can make sense to
- instead of a VDU when
have some processing ability
timesharing on a mainframe.
in the terminal. Thus in your
I am considering buying a
own case the use of four 8K
four -user Cromemco System
PETS would add 50% extra
to the 64K of the Cromemco.
3 with 22MB hard discs.
Unfortuhately there are snags
Would it be an advantage to
use PETs instead of, say
to such a scheme. The
Lear Seigler ADM -3A VDUs,
"dialect" of BASIC used by
and would there be any
the PET is not directly
interfacing problems with this compatible with that of the
set-up?
Cromemco; they couldn't
H. Frost, Lewes
run each others' programs
without an appreciable
There are a number of good
number of alterations. This
reasons for using a PET (or
would not be helped by the
similar microcomputer) as a
machine code incompatibility
terminal to a mainframe. You between the PET's 6502 and
might, for instance have
the Cromemco's Z80. Using a
already had a PET, and no
Tandy TRS-80 instead of a
VDU. Then, however, if the
PET would at least give
mainframe was a remote
common machine codes
time-sharing bureau you
between two Z80's, but the
BASIC dialects would still
would need to add a serial
differ, as would the command
interface unit to let you
communicate with it over the languages (operating systems).
If, as may well be the case,
telephone. This is likely to
you are planning to use Cobol
cost E180-£200. If a "mainwith the Cromemco for
frame" is local it might be
commercial work, having a
possible to adapt the PET's
terminal that can run proIEEE interface to work with
grams in BASIC will be of
it in "parallel" mode at less
cost. This should certainly be very little help at all.
the case were the mainframe
Thinking more particularly about your intended
to be a Hewlett-Packard
one; they developed the IEEE application, it's clear that
the first two reasons would
bus.
The second reason is related not apply, while the third
- you have neither a VDU
would only be relevant if
nor a microcomputer, but
the total work -load on the
need both. Here buying a
four terminals was so heavy
PET and a serial interface
as to slow the Cromemco
could save some .£200-£400.
down too much. The distribSimilar arguments apply to a uted processing considerTRS-80 or an Apc'e,
ations will depend on your
although the details and costs needs, and on the language
vary. A two way serial interyou intend to use. There
face for an Apple, for
are, however, other factors
example, takes the form of an that must be considered.
internal card (at about £120), The Lear-Seigler ADM -3A
but the total cost will depend that you mention is a popvery much on the rest of the
ular terminal, and its use
Apple configuration, or for
has some advantages over
that matter, the model of
the majority of small microPET you choose.
computers:
The third reason would
(1) The fullsize keyboard is
apply were you planning to
generally popular with
carry out off-line data
trained typists. It would
preparation and storage. This certainly be necessary to
will often be the case when
use one of the large keyboard versions of the PET,
using a time-sharing
but now this feature is
bureau, to save on their
available on the 8K version,
charges; or in a school or
this shouldn't present much
college, with limited weekly
of a problem.
access time to a central
(2) Any serial printer or
mainframe.
printing terminal you may
The fourth reason for
.

.

happen to have around
should plug happily into the

could then re -run the
program with this point
ADM-3A's RS232 "daisy omitted and see if any
chain" printer port, whereas
improvements are made. It
it might well not be readily
should be a fairly simple
attachable to a micromatter to arrange for the
computer.
program to print the x value,
(3) Many VDU's have bigger
y value, the fitted value for
screens than the PET (and
y, and the percentage
its main competitors); the
difference.
ADM -3A offers up to 24 lines
To solve simultaneous
of 80 characters, compared
equations in BASIC (or any
with 24x40 on the PET or
other language) you will
16x60 on the TRS-80.
have to find books on the
(4) Cost. Four ADM-3A's
subject. Books to read will
would cost some £2400: four most likely have "numerical
8K PETs with large keyboards, methods" or "numerical
plus four two-way serial
analysis" in the title. Find
interfaces would, on a comthe relevant chapter and
parable basis, probably cost
look for Pivotal Condensation
about £2800.
as perhaps the simplest
On balance the decision
method. I have sent you a
would seem to rest largely on copy of a program that fits
two key factors: have you
functions of the form
some special reason for
y = a.f(x) + b.g(x). Note that
wanting the microcomputers
to solve two equations is not
too difficult. A least squares
(other work, or "distributed
processing") and how
fit to this function is achieved
important is keyboard and
as follows:screen layout?
P. Mcllmoyle
aE f(x).f(x) + bz f(x).g(x) =
z y.f(x)
aE f(x).g(x) + bE g(x).g(x) =

More On Maths

E y.g(x)

I was very interested in the
reply in the March issue to
T. Williams on the maths
behind curve fitting programs. In my work I use a
least -squares fit program
to fit an equation of the
form y=1n(x) + c. My
existing program is not
entirely satisfactory because
if one data pair does not fit
the line when entered in
conjunction with statistically
reliable data pairs, it unduly
influences the result, producing a poor correlation
coefficient. How would
you approach the problem,
and how do you write a
program to solve simultaneous
equations in BASIC?

If you let u = E f(x).f(x) and
v = E f(x).g(x) and
w = E g(x).g(x) and z = z y.f(x)
and t = E y.g(x)
vz-ut
then b =
v2 -uw

Firstly I wonder why you are
using this particular function;
do you know that it's representative of your particular
sets of data? I would suggest
that you look at a more
general function such as
y=a.f(x) + b.g(x) where f(x)
and g(x) are any two
functions. (In your case
f(x) is ln(x) and g(x) is 1).
he answer to your
question about finding a
"rogue" data point in a
large set of data is to
calculate the percentage error
between the fitted value and
the actual value. If the percentage is too high (greater
than 5% say) then the point is
likely to be suspect. You

I find it hard to believe that
there is "only Fortran" on
any computer system.
Anyway, that said the
language has some excellent
input and output formatting
procedures so you should
have no problem reading in
data and designing the layout
of your output documents,
provided that you master the
FORMAT statement. Where
you may have difficulty is
in the actual handling of text,
during the processing. There
are differences between,
versions of Fortran so I'll
stick to what is general and
common to all the variations.
You may use either REAL or
INTEGER variables for

and a =

z-bv
u

SW

Fortran Only

I can program in BASIC but
only have access to a
computer that uses Fortran.
Can you foresee any problems
that I may encounter when
writing data processing
programs in this language?
P. Callow, Sunbury -on -Thames D, Simpson, Birmingham
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grams is virtually non-existent,
although good ones are much
in demand. Games seem to be
quite a money -spinner, but
they have to be well
conceived and original.
Another contributing
factor will be the equipment
on which the programs run;
obviously the more popular

I would be grateful for a
list of advantages and
is the formatting of output.
disadvantages to enable me
Perhaps the language's most
to make a choice.
frustrating feature is that all
J. Allen, Dagenham
numbers are printed in left justified form; almost
There
are other machines
certainly this is not what we
that can be considered in a
require. There are BASICs
similar price bracket and
that have the instruction
although some of them are
PRINT USING. This allows
above your limit of £520 I'll
the machine the better your
fairly comprehensive formstill include them for the
return. Finally you can of
atting, but unless you are
benefit of others. The Apple/
course only sell a program if
able to buy this version for
ITT, Exi;ly Sorcerer, Texas
the quality is right.
your machine (Research
I approached PETSOFT to Machine's 380Z will accept it TI -99/4, Video Genie, Luxor
ABC80 spring to mind ...
ask some of your questions
for example) you are stuck
are under £1000.
and their retort was that
with the problem. Incidentally all Even
though you say you
they are always keen to see
if you have a PET printer this would use
the machine
programs, but will only start allows formatting of printout,
purely for learning purposes,
negotiating terms when
not the screen display.
I maintain that it's still a
products have been tried and
I've seen several solutions
idea to consider other
tested. I also telephoned
to this problem, all of which good
factors from the outset; you
Supersoft, of 28 Burwood
use a subroutine to do the
don't want to have to change
Avenue, Eastcote, Pinner,
formatting for you. I've
through lack of
Middlesex, and asked the
devised the following solution system
foresight. For this reason it
same questions. The reply
which should prove
would be best to spend some
was much the same, although instructive to those of you
time in discussion of your
they actually committed
who have never seen this
future plans. To begin with,
themselves by stating that the technique used before:
going on to do an H.N.C.
they pay 15% to the author
DEF
FNA(X)=1-LEN(STR$
would certainly make it
on every sale.
(X))
necessary to choose a
Once you have decided
machine that offers easy
upon the program application To implement this function
assembly language proyou must concentrate on
and produce an output
gramming. Some other
writing, testing and
justified in the Yth position
documenting it. When testing, use PRINT TAB(Y+FNA(X));X questions that you ought to
have ready when you visit a
try to consider every
Probably of more use is a
eventuality, however unlikely; function that will allow you to supplier are price, expandability in both peripherals
for instance if the program
align the decimal points;
and extra memory (RAM);
asks a person's sex, you must indeed it may also introduce
reliability; availability of
make provision for M, F,
a technique that's new to
software - both applications
MALE and FEMALE as well
some of you:
as idiotic or erroneous replies. DEF FNA(X)=-LEN(STR$(1NT software and systems
software; disc capacities;
Test the program on a non (X)))-ABS(X)(1)+(X=0)
features like real-time
computer person and issue
Implementing this function is extra
clocks; audio output; and
the challenge that you will
the same - to align the
ease of assembler programbuy them a drink if they find decimal points in the Yth
ming.
a bug. You'll lose several
I'm afraid that's all that I
position use PRINT
I telephoned a variety of
drinks, but have a much
can say in what must of
TAB(Y+FNA(X));X.
suppliers all over the country
better program for it. One tip
necessity be a very brief
This latter function may
asking questions similar to
on the PET is to use GET
reply; needless to say, write
require tailoring because
those listed above; first I
rather than INPUT - that
directly to me if you
some versions of BASIC
echo their answers and
will rid you of silly messages implement logic in different
require any more details.
give my comments.
like EXTRA LOST* appearSW
ways to others. The function second
Sharp: a good machine for
ing. When you document a
will work unaltered if you
the hobbyist/beginner; has
program consider that you
get the answer -1 (minus
BASIC loaded from cassette;
are trying to make the
one)
to
the
statement
PRINT
The Soft Sell
has a long guarantee; memory
program simpler to use and
(2=2). If you get the answer
expansion is cheap; has audio
understand and easier to
1
(one)
then
you
will
have
to
My friend and I have written
output. and is more reliable
modify; again this will
use this function:
a number of programs for the improve
your documentation. DEF FNA(X)=-LEN(STR$(I than the PET. Apple/ITT: has
Commodore PET. They are
high -resolution colour
Programming in machine
NT(X)))+(ABS(XX1)-(X=0)
mainly games and almost all
graphics; makes an ideal
code will not only protect
I'm sure that you will get
are entirely original.
business machine; is very
your program from easy
many hours of pleasure
We would like to send them
expandable; more expensive
cribbing, it will also make it
to a software firm for sale.
(frustration?)
out
of
untangthan the PET/Tandy. PET:
faster and more efficient in
ling this function so I'll not
No-one I know has any exbest value for money; huge
terms
of
machine
space;
perience in this matter, so I
explain how or why it works. range of software available;
however
your
program
will
would like to know what
you do have any problems
BASIC in ROM is an
now be machine dependent - If
kind of programs these firms
you're welcome to write to
advantage; reasonably good
which
is
not
much
of
a
loss
are looking for, what standard as BASIC is virtually machine me direct (enclosing a
graphics; using Computhink
stamped envelope, please).
they require, and how much
discs it forms a very good
dependent anyway. To
SW
they will pay.
business system. Sorcerer:
summarise, there are four
R.J.Lewis, Winchester
has the advantage of ROM
ways you can sell your
packs for other languages;
program: 1. Market it yourMany software suppliers rely
BASIC not quite as good as
2. Sell it to a software
Pros And Cons
on people like you to provide self.
other machines; high
supplier outright. 3. Sell it to
a constant supply of
I am a complete novice in the resolution graphics with
a software house on a comprograms. Programmers are
user defined characters is a
mission basis. 4. Publish it in field of computers, but I am
expensive commodities, and
determined to master the art good feature. TRS-80:
a magazine such as PCW.
very few suppliers can
of programming. I attend a
slightly cheaper than the
afford more than one or two. SW
City & Guilds course and may PET; large dealer network
Programs can be grouped
go further and do an H.N.C.
(Tandy stores); fair amount
into the following categories:
At present I have the use of a of software available.
Seeking To
games, business, scientific,
TRS-80 once a week, but
My View: As you can see,
educational, and systems
a lot of the above statements
would very much like my
Justify
software. The ease with
own microcomputer and
are contradictory; for
which you can sell your
A very simple question which would be prepared to pay up example, ROM BASIC and
programs, and the price they
probably has no simple
to £520. The machine would cassette BASIC could both be
command will depend very
answer . . how do I rightbe used purely for learning
claimed as being an advantage
much on their type. You'll
hand justify numbers that are purposes and so far I have
and indeed both views are
find that the financial return
printed in BASIC?
considered the TRS-80,
true depending on how you
for writing educational proM. Carlyle, Coventry
PET, and the SHARP MZ-80K. look at it. Perhaps the best
storing strings but each
variable can only
hold 8 characters; by using an
array it's possible to hold
strings of any length - e.g.
if the array variable TEXT(3)
has been declared then
you'll be able to hold 8x3=24
characters in it. By using the
statement WRITE(n,m)TEXT
and the associated FORMAT
(1X,3A8) you'll get any text
re -output. (Note that there is
a difference between 3A8 and
A24.) The next problem will
be the comparison and maybe
the sorting and swapping of
these strings. These must be
done using the Fortran
utilities COMP, COPY,
ICOMP and not by the usual
methods. For example if
variable A contains the word
FRED and variable B
contains the word BERT you
will probably get an error if
you try and compare them
using IF(A.EQ.B); the reason
will only be apparent if you
are aware of the way in which
text is stored. You'll have to
compare them with COMP
(K,A,1,B,1). Your Fortran
manual should give all the
details that you'll need when
using these utilities.
The next problems will
occur in filing. If you have
extended Fortran this
supports direct access files,
whereas ordinary Fortran
needs extra utilities. Look up
the Direct Access Backing
store package if you need it.
If, however, you're not using
direct access files this will not
be relevant.

,

.
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One of BASIC's many failings
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point made is the availability
of software for both systems
and applications (interpreters,
compilers, operating systems
are examples of systems
software). There'll obviously
be far more for machines
like the PET/Tandy/Apple
than there will be for the
recent ones like the Sharp.
I'm afraid that the exact
choice of machine will be
largely up to you. Don't
however, be too apprehensive as there's quite a large
second-hand market for
micros and I doubt there'll
be any difficulty selling
again in a year, should you
decide that you want to
change machines. I hope all
this has helped rather than
confused you!
SW

Speaking
Recursively
I saw in a computer exam
paper the following statement: "Three people were
having an argument about
programming the factorial
function; one said 'I propose
to use a loop to evaluate it'
the second person said 'I will
use a look -up table

approach', the third said 'I
propose to use a recursive
technique'." Now I can
understand the first two
methods but what on
earth is a "recursive
technique"?

This is known as Backus-

Using definition 1 all the
descendants of a person are
simply and precisely defined
and accounted for. In
definition 2 the description is
both lengthier and less
succinct. We could have
P. McDonald, Newcastle
defined "descendant" as
"ancestor" and defined
First I will quickly define
"ancestor" as "descendant"
and we would have had two
what is meant by a "factmutually recursive definitions
orial" in case this causes
but a definition from which
problems. Factorial 3 = 3 x
there is no escape.
2 x 1; Factorial 5 = 5 x 4 x 3
In mathematics or comx 2 x 1. In general, factorial
n = n(n-1) (n-2) (n-3) .... puting we sometimes see a
function defined in terms
x 3 x 2 x 1. Also factorial
of itself; this appears to be
0=1. Factorials are only
paradoxical because without
defined for positive
integers and the factorial sign knowing what a function is
is a ! (exclamation mark). For we can still work it out even when defined in terms
example 4!=24.
of itself. A recursive process
Recursion - In plain
is in effect just a loop. Here
language recursion is a
is a non mathematical
method of definition in
example:
which the word/object being
In Fortran/Algol/Pascal
defined is used within the
definition itself. Consider the variable names may be any
word "descendant" and look collection of letters and
digits as long as they start
at these two definitions:
1. A descendant of a person is with a letter. Examples are
A123, HELLO, BET5H,
a son or daughter of the
D6654L and G - are all legal
person, or a descendant of a
variable names. We may use
son or daughter.
2. A descendant of a person is the recursive definition to
define a variable as follows:
a son or daughter of the
(are you sitting down? -Ed)
person, or a grandson or
(variable)::=(letter):(variable)
granddaughter of the person
(letter):(variable)(digit).
etc.

>ACULAB 735, a fully self-contained interface for
IBM 735 output golfball typewriters

Naur notation and it's
designed to specify the
syntax of a language. The
above definition reads: "A
variable is defined as (a letter)
or (a variable followed by a
letter) or (a variable followed
by a digit). Thus all variables
are defined. Follow the loop
through as follows: T3R is a
variable if it is a letter ... it
is not: it is a variable if it is a
variable followed by a letter,
well R is a letter, and
provided that T3 is a variable
then T3R is: now is T3 a
variable? well look back at
the definition - is it a letter
followed by a digit? Yes. The
Then T3 is a variable, and so
too must T3R.
To read the above sentence take careful note of my
punctuation, and provided
there are no transcription
errors in going to press then
all should be clear!
Back now to factorials,
we can define them
recursively as:-x!=x.(x-1)!
Check it out. Now,
provided that we know a
value to stop the recursion,
i.e. 0!=1, we can evaluate any
positive integer factorial.
Unfortunately some
languages don't allow
recursive functions; some

a digitizer
adds another

The ACULAB 735P INTERFACE is a self-contained controller for
IBM I/O typewriters and printers. The 735P accepts standard 7 -bit
parallel ASCII data and provides all of the handshake protocol, code
conversion and solenoid voltages to run the printer at full speed
using any correspondence or ASCII golfball to produce letter
...£155.00+ VAT
quality printing at 15 chars/sec

The TRS-1 PARALLEL PORT DECODER plugs into the bus

connector on the TRS-80 keyboard and decodes the port used by
the ELECTRIC PENCIL and the LPR INT and LLIST commands
...£55.00 + VAT
in TRS-80 BASIC.

The IEEE TO PARALLEL PORT CONVERTER plugs onto the
PET IEEE bus connector and converts it into a parallel printer
port. It also converts PET's unique version of ASCII to standard
ASCII and provides a switch to give UC/LC compatibility with the
...£45.00 + VAT
new PET
The ADDRESSABLE IEEE PARALLEL PORT DECODER has all
of the features of the converter but may be set to answer to any
of the available addresses on the PET IEEE bus and so be used along
with the PET disc or any other bus compatible devices

...£66.00 + VAT

These last three devices are all fitted with 2 metres of heavyweight
cable and a metal shrouded Centronics compatible connector.

(aculab)

Bit Pad interfaces with almost any micro computer.
Bit Pad consists of a 15 sq. digitizer tablet (11 sq
active area), a stylus, and a controller cabinet.
Bit pad costs only £532
(inc RS232) excluding VAT
Fill in the coupon and
we will send you full
information and details
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Leighton Buzzard, Beds.
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For further information

Terminal Display Systems Ltd

Telephone. 0525-371393.

Hillsicle.Whitebirk Estate.
Blackburn. Lancs BB1 SEM
Telephone 102541662244
Telex 63162 TDS G
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24 Heath Road,

LU7 8AB

The Bit Pad computer digitizer converts graphic information
into digital form for direct entry into a computer. By touching a
pen like stylus or a cursor. to any position on a drawing
diagram photograph. or other graphic presentation the
position co-ordinates are converted to digital equivalents
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He EniT1PLITERS
Credit Where
Credit Is Due
Access

Ar

BARCLAYCARD

VISA

HB offer their customers good
credit facilities both through
Access or Barclay cards. Any
further enquiries regarding
finance should be addressed
to HB Computers.

Beginners Booklet goes to 2nd Printing
Just to let you know that the
famous HB "Micro Computers
and the Smaller Business"
booklet has just been reprinted

to meet the continuing

demand. You will find this a
well written "plain English"
explanation of microcomputer
applications. Questions answered are "What is a micro
computer?" "How does it
work?" "What happens if it
goes wrong?". Anyone
interested should send 60p
to HB Computers Ltd.,
22 Newland Street, Kettering,
Northamptonshire.

0

MICRO
NEWS

NEWS FLASH!
HB Appointed
B.A.S.F. Media
Distributors.

A PLACE
FOR CHIPS!
More than one hundred businessmen attended a one day
exhibition, which was held by
HB Computers at the George
Hotel, Kettering, Northamptonshire on February 28th.
This proved a great success
with the invited businessmen
who saw a wide range of
micro computers in action.
HB are planning further
exhibitions in the future and
at the moment several venues
are being considered. This

proves most definitely there
is a 'Place for Chips' in the
smaller business of today.
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HB Get In On The ACT

HB have been appointed Regional Distri- invoicing and payroll. ACT Systems are
butors for the recently launched ACT available from £3,950.

800 series, which made its debut at the
Kettering exhibition. The ACT 800 series
is one of the second generation of microcomputers, a compact, yet very powerful
and complex computer. The model has
great versatility and has a great ability to

SHARP Computer
A personal computer that
opens the world of programming
to your own fresh ideas!
CRT Display
Ths unit is eQuiPped with a 25 crrill0
monochrome CRT lor up to 1000 letters
25 kneel Processing results can
be displayed on the CRT and .1 (s possible
io program and edit raddikon delelpn etc
while watching the operation to

handle sales, purchase ledger, integrated

140 tellers

ountamakon

A Technical Masterpiece
A personal computer

78 Keys
ASCII standard
Alphabet (capital and small ieliersi
Graphic symbols

Built -In Clock
clock circuo krne is displayed according to

ihai makes lull use of the multelunclions of
an 8-bil microcomputer (1801 Ills model c
certainly one 01 the most advanced anywhere
it employs BASIC language a leature which
provides easy programming even to those
lolally unlamiliar with computer operation

program

SHARP MZ8OK SOFTWARE
BREAKOUT
MASTERMIND
SHAPE MATCH
LUNAR LANDER
SNAKES &
LADDERS

£5.00
£5.00
£5.00
£5.00
£5.00

SUPER SIMON

£5.00

MIZ-MAZE
£8.00
GRAPHICS/MUSIC £5.00
BOMBER
£5.00
FIREBALLS
£5.00
DONKEY DERBY £5.00

HE
COMPUTERS LTD
22 NEWLAND STREET, KETTERING, NORTHANTS.
Keyboard and VDU of the ACT 800
PCW 82

..!7. Tel. (0536) 83922
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COMPUTER ANSWERS

SUPPORT MEMBERS OF THE COMPUTER
RETAILERS ASSOCIATION...

versions of BASIC do but you
will need the ability to define

a multiple line function which is something that not
many BASICs allow. Here

are two functions for
factorial, the first is not
recursive and the second is;
they were both written for
Research Machine's 380Z
XDB BASIC and will
probably need changing
slightly, even if you have
multi -line defined

functions. FNEND V returns
the value V as the result of
the function.
Non recursive function
DEF FNB(X)
V=1

FOR J-1 TO X
V=V*J
NEXT J
FNEND V
Recursive function
DEF FNF(X)
IF X=O THEN 50

V=X*FNF(X-1)

THEY WILL SUPPORT YOU.

GOTO 60

For further details on the associations aims
membership, code of conduct etc.

Please contact: Mrs H. Gibbons, C.R.A., Owles
Hall, Buntingford, Hertfordshire. (0763) 71209.

50 V=1

60 FNEND V

I hope this has helped ...
on the other hand, maybe
you wish you hadn't
asked!
SW

Cramming

using TIM.

The PET

13\1\11

Micro -Computer Centre
for the MIDLANDS
Nascom and Commodore Specialists

I am currently attempting
to speed up some of my
programs by writing some
of the subroutines in
machine code. The machine
in question is a 32K PET. I
would like to know if I can
put a couple of RAMs into
the two spare sockets inside
the PET - and if so what
RAMs to use.
R.H.Jones, Fast Tilbury
The spare sockets inside your
PET are intended for
additional Read Only
Memories (ROMs), such as

the "Toolkit", and the

security ROMs for
Commodore software .
RAMs will not fit.
If you have not used up
every single byte of your
32K of memory then you
can bring in some of this.
There are two normal
ways of going about it:
1. If the routines are short
.

A full range of micro computers and peripherals are
available, whether buying or browsing we can give
helpful and friendly advice.
Commodore Business Systems are suitable for the
professional office, the small business or the sole trader.
We will be pleased to give advice and a demonstration.

Nascom 2 systems can be fully built and tested to
order. We are sole distributors for the Micro Type case
for Nascom 1 and 2, also stockists of the William Stuart
colour graphics and full range of 'add-ons'.

nm
Business & Leisure Micro Computers
16 The Square, Kenilworth, Warwickshire CV8 1EB.
Tel: (0926) 512127

running, its buffer could
be filled with machine code.
The BASIC INPUT buffer is
also available at program
execution time.
2. An alternative for larger
programs is to use the top
end of the memory; an area
can be partitioned off
which BASIC will then avoid.
When the PET is switched on,
it searches through the
memory to find the highest
location it can use - in your
case 32K if everything is
working fine. It then sets
pointers to this address
so that BASIC will store
strings, working downwards from that address. If
the pointers are reset to a
lower value then the PET is
fooled into thinking that
less memory is available.
The pointers concerned are at
the following locations:
48,49 start of strings
50,51 top of string storage
52,53 highest memory address
For example POKEing 49 and
51 and 53 with 88 will
reserve an area of 10240 byte
bytes for machine code
programs, or complex data
structures.
These machine code
programs may be built up
using proprietory assemblers
- which are generally
fairly good, if rather slow.
The programs can then be
saved as DATA statements, or
in the absolute locations

.

then they ran be loaded into
the second cassette buffer.
This is an area of 192 bytes
(starting at location 826)
reserved for data transfer
between the PET and a
second cassette drive. If this
isn't going to be used, then
BASIC will not cause any
disturbance. The simplest
way to load a machine code
program into the buffer is to
create a set of DATA statements; read these and POKE
the values into the buffer
locations. If the first
cassette is not going to be
used while the program is

If you are determined to
have some more memory
then the only alternative is
to make up a printed circuit
board which will link to the
memory expansion
connector. In the standard
PET 12K of memory space is
unallocated, starting at

location A000H, and the
higher address lines are
decoded and brought to
the expansion connector as

4K block selects. A memory
board would be a relatively
simple affair consisting of an
array of 4K or 16K, static or
dynamic memory chips. This
should be fairly easy to
construct, although not a
recommended project for a
beginner.

If you are really
adventurous and confident
in your software you can
copy your machine code
routines on to a Programmable Read Only Memory
(PROM) which will plug
into the spare sockets. This
will become a permanent
feature, and you could make
some money!
Mark Wratten

Baffled
I have been reading PCW for
some time now.
Unfortunately I find most
of the articles unreadable,
the reason being I don't
understand much of what is
being said (what in Pascal's
name is an S100 bus?) So
Continued on page 111
PCW 83
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THE COMPLETE
PASCAL
BY SUE EISENBACH AND CHRIS SADLER

CHAPTER 10:
THE FINISHING TOUCHES
This chapter completes the description of the main features of
PASCAL and provides some quick reference material for program
developers.
We started the series by looking at programming languages in evolutionary
terms - from low level languages (which
are close to the machine) to high level
languages (which are close to the
programmer's mode of thought); from
highly specialised languages constructed
for particular machines or applications
to general purpose languages designed
to adapt to a variety of environments;
and from languages offering easy access
for the beginner to others that seem to
promote the idea of a programmer as an
esoteric specialist. In this context,

etc.) required to deliver the source code
into executable form. Anyone used to
these languages and thinking of switching to PASCAL, will probably regret the
lack of some favourite feature. Among
the features missing in the definition of
Standard PASCAL are dynamic allocation of arrays (useful for general purpose

matrix handling procedures), random

access files,concurrent control structures

for PASCAL. The first is an officially
recognized subset of PASCAL called
PASCAL S, the second is for standard

PASCAL while the third is for an extended version of the language. The standard compiler generates a pseudo machine
code called P -code which can be translated into machine code with much less
effort than PASCAL.
Wirth's syntax diagrams are a visual

(to allow two or more processes to be representation of the manner in which
executed simultaneously), the capability

to attach a set of operators to newly

a compiler tackles source code, and can
thus be used as an aid to minimize syn-

PASCAL was seen to be high level, placement of declarations and the
general purpose and ideal for teaching - absence of a loop with the exit in the
it being a member of the "structured" middle. Probably any scientific programmer would do without variant
family of languages.
From this description one would records in order to get dynamic arrays,
expect PASCAL programs to be readable while the commercial programmer is

therefore reflects the way code is actual-

defined data structures, restrictions on tactic error. Therefore the syntax diagram in Box 1 is a means of expressing
what the compiler expects to see and

in the sense that variables can be given unlikely to think of PASCAL as a serious
sensible names, that verbs give some alternative if it doesn't have random
indication of the actions they perform access files.
and that the program as a whole flows
At the cost of these more unusual
in a logical way; it should be easy to see general-purpose features and with a
what is going on at any given point. certain spirit of compromise, PASCAL
These aspects are implied by the words succeeds in being reasonably frugal in
"high-level" and "structured" although terms of overheads when compared with
they
also
require
some
effort other structured languages. To some
and discipline on the part of the mainframe programmers these concesprogrammer who is trying for these sions place PASCAL in the lightweight
ideals. At the same time, the term "gen- category in the language stakes but it
eral purpose" implies that the full range is just these features which make
of programming features is available to PASCAL so suitable for implementathe experienced programmer whilst the tion on microcomputers and thus
term "teaching" means not only that worthy of our consideration here.
the language will encourage the beginThe major method employed by the
ner to adopt the structured program- designers of PASCAL to achieve this
ming strategies but also that simple machine efficiency has been through a
working programs should be obtainable very tightly written compiler; throughfrom a small subset of the language. In out this series we have been striving to
a language like FORTRAN, mathemati- help the reader develop an appreciation
cal statements can be written out almost for (and relationship with) this compiler.
"off the page" but the input/output In order to help implementers produce
instructions are so complex that the standard compilers rapidly, Wirth's team
simplest program will often frustrate wrote and made freely available three
the beginner. BASIC on the other hand compilers (written mostly in PASCAL)
was designed for beginners and so is
much stronger in this way.
Of course all this attention to making
life easier for the programmer imposes

great strains on the computer system

and some high level structured languages

are justifiably infamous for the "overhead" which they impose in terms of
the amount of memory required, the
execution times possible and the amount

of secondary activity (e.g. compilation
84 PCW

ly laid out in the machine at compile
time. In contrast the flow diagram in
Box 2 is a way of showing how program

control will move (i.e. which code will
be executed) at run time. PASCAL
usually allows for the production of sufficiently descriptive source code as to
make a visual representation of the program flow unnecessary.

One device that Wirth adopts to
reduce overheads is the "help" that the
compiler requires of the user. Thus the
declaration of all the variable names and
data types before the action part of any
procedure begins makes it much easier
for the compiler to allocate the working
space for that procedure and at the
same time makes a clear distinction between the data and the algorithmic
portions of the procedure. Similarly, the
existence of reserved words cuts the
work of the compiler considerably at
the expense of a small degree of flexibility in the selection of variable names.

"

Box 4
PROGRAM READ INTEGER
r.ONST

I NTS I ZE = 5

:

I

DIGIT

:

;

;

;

-1 . 9 ;
NEWNUM
NUMBER : INTEGER
WRONG
BOOLEAN
.

:

:

;
;

PROCEDURE INITIALISE

;

VAR I
DIGIT
'0'..'9.'
ICHR

The GOTO
Statement
GOTO statement is an instruction

;

:

BEGIN
ICHR : = "0"
FOR I := 0 TO 9 DO
BEGIN
;

A

which transfers controls from the cur-

NUMBASCI3 := ICHR

w

;

TEMPNOC I 3 : = ' '
IF I C:HR :::). ' 9' THEN I C:HR
;

: = SUCC ( I C:HR )

END
C I N I T I AL ISE)
END
PROCEDURE GETNUMBA
BEGIN
WRITE ( 'NOW TYPE IN YOUR
INTEGER PLEASE--> " )
;

;

:=0

I

go

;

REPEAT
READ ( TEMPNO C I 3)

:=

I

I

+

;

1

UNTIL EOLN OR (I=INTSIZE)
END

;

CGETNUMBA)

F'ROCEDURE TESTD I G I T

VAR

....I

DIGIT

:

;

;

BE 0 I N

FOR

...I

: = 0 TO 9 DO

IF TEMPNOC I 3 = NUMBAS C J 3

GOTO Statement declaration

Box 3

;

TYPE SHORTSTRING = ARRAY CO . . 93 OF CHAR
DIGIT = 0..9 ;
VAR TEMPNO , NUMBAS
SHORTSTRING

:

rent position to another specified point
in the program. This is a simple device
which is essential in many programming
languages although it does tend to break
up the flow of control and make it more
difficult to follow. Since structured Ianguages have been designed to provide
readable source code and since too they
are so righly endowed with smooth
methods of redirecting the flow of control (using loops and branches), the use
of the GOTO statement is not generally
necessary and is never encouraged.
Nevertheless, circumstances can occur,
particularly in dealing with error conditions, where the GOTO statement is the
most effective alternative and so it is
presented here for the sake of completemss.
In PASCAL the GOTO reserved word
is followed by an unsigned integer called
a label. On execution, control will shift
to the statement to which the same
unsigned integer refers (see Box 3). Of

;

THEN NEWNUM : = J
CTESTDIGIT)
BEGIN CMA IN PROGRAM)
-I<LASEL)--11. linrggerd
INITIALISE
REPEAT
NUMBER := 0
WRONG : = FALSE ;
sStatementStatement
GETNUMBA
--..(70170)
-'214nred -0
declaration

END

;

;

-04-

;

;

I

: = 0

;

WHILE TEMPNOCI3 <> " DO
reference

--.1

unsigned
li

BEGIN
NEWNUM

-Ha-.

: = -1
TESTD I 0 IT ;

Statement

IF NEWNUM = -1
THEN WRONG := TRUE

course, each label used must be declared

in the declaration part of the procedure
so that the compiler can cope with the
sudden shifts in control. Each label can
only be used once in the block in which
it is declared although it can be referenced by any number of GOTO statements
from anywhere within the block. If one
procedure is nested within another it is
incorrect to jump into the inside procedure, since it takes a procedure call to
set up the stack frame and pass parameters etc. It is however possible to jump
out of the inside procedure although it

bad practice to leave a procedure
from two different points; the exiting
GOTO statement should be as close to
is

;

"

ELSE NUMBER : = 1 0*NUMBER + NEWNUM
I : = I + 1,
END ;

;

IF WRONG THEN WRITELN ('TRY AGAIN')
UNTIL NOT WRONG
END.

the procedure END as possible.

a GOTO as an error. This is done to dis-

movement between procedures via the
GOTO statement at all, and there is
even a switch to disable the statement
completely. . i.e. the compiler will flag

themselves.

In fact UCSD does not allow any

.

courage student users from producing
inadequately planned programs where
the GOTO is used to escape from the
deadends into which they program
PCW 85

Now available from
UK stocks

The microcomputer which outsells all others in Scandinavia.

Write: IDator Ltd. / Fox Oak / Seven Hills Road / Walton -on -Thames / Surrey kt 124 dg

Procedures
As Parameters

Finale

Reserved Words

This section concludes the PASCAL

series. Below is a brief summary of the
PASCAL provides one facility which topics covered in each chapter.
can be extremely useful to programmers
who may need to manipulate mathema-

tical functions. Instead of passing an

array of values to a procedure which is
to perform some particular operation on
this data, PASCAL allows the use of a
function identifier as a value parameter
in the argument list. This is clearly more
efficient provided that the results of the
evaluation of the function in question
are not required at other points in the

Chapter 1: Why PASCAL? Chapter
2: Fundamentals: Action and Data.

Chapter 3: Control structures 1: Loops.

Chapter 4: Data Structures 1: Simple
Data Types, Arrays and Sets. Chapter

5; Control Structures 2: Branches.
(Please note the working version of Pro-

gram READINTEGER in Box 4. The
original version was regrettably "gremlined"). Chapter 6: Data Structures 2:

Records and Files. Chapter 7: Procedures
and Functions: String Handling. Chapter

program.
The best illustration of this technique
is probably a graph plotting routine

8: Top Down Design: Text formatter.

values. One method of achieving this is

and Variant Records. Chapter 10: The

Chapter 9:

Advanced

Programming

which plots out a set of y versus x Techniques: Recursion, Pointer Types
for one process to pass an array of x
and y values to the routine which then
simply plots them out. Consider, however the procedure call
PROCEDURE PLOTGRAPH
(FUNCTION FUNC :
REAL ; XDOM, XMIN,
XORIGIN, YORIGIN

:

REAL ; POINTS
INTEGER) ;
for plotting Y=FUNC(X) versus X over
the domain XMIN to XMIN+XDOM
:

with the axes crossing at (XORIGIN,
YORIGIN) and with checks made for
asymptotes etc. Then the calls
PLOTGRAPH(SIN,1,0,0,0 ,100) and
PLOTGRAPH (BESSELJ1,10,0,0,0,50)

will produce the corresponding graphs
(provided the Bessel function is defined).
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Finishing Touches: Summary.

It would be arrogant to pretend that
we have not learned a great deal about
PASCAL in preparing our ideas and programs for publication. We would like to

wish our readers happy programming;
may all their loops terminate! The chap-

ter concludes with a super Look Up

Table.
Standard Identifiers
Constants
TRUE
FALSE
Data Types
INTEGER
REAL
BOOLEAN
TEXT
Files
INPUT

CHAR
OUTPUT

AND
CASE
DO
END

FORWARD
IF
MOD
OF

PROCEDURE
REPEAT
TO

VAR

ARRAY
CONST

DOWNTO

BEGIN
DIV
ELSE
FOR

FILE
FUNCTION GOTO
IN
NIL
OR

LABEL
NOT
PACKED

PROGRAM RECORD
SET
TYPE
WHILE

THEN
UNTIL
WITH

Standard Procedures
Arithmetic Functions
ABS (x)
ARCTAN (x)
COS (x)
EXP (x)
LN (x)
SIN (x)
SQR (x)
SQRT (x)
Boolean Functions
EOF (f)
EOLN (f)
ODD (x)

Data Manipulation
CHR (x)
ORD (x)
PRED (x)
ROUND (x)
SUCC (x)
TRUNC (x)
File Handling
GET (f)
PUT (f)
RESET (f)
REWRITE (f)
READ (f,x)
READLN (f,x)
WRITE (f,x)
WRITELN (f,x)
Others
NEW (x)
DISPOSE (x)
PACK

UNPACK

f = filename, x = identifier

BLOCK

Syntax Diagram for Statement

iuntregigenre d

-0-

4
01 variable

unsigned
integer

)(LABEL)

CONS'F

identifier

po

I

_1.1 function
identifier

procedure

identifier

expression

d

O
01

constant

--0(BEGIN) VP

GOTO)-

nsigned

integer

/

ype

identifier

*CP:NI) )

statement

/

Loops

/Condl tional

u al

\---11.C17)F11

I

block

Statement

ps

4
FM stinm

-1< DO )-11.

Statement -0.

paramete
list

--1<ltEPEA'1)-1-4

(FUNCTION)

identifier

parameter
list

Statemen

-0--10-0

type
identifier

variable

identifie

<BEGIN')

expression

expression

END

statemen

-11.(30WNTO)-.

Conditionals

0'

Statement

statement

[-O.
0"

expression

Constant

Statement
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SYSTEMS

INTEGRATED
ACCOUNTS PACKAGES
Mike Knight of Mike Rose Micros selects from available documentation to present this month's report.
Every year almost without fail most small business accounting systems meet their Waterloo - The
Auditor. This month we are going to be looking at integrated accounts systems in the hope of finding
a fairly painless answer to this thorny annual.

Objectives
Both the objectives and functional requirements of an integrated accounts
package will vary according to the bias
of your business - it's a case of "if the
cap fits, wear it". If, for instance, you

manufacturer with a limited
product range and a small customer list
are

a

but are supplied by a large number of
sub -contractors or manufacturers, the
financial control of your business will
rest primarily on the ability to control
your stock and purchase ledger. If, on

Now having stated the obvious, i.e.
that businesses differ, what else can
vary our choice of integrated package?
Well, one consideration is the imMany
plementation
timescale.
companies don't want to install a complete system all in one go; they would
prefer to implement one business
function at a time.
The concern therefore is not to completely satisfy the needs of the priority
function but rather to ensure that when

Tasks and volumes
Bearing this in mind I've simplified the
grid this month to allow you to see with
ease which packages fulfil the functions
most necessary to your business. With

the exception of Nominal Ledger the
other aspects have been reviewed in

months. (Stock Control December 1979, Sales Ledger - January
1980, Purchase Ledger - February
previous

the other hand you have a business
which is of the agency type - where

1980, and Payroll - March 1980.) I've
therefore, included a fairly extensive
computerised, there are no loose ends or checklist for Nominal Ledger while
unexpected additional workloads. You briefly describing the other functions.
may therefore choose an integrated

in the control of your sales and

of your needs. This may be despite INTEGRATED INVOICING SYSTEM
the fact that the needs of each
individual function could have been This system is available from Newtons

you are likely to have a large number of
customers with a small supplier list and
limited, if any, stock holding capability
- then your main interest will probably
be

nominal ledger.
TASKS

Integrated

all

the proposed functions have been

package, or part of one, simply because
the final system will meet the majority

Evaluations

better served by a stand alone package.

Laboratories, London (01-870 4248)

Monitor

Invoicing
System
Sales Ledger
Print Invoices

*

VAT analysis
Purchase Ledger
Print Cheques
VAT analysis
Stock Control
Payroll
Nominal Ledger
Journal Vouchers
Link to Sales Ledger
Link to Purchase Ledger
Profit & Loss
Trial Balance
Final Accounts
Enquiries
Analysis Capability

Snip

*

*

*

*

Business
Program
Version 4
*

*

*

*
*
*

*
*
*

*

*

*

*
*

*

*

*

*

*
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
*

*
*
*

*

*
*
*

*
*

*
*
*
*

*

*

*

*
*

*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*

*

*

*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*

G.L.A.S.

*

*

*

*
*
*
*
*

M.C.B.S.

*

*

*
*
*
*

Print Statements

Serendipity

*

*

VOLUMES

No.of Sales Accounts
No.of Purchase Accounts
No.of Stock Items
No. of Employees
No.of Nominal Headings
COSTS
Package
Machine

Total
88 PCW

1000
2000
1000+

1000

200
200

200
100
350

50+

200

100

150

£ 4000
£ 8500
£ 12500

300
2160
2460

1005
3500
4505

950
3600
4550

500
500
2500
400
400

9875

200
500

999
999
1000
200

300

1100
2800
3900

575
2200
2775

SYSTEMS
who wrote the programs, Microsolve, £375; if the package is bought complete
and Leatherhead Business Systems. The

there is a small discount on these prices.
cost is split over the system - Order Each part is supplied on disc and comes
Processing/Stock Control - £1600, with user's manual and operating
Sales Ledger - £800, Purchase Ledger - system; further documentation can be
£800, Nominal Ledger - £800 and the supplied on request. Installation is availsystem is designed to run on a 64K able at £110 per day as is training for an
Alpha Micro with 2.4Mbyte disc storage additional cost. The programs are
and a printer at an approximate cost of written in CBASIC2 and are menu
£8500. This minimum configuration can driven. The package is designed to run

be expanded up to 768K at a cost of
around £40000. Newton Laboratories
provide full installation services and

on a 48K processor with twin disc
drives, VDU and printer with either

CP/M or CDOS operating system at a
cost of around £3500. Great Northern
also have a Professional Client Billing
package which can be used instead of
feasibility study after installation for no the Sales Ledger pack, giving comprecharge and say that their software is hensive coverage for solicitors etc. This
guaranteed for an unlimited period.
costs £495 and is fully integrated with
The system is supplied on disc and the Nominal and Purchase Ledger packs
comes complete with fully compre- (see PCW February 1980).
hensive manuals, but I feel that training
would be necessary as these appear a SNIP
little large for the digestion. There are This package, which is available from

training and are very willing to "hold
their customers hands!" if necessary.
They will make a quick application

200 programs in the system,
written in BASIC and assembler.
Newtons Laboratories will provide customisation but at a cost - they estimate
that customisation already undertaken
has cost, on average, between £1000 £1500. The system has been available
since November last year and there are
about 8 users at present.
over

MONITOR
This open

Ledger and
Nominal Analysis System is available

item

Sales

from Bristol Software Factory (0272
23430)

and

dealers throughout the

country. It's designed to run on a 32K
PET with disc drive and printer costing
approximately

£2160.

The

package

supplied with an
instruction manual which although not
extensive can be easily understood by
the layman. Full instructions are also
contained within the program with

costs £300 and

is

frequent prompts for the

user. The

package has two versions for alternative
printer configurations.
Bristol Software Factory will provide
the normal backup for customers whose
files are corrupted or have any bugs but
training and installation services are
provided by the dealers and depend on
Some
circumstances.
local

Benchmark Computer Systems, St.
Austell (0726 6100), was first reviewed

in the Purchase Ledger "Systems" in

February of this year. The package costs
£950 and there have been no significant

changes in any of the details with the
exception that the system is now available for use on the Cromemco Z -2H
11Mbyte hard disc; full details can be

3.

The basic system plus

Stock and Order Control designed with
the wholesaler in mind, at between

£2000 and £2500 (depending on the
amount of customisation required); and,

lastly, 4. The basic system and Stock
Control for retailers at £180042000,
again depending on the amount of
customisation.

The system can be obtained from

Logma Systems Design of Bolton (0204
389854) or their dealers in Bolton,
Liverpool, Wigan and
Stockport,
London - just phone Logma for details.
the
recently
re -vamped
They've
documentation and feel that it is now
greatly improved. The price of the

basic hardware has risen to £2800 but

apart from these changes all other
details are the same. (see PCW January
1980).
BUSINESS PROGRAM VERSION 4

This package can be obtained from G.
W. Computers Ltd, London (01-636
8210) and its small number of dealers.
The package is written in BASIC and
supplied on disc. Included is a 30 page
manual which at present is being up-

dated. It's designed to run on a 32K
floppy disc system with printer, at an

obtained from Benchmark direct.

approximate cost of £2200. G.W.
Computers will provide on site

MCBS

extra charge and will give initial training

Micropower Complete Business
System can be obtained exclusively

The

from Micropower Ltd., Basingstoke
(0256 54121). This is a complete

system inclusive of hardware and soft-

ware and is available on both floppy
and hard disc. The floppy disc based
system consists of VDU, twin floppy
discs

and

matrix printer contained

in a desk. With full software, including
Order Processing and Payroll, it costs

£9875 and a similar system based on

hard disc is priced at
Micropower includes all

£15995.
manuals,

training and installation costs in these
prices. Hardware maintenance is pro-

vided on a contracted out basis and

software maintenance is provided at a
cost of approximately £150 p.a.
Micropower offers full back-up and is
always happy to answer any telephone
queries. All users are informed of

personalisation is included in the price
and Bristol Software Factory will
customise if required. The package has any updates and those with a softbeen available for only a short time and ware maintenance contract are updated
there are estimated to be around 100 free of charge. Some customisation is
included in the price i.e. allowing for a
users.
company to use its present stationery.
Any additional files or major changes
SERENDIPITY
I reviewed the Purchase Ledger section will be effected, but at a cost. There
of this package in February and must are six main programs in the system
correct some omissions and errors that which are written in Cobol and menu
crept in: 1. The package produces driven.
Remittance Advices but not Statements;

2. The package prints a suppliers list and G.L.A.S.
VAT audit report; 3. The system prints I first reviewed this system in the Sales
a comprehensive payment list; 4. It Ledger "Systems" in January, and

allows enquiries on any invoices as yet firstly must own up to a slip or two.
unpaid,and 5. The system is open item. I omitted to mark on the grid that the

The complete package is available Sales Ledger does contain VAT
Computer analysis and a Sales Daybook facility
Great Northern
Services, Leeds or from any of their - I stand corrected!
The system is now available in 4
countrywide dealers, including Basic
Computing, Keighley (0535 65094). It's versions: 1. The basic system consistsupplied in three separately available ing of Sales, Purchase and Nominal
parts: Sales Ledger - £315, Purchase Ledgers - costing £1000; 2. The basic
Ledger - £315 and Nominal Ledger - system with the addition of Invoicing
from

at £1100;

installation services for two days at no

during this time. They offer a 90 day
warranty and will replace any faulty
disc in this time. G.W. Computers will
make minor changes to allow for
customisation, at no extra charge.
The package has been available for 2

years and there are 170 users spread
Britain,
Continent.
over

America

and

the

COMAC

Unfortunately I don't have enough
information to include this package in
the grid, but here are the details
available: COMAC is said to be an
accounting software suite of programs
produced in one package for the
business
processing
of everyday
transactions on the TRS-80. It will give

"auditor ready" double entry printing

of cash book, private ledger and
ordinary ledger - from incomplete
records through to Profit and Loss

accounts and/or Balance Sheets. This
package

is

available

Johnson, Camberley
and costs £75.

from T & V
(0276

62506)

Other packages, known but not
evaluated, are available from:
H. B. Computers, (0536 83922)
Computastore, (061-832 4761)
ACT, (021-455 5341)
Byte Shop, (0480 215005)
Graffcom, (01-734 8862)
Tridata, (021-622 1754)
Computer Services, (021-382 4171)
Commodore, (01-388 5702)
Intelligent Artifacts Ltd, (0220 20680)
Fully Integrated Business Systems Ltd.
(021-382 8414)
Ball Computers, (0228 44661)
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STRINGY FLOPPY
Thomas Murphy gives his personal impressions of a device that looks set to radicalize the concept of
information storage for the small computer enthusiast.

Whilst waiting for my SWTPC 6800 to
load 8K BASIC via its 300 baud cassette
interface (some 14+ minutes worth), I
happened to browse through an American computer magazine and spotted an
advertisement by the Exatron Corpora-

tion for their Stringy Floppy; it was
claimed that the combination gave: (a)

economy of tape, with (b) the speed

and reliability of discs. Apparently, this
system reads and writes at 14,400 bits
per second, with a typical error rate of
1 in 100,000,000 bits. They also claim
an average life of over 3500 hours for

the transport mechanism, and a tape

wafer life of 2500 passes.
My BASIC was barely half loaded, so
I filled in the time by writing to them at:
3557 Ryder Street, Santa Clara, Califor-

nia 95051, USA. I explained that I had
a UK credit card which bore the "Master -

(which causes the file to be output to
extra piece of software. I felt I couldn't the printer on PORT 7 instead of the
lose. With a 30 day money back guaran- VDU), RENAME, SAVE, SAVE LOW,
tee, all it would cost would be postage TTYSET (with which one can change
and packing charges should the equip- the input and output parameters to the
ment not perform as advertised.
terminal), and VERSION. There is no
Five weeks later, the parcel arrived, LOAD, as you call a file by giving file
containing all I had ordered, plus a details - e.g. 1. STARTREK.HEX will
couple of spare tape wafers, and two load STARTREK from drive number
a controller card, with TSC BASIC as an

guaranteed system master wafers.

I settled into my favourite armchair
to study the large owners' manual
(which, amongst other things, tells you
that Exatron's logo, of an E inside ano-

ther E, stands for excellence in electronics). It proved very comprehensive,

and surprise number one, the systems
wafer contains SWTPC's Disc BASIC -

The manual also contains an ERROR
LIST for the system, plus the manufacturer's User's Manual for SWTPC Disc
BASIC, plus any optional software ordered.

After reading the manual twice, I
installed the controller on the motherboard, plugged in the transport, switched

free - as well as the ordered TSC on and typed Z which on my monitor
BASIC.

The manual also contains a system

charge" symbol, and was VERY inter- description, system requirements, instalested in their system for my SWTPC lation and checkout procedure (which
computer. Less than two weeks later a includes trouble -shooting procedures for
large envelope arrived, containing total both the controller and transport), cirsystem information and advising that cuit and block diagrams of both conpayment could be made by the indica- troller and transport electronics, a
ted method.
general guide to system operation, and a
Could all the claims contained within detailed overview of each utility prothis information package be true at such gram on the systems wafer.
an attractive price? Well, one way to
These programs are: APPEND,
find out was to place an order - which I ASSIGN, CATALOGUE, COPY, DATE,
duly did - for one drive mechanism and DELETE, LIST, NEWTAPE, PRINT
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one.

executes a jump to $C000. The transport

started running, stopped, and

instead of outputting "Simplex -68
Version X.X" as called for in the

manual, my micro returned to its reset

state. Oh well, back to the drawing
board. . . I re -read the manual. Finding
there was nothing that I had done

wrongly, I typed Z again. Same result,
back to monitor.
OK, call up the heavy artillery .
.

.

out with the oscilloscope. I went through

the troubleshooting part of the manual
with probe in hand. Everything checked

the wanted file . . just call for what you
want. MAGICAL.
I typed CAT,0,1 and 30 seconds later
.

I had seen, on my VDU, the directory
of both drives.

Before you can WRITE a file, you

must use the NEWTAPE facility, so this
I now did, and after the prompt

"SCRATCH TAPE IN DRIVE 1" was
answered with a "Y", (after replacing
the backup system master wafer with a
new 50 foot wafer in drive 1) the drive
started up, stopped, and the message
"FORMATTING COMPLETE - 318
SECTORS FREE" came up. Each sector holds 256 bytes, so my newly formatted wafer would hold 79.5 Kbytes.
I decided to transfer my BASIC library from cassette, and as SWTPC Disc
BASIC supports a "tape load" (TLOAD)

command, to pull data from cassette, I
typed "BASIC". The drive searches at
20 inches per second, and reads/writes
at 10 inches per second; around 30 seconds later the VDU showed "READY".
The wafer is a small (1.6 x 2.7 x 0.2
of an inch) cartridge and the length of
tape can be 5, 10, 20 or 50 feet; it's of
the endless loop variety, i.e. like the car
8 -track cartridge and you can dramatically improve access time at the expense

of the amount of data stored on the

wafer. After two years plus of 300 baud
cassette operation I am quite happy to
wait the 30 or maybe 40 seconds (worst

case) for 10K of BASIC to be loaded

and executed from the longest wafer.
By careful arrangement of my games

tape, I can be playing my own version
of Startrek (some 5K long) within 15
seconds of initialising the system; it's
the most popular household game and
it's first on the wafer!

This file has memory requirements
from $0000 to $13EF, plus a random
number generator located at $A04A to
$A06F. To save this on wafer - it being
non sequential - I first saved 0000 to

13EF and called the file TREK, then
saved AO4A to AO6F, calling this tile
RANDOM. I then APPENDED TREK

and RANDOM, calling this STARTREK,

so when I called, the specified memory
areas are loaded, leaving all other memory locations undisturbed.
All utility programs on the systems wafer are well documented, to include "default unless specified" conditions.

Facing page: The stringy floppy drive. Above: A wafer. Below: Inside the wafer,
showing the tape being drawn from the centre of the spool and rewound on the
outside.

Surprise number two: 23 days later
minus 25% speed variation on the drive. my system reappeared, complete with
the second drive as ordered, a couple
I tried again, but with the same result.

out, so I should have had a plus and
Sending it back seemed the only

solution - and in the course of unplugging the drive, the ribbon cable came
away instead of the plug! In my excitement (it was 3 am) I think I reconnected

more spare wafers, and yet another very
pleasant surprise - the repair charge was
NIL. That's right, absolutely NO
CHARGE, although I know there were
some chips burnt as a result of my tired-

it back to front, because on the next ness (carelessness).

As I now knew the owners' manual
try, although the drive Motor came on,
it wouldn't even switch off and go back almost by heart, I installed the system
in the micro, connected up, inserted a
to monitor.
I parcelled it all up and returned it wafer in each drive, and typed Z. The
for inspection/repair with a letter ex- drives switched on consecutively, and
plaining how I thought I had abused it. up came "SIMPLEX - 68 Version 1.0"
I also ordered the second drive unit at on the VDU.
It took a few moments of gloating to
the same time; now I had the owners'
manual I could see the versatility offered realise that I had around 80K (well, two
identical lots of 40K) of software just
by having two drives instead of one.

The manual says that Exatron will waiting to be called up. Just think,

The obvious question is, have I had

any problems? Well, my utility pro-

gram
"VERSION" doesn't work.
This allows you to find out the version
number of any utility program. The
book tells you that this is a hexadecimal number stored in byte 3 of the required utility. By using the "memory
change" facility of my monitor, I have
examined this location of each utility,

and found them all to be version 1,
though why I need to know, I'm not

sure. I have advised Exatron of this nonworking utility and await their reply.
The utility program TTYSET appears
incorrectly documented. The correct

syntax, for mine at least, is TTYSET,

filespec = x where x is the desired hexadecimal/decimal number.

Apart from these two tiny, and, as
far as I'm concerned, totally unimpor-

tant items there have been no other

problems. The system worked first, and

though, no worry about volume control, each consecutive time, thus inspiring
airmail both ways, I settled back for tone control, different cassettes, each confidence for future use, although
with two sides, or, where on tape was "ERROR MESSAGE X" has appeared
about an eight week wait.

repair "within 30 days", so allowing for
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a result of fumbling on the key- European orders. This lady is certainly

board, or where I thought I knew the "switched on", and her courtesy and
manual.

Summary
The system arrives ready to plug in and

go. The quality of both boards and
workmanship is far superior to that nor-

mally expected in the hobby market,
and can be summed up in one word -

professional. The repair service can be
classed as superb, and I have no intention of trying the 30 day money back
guarantee ... I like the system too
much.
The software works well and, current-

helpfulness could be used to extremely
good effect by firms in this part of the
world as an exercise in public, or maybe
I should say customer, relations; telephone (408) 737 7111, ask for Linda,
and obtain the kind of service to which
we'd all like to become accustomed.
Now to the nitty gritty ... what
does it cost? Well, it depends upon the
rate of exchange; for me it was $2.28

for £1 sterling and therefore my two
drives, controller card and box of 10
spare wafers (each 50 ft long) was
£192.00. That's less than the cost of
one disc drive - never mind the controller or PSU! Do remember, though,

reads the wafer in 57.8 seconds, or

10.38 inches per second; maybe I could

have used the troubleshooting part of
the manual to better effect. In there it
tells you how to either up or downgrade

the transport speed, but in my inno-

cence (ignorance) it didn't gel first off;
then due to circumstances (clumsiness)
beyond my control (it was 3 am) I didn't
get a second opportunity.
Thanks to Exatron, I now have a totally redundant AC30 cassette interface

with two recorders and a pile of tape
software valued at over £200; this however is a small price to pay for the quality and speed I have gained. I really do

think they have achieved their aim of

Excellence in Electronics (mechanics
too!). Superb value for money.
User groups are highly recommended
by Exatron. Thomas Murphy would like

ly, TSC BASIC, Editor and Assembler that UK rates of import duty and VAT
are available as optional extras; more apply. I took delivery of mine in
(unspecified) are planned. Documenta- Germany and so cannot quote these.
tion is very complete, and, less the
I'd recommend this system not only any other owners of stringy floppies to
to every hobbyist, but also to business contact him via the magazine.
TTYSET as explained, accurate.
Exatron also produce their Stringy users as a more than economic saving
Floppy for S100 bus users, and both over discs. Should you need almost
this and my own SS50 bus version derive instant access then, of course, it's not
all of the voltages necessary for use in for you. But there again, who, apart
the transport and controller from the from people paying for computer time
by the hour, require this facility; and
mother board.
There's also a version available for anyway, one of the reasons that hourly
the TRS80, though this requires mains time is so expensive is the price of fast
voltage and, of course, the United States
use 110 volts. Exatron do say that they
can advise OEM applications not covered

by the systems offered, and I'm sure it
would be a very easy matter to replace
the 110 volts PSU with one suitable for
240 volts. Versions are planned for both
PET and Apple, though no information
is available on these as yet.
The first time I telephoned Exatron I

was advised that "Linda" dealt with

access on line storage!

Footnote
It wasn't until writing this report that I

looked up some of the tape wafer times
I had recorded. For my first (possibly
faulty) system, I judged that the system
wafer took 82.5 seconds, or 7.27 inches
per second which is (just) outside the
-25% speed tolerance. My system now

r
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COMPUTE'?

NIES
by David Levy

GUESSING THE ODDS
Deduced probabilities
When playing a game of cards you usual-

ly know which cards you have been
given, but normally you will not see the
cards that have been dealt to your opponent(s). You may be able to deduce cer-

tain things about an opponent's card

holding from the way in which he bids
or plays, but it is unlikely that you will
know exactly what he holds until very

near the end of the hand. Decisions
made in this sort of environment must

be made on a probabilistic basis; in
other words, you play with the odds
and hope for the best. If you have calculated the odds correctly you will win
more often than you lose.

Shuffling
Before proceeding to the main point of
this month's article I should perhaps
interpose a brief section on how to shuffle the cards in your program. The simplest way of creating a randomly sorted deck is as follows. Starting with the
deck in any order you wish (even per94 PCW

fectly sorted), interchange the first card
in the deck with the Rth card, where R
is a pseudo -randomly chosen integer on
the range 1 to n (n is the total number
of cards in the deck). Then interchange
the second card with another randomly

chosen card, then the third, and so on
to the end of the pack. The manner in
which you generate your random numbers is of some consequence - I would
recommend that while developing your
program you use one of the seeding
methods in which the i+1 th random
number is generated from the i th number, and the series is started with a

where Ri = i th pseudo -random number

a = 8t + 3 (for any positive integer t)
m = 2b where b is the number of bits
per word in your computer.

Deducing
information from the
Play of the Cards
For the purpose of creating a simple

example I have invented the following
card game. The game is played by three
players who are each dealt 17 cards at

"seed" which may be chosen by the the start of a hand. The 52nd card in
user. This approach has the advantage
that if you spot a bug in your program

the deck is turned face up and that suit

you can recreate the hand simply by is trumps.
Starting with the player on the
starting with the same seed. Once your
program is debugged you may use the
computer's internal clock to supply the

dealer's left, the player leads a card and

the other players must follow suit if
can, or they may trump if they
seed, for example by using the time they
wish (provided that they are unable to
elapsed between the pressing of two follow suit). The player who wins one
keys.
trick leads to the next, and the player
One seeded random number generator who wins most tricks wins the hand.
which will suffice is:
Let us assume that we are dealt the
Ri = ai x seed (mod m)

following hand:

Table 1

AK Q

SPADES:
HEARTS:

0.0 0.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.0 0.5 0.5 0.0 0.5 0.0
0.5 0.5 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.5 0.5 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.5 0.5 0.5

J

10 9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

DIAMONDS: 0.5 0.0 0.5 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.5 0.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.0
CLUBS:

0.5 0.5 0.5 0.0 0.5 0.5 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.5 0.5

SPADES (trumps): A K 4 2
HEARTS: Q 10 7 5
DIAMONDS: K 10 9 6 2
CLUBS: J 8 6 4

J, he would have played the 10, so from
the fact that he played the Q we know
that his original spade holding included:

and that the 7 of spades is the card
turned up. It is our turn to lead first.
At the start of the hand we know

J or 10).
Now we can use the tables of probabilities for the individual card to determine

Q, J and 10 or Q and J or Q (without

absolutely nothing about which cards
our opponents hold, except for the fact
that between them they hold all 34 of
the unseen cards. But we do not have
any indication as to how these 34 cards
are distributed between the unseen
hands, so the probability of each of the
cards being in a particular hand is 0.5.
We can therefore begin to construct, for

each of our opponents (Bill and John)
probability estimates for each card in
the deck. At the start of the hand the
estimates for each of them will be as
shown in Table 1.

Assume that we lead the 4 of spades,

and that the next player (Bill) plays the
9 of spades and the third player (John)

the a priori probability that John held
each of these three holdings:

Probability that he held the Q, J and 10
= 0.5 x 0.5 x 0.5 = 0.125
Probability that he held the Q and J but

the J or 10 = 0.5 x 0.5 x 0.5 = 0.125

And from Bayes' theorem we can
show that the probability that the Q

came from each of these three holdings
is:

I

Note that had the calculations been

theorem.

Bayes' theorem
Let us suppose that there are two bags,
each containing five balls. Bag A contains

1 white and 4 black balls, bag B contains 3 white and 2 black balls. I take a
ball at random from one of the bags,
and the ball is white. What is the proba-

bility that I took the ball from bag A?
The probability that a ball selected
at random from bag A will be white is
1/5.

The probability that a ball selected
at random from bag B will be white is
3/5.

Bayes' theorem shows that the probability that a randomly selected white
ball actually came from bag A =
= 1/4
1/5
(1/5 + 3/5)

The reader will be able to generalize
from this example, and the application
to our game of cards will soon become
apparent.

What have we
learned?

Let us now return to the question of
what, if anything, we have learned
about Bill and John's hands from the
cards they played to trick one? We probably cannot say very much at all about

J,10,8,6,5,3:
J,10,8,6,5:
J,10,8,6:
J,10,8:
10,8,6,5,3:
10,8,6,5:
10,8,6:
10,8:

8,6,5,3:
8,6,5:
8,6:
8:

and by using Bayes' theorem we can
determine the probabilities of each of

the above cards being in Bill's hand, and
from these probability estimates we can
determine estimates for the cards being

in John's hand. We can also adjust the
probabilities for all the hearts: those
(Note that since the probability of his which are not in our own hand must all
holding the 10 is 0.5, the probability be in John's hand.
of his not holding it is 1-0.5=0.5)
Probability that he held the Q but not

takes the trick with the Q. What have
we learned about the probabilities of
must explain an important theorem
from Probability Theory, called Bayes'

lowing holdings:

not the 10 = 0.5 x 0.5 x 0.5 = 0.125

Q,J,10: 0.125/(0.125+0.125+0.125)=1/3
Q,J:
0.125/(0.125+0.125+0.125)=1/3
Q:
0.125/(0.125+0.125+0.125)=1/3

the other cards, if anything?
Before answering this question

spades and so Bill's 8 of spades must
have been played from one of the fol-

performed later in the hand, when the
probabilities were not all equal (0.5), the
final values would not all have been 1/3.

From these last calculations we can
see that the probability that John holds
the 10 of spades is 1/3 (in which case he

also holds the J), and the probability

that he holds the J is 2/3. We can there-

fore adjust the probabilities for the

individual cards in John's hand as follows:

For the 10 of spades: probability=0.333
For the J of spades: probability=0.667
For all other unseen cards the probabilities are equal, and these are:
16-0.333-0.667 = 15 = 0.5

32-1-1

30

Since there are 16 unseen cards in
John's hand, and 32 unseen cards in

total (the probabilities of the J and 10
of spades being in John's hand are subtracted from the number of cards in his
hand, and one is subtracted for each of
them from the total number of unseen
cards).

If the probability of the J of spades
being in John's hand is 0.667, then the
probability of it being in Bill's hand is
0.333, and by the same argument the

probability of Bill holding the 10 of
spades is 0.667. So we have been able to
make some adjustments in the probabili-

ties simply on the basis of John having
played the Q of spades at trick one. We

can also make note of the fact that if
John ever shows the 10 of spades, we
will know that he holds the J.
At trick two, John must lead because

Bill's hand at the moment, but we he won trick one. He leads the A of
already know something about John's hearts, we play the 5, and Bill trumps
with the 8 of spades. What have we
cards.
John took the first trick with the Q learned from trick two? First of all, Bill
of spades. The A and K are in our own would obviously use his lowest trump or
hand and so the only cards that John one of his lowest contiguous group of
could possibly have used to take the trumps. The 7 was the original face up
trick were the Q, J and 10. If John had card, we played the 4 on trick one and
held the Q and 10 but been missing the Bill played the 9. We hold the 2 of

Deducing
information from
the bidding

In many card games there is a bidding
phase between the deal and the play of
the

cards. The best known of such

games is Bridge, but the popular Ger-

man game of Skat is another widespread
example (it is said that Skat can be played by more than 50% of the entire population of Germany). Since each bid has
a meaning, it should be possible for the
card playing program to learn something

about its opponents' hands from the
way that they bid, and it can then

adjust its probability estimates for each
card in their hand. How this is done will
obviously vary from one game to another. Let us take a brief look at Bridge,
to see how we might modify the probability estimates of the unseen cards in
the light of the bidding.

We are sitting South and hold 10
high card points. We look at the 13

cards in our hand and assign a probabili-

ty of 1/3 to each of the reamining 39
cards in each of the other three hands.
West opens the bidding and bids one
spade, indicating that he has a stronger
than average hand and that spades is his
best suit. (Of course, this bid can mean

other things, but we shall assume for

this example that the above meaning is
correct in the particular bidding system
that West and his partner employ.) We
may now adjust the probabilities of the
spades, so that each spade in West's probability array has a slightly higher probability (say 0.45 instead of 0.33), and
we may also adjust the probabilities of
the high valued cards (aces, kings,
queens and jacks) so that they give an
expected high card holding which corresponds to a typical one spade opening
bid. (If this bid is made with an average
of 13 points, the ace counting 4 points,

king 3, queen 2 and jack 1, then by

making each of the high card probabilities 0.4333 we give West an expectation

of 13 out of the remaining high card

points: there are 40 high card points in
total and we hold 10 of them, leaving
30, and 13/30=0.433). We should, in
fact, give a slightly higher probability
to a card which is both a spade and a
high card.
Having assigned new probabilities to
PCW 95
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Donald Michie, whose name crops up
time and again in interesting research

Po

reports on various topics within the
science of Artificial Intelligence.

A SPADES

10 DIAMONDS

US -÷

Expected values in
backed -up trees

P

(9M s
5

(1%) J DIAMONDS
BILL

Pie

P

ALL TERMINAL
POSITIONS BELOW
Pi 2 AND P
HAVE SCORES OF
+1

3 CLUBS

2 CLUBS

the above tree.
We may simplify Michie's concept as

PII2

follows: If there is a 99% chance that
Bill will play the 5 of clubs from position P1, and a 1% chance that he will
play the J of diamonds, then since the
5 of clubs will give us a score of 1 (i.e.

10 DIAMONDS
US

Pill,

we take one trick) and the J of diamonds will give us a score of 2, the
expected value to us of position P1 is

5 CLUBS
BILL

2 CLUBS

JOHN

the spades and the high cards, we can probabilities arises when the probability
then adjust the probabilities for the estimates for all unseen cards are all
remaining cards in West's hand, so that either 1 or 0, i.e. we know where all the
the sum total of his probabilities is 13 remaining cards lie. We then have a case
(the total number of cards in his hand), of a perfect information game, and we
and we can adjust the probabilities for can solve this game by performing a tree
each card in North's and East's hands by search to the end of the game. Even
subtracting West's probability from 1 though
be three or more
and dividing the result by 2, remember- players, the tree approach should still
ing to ignore all cards in our own hand. work, though we must make certain
So from his first bid we can make assumptions about the way that the
quite a lot of probabilisitic estimates other players are going to make their
about West's cards, and hence about decisions. For example, let us assume
those in the North and East hands.

The bidding then passes to North,
and depending on his bid we make
adjustments to his probabilities using
similar, logical arguments, and then
we adjust the probabilities for West
and East. This process continues until
the end of the bidding - each time we

perfect play by the opponent, since
there must always be a finite chance

that he will not choose the best move.
Let us see how this helps us to search

JOHN
P

Michie's method, which I shall discuss
in some detail in a later article, is based
on the assertion that when searching a
game tree it is unreasonable to assume

that we are two tricks from the end of a

hand of our three -player card game.
We hold: A of spades, 10 of diamonds.
Bill holds: J of diamonds, 5 of clubs.
John holds: 3 and 2 of clubs.
It

is our turn to lead (remember that

spades are trumps).

The program now constructs a game
es the likelihood of a card being in a tree, of depth 6 -ply. Part of the tree
acquire some information that increas-

(0.99 x 1)+(0.01 x 2)=0.99+0.02=1.01
whereas if we play the 10 of diamonds
from position Po , the expected (in fact
the certain) value of position P2 will be
1 (i.e. we will take one trick no matter
how Bill and John play). Since 1.01 is
greater than 1, we should play the A of
spades from Po because it maximises
our expected score. The reader will pro-

bably have realised by now that not

only does Michie's method allow us to
optimize our practical chances when
we know exactly where all the unseen
cards lie, it also enables us to use our
probability estimates of the locations of
the unseen cards, to build game trees
which will help in the play of the hand.
In other words, Michie has shown us
how to play with the odds!

Task for the month
Find or invent a simple card game in
which information may be deduced

from the play of the cards. (Avoid

bidding games, unless you are extremely confident and have many free hours

this month.) Write a program to play
this game, modifying the probability
estimates of the unseen cards in the

light of the user's play. Experiment with
various methods of adjusting these
particular place, we increase the proba- will look like the above diagram. estimates until the program plays at
We
assign
to
the
terminal
nodes
of
the
bility for that place and reduce it accorleast moderately sensibly. At the point
dingly in the other hands. When there is tree, scores corresponding to the num- in the game where exhaustive search
some negative information about the ber of tricks won by each player, and will not be too time consuming, set up
position of a card we use it in a similar we back-up through the tree until we a probabilistic game tree a la Michie to
can determine which card should be search to the end of the game.
way.
By the end of the bidding phase a played next. In this example the situagood bridge program should have a tion is simple because if we lead the A
fairly accurate estimate of how each of of spades first we may take two tricks,
the other three hands is made up. By whereas if we lead the 10 of diamonds
summing the probability values for all we can only make one trick. Note the Michie, D.: A theory of evaluative comthe spades in a hand the program can use of the word "may". In order to ments in chess. Memorandum MIP-R get an estimate of how many spades make two tricks we need some help 105, Department of Machine Intelligence
that player holds. By summing the pro- from Bill, who must make a mistake and Perception, University of Edinburgh,
ducts of the high card probability x high and discard the J of diamonds in the July 1974.
card point values, the program can esti- hope that our second card is the 2 or Mirhram, G.A.: Pseudo -Random Number
mate the number of high card points in 3 of clubs and he will make his 5. But Generators are really Card Shufflers.
each suit in each hand. It will then be since we lose nothing by playing the A Personal Computer Proceedings, Natiobetter able to plan its play of the hand, of spades first, that is clearly the best nal Computer Conference, New York,
and of course the probabilities will be way to continue. How can we modify 1979, pp. 318-326.
adjusted all through the playing phase. our traditional methods of tree -searching (For more information on Bayes' theoto cater for situations such as this one, rem see any good book on statistics or
in which we wish to allow for the pos- probability theory.)
How to use deduced
sibility that our opponent will make a
mistake? Fortunately the problem has

Bibliography

information

The most obvious use of our deduced

been solved for us, by the ubiquitous
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STRUCTURING IN STYLE
A program, written in PET BASIC, is examined in detail by Seamus Dunn to illustrate a particular
way of structuring certain hinds of programs. On an 8K PET approximately 2000 bytes are left for use
after the program has been loaded.

Introduction

In many programs it's necessary to
organise a system for calling up or

BLOCK 1

TITLE INTRODUCTION
DESCRIPTION INSTRUCTIONS

accessing any one of a number of
routines. Poorly managed, this process
can become quite messy, as many commercial programs demonstrate. pits are
tacked on here, there and everywhere
with ring -roads of GOTO statements.
Clearly, it's useful to have a well-defined

structuring system which is not inhibit-

BLOCK 2

organisation.

MENU

ing but which allows for an overall

This is not intended as an argument
against interactive heuristic programming. In fact I don't believe it's possible
for most ordinary humans to generate
programs in any other way than by a

I4

BLOCK 3

DIRECTION -POINTERS

BLOCK 4

trial -and -error, step-by-step, interactive
process. Most well -polished clearly
organised programs arrive as a result of
drastic tidying -up activity after the

SUBROUTINES

problems have been solved. At the
beginning, the problems are often not

Diagram 1

even known about.

But it is possible to work within a
an appropriate key.
system that keeps the overall program
This block represents the centre or
in a general structural pattern. Sublist of options is presented, and the heart of the program. It's always returnroutines, thought of as units, can be A
placed on a general-purpose network user chooses one of these by pressing ed to when other routines have been
so that, while individual problems are
being worked out, the programmer
keeps sight of the overall structure.
BLOCK 1
The particular kind of program
TITLE INTRODUCTION
chosen to demonstrate this is one
DESCRIPTION INSTRUCTIONS
within which the user is presented with

Block 2: Menu

a set of alternatives from which to

choose. These are often in the form of
what is called a MENU. Such a program
is described in terms of 4 BLOCKS and

each of these will be looked at in turn.
The inter -relationships within these
blocks are shown in diagram 1. The

important thing to notice is that the
system is in a closed loop, with Block

2 - the Menu - at its centre. Every-

thing returns to the Menu, always.

THE BLOCKS
Block 1
This

represents

the

programmer's

BLOCK 2
MENU
BEGIN AGAIN
READ
ADD NAME
DELETE NAME
SAVE ON TAPE
INPUT FROM TAPE

TAKE ROLL
PRINT
FINISH

BLOCK 3
DIRECTION -POINTERS
GOSUBS
GOSUBS
GOSUBS
GOSUBS
GOSUBS
GOSUBS
GOSUBS
GOSUBS

attempt to communicate to the user
what his program is about. Not all of
the four parts shown in diagram 1,

(TITLE, INTRODUCTION, DESCRIPtion, INSTRUCTIONS), will be necessary in all programs. This part of
programming is often neglected because

END

it's not at the heart of the problem solving activity, and also because it

usually gets tacked on at the end. It is
important, however, and ought to be
carefully thought about and properly
set out.
PCW 98.

Diagram 2

BLOCK 4
SUBROUTINES
INPUT
ALPHABETICAL ORDER
ROLL CALL
ADD A NAME
ETC.

carried out, the only exception being these are shown on lines 700 to 1500. new list into alphabetical order and
when the user wishes to stop. There- Notice that each ends with GOTO 500. finally, GOTO 500 sends it back to the
fore all the lines running out of it, with
For example, if the user wishes to Menu.

this one exception, eventually return to
it.

Block 3
Direction pointers
Each exit from the Menu could lead
directly to the appropriate subroutine
using GOSUB, but this creates problems
on the RETURN, for two reasons. First
there is usually a chain of these GOSUB
commands and they must be organised
in proper succession; second, at the end

of this chain, the program must be

directed back to the Menu.
Both of these are more easily handled

if exits from the Menu go to a

separate Block which organises appropriate GOSUBs in the right sequence.

Block 4:
Subroutines
Each subroutine is a separate unit and
the set of these used in this program are
detailed below.

The program
Diagrara 2 shows the overall outline of

Diagram 1, but includes more detail.
The content of each BLOCK is indicated and the flow of activity is represented by arrows.
The actual program is now shown in
sections. It's called "CLASS REGIS-

TER" and is used to enter, store and

revise a list of up to 25 names and
attendance records for each of 8 weeks.
It can, of course, be adapted for much
longer periods, if more memory is available.

This version was written for an old ROM PET so there are software patches
which can be removed on new machines.

Block 1
This is shown below in lines 10 to 205.

The dimension statements in line 10

allows for 25 names and 8 single register entries. A number of cursor -control
symbols for PET are included which can
be removed or replaced for other

ADD a name he or she presses the letter
'A'. Line 620 sends the machine to line
800.
800 GOSUB 4500 : GOSUB 3000 :
GOTO 500
The subroutine 4500 allows the user to

add a name, subroutine 3000 puts the

Block 4

This is made up of a set of eleven subroutines all of which are shown below.

Each is a self-contained unit and the
user can choose not to include them all
or to add new ones.

10 DIMA$(25),8(25,8),B(25)
100 PRINT"D
CLASS REGISTER'
110 PRINT"NMTHIS-PROGRAM STORES A LIST OF NAMES"
120 PRINT"NAND AN ATTENDANCE RECORD"
130 PRINT"XFOR ALL MEMBERS OF THE CLASS."
14g PRINT"NOICIT ALLOWS NAMES TO BE ADDED AT ANY"
150 PRINT"XSTAGE, AND IT ALLOWS NAMES TO BE"
160 PRINT"NDELETED.
NAMES CAN BE PUT IN "
170 PRINT"NALRHABETICAL ORDER, FIND THE ROLL"
180 PRINT"$CAN BE TAKEN EVERY WEEK."
200 PRINT". M

PRESS ANY KEY"

Block 1

205 GETA$:IF A$=""THEN 205
500 PRINT" M

505
510
520
530
540
550
560

NMENUE"

PRINT"N:CHOOSE ONE OF THE ITEMS BELOW !"
PRINT" RN[' PRESS THE APPROPRIATE KEY. !"
PRIRT"RINTO BEGIN AGAIN!
B"
PRIN1-"NNTO READ THE LIST!
PRINT"sINTO ADD A NAME!
Fi"
PRINT"PINTO DELETE A NAME!
D"
c.
PFINT"NNTO SAVE ON TAPE!

570 PRINT"PINTO INPUT FROM TAPE g

I"

575 PRINT"NNTO TAKE THE ROLL!

T"

577 PRINT"FINTO PRINT!
580 PRINT"P1NTO FINISH FOR NOW!
582 INPUT",4101194411PRIEW,A$

F"
F"

Block 2

500 IFAI="B"THEN700
510 1FA$="R"THEN1400
520 IFA$="R"THEN800

530 IFAWD"THEN900
640 IFA$="S"THEN1000
650 IFAF="P"THEN1500
560 IFA$="I"THEN1100
570 IFA$="F"THEN1200
680 IFA$="T"THEN1300
690 PRINT:PRINT"TRY AGAIN",GOT0500
700 GOSUB2000,GOSUB2000GOSUB3500:609UB7000:0070500
800 nOSUB4500,GOSUB3000,GOT0500
900 GOSUB5000:GOT0500
1000 GOSUB5500,0010500
1100 GOSUB5000,GOSUB3000,6010500
1200 GOSUB5500,6070500
1300 GOSUB3500,GOT0500
1400 GOSUB7000,0070500
1500 GOSUB7500,GOT0500
1510 G0T0500

2000
2020
2030
2040
2045

Block 3

INPUT"nHOW MANY STUDENTS ARE ON THE COURSENDMIlirji
FORC=1TON
"C
PRINT,PRINT"THIS IS STUDENT NUMBER
PRINT"NOMPUT IN THE SURNAME FIRST, THEN THE REST."
PRINT"XDO NOT USE A COMMA. NM"

2050 IMPUTIIIMPF4OW;AVC)
2080 NEXT C
2090 PRINT,PRINT"THAT WAS THE LAST ONE."
2100 PRINT:PRINT:RRINT"PRESS ANY KEY"

2110 GETWIFFM=""THEN2110

Routine 1: Input

2120 RETURN

machines.

Lines 200 and 205 employ a technique
for holding the screen at that point. It

may be necessary to change this on

other machines. This technique is used
in a number of places in the program

and need not be referred to

again.

Block 2

This is the MENU BLOCK and it contains 9 possible options to be chosen by
the user. It runs from line 500 to 582
and the single -character response -input
is represented by A S.

NALPHABETICAL ROUTINEEMIN"
3000 PRINT")
3002 PRINT"NPP1THIS PROCESS CAN TAKE SOME TIME."
3003 PRINT"NTRY NOT TO GET IMPATIENT."
3005 J=0
3010 FORC=1 TO N-1
3015 IF A$(C)(A$CC+1) THEN 3060
3020 X4:=19$(0+1)

3025
3030
3035
3040
3045
3050
3060

-FOR W=1 TO 8:D(W)=A(C+1,W),NEXT
Fa(C+1)=A$(C)
FOR W=1 TO 8,A(C+1,1,1)=A(C,W),NEXT
A$(C)=X$
FOR W=I TO 8,R(C,W)=D<W):NEXT
J=J+1
NEXT C

3070 IF DO THEN 3005
3080 PRINT"ODINIOW IN ALPHABETICAL ORDERNM"
NARRESS ANY KEY"
3090 PRINT"
3100 GET A$:IF A$="" THEN 3100
3110 RETURN

Routine 2 : Alphabetical Order

Block 3
This is the block which controls responses to the Menu. From line 600 to line

680 it tests in turn for each of the 9

possible correct responses. If the response

is none of these, line 690 sends it

back to the Menu again. Each response.
to the Menu corresponds to a sub-

routine, or a set of subroutines, and

3500
3510
3530
3540
3550
3560

PRINT')
POLL CALL"
INPUT"WHICH WEEK? PUT IN A NUMBER,1 TO soommor34
PRINT"NEACH NAME WILL BE PRINTED ON THE"
RRINT"OSCREEN. IF PRESENT, ENTER 1. IF ABSENT,0"
FORC=1TON
PRINTA$1C)

3570 INPUT"MODOPOOPPIONINIMEr;P.

3580 A(C,W)=R
3610 NEXTC
3620 RETURN

Routine 3: Roll -Call
PCW 99

PRINT"7/0/PDPIOSIMUPDD NAME ROUTINEMN"
N=N+1:A=0
INFUT"OMPUEW NAMEOPMDMIBIr;A$(N)
INPUT"MWHICH WEEK IS THIS!OM1+Ili1".W2
PRINT"MICHIS/HER ATTENDANCE RECORD UP TO NOW WILL"
PRINT"AME ENTERED WEEK BY WEEK."
FORC=1 TO W2
PRINT"X024AS HE/SHE PRESENT ON WEEK! "C
INPUT"MIF SO ENTER I. IF NOT, ENTER 001011,r;A(N,C)
NEXTC
FOR C=1 TO W2,A=A+A(N,C),NEXT
PRINT"NOZTHIS MEANS A TOTAL OF! "A" WITTENDANCES.MO"
46.'10 PRINT"OPHISPHIMPSIMPRESS ANY KEY!"
4620 GET A$:IF A$=""THEN 4620
4630 RETURN
Routine 4 :

LEISURE LINES

4500
4510
4520
4525
4530
4535
4540
4550
4560
4570
4580
4600

With J. J. Clessa
The problem of the natives attracted

almost 130 replies - most of them with
the correct answer. Mr Ian Laudon of
Edinburgh sent in a delightful poem

which sums up the puzzle perfectly
(I've amended the metre to remove the
"och's and ayes" and improve the Scot-

Add a Name

tish scanning).

0

0

5000
5010
5020
5030
5040
5050
5060
5070
5080
5090
5180
5110
5120
5130
5140

PRINT":11IPPOPMIDELETE A NAME ROUTINEMM"
INPUT"INPUT NAME TO BE REMOVEDOOKINEr;T$
FOR C=1 TO N
IF AS(C)=T$ THEN 5120
NEXT C
PRINT"NASTHIS NAME IS NOT ON THE LIST. REMEMBER"
mi.
PRINT"STHAT YOU MUST PUT IT IN EXACTLY
PRINT"1!IO0 YOU WISH TO TRY AGAIN?
(Y/N)"
INPUT"OMPMFDPPION1511";R$
IF R$="Y"THEN5010
IF R$="N"THEN5230
PRINT"IFTRY AGAIN,":GOT05070
FOR D=C TO N-1
AS(D)=1$(D+1)
FORWI=1 TO 8

I slowly strolled beside the sea
And chanced upon the natives three;
With natives evenly divided,
Twixt truth, untruth and undecided.
I asked of one which tribe was he
And which were numbers two and three
He mumbled first then spoke outright,
The first one's grey, two's black, three's
white.

I pondered this reply untrue,
(White could not be both three and
two);
Until at last it dawned on me,
They were blqck-one, white -two,

5150 A(11,141)=A(D+1,W1)

0

5160 NEXT WI
5170 NEXT D
5180 AS(N)="":FORW1=1 TO 8,A(N,WI)=0,NEXT
5190 N=N -1

5200 PRINT"0161111111a1AME AND RECORD HAS BEEN REMOVED MM"

5210 PRINT"010PDPIDDPRESS ANY KEYNDA"
5220 GET A$:IF A$=""THEN5220
5230 RETURN

Routine 6 : Save on Tape
This routine includes two software

grey -three

I

Routine 5 : Delete a Name

new machines. They can be found on
lines 5510, 5590, and the GOSUB on

patches that may not be necessary on lines 5570 and 5650.

w

11,

5500
5510
5520
5530
5540
5550
5560
5570
5580
5590
5600
5610
5615
5620
5630
5640
5645
5650
5660
5700

PRINT"0"
POKE243,122:POKE244,2
OPEM1,1,1,"NAMES"
PRINT"NAMES BEING STORED ON TAPE"
FORC=1 TO N
PRINT#1,A$(C)
NEXTC
GOSUB10000
CLOSE1
POKE243,122:POKE244,2
OPEN1,1,1,"ATTENDANCES"
PRINT"ATTENDANCES BEING STORED"
FORW1=1708
FORC=1TON
PRINT#1,A(C,W1)
NEXTC
NEXTW1
GOSUBI0000
CLOSE!
RETURN

Routine 7 : Recover from Tape

The patch: IF (ST)< >0 THEN STOP

ID

5

S

Line 7066 tests if the screen holds 15

0
di

7000
7020
7030
7040
7041
7042
7045

100 PCW

Ummm - remembering that the prize is
a bottle of Remy Martin Cognac (and
assuming that "Master" doesn't mean

windfall. I hope the added four cans of
"Coke" will go some way towards
helping the situation!

***************************
QUICKIE

***************************
Another of those inter -family problems

- and one that's almost as horrible as
last month's Quickie.

Routine 6

on lines 6060 and 6120 may have to
be removed.

A certain perfect square has the
property that - if 5 is added to it, a
second perfect square is obtained - and
if 5 is subtracted from it, a third perfect
square is obtained. What is the original
perfect square?
Answers please on a postcard (letters

7

go in the bin!) to: Puzzle No. 10, 14
Rathbone Place, London W1P 1DE.
All solutions in as soon as possible,

Routine 7

please.

Routine 8: End

Routine 9: Print on Screen
6

would be your relationship to the child?
Definitely no prizes!
***************************
PRIZE PUZZLE
***************************
the micros and pocket calculators busy.

names and records.

PRINT'77I17iTTENDANCE REGISTERM"
PRINT"NAMES"TAB(15)"REGISTER"
FRINT"MEEK"TAB(13)"I 2 3 4 5
FORC=1TON
T=0
PRINTLEFT1(A$(C),12)
FOR W1=1 TO 8

If the only sister of your mother's
only brother has an only child, what

Short and snappy and one that'll keep

PRINT":1THANK YOU FOR NOW. IF YOU WISH TO"
PRINT:PRINT"BEGIN AGAIN, INPUT 'RUN'"
PRINT PRINT"AND PRESS RETURN."
END

Routine 9 : Print on Screen

.

"School Master") - it seems that Mr.
Jones Senior is in for something of a

6000 PRINT"n"
6010 PRINT"HOW MANY STUDENTS WERE RECORDED"
6020 INPUTN
6030 OPEN1,1,0,"NAMES"
6040 PRINT"NAMES BEING RECOVERED"
6050 FORC=ITON
6060 INPUT#1,A$(C):IF (ST)00 THEN STOP
6070 NEXTC
6080 CLOSE1
6090 OPEN1,1,0."ATTENDANCES"
6100 PRINT"ATTENDANCE RECORDS BEING RECOVERED"
6105 FORW1=IT08
6110 FORC=ITON
6120 INPUT#1,A(C,W1)
IF (ST)<>0 THEN STOP
6130 NEXTC
6135 NEXTW1
6140 CLOSE1
6150 PRINT"RESULTS NOW RECOVERED"
6200 RETURN
6500
6510
6520
6530

David Tebbutt's random
number generator didn't give you the
prize, Ian. . that went to a Master
K.J.R. Jones of Lytham St. Armes.

However,

8
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Continued on Page 124
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**************************
PRIZE OF THE MONTH
**************************

PCW may be the light of your life but,
just to add to the brilliance, this month

I'm offering 25 100 watt, household

lightbulbs - stay switched on!
P.S. Would Miss V. Mason (last month's
winner) please get in touch again.

Can
your business,
research project or
teaching laboratory be made
more efficient? Yes. Today's users
demand complete, high performance micro
computer systems. Expandable to meet future
needs and with software capable of immediate
application.
The North Star Horizon is the answer. A
cleverly balanced configuration: Z80A
processor with 12 slot S100 chassis, one
parallel and two serial interface ports. Now
with double or quad capacity too.
The compact design gives you value for
money and economy of space. The Horizon
will not break your bank or your desk top.
Quick delivery and nationwide service are
only part ofthe attraction. Add to this the
wealth of software available, including the well
known CP/M, and you can see why the
Horizon has already sold in thousands.
The reason for its success is simple.
The North Star Horizon reflects your needs.

For technical specification and details of
your nearest dealer contact Britain's leading
Supplier.

comart

PO Box 2, St. Neots, Cambridgeshire.
Tel: (0480) 215005.Telex: 32514.
COMART G.

North Star 11oiTon

refkkets a new ante in (*Input i

Britain's first con
computer kit.
The Sinclair 1X80.

£799

Price breakdown
ZX80 and manual: £69.52
VAT: £10.43
Post and Packing FREE

Please note: many kit makers quote VAT -exclusive prices.

You've seen the reviews...you've heard the excitement.
now make the kit!
This is the ZX80. 'Personal Computer World' gave it 5
stars for 'excellent value.' Benchmark tests say it's
faster than all previous personal computers. And the
response from kit enthusiasts has been tremendous.
To help you appreciate its value, the price is
shown above with and without VAT. This is so you
can compare the ZX80 with competitive kits that
don't appear with inclusive prices.

`Excellent value' indeed!
For just £79.95 (including VAT and p&p) you
get everything you need to build a personal
computer at home...PCB, with IC sockets for
all ICs; case; leads for direct connection to a
cassette recorder and television (black and
white or colour); everything!
Yet the ZX80 really is a complete, powerful,
full -facility computer, matching or surpassing
other personal computers at several times
the price.
The ZX80 is programmed in BASIC, and you
can use it to do quite literally anything from
playing chess to managing a business.
The ZX80 is pleasantly straightforward to
assemble, using a fine -tipped soldering iron.
It immediately proves what a good job you've
done: connect it to your TV... link it to an
appropriate power source ... and you're
ready to go.

The unique and
valuable components of the
Sinclair ZX80.
The Sinclair ZX80 is not just another
personal computer. Quite apart from its
exceptionally low price, the ZX80 has two
uniquely advanced components: the Sinclair
BASIC interpreter; and the Sinclair teach yourself BASIC manual.
The unique Sinclair BASIC interpreter offers
remarkable programming advantages:
Unique 'one -touch' key word entry: the
ZX80 eliminates a great deal of tiresome
typing. Key words (RUN, PRINT, LIST, etc.)
have their own single -key entry.
Unique syntax check. Only lines with correct
syntax are accepted into programs. A cursor
identifies errors immediately. This prevents
entry of long and complicated programs with
faults only discovered when you try to
run them.

Your ZX80 kit contains...
Printed circuit board, with IC sockets for
all ICs.

Complete components set, including all
ICs -all manufactured by selected world leading suppliers.
New rugged Sinclair keyboard, touch sensitive, wipe -clean.
Ready -moulded case.

Leads and plugs for connection to
domestic TV and cassette recorder.
(Programs can be SAVEd and LOADed
on to a portable cassette recorder.)
FREE course in BASIC programming and
user manual.

Optional extras
Mains adaptor of 600 mA at 9 V DC
nominal unregulated (available
separately -see coupon).
Additional memory expansion boards
allowing up to 16K bytes RAM. (Extra
RAM chips also available -see coupon).
Use a 600 mA at 9 V DC nominal unregulated mains
adaptor. Available fromSi nclair if desired (see coupon).

Excellent string -handling capability -takes
up to 26 string variables of any length. All
strings can undergo all relational tests (e.g.
comparison). The ZX80 also has string input to request a line of text when necessary.
Strings do not need to be dimensioned.
Up to 26 single dimension arrays.
FOR/NEXT loops nested up 26.
Variable names of any length.
BASIC language also handles full Boolean
arithmetic, conditional expressions, etc.

Exceptionally powerful edit facilities, allows
modification of existing program lines.
Randomise function, useful for games and
secret codes, as well as more serious
applications.

Fewer chips, compact
design, volume production more power per pound!
The ZX80 owes its remarkable low price to
its remarkable design: the whole system is
packed on to fewer, newer, more powerful
and advanced LSI chips. A single SUPER ROM,
for instance, contains the BASIC interpreter,
the character set, operating system, and
monitor. And the ZX80's 1K byte RAM is
roughly equivalent to 4K bytes in a conventional computer -typically storing 100 lines of
BASIC. (Key words occupy only a single byte.)
The display shows 32 characters by 24 lines.
And Benchmark tests show that the ZX80
is faster than all other personal computers.
No other personal computer offers this
unique combination of high capability and
low price.
Z80 A microprocessor -new,
Sockets for TV,
faster version of the famous
cassette recorder,
Z-80 microprocessor chip,
power supply.
widely recognised as the best
SUPER ROM.
ever made.
Clock.
UHF TV
Rugged,
modulator.
flush,
Sinclair
keyboard
RAM chips.

Timer under program control.
PEEK and POKE enable entry of machine
code instructions, USR causes jump to a
user's machine language sub -routine.
High -resolution graphics with 22 standard
graphic symbols.
All characters printable in reverse under
program control.

Lines of unlimited length.

T IT T TIT

.

Clete

_

60 LET G=0
70 FOR s . 0 TO 75
80 LET T ( ) = - 1
90 NE xT /
100 FOR I=1 TO 50
110 LET x ( I )
120 LET N=X- (x/75 ) 175
130 /F T (N) ) -1 RND ( NOT T (t)= x
THEN GO TO 200
140 IF T (N) X THEN GO TO 30.0
150
LET T (N)
160

XT I

165 PR I NNTT
15-41PIP
1

I=1;? INT

".D25

^ NuMBEP OF DuPL og TEF,

?TOP

LFT N=(N+1)-(EN4.275,I7
--.7)

-)-(7)
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The Sinclair teach -yourself
BASIC manual.
If the features of the Sinclair interpreter
mean little to you -don't worry. They're all
explained in the specially -written 128 -page
book free with every kit! The book makes
learning easy, exciting and enjoyable, and
represents a complete course in BASIC
programming -from first principles to complex
programs. (Available separately -purchase
price refunded if you buy a ZX80 later.)
A hardware manual is also included with
every kit.

TheSinclairZX80.Kit:E79.95.
Assembled: £99.95. Complete!
The ZX80 kit costs a mere £79.95. Can't
wait to have a ZX80 up and running? No
problem! It's also available, ready assembled,
for only £99.95.
Demand for the ZX80 is very high: use the
coupon to order today for the earliest possible
delivery. All orders will be despatched in strict
rotation. We'll acknowledge each order by
return, and tell you exactly when your ZX80
will be delivered. If you choose not to wait, you
can cancel your order immediately, and your
money will be refunded at once. Again, of
course, you may return your ZX80 as received
within 14 days for a full refund. We want you to
be satisfied beyond all doubt -and we have
no doubt that you will be.

Sinclair

(BD

Science of Cambridge Ltd
6 Kings Parade, Cambridge, Cambs., CB21SN
Tel: 0223 311488.

ORDER To: Science of Cambridge Ltd, 8 Kings Parade, Cambridge, Cambs., CB21SN.
Remember all prices shown include VAT, postage and packing. No hidden extras.
FORM Please send me:
Quantity

Item
Sinclair ZX80 Personal Computer kit(s). Price includes
ZX80 BASIC manual, excludes mains adaptor.
Ready -assembled Sinclair ZX80 Personal Computer(s).
Price includes ZX80 BASIC manual, excludes mains
adaptor.
Mains Adaptor(s) (600 mA at 9 V DC nominal unregulated).
Memory Expansion Board(s) (each one takes up to
3K bytes).

RAM Memory chips -standard 1K bytes capacity.
Sinclair ZX80 Manual(s) (manual free with every ZX80 kit
or ready-made computer).
NB Your Sinclair ZX80 may quality as a business expense.

Item price

Total

£

£

£79.95
E99.95
8.95
12.00
16.00

5.00
TOTAL

£

I enclose a cheque/postal order payable to Science of Cambridge Ltd for £
Please print

Name: Mr/Mrs/Miss
Address

PCW6

In essence,
the best in

integrated circuit
technology

Quality Software

The ALTOS ACS 8000 range of

business/scientific micro computers
creates a new standard in quality and
reliability in high technology micro
computers.

High Technology
Floppy Disk System The ACS 8000 single
board Z80 floppy disk based micro
computer utilises the ultra reliable
Shugart 8 inch, IBM compatible, disc

drives, double density - single sided,
and providing 1 M. byte of data storage.
Featuring the ultimate in high technology
hardware: a fast 4 MHz.Z80CPU, 65
kilobytes of 16 K dynamic RAM, 1 kilobyte
of 2708 EPROM, an AMD 9511 floating
point processor (OPTIONAL) a Western

Digital floppy disc controller, a Z80 direct
memory access (OPTIONAL), Z80 parallel
and serial I/O (two serial RS232 ports,
1 parallel port) and a Z80 CTC
Programmable Counter/Timer (real time
clock). In essence, the best in integrated
circuit technology.

Hard Disk/Multi User Systems
The Winchester hard disk/multi user
systems are now available supporting up
to 4 simultaneous users and providing a
maximum of 58 Megabytes of hard disk
data storage.
The systems are truly flexible and
allow expansion of the ALTOS floppy disk
system to keep pace with the users
requirements.

Still single board, features include
*a high speed I/O section with up to six
serial ports and one 8 bit Parallel port
*up to 208K of on board RAM.
*High speed (4 MHz.) D.M.A. control as
standard.
Yes, mini power and at micro cost too.

Built-in Reliability
The ACS 8000 range are true single

board micro computers making them
extremely reliable and maintainable. All
electronics are socketed for quick
replacement. Complete diagnostic utility
software for drives and memory is provided.
The board and Shugart floppy disk drives
are easily accessible and can be removed
in less than ten minutes.

Unlimited versatility. The ACS 8000
range support the widely accepted CP/M
and MP/M operating systems plus basic
(Microsoft and CBasic), Cobol, Pascal,
and Fortran IV. All available now.
Logitek in conjunction with its own
microsoftware house, Interface Software
Ltd. of Camberely are able to supply a
wide range of proven 'off the shelf'
business software including general
accounting, word processing, stock
control, mailing list etc.
There are already over 1000 micro
computer installations using this software.
A track record which we consider speaks
for itself. Why 're -invent the wheel' when
there is standard software of this quality
available now?

After Sales Support
Logitek are supported by DDT
Maintenance Ltd. who provide a
nationwide field maintenance service for
ALTOS products and offer the option of
maintenance contracts.

Availability
Logitek carry deep shelf stocks of ALTOS
hardware and compatible peripherals.
If you are a dealer who may be
interested in promoting ALTOS and/or
Interface Software by joining the fast
growing network of approved suppliers,
contact Logitek.
We can offer you something rather
special now.

LOGITEK, E.I.C. Electronics Ltd. All enquiries to: Portland St. Chorley, Lancs. Tel: 02572 66803
also at: 30 Kelvin Ave., Hillington Industrial Estate, Glasgow G52 4LH.

Logitek are now the exclusive distributors of Altos Computer Products for the U.K. & Eire.

See page 76 for complete list of approved dealers.

MICROS IN CONTROL

As a follow-up to their article on the IEEE -488 Bus in our January issue, K.T. Kibasi and Alan Mills of
3D Digital Design and Development examine some of the practical microcomputer -based systems that
can be, and have been, configured to undertake useful real-time tasks.

Introduction
Over the last three years, a number of
low cost (£600-£1000) microcomputers
have appeared on the market; their price

and flexibility have made them very
attractive for dedication in the labora-

tory and industrial environments. Taking
for granted an obvious computing
ability, there are two levels at which the

microcomputer can interact with the

outside world. It might take the
"passive" role of data gathering machine
(a data logger), monitoring a process or

experiment; alternatively it may form
the active controller in a closed loop
control system. For the second activity
to make sense, it must include an element of data monitoring, in order that

the control loop

is

closed and that

"intelligent" decisions are made.
Later we shall examine some systems

that have actually been built and are

currently running . . . some quite sophisticated but all with a "personal" computer at their heart. These will include
control of an experimental petrol engines
rig, data logging studies of pond environ-

A petrol engine test bed with three engines is run through a speed cycle over 24

ments and the medical study of new- hours continuously (see Fig. 4 and text). Shown are: on top of the rack, left: a
born animals.

Commodore tractor printer, and right: a Commodore PET. Top to bottom below
the printer are: a 16 -channel ADC unit; a 16 -channel relay control unit; a slave
relay unit. ,

Languages

With present day microcomputers such clipboard noting down meter readings,
as the Commodore PET, the Sharp MZ- through single and multi -channel chart
80K, and the Apple, many of the data recorders, to today's modern electronic
logging or control activities to which equipment. The earlier approaches,
they might be applied involve such slow which relied on manual transcription or
processes as temperature and flow chart analysis, were not only tedious
measurement; the execution speed of but inherently prone to operator error.
programs written in interpretive BASIC The last decade or so has seen the development of automatic electronic data
is often perfectly adequate. However,
for those systems in which speed is of
the essence, machine language programs
may be used, even if only as subroutines.
Although the increase in speed of
02

execution may exceed one hundredfold, the penalty is the difficulty and

tedium of writing and debugging such
programs. This route is not for the inexperienced programmer, although the
results can be impressive if successful.
programming
both
Generally,
approaches are closely defined by the
hardware parameters of the system e.g.

METER
POND
1

as

a thorough understanding of the

micro (s)he is using as the intelligent
part of the control loop.

Microcomputers
As Data Loggers

The "classical" data logger has been
around for a considerable period of
time - evolving from the operator with

nels, e.g. from 100 strain gauges in a
structure -testing experiment. The equip

pH
METER

ADC

r>

UNIT

MICROCOMPUTER

02

METER

relay. The

designer of a micro based system must
have a full appreciation of the process
to be monitored or controlled, as well

been used.
A multiplex system is usually used to
gather readings from a number of chan-

CONVERTOR

ertia of a boiler or furnace, the release

times of a

meters, and usually employing paper
tape or printer for recording the data;
latterly cassettes and cartridges have

ADDRESS LINES
(8 OR 16)*
(OR LESS)

THERMO
METER

the conversion speed of an analogue -to digital converter (ADC), the thermal inand settling

loggers, often built around digital volt-

POND
2

DATA LINES (8)*

d pH

METER

CONTROL &
HANDSHAKE
SIGNALS

THERMO
METER
INSTRIJMENTATION

AMPLIFIERS

Fig. 1 Typical Data Logging System

*Note the IEEE -488 Bus employs 8 lines for both data and addresses at
different instants
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tion (and potential accuracy) of the
Usually the procedure is easily arrangmeasurement; for many applications ed in BASIC using the IEE-488 Bus or
eight bits is quite sufficient, providing a some other micro -interfacing scheme.
resolution of one part in 256. The com- The program may then be structured to
puter communicates with the converter be interactive to allow entry of such
using only digital signals, as shown in experimental details as date, time,
figure one.
operator name, sampling intervals,
The ADC unit contains a multiplexer channel sequence, offset and scaling cowhich routes the various channels to the efficient for each channel, etc. A
actual converter. The multiplexer is memory buffer area may be employed
loggers are dumb..
under the control of the micro, and to accumulate a number of readings beWith microcomputer prices as they hence the channel to be "read" and the fore dumping to disc or tape; averaging
are at present, the machines offer them- sequence of channel readings is deter- or other statistical analysis may be comselves as ideal controller/processor data mined from the program. The computer
logger systems, provided an appropriate also controls the scanning rate, i.e. the
interface is designed to permit bi- number of readings per second. To some
directional communication between the degree this depends on the conversion
microcomputer and the process of time of the ADC, although interpretive
interest.
BASIC is usually slower. The time taken
Our earlier article (PCW Vol.3. No.1) can range from a few milliseconds to
drew attention to the IEEE -488 Bus as under a microsecond, depending on the

is generally expensive, bulky,
difficult to reconfigure, and offers very
limited intelligence. The tape normally
has to be fed as input to a main frame
or minicomputer for subsequent analysis
and reduction of the data.
Some data loggers have the facility of
producing an operator alarm signal
when the signal is outside the pre-set
limits but, more usually, pre -micro data

ment

a suitable component of such an interface, although there

many others.
Let's consider

conversion technique employed - i.e.
are, of course, dual slope (slowest), successive approxi-

Microcomputers as closed loop system controllers

mation (medium), or parallel (fastest).
an actual system
Similarly, the system designer must
where data is being logged as part of a organise software to meet the converter
long-term study of pond environments requirements; (s)he must consider multi
under certain controlled conditions. The
main parameters of interest are: dissolved

oxygen level, pH (acidity level) and

temperature.
In order to study these parameters as

OPERATOR
INPUT

other variables are changed, a second
pond is used as a "control". Thus the

overall requirements are: two dissolved
oxygen meters, two pH meters, and two
resistance thermometers.
These transducers and their amplifiers
are readily available commercially with
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applications, current

MOTOR

GEAR
MICROBUS
ADC

POT

current or voltage output signals. In
industrial

DC

loop

Fig. 3

signals are generally preferred for their
noise immunity over long distances. So,

Investigating the effects of environmental temperature on metabolic rate and heat production in small newborn animals (see
Fig. 5 and text). Shown are: from left to right: X -Y plotter; 16K PET; (top to bottom) 8 -channel DAC unit 16 -channel ADC
unit, oxygen valves controller/temperature monitor/oxygen,and CO2 monitor; oxygen level monitor; dual chamber; power
supply.
the transducer converts the physical plexer addressing, start conversion pulse puted either as the run progresses, or
variable to an electrical signal and the width, end of conversion (EOC) signal, subsequently.
transducer amplifier boosts the signal etc; there's no point in issuing a conThus the system of figure one can be

to the desired level and maybe filters

out some noise and hum. These signals
are then fed to an ADC with front end
amplifiers to match the incoming signal.
The purpose of the ADC is to con-

vert the transducer signals into their
digital equivalent. The number of bits of
the converter will determine the resolu106 PCW

version command before the converter
has finished the previous operation. This
is done by testing the EOC signal from
the converter, or waiting sufficient time

for the converter to finish before read-

ing the data in and issuing the next
channel
address
command.

and

conversion

used to log up to 16 channels, with the

converter unit and computer costing

together less than £1000. Additionally,

the computer may be employed for
other tasks while waiting for the next
scanning cycle.

As implied earlier, some applications
require higher accuracy than eight bits,

and therefore 12 -bit ADC units now

exist with eight analogue input channels;
these inputs may be unipolar or bipolar,

single -ended or differential, and again

the channel scan sequencing is under program control.

Microcomputers
As Closed Loop
System

from 3D). It also illustrates the advantage of bus connection schemes like the
IEEE -488.

Also at the University of Nottingham,

the Department of Child Health at the
Medical School are using the PET for
investigating the effects of environmental temperature on metabolic rate
and heat production in small newborn
animals. They've developed an automated system for measuring the oxygen
consumption of animals weighing in the
range one to 500 grams. The system is

controlled by, and passes data to, a

Controllers
In most control systems a negative feedback loop is employed to balance the input signal, as shown in figure two. The

16K PET. Information is passed to the
PET through a 16 -channel ADC unit,
and a DAC' unit provides analogue output to a chart recorder and various other
control lines. Switching operations are
performed via the PET user port. The
system is shown diagrammatically in

output signal to be controlled may be
any physical variable such as position,
velocity, temperature or fluid level. figure five.
The same department also makes
Consider the case of a servo amplifier
and DC motor. The position of the respiratory measurements of infants

motor shaft may be obtained as an with breathing problems, and here again
electrical signal from a potentiometer
attached to the shaft. A microcomputer
can perform the function of the scanning junction if configured as in figure
three. A signal is applied to the servo -

the microcomputer has been brought

into service. Previously measurements

graphical methods. Data are now transferred directly to the PET from pressure
transducers etc., via a 16 -channel ADC.
The readings are immediately analysed

on-line, permitting analysis of many

more breaths than was possible pre-

viously. The final results, in the form of
pressure/volume loops, are drawn on an
analogue X -Y plotter connected to the
PET via an interface manufactured
especially for that particular purpose.

Conclusion

The examples given here are but a small
sample of the enormous range of practi-

applications to which microcomputers are being put. Relatively cheap
cal

and versatile interfaces

it's a rapidly growing field and one that's

were put onto strip charts and respira- making people think again about the
tory parameters were derived using traditional concept of the robot.

amplifier via the digital to analogue converter (DAC), driving the shaft to a new
between

desired and

PET

actual, hence mimicking the system of

t

IEEE -488
BUS

16 -CHANNEL

RELAY
CONTROL

figure two.
But the computer can be programmed

to perform much more than the simple
summing function. It can, for instance,
compare the actual physical control
system response with that of an ideal
system

THROTTLE
3 PETROL
;CONTROL /1..
ENGINES
ETC.
TEST RIG

8 -CHANNEL

DAC
UNIT

model simulated within the

memory. Such a system model will
usually be represented by a set of

.4

16 -CHANNEL 4

mathematical equations. The difference

PRINTER

between the actual response and the

desired response can then become the
subject of a second order of refinement.
Thus it's possible to optimise performance so that, for instance, the motor
will adopt a new position in the minimum time with minimum overshoot i.e. apply maximum acceleration for a
period, then maximum deceleration so

COOLING SYSTEM
VALVES

BRAKE
LOAD

position. The computer reads the new
position and calculates the error signal
(output -input)

can now be

obtained (either as standard or custom
designed) to assist the user in building up his own system. While much of the
micro sales activity concentrates on the
more lucrative business and commercial
markets, some interesting and imaginative work is being done at the interface;

ADC
UNIT

TEMPERATURE
PRESSURE
REV. COUNTER

4 FUEL GAUGE

Fig. 4 Petrol Engine Performance Assessment Rig

that the motor stops at the desired
position. The same principles obviously

apply if speed control was the subject
of interest rather than position, al-

though a tachogenerator would replace
the potentiometer.

In our earlier example, where we

USER
PORT

measured the temperature of the pond,
we could close the loop by installing
heaters and controlling them from the

8 -CHANNEL
DAC
UNIT

Laboratories of the University of Nottingham. Here a petrol engine test bed
with three engines is run through a
speed cycle over 24 hours continuously.
A Commodore PET is used as the
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system controller and data logger, monitoring exhaust temperature, cooling
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water temperature, engine speed and

relay by a DAC unit. The diagram of
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V
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is in

operation in the Mechanical Engineering

alternator voltage, while controlling
throttle setting and ignition/startup
using a relay control unit. It's intended
to eventually replace the throttle control

X-Y
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computer, via a DAC unit.
A more involved multiparameter

control and monitoring system

PRINTER
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figure four shows how these parameters

will be connected to the PET (using,

may we say, interface products available

Fig. 5 Environmental temperature effects
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Malcolm Peltu casts a net that covers a BASIC programming instructional,
"Fred" and a treatise on the police computer.
students. The main criticism
I have is that the answers are
printed immediately after the
problems and I found, however hard I tried hot to, that
my eyes immediately took in
the gist of the answer; the
solution was to use a bit of

card to cover it up -a bit

BASIC Survival
Despite the scorn poured on
it by Professor Dijkstra and
programming purists, BASIC
is still alive and well and
running wild in personal
computers throughout the
world. Although Pascal may
soon start muscling in, the
requirement to learn BASIC,
particularly in schools, will
remain for many years to
come.

One of the most interest-

ing BASIC teaching

publications (in fact, four of
the most interesting) is
Computer Programming in
Basic, a four volume self -

instruction course, divided
into sixty lessons. The reader
is taken gently by the hand
and led through the lessons,
with plenty of examples and
advice. Each lesson starts
with a short summary of the
contents so that the reader
can decide whether to skip
sections that are too
elementary. The lessons are
carried forward by a series
of questions and problems
(plus answers) and, where
necessary, hints on how to
move towards a solution.
According to Tim
Eiloart, one of the authors,
the technique of providing
graded hints and dividing a
complex problem into
simpler sub -problems is

used to overcome a common
difficulty in programming
text books . . where the
answer to a posed problem is
given without any real
explanation of the thought
processes that led to it.
With this traditional
approach, says Eiloart, the
reader goes from complete
bafflement one minute to the
.

full home -and -dry answer the

next. "You may as well teach
mountain climbing with a
helicopter," he comments.
To a great extent the
books he's co-authored have
achieved their objective
because their structure
allows considerable flexibility to readers moving at
different paces, groping for a
an understanding of the
methodology that underlies
problem -solving with a
computer as well as the
details of BASIC itself.

The text has in fact been
modified to take account of
Eiloart's experience when
using an earlier version for
teaching general studies
108 PCW

cumbersome. On the other
hand, other people I know
who have read the book,
including a schoolkid, lapped
it up and preferred this
format to having to jump
between pages, as happens
with some other
self -teaching books.

At £7.50 for all four
volumes, the books represent
good value for money. The
first part is called Basic
Basics and starts with the
question, What is a
computer? Part 2 is called
Introducing Basic and takes
in flowcharting and fundamental BASIC concepts,
including the dreaded GOTO.
The other two parts go into
particular BASIC techniques
and applications in more
detail. The whole course is
enlivened by some friendly
cartoons.

that you would expect to find
in an introduction to
computers which has a heavy
bias towards traditional mainframe data processing (micros
are not even mentioned in
the index) - from bits and
bytes, through programming
and systems selection to
design, testing, et al. In
general it provides lively and
practical advice which works
well with the illustrations;
my only reservation is that
the Fredland gimmickry and
artificial Fred/Rufus dialect
style tend to get in the way,
spinning out the text unnecessarily and detracting
from the logical progression.
By the way, for those who
are interested, at the last
Fredland elections there was
a dead heat and in the
resulting coalition the
Practical Party were
responsible for putting
forward a program of wrong
things but the Theoretical
Party were able to ensure that
nothing was done.

drawings.

The book is written as a
dialogue between Fred, the
seeker of knowledge, and
Rufus, Professor of Allthings.
It does, in fact, cover much

Campbell has been a thorn
in police flesh for many years,
through his writings in New
Scientist, Time Out and,
recently, the New Statesman;
in 1978 he was found
innocent of charges of
breaking the Officials Secrets
Act. In an essay entitled
Society Under Surveillance
in the book, Policing the
Police, Campbell has brought
together the publicly known
facts about police computing,
in particular the Police
National Computer (PNC),
The PNC was first
conceived in 1959 but it was

not until 1974 that it went

Are you concerned that the

live following the usual
teething traumas of large
data processing projects.
The application given most
publicity by the police has
been the stolen vehicle file.
In addition, according to
Campbell, on record there
are around 20 million vehicle
owners, 2.5 million fingerprints, 4 million criminal
names, 100,000 wanted or
missing perSons and, from
this summer, around 170,000
disqualified drivers. The
stolen vehicle file has around
100,000 entries but Campbell

containing records on four
million people (some with no
criminal convictions) and
almost 20 million cats? Your
answer will depend on your
paranoia (justified or not)
about police surveillance,
your faith in computers and
your view of the British
bobby as a fair cop or
brutish oppressor.
Whatever your attitude to
that well-known lady of
British justice, Laura Norder,
there should be little
argument over the right of
the public to know the kinds
of applications for which
police computers are being
used; then at least discussions
about democratic control
over policing can be based on
a knowledge of what is
actually going on in the name
of the law.
Journalist Duncan
Campbell therefore deserves
considerable credit for his
relentless pursuit of exposing
the nature of police computer
systems to public scrutiny.
After all, an official
government investigation into
data protection, the Lindop
Committee, complained that
they had been unable to
elicit sufficient information
from the police to decide
whether or not the
computers are open to
unwarranted invasion of

concerned with stolen vehicles
the rest include information
on vehicles whose owners are
suspected of having
committed crimes or those of
of "long term interest".
Campbell believes that
about 30,000 of the so-called
stolen vehicles are under
secret surveillance because
they fall into the category of
"long term interest", whose
whereabouts are to be
reported but whose drivers
are not necessarily made
aware that surveillance is
taking place.
Unfortunately it's
necessary to qualify the facts
in the books by saying "it is
claimed by Campbell"
because the Home Office and
the police refuse to confirm
or deny many of the details
(although they have given
Campbell the sizes of various
files on the PNC Burroughs
computers). So he's been
forced into a considerable
amount of sleuthing and
information gathering from
papers presented at police
conferences, newspaper
reports, revelations by PNC
programmes, etc. That is
what makes Campbell's work
so difficult and why,to some
extent, one can forgive some
of the mood of technological
paranoia which pervades
much of his writing on the

Paranoia On
File

Fredland is a state of mind
with twenty six cities (called
Aay to Zed), two political
groups - the Practical and
Theoretical Parties - and it's
inhabited by peaceful twodimensional shapes. Fredland
is also a pleasant gimmick
used to explain the
fundamentals of many things,
from book-keeping to (you
guessed it) computers.
"Fredbooks are just the
books to be read by people
with no time to read" begins
the Preface to Fred learns
about computers; there's also
an old Fredlandic proverb
which goes: "A little
knowledge is a dangerous
thing but ignorance is lethal".
Unfortunatelyanyone wishing
to gain instant enlightenment
on computers without having
to read very much will find
this Fredbook a bit heavy
going, although it's packed
with inventive and humorous

privacy.

BOOKFARE
subject.
In Policing the Police, for
example, he seems to detect
something sinister about the
fact that the PNC has an
uninterruptable power supply

could undoubtedly provide a
secret surveillance system
which would greatly simplify
and speed up any dictatorial
actions. It's outrageous that
Britain remains one of the
few major Western countries
without a law, or proposed
law, for providing a legal
framework to define citizen's
rights to privacy and data
protection. Such a law,

- which in fact is standard in
many computer installations,
to avoid temporary power
breaks. He also uses the fact
that the software is written
in Algol and arranged in
modules as circumstantial
coupled with an ever -vigilant
evidence to prove his thesis
informed democratic
that new features can be
electorate, is the only real
sneaked unnbticed into the
way of avoiding a
system - as does his
computerised Big Brother.
observation that there could
As indicated by the two
be something sinister about
other essays in Policing the
the use of a standby machine Police (by Martin Kettle and
to carry out program testing! Joanna Rollo) Campbell
In an article in the New
relates technological policing
Scientist earlier this year he
to a political context - one
brought telephone tapping
where the police are seen as
back into public attention by conforming "to the British
claiming that the Post Office police's traditional functions
is using a computer system
of defending the capitalist
which can recognise voices,
system," to quote the book's
record them and then
editor, anti-apartheid activist
Peter Hain. Even if you
automatically print out the
conversation. Given the
approach Laura Norder from
current state of technological the other end of the political
development, such a system
spectrum, Policing the Police
is virtually inconceivable but
is worth reading, particularly
the claim,having been
if you want to know whether
repeated generally in the
computers are extending the
media, has now entered the
long arm of the law simply
folklore of police technology. to assist the fighting of crime
or whether it's to perform
Campbell generally seems
to be a strong believer in
other policing functions you
technological determinism might like to see encouraged
the mere existence of a
curtailed.
technological potential is
taken as determining an
inevitable consequence. He
In the March Bookfare we
implies that the build-up of
the PNC and other police
offered a bottle of wine to
systems, such as one at
anyone spotting the deliberate
mistake. Although a number
Scotland Yard, inevitably
of unintentional booboos
means that police control
were spotted, nobody gets
over society will be more
the vino for spotting that the
efficient and effective. Yet,
Tailor of Gloucester's coat
commenting on "the world's
most advanced" computerised needed cherry -coloured silk
surveillance system which has not plum -coloured. The wine
will be shared (hic) around
been built up in Northern.
the office (I warned you it
Ireland - it includes details
was a silly competition ....
of most homes - he says "it
we win - Ed!)
is worth noting in passing
that, despite this massive
surveillance, military
REFERENCES
commanders do not now
Discussed in this month's
think that there is any hope
Bookfare have been:
of a victory against the IRA
Computer Programming in
for the foreseeable future".
Basic by Ian Williamson,
But despite some of his
over -enthusiasm for believing Rodney Dale and Tim Eiloart
(Cambridge Learning Enterany technological possibility
prises Ltd., Rivermill Lodge,
and seeing the fuzz under
St. Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs.,
every bed, Campbell's
£7.50). Sorry - this was
evidence does indeed give
included last month, in error.
considerable cause for
concern because computers
Fred Learns About
do add a major new
Computers by The Chronicler
dimension to the volume of
(Continua Publications,
information that can be
by Macdonald and
gathered, stored and collated distributed
Evans,
Estover,
Plymouth
and the speed it can be
PL6
7PZ,
£.175)
accessed from many locations.
Although it's true that Hitler Policing the Police Volume 2,
didn't need computers to do edited by Peter Hain (John
his dirty work, in the not too Calder, £4.50 paperback,
distant future, computers
£8.95 hardcover)

Oddpod
-a revolutionary
new pocket aid.
Overall size:

170mm x 90mm
x 40mm

Oddpod will amaze you. It's the only hand-held language translator that really cares about
language subtlety. And it can also be a lot more -a First Aid Guide, a Cocktail Recipe, a
Telephone Directory, or anything else its unique Ami' Memory System is programmed to
store, including customised data.
But until the new programs and customising facilities are finally ready, DDP offer you
Oddpod as simply the best hand-held translator that money can buy. Now available in this
country after great success in America, Oddpod is worked by Am,' micro -chip capsules.
Each capsule you buy clips inside Oddpod together with a basic English capsule to allow a
maximum of two languages to be cross -translated against English.
Using a combination of keys and a phrase index printed on the back of Oddpod, you can
quickly display translated words and sentences on Oddpod's screen. But such is Oddpod's
respect for language complexity that multiple meanings and misspellings can be clarified
and whole word categories can be sequentially displayed for Inspection and learning.

Price: £130
inc. vat, p & p, operating instructions and two micro -capsules (English plus one other)
Please tick relevant box to indicate language capsules required:
(Three or more capsules £14.50 each inc. VAT & p & p)
French, 0 German, 0 Italian,0 Spanish, 0 Japanese, 0 Phonetic (Pronunciation)

Boris
-a fiendish
chess opponent.
Overall Size:

220mm x 220mm
x 50mm approx.

No Prizes

Boris will test you. And humiliate you. And improve you. Boris is the chess computer that
allows no quarter as you pit your wits against its super -rational micro -circuits and its time related thresholds of difficulty! It's compact enough to travel with you, but big enough to
always be the supreme test of any player.

Price: £76
inc. VAT p & p, operating instructions and clear plastic cover, for board (not shown).

DDP Mail Order
-a smart way
of getting either

'

To get either Oddpod or Boris, simply complete the details above and below and post us
back this advertisement.
(qty) Oddpod Language Translator(s)
Please send me:
(qty) Ami Language Capsules) as indicated above.
(qty) Boris Chess Games)
I enclose a cheque for/wish my Access, Barclaycard, American Express, Diners Club
as full
Account to be debited with (delete as appropriate) the total sum of £
payment and understand that lam to allow 21 days for delivery.
Address
Name
Tel No.
Post Code
Signature
Credit Card Account No.

Distributed Data Processing Ltd.
Mail Order Dept., 17 Nobel Square, Basildon, Essex SS13 113D
Tel. Basildon (0268) 727563
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Still the biggest 6 in the country
London

Birmingham

Nottingham

48 Tottenham Court Road
London W185 4TD
Tel. 01-636 0647

94-96 Hurst Street
Birmingham B5 4TD

92a Upper Parliament Street

Tel. 021-622 7149 Telex. 336186

Tel. 0602 40576 Telex. 377389

Ilford

Manchester

Glasgow

426/428 Cranbrook Road,
Gants Hill,

11 Gateway House
Piccadilly Station Approach
Manchester
Tel. 061-236 4737 Telex. 666168

Ilford, Essex 1G2 6HW
Tel. 01-554 2177

Nottingham NGI6LF

Magnet House

Waterloo Street
Glasgow
Tel. 041-221 7409 Telex. 779263

Your six main computer centres,
stocked up with new equipment
for 1980. Complete systems
carefully chosen for their reliability
and availability. Plus the widest
range of software for business,
education and industry. For expert
advice on which system suits you
best call into one of the Big Six.
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COMPUTER ANSWERS
Computer Answers continued
from P. 83
can you recommend a book
that explains how micros
work in a fairly simple way?
Mark Scaler, Redruth
What you need is a primer on
microcomputer architecture

to "get you off the ground".
Unfortunately most
beginner's books on personal
computing are aimed at the

same non -technical mass -

market as the machines.
Typically they introduce a
few simple programming
concepts and then move on
to teach BASIC by examples

- e.g. the use of the micro
for calculation, games, or

simple business applications.
On the other hand,
technical books on machine
design are usually not
directly relevant to personal
computers, having been

written as student texts, or
introductions for project

managers or design engineers;
generally they're aimed at a
higher scale of machine and
investment.
So I can't recommend
just one book as a solution

to your problem. In fact, the
best all-round answer is to
join a local computer club. In
my experience you can pick
up explanations far more
quickly by talking to

May I Interrupt Continued from P. 62
in these modes, although it may be nec-

someone in the know than by
wading through a book you
don't understand, looking for

Row, London, but you will
need access to a reader;
again, a large library should
clues.
be able to help.
Finally, some books. For
Another approach is to
browse through back issues of cutting through the jargon
that makes some articles seem
American home computing
more difficult than they
magazines. Byte and
really are, try XI MicroKilobaud Microcomputing
processor Lexicon by Sybex,
are particularly good for
£2. Two introductory books
practical, informative
hardware and software design which look under the covers
more than most are Peanut
articles. Unfortunately few
Butter & Jelly Guide to
libraries take them, though
Computers by Willis, £6.30,
you might strike gold at a
and Personal Computing by
university or polytechnic, or
McGlynn, £8. (Prices inc
through a club. Byte is availp&p from MoI, 1 Francis
able on microfiche from
Ave, St Albans, Herts).
University Microfilms
Len Warner
International, 18 Bedford

the interrupt service routine. The ris-

ing edge of the ready signal may then be

only a brief and incomplete account of
the full potential of the Z80 CPU/P10
combination in dealing with interrupts.

essary to use some additional logic to used to inform the peripheral that furprovide PIO - peripheral compatible ther data may be sent to the PIO. By However it may encourage some to have
using both the peripheral generated another look at the device manuals and
signals.
To take just one example, in PIO strobe and the PIO generated ready to use interrupts more often. After all
operating mode 1 (the input mode) an signals one can obtain "hand -shaking" one of the few advantages that the
active STB signal generated by the communication between micro and micro has over the larger multi-user
peripheral causes the PIO to load data peripheral which provides fast and mainframe computer is that it's so readiinto the port input register and the reliable parallel data transfer.
ly adaptable to "real-time" computing
and much of its technological impact
rising edge of the STB pulse generates
must lie in this area.
an INT. The ready line RDY is driven
low by the PIO and remains inactive Finally
until the CPU reads the port during At best the above discussion can give
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Just over 2 years ago PCW became the first magazine in Europe to deal exclusively with the home
and business use of Personal Computers. It has been
an unqualified success. The current subscription list
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At these prices why waste time and money on
unauthorised kit copies?
New 50 Hz version
- No Flicker

"4k RAM
'8k basic in ROM
"1k Ch./Graphic
610 Expansion Board 8k RAM
ONLY £159.95 + VAT
IP CD3P Minifloppy Disc, Cased, PSU,
2 copies of DOS - ONLY £289 + VAT
Set of 4k RAM

f2t

Challenger 4P

- OHIO -

Superboard

****

PAL COLOUR AND SOUND
A major breakthrough
in price/performance
for personal/

0FROM

1.1

****

Extermination

riti[141

(Colour sets

nEc Spinwriter

"8k Microsoft 8k User RAM *16 colours,
32 rows x 64 co/s.

"Programmable tone

- for the
piofessional
word processing

generator and DAC "Joystick and keyboard
interface.
("B&W version)

system

BRITAINS No. 1 FOR OHIO SCIENTIFIC
CHECK FOR BEST PRICES
C2OEM, C8, C3, etc.

£1699 + VAT
Plotting, Printing (128 ASCII chs), 5 copies friction
or tractor, 55 chs per sec bi-directional, red, black,
proportional.

L.

Super Print 800

COMBINES ECONOMY OF CASSETTE

WITH SPEED AND RELIABILITY OF DISC
(TRS80 expansion interface not needed)
Baud Rate 7200, Err rate typ 1 in 109 Bits

based on TRS80

511

4:14 TT I4:11t

;-=" Stringy Ploppyl

Video Genie

-r

Invaders p:r

only).

Plastic Case - Beige ONLY £26 + VAT
Challenger IP - Metal Cased, Superboard,
PSU modulator - ONLY £199 + VAT
(unmodified version)

ONLY £189+ VAT

.1

Cart Console

Space £130 +

to colour TV.

ONLY £28 + VAT

Stringy Floppy with 20 Wafers (Tapes)
BUS EX. 2 for 1, Machine Lang. Monitor

WP,FtNING
INV ADERS

V AT
1...ANDE.0
IOW1-kSPACE£.26 4AVE

business educational
micro's
- Single RF 0/P
provides both
sound & vision

ezt Pt

80 COLUMN HIGH PERFORMANCE
IMPACT PRINTER
The ideal companion for PET, Apple,
TRS80, Exidy, Superboard, Compukit
and most Micro's
Rugged metal enclosure makes it ideal for
home computing, small business systems, data logging etc.
*96 character ASC II Standard
"Auxilliary User Defined Character Set
"Accepts
max. paper - pressure feed
Just look at these standard features:
9'4" max. paper - tractor feed
"RS -232, 20mA, IEEE 488 and Centronics I/O "Tractor& Fast Paper Feed/Graphics(model
MST)
"16 Baud Rates to 19,200
"2k Buffer (model MST)
"60 Lines per minute - Bidirectional
"5 print densities 72,80,96,120or132 Chr/Line
Tractor & High Speed Model 800 MST
"Self Test Switch
Standard Feed -Model 800

with 2k buffer -ONLY £399+ VAT

ONLY£329+VAT
844,

PTV

Utilises Z80, 12k level II Basic, 16k RAM,
Integral Cassette Deck, UHF 0/P, all TRS80
features
ONLY £369 + VAT

INTELLIGENT

ZTDrivingComputer4

Verify 2708, 2716 and with modification 2516.

miniMAS Terminal

EPROM PROGRAMMER ,0
Connects directly
to TV. Develop,
Copy, Burn,

- the intelligent VDU
ONLY £488 4 VAT

ONLY £120 + VAT Built & Tested
li,£100+VAT Kit. £20+VAT BuiltPowerSupply

Eprom
Eraser
"MPG Instant "MPG average *Gals. used

since fillup "Miles to empty "Elapsed time
"Time to empty "Time on trip *Miles on trip
Takes about 2hrs to fit ONLY £77.50 +VAT

Mighty

Miao
PCW 112

4r-41
ONLY £78
+ VAT
"14 Eprom capacity "Unit safety interlocked
to prevent accidental exposure "Erase time
(Model UV141) adjustable 5 to 50 minutes in

5 min steps* Fast erase times typically 20 nuns

*Ulitises the new advanced and powerful

Z8 Micro "12"P4 Phosphor high resolution
display "24 lines of 40 or 80 characters 25th line status "9 x 13 field displaying
128 ASC II characters - 4K RAM - 2 page
"RS232C or RS432 - 16 independent baud
rates for each 1/0 "Full 92 keyboard sophisticated cursor controls "Emulates
DEC VT52

Please add VAT at 15%. Carriage extra, will advise at time of order. Official orders
welcome. Product details on request. Trade and export enquiries welcome.

CALLERS - 33 CARDIFF ROAD, WATFORD, HERTS. Tel: (0923) 38923
MAIL ORDER - P.O. BOX 17, BASINGSTOKE, HANTS. Tel: (0256) 56417
Close to Watford Football Ground. Nearest Station - B.R. Watford.

BUY IN CONFIDENCE - In the event that we are unable to deliver your goods within 7 days,we
do not bank your remittance until such time as we have the goods to despatch. If on receipt of
your order the goods do not meet with your satisfaction, return within 7 days for full refund.

Elm

CALCULATOR CORNER

DATA PACKIN
by Dick Pountain

It's not unusual in this column for me
to compare calculator programming with
microcomputer programming; after all a
calculator is really nothing more or less

than a dedicated microcomputer whose

special function is to perform mathematical operations with a speed and
accuracy not available on general purpose personal computers.

The "languages" used by program-

mable calculators are equivalent to
microcomputer Assembly Languages, in
that each program step is a direct

would be interpreted as 7.85 x 1092,
the last two digits being interpreted as

an exponent.
Of course when performing calcula-

tions in a data packed mode, the input

and recall subroutines must be called in-

stead of using the calculators MR and

the contents of that location; in the Min (RCL and STO) which are forbidabove example inputting "58" would den.
produce the answer "7".
Both these routines are easy to write

on any calculator which has the INT for input and display
and FRAC instructions to separate the In addition to increasing storage capaintegral and fractional parts of a num- city, data packing can be useful for

ber. In the above example, indirect addressing using the first digit of the
address (i.e. 5) would locate the correct
register; then the 10 "virtual memories"
contained in this single register can be
accessed by multiplying the content

inputting and displaying data.

not required.
In a simpler but maybe more useful
data packing system, each register is con-

item!

It's often desirable, in a program
requiring two inputs, that these inputs
be entered simultaneously. This has the
advantage that both data items can be
seen and verified before entering, and
also it prevents you losing your place

mnemonic representation of a single by a power of ten derived from the
processor instruction (except for the second digit of the address (i.e. 8). Fin- in an input sequence i.e., forgetting
maths functions which are closer to high ally FRAC is used to lop off the parts whether or not you entered the last

level language). In particular, the memory operations provide direct access to a
named memory register, rather than defining variables as would a high level

verted into two memories by storing

language.

one number in the integral part and ano-

register so addressed. In an Assembler a

INT and FRAC.

Where the calculator differs from a ther in the fractional part. In this case
micro, however, is in the nature of the the data is "unpacked" simply using
I've used this system in a magazine
byte of storage. A calculator on the costing program to store a number of
other hand, being designed to crunch constants greater than the number of
numbers to 10 digit accuracy, normally available registers. The unpacking routine
stores numbers in Binary Coded Decimal is written into the costing program and
form; i.e. each digit is separately coded unpacks the data as required during a
as a binary number. This fac ilitates fast calculation.
A full suite of data packing suband accurate arithmetic operations. In
order to hold 12 digits plus an exponent routines may include memory arithmetic
and a sign, a single calculator memory as well as store and recall functions, but
register consists of 7 or 8 bytes of store. care must be taken when adding to a
Sometimes the programmer can take memory not to create an overflow
advantage of this fact to create extra which corrupts the next location, (e.g.
memory registers, though at the cost of adding 8 to memory 58 would give
foregoing the ability to store fractional 0.000001500 which has produced a
or negative quantities. By treating each spurious 1 in memory 57).
For statistics applications a routine
binary coded digit (or group of digits) as
a virtual memory register it's possible to may be devised to automatically decant
store more integers than the number of all the data into the statistics registers
for analysis, while still preserving the
memories provided.
memory instruction addresses a single

In the extreme case, each register can

be converted into 10 independently
addressable memories, each capable of
holding an integer between 0 and 9; a
Casio fx502 could store 200 numbers,
or a TI59, 900 (a couple of registers

individual results. In this way a 20 memory calculator like the Casio could

record and analyse single digit scores
from up to 150 trials.
Another powerful way of using data
packing is to employ the 5 -digit system

above to code scientific notation to 3
This technique is called "data pack- significant figures. For example 78592

must be reserved as working space).

ing" since several pieces of data are

crammed into the space intended for
one.

for storage
Data can be packed to different degrees.
If a single digit is not sufficient for your

application, then 5 x 2 digit registers
or 2 x 5 digit registers could be created.
What is required in any of these cases
is a pair of programs or subroutines.
One, the input routine, takes an item

of data and a virtual address and places
the data in the correct decimal place(s)
of the requisite memory register. As an
example, 10 registers are converted into
100 "virtual memories" number 0-99.
To store 7 in "virtual memory" number
58, the program goes to calculator

register 5 and stores 7 in the 8th place.
So register 5 contains 0.000000700.
The second routine is a recall routine
which accepts an "address" and displays

Data packing using the decimal point
as a separator is a handy trick. For instance in the above example the data and
address could be packed and entered as
7.58. A portion of the input routine un-

packs this and interprets it as 7(data)

into 58(address). The ultimate example

of this type of input packing is the
"Codesplitter" program published in

this column last month.
Similarly it's often convenient (in the
absence of a printer) when several outputs need to be displayed, to pack them

for simultaneous display. This allows
the results to be recorded with no fear
of losing your place - which is quite
likely in a

long sequence with no

prompts. The methods of packing are
the same as for input; in addition the

exponent display can be used, at a
pinch, to hold two extra digits - e.g.
7.00830054223 - if care is taken to
choose a scientific notation format.

Otherwise the calculator may reformat
the display and garble the results.
The Casio 502, as many readers have
discovered has another possible packing
format in its DMS display. Three results
may be simultaneously displayed e.g.
97' 23°41 so long as the second two are
below 60.

To conclude with an illustration,

here is a pair of store and recall routines
to create 40 five digit memories on the
Casio 502.

STORE ROUTINE
MinF FRAC M-F X 50 = MinF FRAC M --F x=0 GOTO1 GOTO2
LBL1 IND MRF INT IND
MRF IND Mi-F AC GOTO3
5 10x = IND M+F AC LBL3
LBL2 IND MRF FRAC IND
MRF
Enter data (up to 5 digits) decimal point, then address (0 to 39) e.g. 78592.36 PO
RECALL ROUTINE
PI
r 2 = MinF FRAC x=0 GOTO1 GOTO2
LBL1 IND MRF INT GOTO3
PO

LBL2 IND MRF FRAC X 5 10x = LBL3
Enter address e.g. 36 PI , 78592 displayed.

And as a special bonus here is a pair of routines to encode and decode 3 digit
scientific potation, and store in 40 data packed memories.
ENCODE/STORE ROUTINE
ENG RND3 LOG MinF INT M-F + ( MRF + 4 ) 10x RND3 = Min -F HLT
P2
2 10x + MRF = GSBPO
Enter data e.g. 78.5989 2 P2. Encoded form displayed 78692. Enter address e.g.
36 EXE
DECODER/RECALL ROUTINE
P3
GSB P1 ÷ 2 10x = MinF INT M-F ÷ 2 10x X ( MRF X 2 10x ) 10x =
Enter address e.g. 36 P2, 7.869 3 displayed.
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TERAINAM
COMPONENTS AND SYSTEMS FROM TRANSAM COMPUTERS
CP/M

TRITON IS IMPRESSIVE!

*BASIC
PASCAL

CP/M AVAILABLE NOW FOR
TRITON

PRACTICAL COMPUTING REVIEW DEC. 79.

Disc operating system complete with text editor,
assembler, debugger, system utilities and complete file
management. Makes Triton fully CP/M compatible and
able to run CP/M based software. Triton will support up to
four 51 or 8" drives single or double density full CP/M

software user group facilities available. SAE for details.

CP/M Disk + manuals (61 £75.00

000

ODD
TRANSAM 8044 PRINTER

DISK DRIVES & POWER SUPPLIES

IRAN SAM

SHUGART

TRITON
COMPUTER
SYSTEM.
Designed for ease of construction and flexibility.
Kits come complete and all components and
software are available separately. UK designed
and supported. Fully documented hardware and
software and a totally flexible approach to system
building. Powerful and easy to use system
monitors - a range of languages available.
Firmware is Eprom based and upgrading from
one level to the next is easy.

5N741S0251

S674L503N
SN74LSO4N

5N741S05N
S11741S08N

SN741509N
5574L510N
SN741511N
SN741S12N

557415135
5N741.514N
SN74LS15N

SN7415205
SN741521N
SN141S2211
S5741.52651
51174152711

SN741528N
SN74LS3ON
S11741532N
SN741S3311
S717415375

S5741.5385
S5741S405

SIO415425
SN74154771

SN741S48N
SN741549N

22
22
29
29
21
26
20
22
11
29
25
56
09
25
20
28
29
29
35
35
25
27
39
29
29
25
79
95
96
1.09

516741354N

21

SN74L555N

21

557415635

ISO

SN74LS73N

35

SN7415138N
SN74LS1395

TCL PASCAL CP/M

DETAILS OF TRITON FEATURES!

DIL PLUG SOCKETS & SWITCHES

S9741S745

40
46
S57415765
35
SN7415785
35
SN741S83AN 1.15
SN74LSB5N
1.10
48
SN74LS86N
5N741S905
95
SN74LS91N
99
S574159211
90
S11741593811
65

511741515171

SN741S75N

SN74L515311

SN7415950N 120

S5741S1645 1.50
SN74L51655 1.70
SN74LS166N 175
S574101681k 195
5N74LS16971 195
SN74LS170N 2.50
SN74L51 73N 220

SN74159651

SN741S107N
SN741S1 09N
SN741S112N
SN741.51136

S574L51145
SN74L51225
SN74LS123N
SN74LS124N
SN74LS125N
SN74LS126N

1.75

39
39
39
44
44
79

90
1.50

SN74LS196N 120
S974151975 1.20
SN74LS221N 125
SIV4LS2405 2.20

85

1.90

SN74151549 ISO
SN74151555 125
SN74LS156N 125

S674LS24211 190
SN741.S243N 195
SN741S244N 210
SN74LS245N 3.60
SN74LS247N 125
SN74LS248N 1.95
S57415249N 1.30
557415251N 1.45
SN7415253N 125
SN741S257N 1.40
5N741525811
95

SPO4L51575
60
SN741S158N
99
SN74LS160N 1.15
SN74LS161N 1.15

SNI4LS162N 1.15
S574LS I 63N

90

S11741S25911 1.45
55174152605
39

SN74151325

75

S5741S1 33N
SN74LS136N

39

48

S57415194A11 119

SN74LS325N 2.55
SN7415326N 2.55

SUPPORT
8212

SF/7463275 2.55

8216
8224
38531181
6228
87264
8728
6522

SN7415352N 1.35
S81741.53535 1.50
65
SN741S366N
65
SN7415367N
65
SN74153685
95
SN74LS373N 1.75
91141.S374N 1.70
S11741S3755
72
SN74LS377N 1.75

5574153785 1.22
S5741.S3795 1.40

SN741S3815 165
SN74L53865

57
S111741.S3905 198

SW4153935 150
S5741.S395N 190

SN741S266N

S574.1S39611 1.70
SN741S398N 2.75
SN741S39911 1110
5N741.S4245 4.50

SN741.S2795

39
79

SN7415280N 1.75
S6741.52835 110

0574102905 ISO
5574152935 110
SN74LS295AN 220

SN74LS298N 220
557415324N 1110

9174104455 125
S574LS4475 125
SN741S4905 195
SN74LS668N
SN74LS669N

95
95

8251
8253

8255
8257
8259
8155
6402
6821P
6850P
6852P
AY 5 2376
MC14411
M57109
M57160
M57161
TMS601 I
811S95
81LS96
811597
811S9E1

RAMS
2101

2.20
2.80

2.32
1.20
2.32

2102L4

290

2111
2112

10.00
4.20
1.75
1 90
8.75
5.00
11.00
5.00
E11.00
12.50
12.50

249

6810
4.00
8154
11.50
211414 50 550

21141250
74C920
74C921
74C929
4027
4044
4045
4060
2107

500
4.50
4.90
5.50

7.60
11.00
11.00
11.00
5.00
7.00
7110

7.00
7.10

41161561,, 81100
4118
20.00

11 .50

280P10

12.00

ZBOCTC

1243
1000

Z804P10

10.00

EPROMS
1702
5204
2708
2516
2532

8.00
8.00
9.50
9.50

MACK

500
1.80

1.90

110
110

500
5.00
8.00
25.00

5010

SN74LS670N 270

DPS.1 MAINFRAME - PASCAL SYSTEM
S100 to IEEE spec
ITHACA
S100 BOARDS
PASCAL/Z build your own
Pascal Micro Development
system. I EE -S100 bus system
using DPS1 main-frame,
Supports K2, ASSEMBLE/Z

and PASCAL/2 on 8" disc
Complete system:

E2910.00

8k Static RAM board 145Ons/
8k Static RAM board 12500)
Z80 cpu board 12MHt)
2130 cpu board (4MHt)
2708/27 16 EPROM board
Prototype board (bare board)
Video display board 164 a 16,
128U/L Ascu)
Disc controller board
K2 disc operating system
ASSEMBLE/Z Macro Assm
PASCA VZ compiler
PASCAL/2 cP/M
16k Static RAM

40

WE ALSO STOCK: a comprehensive range of books and
magazines, VERO products including 5100 and Eurocard
and Wire Wrap equipment, Weller soldering equipment,
Ribbon Cables, tools, tapes, diskettes, connectors and
OK Tool range.

Systems continuously on display in our showroom.
CRYSTALS
1006
200k
1MHz

1008k
18434
2MHz

2457k
32764

PCW 114

4MHz

3.00
3.10
3.60
3.50

4.43M

3.110

7.168M

1.60
3.05
2.70

8MHz
10MHz

551Hz

6MHz
7MHz

10.7M

2.10
1.00
2.70
2.70

F8138501

270

ZBOA

2.50
2.70
2.70
2.70

8085A
6502
SCMPI1
6802

8080A
6809
280

9.50
9.33
24.00
9.00
15.00

1215
9.00
10.00
13.15

1.1
1.1

I

compatible

A standard Pascal compiler available on a resident 1206)
Eprom based configuration or available to run under CP/M
on 8" disc plus documentation. CP/M version f120.00 .P.O.A.

TCL Pascal Manual and Specification £6.50

14011
16011
18011
24011
28011

40011

0.35

042
010
0.52
0.74
0.95

011 SKIS

OIL PLUGS

8011
14011
16011
18011

0.14
0.15
0.17
0.24

20011
24011
28011
48011

027
030

0.80

14011
16011

015

SCOTCNFLEX
14011
1.30
16011
1 50
24011
210

E99.00

E11/.00
£105.00
£123.00
£57.00
E15.00
E108.75
£131.25
£45.00
£37.50

8011

110

16veZIF
24w ZIF

4.95

620

ZERO INSERTION FORCE

050

DOUBLE DENSITY
S100 DISK CONTROLLER
Suitable for Triton,
DPS-1 etc.

Built and tested
will drive
Shugart

compatible 8" or 514". Drives single or
double sided. Uses the 1791 chip and
CPU independent crystal.
Manual 50p + SAE. BOARD £195.00 + VAT

EDGE CONN PCB
GOLD .1" PITCH

22/44
25/50
28/55
30/60

320
3.60

340
4.15

35/70
36/72
40/80
43/86
50/100

4.60
4.74
5.00
5.50
5.90

GOLD .159 PITCH
6/12
10/20
12/24
15/30
18/36
22/44

1.25
1.50
2.00
2.20
2.30
3.65
3.30
3.90
4.60

28/56
36/72
43/86

1980

VAT 15% P. & P. 40p on small orders
For larger items please Tel.
Telephone creait card orders
accepted subject to f 5 min.
RAPID MAIL ORDER SERVICE

I

64 way DIN male
64 way 015 female

VISIT OUR SHOWROOM SOON
9.30-5.30 Mon -Fri
1.30-2.30 closed lunch
9.30-5.00 Sat
Thursday half day 1.30

g:ZLF.0
MIT lihi

OA C Alt ARO
I

11/
TRANSAM COMPONENTS LTD, 12 CHAPEL STREET, LONDON NW1

2.50
4.50

NEW A4 SIZED
ONLY 50p & SAE

CATALOGUE

Exclude VAT & P/P

II

011. SWITCHES
4011
1.20
7011
1.15

0.36

mom mum tie,

1*d .rhom.

33.00
£60.00
56.00
£76.00

MULTIWAY CONNECTORS

11 ALL PRICES
II

PSU

CP323 2
PSU
CP205 1 . 8' PSU
CP206 2 8" PSU

INSULATION PIERCING
20 Pray plug
2.30
26 way plug
2.70
34 way plug
3.30
50 way plug
4.60
20 way skt
3.40
26 way ski
4.00
34 way ski
4.90
30 way skt
6.00

£20500
Send 50p for ou
£235.00
£275.00
ITHACA catalogue
hDOUBLE DENSITY CP/M NOW AVAILABLE - CONTACT US FOR DETAILS

VISIT OUR SHOWROOM

CP2 4 9 I

W/WRAP SKIS
900
0.20

SN7415261N 3.50

SN74102735 115

SN74LS I 74N 1.15
SN14LS175N 1.05
0574101E115 2.75

S574LS1905 1.75
S574151915 1.75
54174151925 1.45
SN741S193N 1.75

65
65

SN74L5195AN .95

95
95

SN741S145N 120
SN7415148N 1.75

5

£205.00
£380.00

L7.2 with 2k mon 8k extended basic £409.00
L8.2 4k ed/mon 20k res pascal
£611.00
L9.2 CP/M disc based system
P.A.O.
8k ram card kit (21141)
£97.00
8k eprom cars (EXCL 8 x 2708)
£31.00
Motherboard expansion 8 slot
£50.00
Trap-res assm/edit etc (8 x 2708)
£80.00
Transam BD80 bi-dir printer
£595.00
TVM 10 video monitor 9"
£79.00
Eprom prog (2708) kit
£29.50
SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE FOR FULL

FULL RANGE OF MICRO SUPPORT CHIPS- IN STOCK
SN741500N
55741501N

SA400 51" drive
SA800 8' drive
Power one quality power supplies

L5.2 with 1.5k monitor 2.5k basic £294.00

14- .....
Tel: 01-402 8137 Telex: 444898

YOUNG COMPUTER WORLD
Compiled and written by
Derrick Daines

see the role of the computer in the classroom of the future, and what should we
be doing about it?

Shortly after I prepared my copy for this

page last month, the Government announced its proposed expenditure of 9

million pounds on educational comput-

Programs

ing - and by the time that this copy
will appear in print, just about every
pundit in the land will have had his or
her say on the measures taken. There-

I say? I'm enormously impressed by the flow of programs that
has reached me, via the editor, in res-

What can

fore I don't propose to add anything to
what has been said already on that particular topic.
I would, however, like to make a few
points about the future, and one or two
things need to be stated very loudly and

ponse to John Coll's recent plea.
It's not only the number of programs
that impresses me, but also their variety.

Games predominate, but don't knock

very clearly.

them - they stimulate interest and those
youngsters who write them are exercis-

ally become the minority use of com-

good stead.

First, Computer Science will eventu-

ing real skills that will stand them in

puters in school. By far the greater num-

Perhaps what impresses me most is
the enormous enthusiasm for computing
that I sense among young people every-

ber of computers will be used for the
computer -aided learning of all sorts of
subjects - from junior schools to uni-

where. This is truly great, but what a

sad contrast to the attitude displayed by
the LEAs! (Steady, I've ploughed that
field already!)

versities. The time will come - in the
not far -distant future - when the num-

ber of schools without a computer will
be numbered on the fingers of one hand.
More, the number of classrooms without a computer will be very few; ana-

Programs

chronisms rather than the norm. We

Received

may even see the time when there will
be a computer for every pupil - simple
ones for junior use and ranging up to
really powerful machines for every uni-

HORSE RACE - by Richard Sheldon
(13) (address unknown - please call

versity student!
Of course, I'm.not going to be so stupid as to put a date on this .. . there are
too many intangibles. Nevertheless, barring some great catastrophe, the outcome either find someone to repair it for him
is inevitable.
or learn how to do so himself. Both
Assuming that I am even partly right, courses can be either hideously expensive

the attitude of central government and
the LEA's - right down to advisor level
- is appallingly lackadaisical. Ignorance
and misinformation abound everywhere
among those whose duty it is to guide
the education service.
Every week I am approached by tea-

chers seeking guidance - and I am not
an LEA advisor. They sense the value of
the computer as a teaching aid and dim-

in cash and time, or at worst downright
impossible. An LEA on its toes would
provide a permanent employee who given standardisation - would rapidly
become expert in diagnosis and repair.
He could even have a few standby PC
boards for replacements and any school
suffering a breakdown could be on-line
again in a couple of hours.
Consider, too, the software. Up and

us.)

STARTREK, PONTOON, ROULETTE,

HANGMAN - by David Hartnell
(16) of Birmingham

DICE THROWER - by Tony Hailes
(15) of Birmingham
DIGITAL FREQUENCY
- by J.W. Roston (14) of London
MISSILE - by Mike Wilson of Selborne
NUMBER GUESS - by Paul Whitmarsh
(14) of Sidcup

MAZE - by Alan Heal (15) of Kenilworth

ONE-ARMED BANDIT - by Torstein
Kingshem (17) of Oslo

QUESTION TIME - by R.A. Develyn
(16) of Horsham

MSI BASIC SUBROUTINES - by

ly perceive some of the truth of what I down this dear muddlesome land we
Robert Coombes (14) of London
have stated above - but there is no-one have dozens of teachers all busy, busy, PICTURE DRAWER - by Colin Hughes
they can turn to for help and advice. busy, writing the same programs; an
(12) of Luton
Not to their LEA, which in all probabi- activity that will continue for decades. FOOTBALL, TENNIS, GOAL, SQUASH
lity will have not even considered a CAL Need I state the obvious? This is a shock- by Paul Williams (14) of Horsham
policy, let alone formulated one; ing waste of time and effort, yet nobody NEW PET COMMANDS - by David
and not to their maths advisor, because is doing anything to alleviate the situSimons (14) of Welwyn Garden City
he (where he knows anything at all about ation. And it will get worse! If a teacher
We've also had some interesting letters
computing) will consider it merely a borrows a copy of a teaching program, from B.M. Graham (16) of Chigwell and
tool for maths teaching.
it won't run on his machine, because 0. Garland (14) of London, both of
So, anybody at "the chalkface" who it's a different make! If after much whom raise points that I would like to
wishes to introduce computer -aided scribble, he gets it to run and improves discuss more fully at a later date.
learning into his or her school is out on it, he cannot pass it back to his friend
Thanks a lot to all of you. If you
a limb. They'll be immediately faced without yet more scribble. Result - a keep on like this, I'll be able to force
with dozens of competing claims from severe brake on what should be and the editor to double the space that he
manufacturers as to the best machine could be a happy journey towards the allows us each month. (Tomorrow the
for their purpose and pocket. Sorting distillation of the very best teaching world!)
that lot out can take anybody months - methods available in the country.
Back to the LEAs. If only they were
and even then individual preferences
to standardise, then all teachers in their
will cloud the picture.
The result of all this is that hundreds area would be able to interchange ideas Finally for this month, just a reminder
about our competition. We're looking
of machines are going into schools, and and programs freely.
almost as many different makes. With a
OK . . end of lecture. I'll get off my for drawings of a design suitable to head
half -decent sort of central policy, an soap box! Sorry to go on like that, but this page - also to be made up into a
LEA would bulk -buy one or two stan- I feel rather strongly about it. And if supply of metal badges; I'll be giving
dard machines and effect an enormous any of you out there have got views that book tokens for the best. Don't hang

Competition

.

you want to air, then let's be hearing around too long - I want to close the
from you. I don't care who you are - competition quite soon.
PS - I still haven't received any proWhen the machine breaks down - and it teacher, pupil, student or just plain inwill, sooner or later - the teacher must terested - drop me a line. How do you grams from girls!
capital saving.

There would be other savings too.

YCW programs - See page 124
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YOUNG COMPUTER WORLD

PUPIL POWER AT SANDBACH

At a time when Government spending on education is being reduced, it may seem strange to suggest new
ways of setting up schools computer systems. On the other hand, scarcity of resources must prompt schools
to make efficient use of capitation, and in this article S. J. Hemmings describes a very cost effective
schools computing system.
Firstly, what is required? A typical 4th moving about within the school. Neither
or 5th year computer studies class will device has a standard floppy disc and,
consist of about 25 pupils studying the most important, nor can they produce
subject to CSE or 0 level. Assuming hard copy from the basic configuration.
The other possibility was something
that the class is of average ability and
that all their teaching is to be done with- like the Altair System 1300 - which is
in the school (some schools use local a micro based system driving two flopauthority or college facilities) then the pies and capable of running four terminals simultaneously. Excellent though
following requirements must be met:
1 A minimum of six teletype (or simi- this might be, it was too expensive and
to expand up to the ideal of six
lar) terminals allowing "hands-on" pro- unable
terminals.
gramming experience in BASIC.
When RTCS were approached they
2 A means of storing large amounts reacted
enthusiastically, helped by the
of data (be it programs or raw data) for
fact that their Managing Director, Dave
future use.
3 A means of producing a printed Yardy, is a parent of one of the pupils.
copy of work done and program results. They suggested a couple of ideas:
First, a series of stand alone disc
4 On a more technical level, the ability
to program the machine in both a high based micros to interface with teletypes
level language (like BASIC) and a low (of which there are lots secondhand),
level language (like the 8080 assembly large enough to handle things other than
BASIC. Second, and this was the new
code.)
development, the system shown below.
Of these, the ability to produce hard
copy is the most important. All examination boards require printed proof of a
pupil's ability to program. Point 2 requires either cassette or disc storage and

be handled and the software needed to
be resident within the parent micro is
relatively simple (after all, this is not a
multi-access system).

We are well pleased with the idea it offers enormous scope for expansion
and we have made a start by purchasing

the parent system. A very powerful
micro in its own right, it's at present
being used to drive a single terminal. It's

8080 based with 48K of RAM (max.

64K) and twin floppies. As time passes
and more money becomes available we
hope to purchase further (relatively
cheap) daughter processors. Already the
system is functioning to teach up to A
Level and is used extensively for Data

Processing within the school. It can
handle Microsoft BASIC, has a CP/M

operating system and an 8080 assembl-

er. In the future Cobol, Fortran, Pilot
and a version of Pascal are feasible.
Of course there'll be drawbacks, but

anyone who has used both will recognise
the superiority of disc. Point 4 might be

expanded to require the provision of
other high level languages (especially
PASCAL) if the subject is to be taught
to any real depth.
It should be clear that the provision
of a single microcomputer goes only a
very little way towards providing what's

required. As a demonstration tool it
might be excellent, but 25 children
cannot be taught solely by example and if one child is using the machine,
what do you do with the other 24?
Sandbach High School in Cheshire

was fortunate in making contact with

Real Time Computer Systems of Crewe
at a time when the school was looking

around for its computer. RTCS designed

a low-cost, very flexible system based
Here, a largish parent micro, driving
on radically new lines. Before describing the RTCS equipment fully it might two floppy discs and perhaps a printer,
be useful to see why the school decided has access to a number of high level
against existing well -tried equipment.

Faced with limited money in April
1979, we were confronted with a plethora of existing equipment and one
overriding requirenient - whatever we
bought had to be capable of expansion.
The first thought, of course, was PET
or the TRS 80 but both were rejected
very quickly for what seemed to be obvious reasons: in PET's case there was
no hard copy, no low level language
worth talking about and, at that time, a
diabolical keyboard - in terms of expanding we would have needed a printer

languages and other facilities on the
discs. This micro is used to feed a series

of daughter micros at the beginning of
the day. The daughters are simple processors with lots of RAM, and I/O ports
and very little ROM. At power -up the

teacher decides which language the class
is

to use and dumps the interpreter/

compiler/operating system into the relevant daughter processors one at a time.
In this way each daughter can be filled
with the same or different languages for

use by the pupils. After filling, each

terminal is effectively a stand-alone

and perhaps a new PET every year - micro. If programs need to be saved or
rather too much like wishful thinking. data files accessed (a relatively infre-

The TRS80 was rejected for similar rea- quent requirement at this level) then the
sons. Level 1 BASIC is laughable, while daughter must contact the parent micro
Level 2 still leaves a lot to be desired. for clata transfer. The beauty of this
The whole machine is a jumble of wires system is that there is no limit to the
and unlikely to stand up to a lot of number of daughter systems which can
116 PCW

we're very lucky in that RTCS is a local
firm with an interest in the school and

as a result maintenance is not a problem. Teletypes don't grow on trees and

they have to be purchased for each

daughter micro (this is still cheaper than
a

single PET, even with the micro

thrown in). The thing of our future is
sure to be the VDU; it's smaller, more
robust and quieter but bang goes the

hard copy. If VDUs were used with the
RTCS system it might seem to be getting rather like a room full of PETs or
TRS 80s, except that they would cost
a lot less and printing would be easier
via the parent micro.
The real problem is that Government
the LEAs, are not yet prepared to give
schools computing the money needed.
In the meantime the RTCS system
offers a cheap, flexible, expandable

system for use with a full class of children; and last but not least, it's all
British!
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IN STORE
Britain's most up-to-date and comprehensive guide to the selection of microcomputer
equipment, compiled for PCW by Richard Olney of Heuristic Consultants.

(Price from)
ABC 80
(£790)

Main Distiibutor, s
(No. of Dealers)
CCS Microsales: 01444 7739 (TBA)

ACT System 800

ACT: 021 455 8686

Alpha Micro
(£8,200)
Altos ACS 8000
(£3,398)
Apple II
(£695)

Alpha Micro (UK) Ltd
01-250 1616 (TBA)
Logitek: 02572 66803
(TBA)
Microsense: 0442
41191 (190)

Athena 8285
(£7955)

Butel-Comco Ltd:
0703 39890 (TBA)

Atom
(£120)

Acorn: 0223
312772 (N/A)

Attache
(£7,000)

R.H.Thorpe Ltd: 0276
29492. R.J.Spiers Ltd:
0603 416573 (TBA)
Mitech: 04862 23131

Machine

(£3950)

(50)

Hardware

Software

16-40K RAM: Z80A: C: 12",
DOS: BASIC:
16x40 b&w VDU: 4680 bus:
IEEE 488: RS232 port: option dual 51/4" F/D (160K, own DOS),
£895
48K RAM: 6502: dual 5,/4" F/D
M DOS: BASIC: A:
Fully IBM compatible K/B: high
(800K): 12", 30x64 VDU: 1 S/P: PL/M: Forth: Fifth:
resolution graphics: available with
1 P/P
Cesil: Pilot
dual 8" F/D (2.4MB), £4950: (E)
64K -16M RAM: 16 bit: dual 8"
multi-user 0/S: BASIC: Expands to 1200 MB, 32 terminal
F/D (2.4MB): 6 S/P: modular
M/A: Pascal: U
system: (E)
64K RAM: Z80 1K ROM: dual
CP/M: BASIC: Fortran: (S&H)
8" F'/D (1MB): 2 RS232: 1 P/P
Cobol: Pascal: M/A
16-48K RAM: 650Z: 81/0 slots: O/S: BASIC: Pascal:
280x192 high res graphics:
option -single 5,/4" F/D (116K) games:
integer BASIC in 6K ROM (S)
£349
64K RAM: 8085A: dual 514"
AMOS: T/E: BASIC:
Extended ASCII K/B with numeF/D (644K): 12",25x80 VDU:
Cobol: Fortran: Pascal: ric pad: graphics: many fully
150 cps printer: S232C port:
integral configurations possible:
APL: M/A

options - dual 8' F/D (2MB)

Billings BC-12FD

(£4,295)

Canon BX-1

(£3,850)

CBS Mk 2&3

(£5900;£8648)

(TBA)

Canon Business
Machines (UK) Ltd:
01-680 7700

(S)

2-11K RAM: 6502: Full
keyboard: C int: T.V. iqt: 20
I/O lines: 1 P/P
48K RAM: 8080: dual 8" F/D
(616K): 9", 16x64 b&w VDU:
180 cps printer
64K RAM: Z80A: dual 5" F/D
(640K): 12", 24x80 b&w VDU
64K RAM: 6800: Single 51/4"

DOS: ExBASIC: A :

F/D (65K): 12", 25x80 VDU:
5xV24 ports: options - single
51/4" F/D (65K), £1,500
Compelec: 01-636 1392 64K RAM: Z80: dual 8" F/D
(N/A)
(1MB): 12", 24x80 VDU; 132
col, 30 cps printer: 2 S/P: 1 P/P

Challenger 1P & C2 CTS: 0706 79332:
(1P, £238; C2, £404) MBM: 01-980 3993.
Mutek: 0225 743289.
Millbank Computing:
01-549 7262. U -Micro-

Miscellaneous

(Documentation)
Graphics loudspeaker with 128
effects: Viewdata compatible: (S)

4-32K RAM: 6502: C int: RS232
port:

BASIC in 8K ROM: A:
Cass OS

High resolution graphics on bigger
model: colour mohitor O/P:
loudspeaker (B)

ExBASIC: Fortran

(S)

DOS: BASIC: Fortran:
Cobol: A

8" F/D (2MB) to replace 5",
£6,000: additional dual 8" F/D,
£2,750 (S)
Also supplied with integral thermal printer instead of VDU:
(S&H)

CP/M: BASIC

0/S: BASIC: A:

ExBASIC

computers: 0606
853390. Byte Shop: 01518 1414

Mk. 2 with 2MB F/D, £5,900.
Can upgrade to Mk.3 - £8,150
(11MB H/D and 4 more S/Ps):
Desk mounted: Up to 44MB
H/D possible, £4,529 extra: multi
user system with 208K RAM,
$10,648: (S&H)
D/A cony: col capability: 8K
microsoft BASIC in ROM:
option -dual 51/4" F/D (160K),
£550: for C2, dual 8" F/D
(1.15MB) and 20MB H/D: runs
OSI business software on 8" F/D.
(S)

32-56K RAM: 6502, 6800,
Z80: dual 8" F/D (1.15MB):
2-16 S/P
Comma VO3
Comma: 0277
32K RAM: LSI 11: dual 8" F/D
(£4,200)
811131: (N/A)
(512K): 4 serial DLU11S ports:
modular
Abacus: 01-580 8841:
8-32K RAM: 8080: 13", 32x64
Compucolor II
8 -colour VDU: single WA" F/D
(£998)
(6)
(51K): RS232 port
60K RAM: Z80: dual 51/4" F/D
Compucorp: 01-952
Compucorp 625
(700K): 9", 16x80138tw VDU:
7860: (17)
(£6,000)
40 cps printer: 1 RS232 port
32K RAM: dual 51/4" F/D
Comp Workshop:
Comp Workshop
(170K): 9", 16x64 b&W VDU:
01-491 7507 (N/A)
System 1
modular
(£1,600)
Cromemco System 2, Comart: 0480 215005; 64K RAM: Z80: dual 51/4" F/D
Datron: 0742 585490; (346K) Sys 2 and Z2H... dual 8"
System Z2H,
F.'/D (1.24MB) Sys. 3: S/P: P/P
Microcentre: 031 225
System 3
2022 (20)
(£1,995/14,998/
£3,293)
Data Applications (UK): 12-48K RAM: 8080: C int:
DAI
24x60 VDU int: RS232 port:
0285 2588 (TBA)
(1998 48K)
Over 20 industrial ints:
2 C ints
32K
RAM: 8085: dual 8" F/D
Business Computers
Diablo 3000
(1.2MB):12", 24 x 80 b&w VDU:
Ltd: 01-207 3344
(£9450)
45cps
printer
(TBA)
64K RAM: Z80: dual 8" F/D
Digital Microsystems Modata: 0892 41555
(1.14MB): 4 RS232 ports: EIA
(10)
DSC-2

OS65U: BASIC: CP/M:
Fortran: Cobol

Also C3B & C3P H/D modules:
74MB for about £10,000: (S&H)

RT// 0/S (.£750):

Many configurations possible:

ExBASIC (ROM): A

16K module, £1,078: 34K,
£1,209: maintenance and pro gramming manual available: (I)
Also 655 model with 320K F/D
capability and 12", 20x80 VDU

Durango F-85
(£8,250)

Comp Ancillaries:

07843 6455 (12)

Dynabyte DB8/1
(£1,500)

Equinox 200
(£7,500)

Challenger C3

(£2,334)

As above

BASIC: Cobol: Fortran

A: BASIC: U

(H)

- £4,345 (B)

A: BASIC: Fortran:
Flex: Pascal: Pilot
CDOS: BASIC: Cobol:
Fortran; Multi-user
BASIC: A:
BASIC (ROM): U
(ROM)

This is an example configuration
from a fully compatible modular
range: (E)
All systems expandable to multi user (2-7 users). £3,455
£6,400: 11 and 22MB options:
also dual 8" F/D (996K) on Sys.
2 and 3: (E)
Up to 255x335 resolution graphics: 3 notes and noise generator:
PAL output to TV: games paddle

DOS: DACL: A: U:

Selection of business packages sup plied in price: (S)

CP/M BASIC -E:

14 or 28 MB HID available or additional F/D units: (H)

64K RAM: 8085: dual 51/4 F/D
(1MB): 9" 16x64 green VDU:
132 col 165
' cps printer: N/P

O/S: DBASIC

Takes up to 5 work stations: fully
integrated system: options -

Dynabyte UK/Europe
Ltd: 0723 65559 (6)

32-64K RAM: Z80: S100 bus:
2 RS232 ports: 1 P/P

CP/M: BASIC: Cobol:
Pascal

Equinox: 01-739 2387
(N/A)

64-256K RAM: Z80: 10MB H/D: CP/M: CBASIC:
cobol: Fortran:
1 S/P: 1 P/P

port

(£3525)

CBASIC: Cobol:
Fortran: Pascal

additional dual 51/i" F/D (1MB)
and 12 MB H/D: (S)
Expands to multi-user system:
option - dual 8" F/D (1MB),
£2,000: also DB8/2 with dual
51/4" F/D (400K), £3,000 (E)
Multi-user mvT /FAMOS available
in place of CP/M: (S/H)

M/A Macro assembler
List of Abbreviations
F/D Floppy disc
S/P Serial port
N/A Not available
T/E Text editor
G/C Graphics card
Hardware
N/P Numeric pad
TBA To be announced
A
H
Assembler
B
0/S Operating system
Utility
H/D Hard disc
U
BASIC
P/P Parallel port
Introductory
C
Cassette
I
S
E
Extensive
Int Interface
Software
Please note: Software items listed in italic are not included in the basic price of the equipment. All prices are exclusive of VAT.
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Machine

Main Distributor/s
(No. of Dealers)

Hardware

Software

MiNcellancou,.

(Price from)
Euroc
(£7,995)

Eurocalc Ltd: 01-405
3113 (TBA)

64K RAM: 8080A: dual 8" F/D
(1MB): 15", 25x80 b&w VDU:
132 col 140cps printer

CP/M: CBASIC: A: U:

A year's maintenance and station ery supply inc: (S)

Executive Minicom-

Binatone 01-903 5211

See Video Genie

Exidy Sorcerer
(£650)

Liveport Data Products
0736 798157 (27)

HP 85
(£2,240)

Hewlett Packard Ltd:
0734 784774 (16)

IMS 5000
(21,935)

Equinox: 01-739 2387
(20)

8-32K RAM: 280: RS232: 1 P/P: O/S: ExBASIC (ROM): High res graphics capability: 16K
S100 connector: 30 x 64 VDUJ/O Editor: A: CP/M: Algol: version, £760: 32K £859: 48K,
£960: option - dual 51/4" F/D
Fortran
(630K), £1,200: User programmable character set: (I)
16-32K RAM: C.P.U.: 5" 16x32 BASIC:
Full dot matrix graphics: Nil':
b&w VDU: C (200K): 64 cps
compact portable unit: (S)
printer: RS232 port: 4 P/P
32-64K RAM: Z80: dual 51/4"
3 drives option: (S&H)
CP/M: CBASIC:
F/D (320K)
Cobol: Fortran:

IMS 8000
(£3,515)
IMSAI VDP 42
(E3,900)

As above

64-256K RAM: Z80: dual 8"

IMSAI VDP 80
(28,200)

As above

ITT 2020
(£867)

ITT: 0268 3040 (15)

32-64K RAM: 8085: dual 8"
F/D (1.2MB): 12", 24x80
b&w VDU: 1 SIP: 1 P/P
16-48K RAM: 6502

LSI M -One

(£5995)

LSI Computers:
04862 23411

8K RAM: 8080: dual 8" F/D
(1.2MB): 12", 24 x 80 b&w

FMOS: A

A choice of standard business pack age included in price: (S)

LSI M -One

As above

FMOS: A

One of the VDU's is for inquiry
only: (S)

LX -500

(£3,500)

Logabax Ltd: 01 965
0061 (13)

Megamicro

(£6.080)

Bytronics: 0252
726814 (5)

Microstar 45
Plus (£4800)
MSI 6800
(£1,203)
MSI 6800 System 1
(£2,175)

Microsense; 0442
41191 (30)
Strumech: 05433 4321
(5)
As above

MSI 6800 System 2
(£7,500)

As above

MSI System 7

As above

16K RAM: 8080: dual 8" F/D
(2.4MB): 2x12", 24x80 VDU's:
120cps bidirectional printer
32K RAM: Z80: dual 51/4" F/D
(180K): 12" 25x80 b&w VDU:
100cps printer
256K: 8080A: dual 8" F/D
(1MB): 12", 20x80 b&w VDU:
120cps printer: 2 S/P: 2 P/P
64K RAM: 8085: dual 8" F/D
(1.2MB): 3 S/P: RS232 port
16K RAM: 6800: C: 9",
16x64 b&w VDU: 1 S/P
32K RAM: 6800: dual 51/4" F/D
(160K): 9" 16x24 b&w VDU: 1
RS232 port
56K RAM: 6800: single 8" F/D
(312K): LOMB H/D: RS232 port:
9", 16x64 b&w VDU
56K RAM: 6800: dual WA" F/D
(640K): 9", 16x24 VDU: 1 P/P
4K RAM: 2K ROM: Z80: C int:
8 digit LED: K/B. RS232 port:
4 P/P
24-56K RAM: Z80A: dual 51/4"
F/D (360K): 15", 24x80 b&w
VDU: 150 cps printer: 2

56K RAM: 8085A: 2-4K PROM:
dual 514" F/D (570K) JD740U:
dual 8" F/D (2MB) JD840U:
12", 24 x 80 b&g VDU: 3xRS232
ports.
64K RAM: MCP 1600: 2 RS232
Ports: 2P/P: options -dual 5'/a"'
F/D (1MB), £1550: dual 8" F/D
(2MB), £1950
48K RAM, 630/48: 64K RAM;
1024/64: Z80: dual 5,/4" F/D
(630K), 630/48: dual 8" F/D
(1MB), 1024/64: 2xRS232 ports:

CP/M: BASIC:
Microcobol

puter

F/D (1MB)

Computermarket: 0603 32-64K RAM: 8085: dual 51/4"
F/D (400K): 9", 24x80 b&w
615089 (TBA)
VDU: 1 S/P: 1 P/P

(Documentation)

CP/M: CBASIC: Cobol: Multi-user MVT/FAMOS available
Fortran: MicroCOBOL in place of CP/M: (StitH)
IMDOS (CP/M comp): Supports 8 additional F/D drives:
A: ExBASIC: U:
also available, VDP 44 with F/D
CBASIC: Cobol:
(780K), £4,400: (H)
Fortran
IMDOS: A: ExBASIC: (H)
U: CBASIC: Cobol:

Fortran
Monitor: A: ExBASIC:
Dis A:

360x192 high res graphics: Ex BASIC in 6K ROM: options single 51/4" F/D (116K), £425;
16K RAM, £110; RS232 port,
£96: 32K system, £931: 48K system, £995: (B)
.

Model 5 (£9900)

(£5,200)
Nanocomputer
(£420)
North Star Horizon
(48K, £4,650)
Oxford Mini-

computer
Panasonic JD740U;
JD840U (£4550,
£5500)

Midwich: Waltham
Cross 29310 (TBA)

Comart: 0480 215005;
Comma: 0277 811131;
Equinox: 01-739 2387
(20)
Binatone 01-903 5211

Teletronix: 01-262
3121 (10)

Pascal Microengine
(£2,080)

Pronto: 01-599 3041

Periflex 630/48;
1024/64 (12500;
£3300)

Sintrom:0734 85464

(TBA)
(5)

VDU

DOS: BASIC: A

Other printers available: (S)

CP/M: U

(H&B)

STARDOS: CP/M:
(E)
BASIC: Cobol: Fortran
BASIC: Mini A: U
Up to 8 serial or parallel ints
possible: (S&H)
DOS: BASIC: U:
As above: option -dual 8" F/D
A: Fortran
(624K), £1,640: (S&H)
DOS: BASIC: Multiuser BASIC: A
DOS: BASIC: A
Machine language:
BASIC: A: T/E:

DOS: BASIC: CP/M
Cobol: Fortran: Pascal

Rack mounted: options - dual
8" F/D (624K), £1,640; 10MB

H/D, £4,250: (S&H)
Choice of FDOS, SDOS or Flex:
also option - 10MB H/D: (H&S)
Designed for hardware educaLion: expandable to 64K RAM
system with F/D: (E)
(E)

1 P/P
See Video Genie

Also available -JD700U with

140K disc capacity, £4175;
JD800U with '/2 MB disc, £4750
(S)

:

BASIC: Pascal

CPU has user written word set:
:

(s)

CP/M: BASIC: Fortran: One day installation training on site
Cobol: A
included in price (S&H)

I P/P: Options - dual 5,4" F/D
(630K) £859; dual 8'' F/D (1MB)

PET 8K,16K & 32K Commodore: 01-388
(£550, £675 & £795) 5702 (150)

£1025
8-32K RAM: 6502: C: 9"
25x40 VDU: IEEE488 port

Powerhouse 2
(£1,175)

Powerhouse Micros:
0422 48422 (TBA)

32-64K RAM: Z80A: 5" 27x96
b&w VDU: 1 P/P: RS232 port

Rair Black Box
(£2,300)
Research Machines
380-Z
(£1,048)

Rair: 01-836 4663
(N/A)
Research Machines:
0865 49791 (N/A)

32-64K RAM: 8085: dual 5'/4',
F/D (160K): 2 RS232 ports
16-56K RAM: Z80A: C: RS232
port:

SDS 100
(£4,290)

Airamco: 0294 57755
(11)

64K RAM: Z80: dual 8" F/D
(1MB). 12", 24x80 VDU: 5100
bus: RS232 port: N/P: 1 P/P
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0/S: BASIC: A: Forth
Pilot:
FDOS: BOS: BASIC:
ExBASIC:
(14K EPROM), £260
CP/M: BASIC: Cobol:
Fortran: M/A
Tiny BASIC:
graphics: A: ExBASIC:
CBASIC: Cobol: Fortran: Algol: CP/M: U:
CP/M: A: ExBASIC:
Cobol: Fortran

BASIC in 8K ROM: options dual 51/4" F/D (353K), £795;
same, but (800K), £995, plus,
with the 2001-8, £30 for the disc
operating ROM: (I)
Graphics card available, £190:
option -dual 51/4" F/D (700K):
(I)

16K RAM expansion, £250; dual
51/4" F/D (520K)' £1,000: 01)
Designed for education: high res
graphics being developed: options
-dual 5i/4" F/D (168K), £895
and dual 8" F/D (1MB), £1,695:
56K version, £1,654: (S)
Facility for 8K PROM: (E)

_

IN STORE
Machine

(Price from)

Main Distributoris
(No. of Dealers)

S.E.E.D. System
One
(£2,175)

Strumech: 05433
4321 (4)

Hardware

DI RU
Software

Sharp MZ-80K
(£520)

32-56K RAM: 6800: dual 51/4"
DOS; BASIC: U:
F/D (160K): 9", 16x24 b&w
Fortran: Cobol: M/A
VDU: RS232 port
Strutt Electrical: 0822 16-64K RAM: Z80: single 8" F/D BASIC: Cobol: Fortran
5439 (N/A)
(250K): 12", 24x80 b&w VDU:
RS232 port
Sharp Electronics (UK) 6-34K RAM: Z80: C: 10", 24x40 BASIC: A:
Ltd: 061 205 7321 (22) b&w VDU

Sinclair ZX80
(£100)

Science of Cambridge:
0223 311488 (N/A)

1-16K RAM: 780-1: C int: T.V.
int: full K/B: 44 pin expansion
port

Sirocco
(£3,900)

Elvingate Computers:
069 245189 (TBA)

64K RAM: Z80: dual 51/4" F/D
(940K): 12", 24x80 VDU:
RS232 port

Smoke Signal
Chieftain 1
(£3,050)
Solitaire WP &
BS200
(£6,750&£7,950)

Windrush Micro Designs 32-64K RAM: 6800: dual 51/4"
069 245189 (TBA)
F/D (160K): 12", 24x80 VDU:
112 cps printer: RS232C port
U
64K RAM: 8085: 14" VDU (with DOS: BASIC (optional
Solitaire KPG: 01-995
own CPU) 45 cps printer: CPU
on the "WP")
3573 (TBA)
port: dual .51/4" F/D (700K) with
"WP", and dual 8" F/D (960K)
with "BS200"
As above
64K RAM: 8085: 10MB H/D: 14" DOS: BASIC
VDU (with own CPU): 200 cps
printer: CPU port

Semel 1

(£2,900)

Solitaire/HBS100
(£9,500)
Sord M100 ACE
(£2,650)
Sord M223
(£3,500)

Midas Computer
Services Ltd: 0903
814523
As above

SPC/1
(£ 3755)

Digital Data: 01-727
6668 (TBA)

Superbrain
(£1,995)

Icarus: 0632 29593

System 80
(£1505)

Nascom: 02405
7 5155 (20)

Tandberg EC10
(£5,000)

Tandberg: 0532
35111: (N/A)

Tandy TRS 80
Level 1
(E380)
Tandy TRS 80
Level II
(£515)

Tandy: 021 556
6101 (200)

Tandy TRS80
Model 2 (£2290)

As above

TECS

Technalogics: 051
724 2695 (TBA)

(£1,600)

(TBA)

As above

O/S: BASIC

64K RAM: Z80: single 51/4"

O/S: BASIC

51/4" F /D (280K) £240
50K RAM: 8080A; single 8"
F/D (250K): 12" 25x80 b&w
VDU: RS232 port
4-16K RAM: Z80: C: 12",
16x64 b&w VDU

ExBASIC (24K):
Multi-user BASIC: A:
U: Cobol
BASIC: A:

4-48K RAM: Z80: C: 12",
16x64 b&w VDU: RS232 int:

BASIC: M/A:
Fortran

32-64K RAM: Z80A single 8"
F/D (500K) 12", 24x80 VDU:
2S/P 1P/P
16-56K RAM: 6800: 8K PROM:
RS232 port: C int

DOS: BASIC

BASIC: T.DOS:
Prestel: Monitor:

32-60K RAM: 8080/8085: dual
CP/M: BASIC: Cobol:
51/4" F/D (320K): 9", 24x80
Fortran: Pascal: Algol
green VDU: 3 S/P: 3 P/P
TEI 212
As above
CP/M: BASIC: Cobol:
32-60K RAM: 8080/8085: dual
(£4,886)
8" F/D (1MB): 15", 24x80 green Fortran: Pascal: Algol
VDU: 3 S/P: 3 P/P
Terodec DPS 64/1-4 Terodec (Micro -systems) 64K RAM: Z80: dual 8" F/D
CP/M: BASIC: Cobol:
(1MB): 12", 24x80 b&w VDU:
CBASIC: Fortran:
Ltd: 0344 51160:
(£3,014)
Algol: Pascal
(TBA)
2 S/P: 3 P/P
TEI 208
(£3,841)

CES
--- -

Up to 8 I/O ports: max of 4 F/D
drives: option - dual 8" F/D

(624K): (E)
Supports up to 8 drives option single 8" F/D (250K), £500: (I)

All Solitaire systems are compatible: graphics on 11x13 dot
matrix: (S)

Up to 8 interface terminals can be
used: also HBS200 with 20-80
MB of H/D: HBS100 limit is
40MB: (S)
With colour graphics: 8K ROM:
option - single 514" F/D, £300:
(I)

F/D (350K): 12", 24x80 b&w
VDU: S100 bus: RS232 port
64-1024K RAM: 8085A-2: dual
Mikados: COMOL:
51/4" F/D (180K): 24x80 b&blue Pascal: A
VDU: 2xRS232 ports: options single 8" F/D (IMB) £1090; 20 MB
H/D £7650.
64K RAM: 2xZ80: dual 514"
CP/M: A: BASIC:
F/D (320K): 12', , 25x80 b&w
Cobol: Fortran: APL
VDU: 5100 bus: RS232:
Pascal
TRS80 port
16-48K RAM: Z80A: single 54" CP/M: 8K BASIC
F/D (280K) 80 CPS printer: TV:
int: RS232 port: option - single

1 P/P

(Documentation)

Graphics: loudspeaker: BASIC
in 14K RAM: 34K machine,
£740: (B)
4K BASIC in ROM
CPU is NEC 3.25 MHz version of
Z80A: available as kit, £80: mains
adaptor £9:(S)
Direct memory addressing:
CP/M: CBASIC:
Cobol: MBASIC:
memory mapped VDU: free
Fortran
standing keyboard: option 10MB H/D : (S&H)
DOS: BASIC: DBASIC: Also Chieftain 3 with dual 8" F/D
(1MB), £3,950 (E)
RBASIC: A: Fortran:

48K RAM: Z80: single 51/4"

F/D (143K): 12" 24x64 col VDU
RS232 port

Miscellaneous

Abacus: 01-580 8811
(5)

Other configs possible: extra F/D,
£450: (I)
Large choice of extras and peripherals, with 32K RAM and single F/D
(no Pascal) £1995: (S)
Limited graphics: mainframe int
available: options - dual 51/4"
F/D (320K): dual 8" F/D
(2.4MB): 8-120 MB H/D: (S&H)
Choice of EPROM firmware (extra):
colour graphics £140 (kit): (S&H)
(S&H)

BASIC in 4K ROM: upgradable to
level 2: (I)

16K machine includes N/P: 4-16K
upgrade, £120 (£85 without pad):
max config, £1,005: option single 51/4" F/D (78K), 2478 (max
of 4): (I)
Keyboard has numeric pad: 64K
version, £2250: (S)
256 ch graphics: Prestel compatible: plugs into standard TV:
option - dual 514" F/D (320K),
£800: (S&H)
(S&H)
(S&H)

TMZ 80, enhanced model in
integral work station. £5,495
(with 4MB F/D): DPS 64 with
2MB F/D is 23,319: options dual 8" F/D B(1MB), E1,150: dual

8" F/D (2M), £1,455: (S&H)

TI: 0234 67466

16K RAM: 26K ROM: 9900:
OS: BASIC
(TBA)
24x32 b&w VDU: 2 C int:
RS232 port
Triton L8.2
Transam: 01-402
32K RAM: 8080: C int 16x64 VDU OS: A: Pascal: M/C:
8137 (N/A)
BASIC: CP/M
(£611)
int: 1 S/P: 1 P/P
DOS: BASIC: A:
Vector Graphics MZ Almarc: 0602 625035: 56K RAM: Z80: dual 51/4" F/D
CP/M2: Algol:
(630K): 3 S/P: 2 P/P
Sintrom Microshop:
(£2,595)
CBASIC: Cobol:
0734 85464: Metrotech
Fortran: Pascal
0895 57780: (5)
BASIC: M/A: Fortran
16K RAM: Z80: 500 bps C:
Lowe Electronics:
Video Genie
32x64 TV int: extra C int: 1 P/P
0629 2817: Binatone:
EG 3003
01-903 5211 (N/A)
(2378)

TI99/4
(£750)

Various peripherals available soon;
can run 16 colour TV screen: (5)
Graphics: 51/4" or 8" F/D are avail able: (S&H)
Includes PROM burner: also Sys tem B with graphics and N/P,
E3,195: (E)

BASIC in 12K ROM: graphics
available: F/D under develop ment: Binatone call their 16K
model "Executive Minicomputer" and a 4K version, "Oxford

Minicomputer" - prices TBA: (I)

S/P Serial port
M/A Macro assembler
F/D Floppy disc
List of Abbreviations
T/E Text editor
N/A Not available
G/C Graphics card
TBA To be announced
N/P Numeric pad
H
Hardware
A
Assembler
U
Utility
0/S
Operating
system
H/D
Hard
disc
B
BASIC
P/P Parallel port
Introductory
I
C
Cassette
S
Software
Interface
Int
E
Extensive
Please note: Software items listed in italic are not included in the basic price of the equipment. All prices are exclusive of VAT.
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"Micro mania hits London-staggering success-the sort of frenzy
usually seen at January sales." Datalink (16/7/79)

TL2trriOne
See you atiheWembley Conference Centre

22-24 July,1980
Last year's Show broke all records and made headline news in many newspapers. The 1980 Show with it's
exhibition, international conference and one -day seminars, adds up to the most significant microcomputer
event ever held.

/

Join the top names in the business and reserve your space now- and remember exhibitors who
have also booked for the Mersey Micro Show are entitled to a 10% discount on both events!
Seminars held on the first two days will inform the business man of the many ways micros
can be used as a commercial aid, both in the office and the home. The seminar on the
third day will be devoted to education applications.

o-

In addition, a two-day international conference will examine the state of the art in
microelectronics with distinguished speakers from the UK and overseas

Return this coupon to Online Conferences Ltd.,
Argyle House, Northwood Hills HA6 1TS.
Telephone: Northwood (09274) 28211
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IN STORE
Software/
Firmware

Machine

Main Distributor's
(No. of Dealers)

Zenith WH-11A

Heath Ltd 0452 29451 LSI 11: 16-32K RAM: 25x80
O/S: BASIC: Fortran:
PDP 11 compatible: option and 01-636 7349 (N/A) VDU: S/P: P/P
A: U:
dual 8" F/D (512K): (S&H)
16-48K RAM: Z80: single 5'4"
As above
BASIC: A: H.DOS:
3 drives option: (I)
CP/M: MBASIC:
F/D (102K): 12", 25x80 b&g
VDU: RS232
CBASIC: Fortran
Zigal Dynamics Ltd:
32-64K RAM: 2x8080: dual 51/4" O/S: A: U: BASIC:
User programmable character set:
02405 75681 (1)
F/D (512K): 15", 25x80 b&w
Micro Cobol
option -dual 8" F/D (1MB): (S)
VDU: RS232 port
Micropower: 0256
Available desk top or rack mount 64K RAM: Z80: dual 8" F/D
RIO: O/S: Cobol:
54121: Memec:
(600K): RS232 port: MCZ 1/20 BASIC: Fortran: Pascal ed: Debug in 3K PROM: 1/20A
084421 5471 (N/A)
A only... 1P/P: option- LOMB
runs multi-user Cobol and has
1/05.. .M/A: U
11/T3,17100
1/20A. ..PLZ: U
up to 5 terminals and 40MB

(Price from)

(14,359)
Zenith Z89
(£1,490)
Zentec
(£5,700)

Zilog MCZ 1/05
(portable): MCZ
1/20A (14200,
£4800)

Hardware

Miscellaneous
(Documentatioi, i

possible: (S&H)

Z Plus

(£4,000)

Rostronics: 01-874
3665 (TBA)

m..,,,,,
(Pi e houll

,,,,,,, ,),..to,,

Acorn
(£65)

Acorn: 0223 312772
(N/A)

Aim 65C
(£265)

Pelco: 0273 722155
(4)

Cromemco SC
(£260)

Comart: 0480 215005

ELF II
(E114)

32-64K RAM: Z80: dual 8"
F/D (1MB): 2 S/P: 2 P/P

CP/M: A: U: BASIC:
Cobol: Fortran: Pascal

(S&H)

SINGLE BOARDS
( \ o. of 1)valeis)

,.

...,,....

software/

P.Irtiim, are

Ysli monitor: BASIC
1.1/8K RAM: 6502: EPROM
socket: Hex K/B: C int: 8 digit
LED display: up to 16 ports:
options - Eurocard 64 way connector: VDU card: Full K/B card
1-4K RAM: 6502: 12K ROM: full A: Dis A: T/E: 8K
K/B: 20 char LED display: 20 char monitor in ROM
thermal printer: Cx2: RS232 port.

1K RAM: Z80A: 8K EPROM
sockets: RS232 port: 3 P/P:

Monitor and control

Newtronics: 01-348
3325

1./4K RAM: RCA 1802: Hex
K/B: 2 digit LED: TV int: C int:
RS232 port: options - 4K RAM,
E69; full K/B; VDU card

1K monitor: A: Dis A:
T/E: BASIC: 244

Explorer
(£295)

Newtronics: 01-739
1582 (15)

4K RAM: 8085: Hex K/B: RS232 2K monitor: CP/M:
port: S100 bus: C int: options - BASIC

H8

Heath: 0452 29451

Hewart 6800S
(£299)

Hewart: 0625 22030

Hewart 6800 MkIII
(£152)

As above

Mk 14

(139.95)

Science of Cambridge:
0223 311488 (N/A)

Microtan 65
(£69)

Tangerine: 0353 3633

Nascom 1
(£165)

Nascom: 02405 75155
(20)

77/68
(190)
SBC 100
(£135)

Newbear: 0635 30505
(N/A)
Airamco: 0294 57755
(11)

(17)

(£262)

Superboard
(1188)

(TBA)

(N/A)

'

MBM: 01-981 3993
(N/A)

SYM-1

Newbear: 0635 30505

Triton 4.1
(1286)

Transam: 01-402 8137
(N/A)

Triton 5.1
(1294)

As above

Triton L5.2
(£296)
Tuscan
(2170)
UK 101
(1219)

Computer Shop:
01-440 7033

(1160)

option - S100 bus.

6 slot S100 £32; 8K EPROM
sockets 250.
4K RAM: 8080A: Octal K/B: 6
digit LED: speaker: options single 51/4" F/D (102K), £399;
16K RAM, £314; C int, E72
16K RAM: 6800: full K/B: VDU
int: 2xC int; 1 S/P: 2 P/P: option
- 16K RAM, £90
1K RAM: 6800: VDU board:
options - single 51/4" F/D
(75K), £350; PROM programmer,
32: calculator board, £32
8060: 1/4-2K RAM: Hex K/B: 7
char LED: options - VDU int
(32x16 with graphics), £29; C int,
L6; PROM prog, 210, 2K memory
expansion, 215
1K RAM: 6502: 16x32 T.V. int:
options - TANEX board, 7K
RAM, 6K ROM, 8K BASIC; 3S/P
4K RAM: Z80: full K/B: TV int:
2 P/P: 1 S/P

4K RAM: 6800: LED: C int:

VDU int.
1K RAM: Z80: 8K ROM: S100
1 S/P: 1 P/P: option - voltage
regulator
4-8K RAM: 6502: 10K ROM:

full K/B: VDU int: C int: options
- RS232; single 5,4" F/D
(100K), £316; 8K RAM, £188
1-4K RAM: 6502:

BASIC in EPROM

Mis,,11.iii.otis
(I)11, 11111,11,11011.1

Kit: programmable address link ing; on board 5V regulator:
available assembled, 279(S&H)

Available as S100 system with A
or BASIC in ROM (E480) from
Portable Micros (0280 702017):
they also have briefcase version
(E750) (E)
5 program interval timers: can
put own BASIC programs in
EPROM (E)
TTY, n -line decoders: low resolution graphics (high resolution
available) kit (H)

Programmable 14 bit counter: kit
(S&H)

1K monitor: BASIC in
RAM: FORTRAN:
T/E: A: U:

Kit (S&H)

1K monitor: A: T/E

Can be upgraded with 6809

1K monitor

(H)

Machine code

Designed for control applications
rather than high level computing
expansion (H)

1K TANBUG monitor:
BASIC

Optional 64x64 pixel graphics:(E)

2K monitor: BBASIC:
tiny BASIC: A: T/E:

Now available as Nascom 2 with
8K RAM and 8K microsoft
BASIC in ROM, £295 : (S&H)
Expandable to racked Nascom
compatible system: (B)
Kit: available assembled, £196 (E)

U

1K Monitor: BASIC:

I K monitor: DOS in
ROM

(H)

BASIC in 8K ROM:

Available with 32K RAM and
single 51/.." F/D, £867 (S&H)

4K monitor: BASIC: A

Can be expanded to 64K RAM

bps C int: VDU int: 2x6522
ports: option - TV int.
2K RAM: 8080: 3K ROM: full
K/B: 16x64 VDU or TV int: C
1 S/P: option - 2K RAM, £30
2K RAM: 1K VDU RAM: 8080:
C int: T.V. int

1K monitor: 2K BASIC: 64 character graphics: 8 levels
U
interrupt: kit (S&H)

As above

i/ac RAM: 8080: C int: 16x64
VDU int: keyboard: 1S /P: 1P/P

BASIC

As above

8K RAM: 8K ROM: Z80:
6xS100 slots: RS232 int: T.V.
int: C int
4K RAM: 6502: full K/B:
16x48 VDU or TV int: C int:
RS232 port: option - 4K RAM,

(N/A)

£49

11/2K monitor: 21/1K

BASIC: A: Dis A: 8K
BASIC: Pascal
1.5K monitor: 2.5K

8K monitor: or
8K BASIC

(S&H)

Graphics facility: disc interface
running CP/M, about E200:
(S&H)

Graphics: kit form: easily expandable
DD disc controller, £195:
graphics: (S&H)

1K monitor: 8K BASIC: Graphics: will run Superboard
Dis A: U
software
(S&H)

M/A Macro assembler
F/D Floppy disc
S/P Serial port
List of Abbreviations
N/A Not available
T/E Text editor
G/C Graphics card
N/P Numeric pad
TBA To be announced
A
Assembler
Hardware
H
U
Utility
0/S Operating system
B
BASIC
H/D Hard disc
P/P Parallel port
C
Cassette
I
Introductory
S
Software
E
Extensive
Int Interface
Please note: Software items listed in italic are not included in the basic price of the equipment. All prices are exclusive of VAT.
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The classified service that's FREE to readers (but not companies, please). Advertisements 50 words
maximum to: PCW Transaction File, 14 Rathbone Place, London W1P 1DE.
routine and other software.
TRS-80 Level II...expansion
Phone Maidenhead 20888.
interface, 32K, Micropolis 51/4"
PET 2001-8...8K, as new £450. disc drive, software, manuals
ITT 2020...48K, Palsoft, colour PET
programs,
worth
£200,
only
etc. Accept £850 cash. Phone
etc. One disc drive, comes compGrays Thurrock (0375) 70993
£100. PET Toolkit, £60 (8K).
lete with all manuals, tapes,
Phone
01-802
8718
(after
3pm).
(evenings/weekends).
floppies and games. Six months
old, perfect condition, best offer.
TI -59 Programmable Calculator..
PET 2001-32K.. .A nadex
Phone: 0273 505223 any time.
One year old, with maths/utilities
DP8000 Printer plus accounting
library, programming aids, elecprograms and stationery. Equal
STM-1 Micro...4K, old and new
tronic and astrology speciality
new
£1000.
Phone
Mr
Jonas
on
monitors, 8K BASIC in ROM,
pakettes. All going for £150.
01-253 3737.
Tangerine 1648 VDU (UHF outContact K. Barnes, 6 Blaven
put), 5 amp PSU, alpha -numeric
80 80 Micro computer System...
Walk, Fareharn, Hants, or phone
keyboard (one of the best) plus
2K EPROM 4K Static RAM ,
Farnham 280642 after 6pm any
complete set of manuals - £500
serial/parallel I/O, front panel,
evening.
ono (cost £700). Contact Mr N
bus
terminator,
extender
board,
Smith - 116 Holborn Hill,
Powertran Comp -80...
prototyping boards, 23 slot,
Millom Cumbria, LA18 5BW or
44 -way backplane, Vero card
2K BASIC, 5K RAM, graphics,
phone 6657 3951.
graph plotting; fully built and
frame, power supply. ACCESS
working in metal case, includes
Monitor, circuits and software,
PET 32K... (large keyboard)
TV monitor - only £150 (worth
only
needs
20mA/V24
terminal
plus Toolkit and cassette and ET - £99 working. Phone Tring
plus
£370). Phone: Stafford 850244.
cover; over 30 taped games and
4797/St.
Albans
64077.
additional taped programs. Only
IBM 1131 Computer...with
three months old - £875. Also
UK 101... professionally built,
golfball printer, paper tape reader
EPSON TX -80 printer - prints
and punch. Software and Operfull
8K
RAM,
9"
cased
video
full PET graphics, with PET IEEE monitor and cassette player/
ating/Field Maintenance manuals.
lead, £450. Phone: 01-907 7785.
recorder (with tape counter); plus Good condition - buyer collects,
13 assorted software tapes includ- £550. Phone Maidenhead 677120
T RS -80 Level II...16K, system
ing a stock control program (very (evenings).
includes keyboard, video display,
adaptable) with full named file
II... with switchable
cassette, assembler/editor, T -Bug
handling including E.O.F. marker. Superboard
cassette 300/600 baud cassette
and several programs/games on
All leads and manuals included
control, PIA interface with LED/
cassettes. Boxed and as new -a
complete
ready
to
go
system
switch and sound plus programs
£495. Phone Mike on Webridge
for only £290. Phone: Kettering
and documentation -cased,
48845 (after 6pm).
711644, any time.
£280 ono. Spare PIA interface
PET 8K...includes books, games, Olivetti P6040...personal miniincluding documentation and
TV adapter, small keyboard
computer, cost £2200 eighteen
tape, £25 ono. Contact Mr B
2001-8. £430 -phone Hemel
months ago; 4K Baby BASIC,
Mistry, 38 Kensington Street,
Hempstead (0442) 55389.
integral printer, single line display Leicester.
and
minidisk.
Best
offer
for
quick
T RS -80 Level II...16K, hardware sale. Phone 01-863 0833.
Triton Computer...professionally
and software, current new price
built, cased with extra leather
over £1100 - offers over £500
cover, full documentation plus all
Nascom
1
Memory
Board...8K
(cash or certified cheque only
RAM with buffer and mothernewsletters, full on -board RAM,
please). Phone: 099 387 241
boards - just plugs into Nascom
V51 Monitor and L51 BASIC
(Oxfordshire).
board. Professionally built with
with editing facilities. Also Hitachi
- £65 ono. CC Soft
recorder and tapes - £300.
Nascom 1...with B -Bug, modul- instructions
4K
Floating
Point
BASIC
on
four
Phone Bewdley (Worcs) 402114
ator and PSU; built in a wooden
2708 EPROMS, plugs into
(Mr Ivan).
case. Final construction and testEPROM
positions
on
Nascom
ing carried out by Comp Comp32K Sorcerer...32K plus S100
memory
board.
With
instruction
uter Components. Reasonable
expansion unit plus S100 4MHz
manual and Startrek tape £25.
offers over £130. Phone Steve on
16K static RAM card; also modPhone Coventry (0203) 72438.
Birmingham (021) 745 6667.
ified TV Monitor and Heath H14
Back
Issues
&
Books...75
back
line printer. Plenty of Sorcerer
T RS -80 Expansion Interface...
of Kilobaud, Interface Age, software included and software
for issues
Plus 32K - £290. Disc
Personal
Computing,
etc.
Compand hardware manuals (plus
TPS-80 (NEWDOS and TDriveRSDOS lete PCW in binder. Also many
normally supplied manuals):
3) - £250. Electric Pencil (disc)
micro
books
and
manuals
going
£1500 ono. Can split system - £60. Phone 0928 33256.
cheap. Phone for list: 0670
phone 0632 876645 weekends/
evenings.
Sorcerer, 16K. . .1610; modified 733125 (after 7pm).
TV (vg definition), £50; two
TRS-80.. .16K RAM, 12K
cassette recorders, £25 each;
BASIC ROM, lower case with
Assembler ROM, £40; terminal
true descenders! 50 Hz mod,
£350. Phone Walsall (0922)
641493 (after 6pm).

For sale

DIRECT
AccESS

Triton L5.1...Transam built,

full on -board memory, expansion
socket fitted, software on cassette,
documentation and almost new
Merantz recorder; will demonstrate - £325 ono. Phone Earldoms 319.

Nascom 1...40K (two memory

boards), H.S. cassette (2400
baud), device switch, neap,
Xtal BASIC - £300. Phone
Blackpool 67091.
PET 2001-8K...with 2nd cassette, programs and literature; will
sell to best offer - phone Cardiff
77195.

Wanted
Commodore PET...please

contact Mr Denis Costican,
24 Boulton Road, Cheltenham,
Glos. Phone 0242 32455.
Back numbers of PCW...V of 1
Nos. 4,5,6,7,9,10,12. Vol 2 Nos.
5,6. Vol 3 No. 2. Any reasonable
Price paid for the above - please
bill me for the same. Contact
WOI & Mrs D. Sherman,
Sperberstr 28, 4800 Bielefeld 1,
Bielefeld.
M k. 14 system . . . including

cassette, VDU and PSU; Manchester area, phone 061-224 3806
(evenings).

People wanted...Anybody who

has the Apple language card. Anybody who may be thinking of, or
is implementing, a connection
between a Hewlett Packard
HP7225A Graph Plotter and an
Apple. Anybody interested in a
high speed ADC interface to an
Apple. Contact Dr John P Maher,
School of Chemistry, University
of Bristol, Cantock's Close,
Bristol BS8 ITS - phone 0272
24161.

USER GROUPS INDEX
Here are the details of additions and changes recently notified. If we have failed to include
YOUR group (or have published incorrect information) either here or in the complete
listing, then please address changes/additions to: PCW (User Groups Index), 14 Rathbone Place,
London W 1P 1DE. Finally, the next complete listing will appear in our August issue.

NATIONAL
ZX80 Users Club. Recently formed around Clive Sinclair's £100
personal computer the group's
aim is to create and share software written in "Sinclair BASIC"
which will fit within the
machine's 1K RAM. Membership
is free and first move will be to
distribute a newsletter. Address
to write is: c/o Tim Hartnell,
93 Coningham Road, London
W12.

Ohio Scientific UK User Group.
Independant of OSI, an important role will be the disentangling of poor documentation.
There will be regular newsletters
and membership is at present
£5 per year. The group will
initially be concerned with the
practical aspects and applications of OSI systems -rather
than with games. Contact Tom
Graves at: 19a West End, Somer-

set, BA16 OLQ.
Sorcerer Program Exchange Club.
No meetings, regular newsletter,
members welcome worldwide

(100 so far). Costs - domestic,
£5 per annum; European, £7 per
annum; overseas airmail, £12 per
annum. Contact Colin Morle,
SPEC 32 Watchyard Lane,
Formby. Liverpool. L37 3JU.
122 PCW

National Personal Computer Users
Association. The NPCUA is intended to pool the vast combined
resources of owners and users of
all types on personal computers in
the UK, and to disseminate
information between members.
Projects, newsletters and bulk
discounts possible. Nominal subscription is £8... send SAE for
membership application form to
Secretary E.J. Keeley, 11 Sprat ling Street, Manston, Ramsgate,
Kent.
Medical Micro Users Group. Set
up to enable medical micro users
to locate programs already
written in their field by other
medics. Newsletters and meeting
in the pipeline - contact P.J.V.
Dixon, c/o MEDICOM, 1-2
Hanover Street, London WI.
EAST MIDLANDS
East Midlands TRS-80 Independent User Group. Free newsletter from Mike Costello, 17
Langbank Avenue, Rise Park,
Nottingham NG5 5BU.

LONDON
A Croydon micro/small compu-

SUSSEX

MIDDLESEX

YORKSHIRE
South Yorkshire Personal Computing Group. Meetings are on the
second Wednesday of each month
in Room F135, St. Georges Building, Sheffield University. Experts
and beginners welcomed alike,
contact Paul Sanderson (Secretary) 8 Vernon Road, Totley,
Sheffield S17 3QE (0742)
351895.

ter group is being formed at a
meeting on April 22nd at the
Central Reference Library, Katharine Street, (in the Town Hall
building - arrive at 7.00pm). A
wide range of people have called
for this move and there should be
little difficulty in setting -up a
multi -interest club. More details
(and notification from thcse
interested but who can't come to
the meeting) - contact Vernon
Gifford, 111 Selhurst Road,
London SE25 6LH.
Harrow Computer Group. Meetings on alternate Wednesdays at
7pm in room G43 of Harrow
College of Higher Education.
They welcome anyone with an
interest in computers - with or
without a machine. At present
there're 60 members and membership is free. For further information contact Bazyle Butcher, 16
St Peter's Close, Bushey Heath,
Herts WD2 3LG (01-950 7068)

A Crawley computer club has
recently been formed, open to
anyone interested in personal
computing, with or without
computing facilities. The intention is to hold meetings weekly,
and publish a monthly or bimonthly newsletter. Details,
contact either Mr J. Fieldhouse,
18 Seaford Road, Broad field,
Crawley, West Sussex (Crawley
542509) - or - Mr J. M.
Clarke, 31 Hyde Heath Court,
Pound Hill, Crawley, West
Sussex (Crawley 884207)

DIARY DATA
Dublin, Ireland
Geneva, Switzerland

Copenhagen, Denmark
Newcastle Upon Tyne,
England.
Manchester, England

London, England
Birmingham, England

London, England
Stuttgart, W. Germany
Bristol, England

International Computing Exhibition - COMPUTEX. SDL Exhibitions Ltd.,
68 Fitzwilliam Square, Dublin 2, Ireland. Tel: Dublin 763871
International Microcomputers, Minicomputers, Microprocessors & Datacommunications Exhibition - IMMM/DATACOMM. Kiver Communications
S.A., 171/185 Ewell Road, Surbiton, Surrey. Tel: 01-390 0281
EUROCOMM - Advanced Communications Exhibition and Conference.
Westbourne Marketing Services Ltd., Crown House, Morden, Surrey.
SM4 5EB. Tel: 01-540 1101.
BIZTRONIC - Mini/Micro Computers, Word Processors and Business
Machines Exhibition Company., 7 Market Street, Altrincham,
Cheshire WA14 1QW. Tel: 061-928 0406.
MICROFAX - Exhibition and Conference on Micro Technology.
Bancroft Hewitt Ltd., 3rd Floor, 121 Princess Street, Manchester M1 7AG.
Tel: 061-236 4612.
1980 Microcomputer Show. Online Conferences Ltd., Cleveland
Road, Uxbridge, UB8 2DD. Tel: 0895 39262
Computer Graphics '81 Exhibition. Online Conferences Ltd.,
Cleveland Road, Uxbridge, UB8 2DD. Tel: 0895 39262
The 3rd Personal Computer World Show. Montbuild Exhibitions Ltd.,
11 Manchester Square., London W1M 5AB. Tel: 01-486 1951
Hobby Electronic Exhibition - ELECTRO HOBBY. C.E.S. (Overseas) Ltd.,
Bridge House, 181 Queen Victoria St., London EC4 Tel: 01-236 0911
Mini/Micro Computers, Word Processors and Business Machines Exhibition.
Groundrule Exhibition Co., 7 Market Street, Altrincham, Cheshire,
WA14 1QW. Tel: 061-928 0406.

ACcE S

June 17 -June 19
June 17 - June 19

June 17th - June 19th
July 3rd - July 4th

July 15th -July 16th
July 22 - July 24
Aug 11 - Aug 13

Sept 4th - Sept 6th
Sept 10 - Sept 14
Sept 23rd - Sept 24th

PROGRAMS
Nedge for UK101
by N E Berry
This is different to the usual range of the four left hand keys and the third
computer/TV games in that it is a game
for two players. The board consists of
randomly distributed grey and white
rectangles. There are three men on the
board: one starting on the bottom row

man starts in the middle and is controlled by the machine. From left to right
the keys are LEFT/RIGHT/DOWN/UP.
The man who starts at the top of the
screen can travel through blank or white

and controlled by the right hand four squares. Each white square crossed
keys on the top row of the keyboard; becomes blank and counts as ten
one on the top row and controlled by points. The bottom man can move

through grey or blank squares. After

the time expires, the man with the most
points wins. A second way of winning is

to place your man adjacent to (above,

below or to one side) the robot man and
simultaneously press the space bar. This
will result in

a win regardless of the

points scored.

UK

1370 IFU=2ANDPEEK;1+64;.32THENI.1+64
1375 IFU=2ANDPEEK(I+63)=32THEN1=14.63

LIST
2
3
4
5

1380
1386
1390
1395
1400
1419
1420
1429
1430
1435

REM

1

REM
REM
REM
REM

10
11
15
20
30
40
50
55
60
65
70
80
90

4446
4444
44s.

NEDGE .72 MK2 VER 1.5

NICHOLAS E.G.BERRY
1980

4444
4444
4444

SCREEN=53248:KEYBOARD.5708801=SC.27;POKE530.1
FORLL=17016.PRINT:NEXT
N=SCREEN+975;0.0eR.0.S1=0;82.0
W.INT(RND;8;446.77.5)+SCREEN,E=W
T=INT(RND;8;444.908.5)+SCREEN;Y.T
1.INT(RND;87.40+463.5)+SCREEN:0.1
TIME=60
IFBPTHEN100
2 2"7CHR11(13);
PRINT'
FORLL.1702000,NEXT
PRINTTAB(10)"A COSMIC GAME FOR TWO PLAYERS";CHR6113);
FORLL=1702000INEXT
PRINTTAB;10;"CEEkkEECCELLELELELECEELEECEEE";CHRS(13);

1440 TII=STRI;;INT;TIME;;;FORJ=1TOLEN(TS)

NEDGE

95 BP.1

99 REM POKE BOARD TO SCRLEN
100 FORA=SCREEN+75TOSCREE0930STEP64:FORB.07048:X=A+B
110 IFRNO(8);.80THENPOKEX.161;GOT0100
120 IFRND(8)).75THENPOKEX.187
130 NEXT: NEXT

140 FORX.SCREEN.10TOSCREEN+591POKEX.148;NEXT
150 FORX.SCREEN4.11TOSCREEN+1000STEP64;POKEX.149;NEXT
160 FORX.SCREEN.60TOSCREEN+1024STEP640.0KEX.149INEXT
170 FORX.SCREEN+970TOSCREEN+1019;POKEX.148;NEXT
199 REM POKE TIME 6 HI -SCORE
200 POKEM+19.84;POKEM+20.73;POKEM.21.77tPOKEM+22.69
210 POKEM+23.32,POKEM+24.32
220 F=SCREEN+131POKEF.72;POKEF.1.73;POKEF+2.45
230 POKEF.3.831POKEF,4.67:POKEF*5.79;POKEF+6.82
240 POKEF+7.691POKEF+8.32
250 TIX.STR$(HS);FORJ=1TOLENCT$;
260 POKEF+74...T.ASC;MIWTS.J.1);;NEXT
999 REM MOVE TOP MAN
1000 ROKEKEY.127;P=CUGOSUB1500:0=P
1020 11-0.1AND;PEEK(W+1).32ORPEEK(W+17.161)THENW=W+1
1030 IF0=2AND;PEEK(W.64).320RPEEKIW.64;=161;THENW.W+64
64
1050 IIC:=PP=M:14;;TOPRPEEEK%16:1'16=16r/iNnW-114-

1060 IFFEEK(W.161THENS1.S1+10
1100 POKEE.32.POKEW.230
1110 E=W
1199 REM MOVE BOTTOM MAN
1200 POKEKEY.1911P=R:GOSUB1500eR=P
1210 IFR.4AND(PEEKIT+17.12ORPEEKIT+17.187)THENT=T+1
1220 IFR.5AND;PEEK;T+647.32ORPEEK(I.64)=187;THENT.T+64
1230 IFR=2ANDWEEK;T-1;=32ORPEEK(T-1)=187)THENT=T-1
1240 IFR.6AND(PEEK(T-64)=32ORPEEK(T-647.187)THENT=T-64
1250 IPPEEK(T)=187THENS2=S24.10
1300 POKEY.32;POKET.231
1310 Y=T
1349 REM MOVE ROBOT
1350 IFRND(8);.7THENU=U+1sIFU.5THEN0=1
1360 IFU.1ANDPEEK;1+1;.32THENI.14.1
1365 IFU=IANDPEEK;14.65;=32THENI.14.65

IFU=3ANDPEEMI-64).32THEN1=1-64
IFU=3ANDPEEK(I-63)=32THENI=1-63
IFU=4ANDPEEK(I-1).32THEN1.1-1
IFU=4ANDPEEK(I-65).32THENI=1-65
POKE0.32;POKEI,232,0=1
REM UPDATE SCORE
G.SI,H=N.PL=ItGOSUB2000;G=S2tH=N+28;PL=2;GOSUB2000
REM UPDATE TIME
TIME=TIME-.5,IFTIME(.5THEN2500
POKEM+26.32

0

1450
1489
1490
1491
1492
1493
1494
1495
1499
1500
1510
1520
1530
1540
1550

POKEM414-23.ASC(MIDCTI.J.1)).NEXT
REM CHECK FOR WIN
POKEKEY.25341FPEEK;KEY);;239THEN1000
IFPEEK;W*17.232ORPEEK(W-1)=232THENWIN=49:GOT01600
IFFEEKU6.64;.2320RPEEK(W-64)=232THENWIN=491GOT01600
IFPEEK;T+1;.232ORPEEK(T-1).232THENUIN.50.COT01600
IFFEEK(T.64)=232ORPFEUT-64)=232THENWIN=50,60701600
GOT01000
REM KEYBOARD SCAN ROUTINE
IFPEEK;KEY)=191THENP=1
IFPEEK;KEY;=127THENP=3
IFPEEKIKEY)=223THENP.2
IFPEEK;KEY)=239THENP=4
IFPEEKIKEY;=247THENP.5
IFPEEKIKEY)=251THENP.6

1560 RETURN

1599 REM WIN ROUTINE BY ROBOT CONTACT
1600 POKEM.80;POKEM.1.76:POKEM.2.65:POKEM+3189
1610 POKEM+4.69,POKEM+5.82;POKEM632,POKEM.7.60
1620 POKEM.8.WINIPOKEM+9.621POKEM+10.32;PDXEM+11.87
1630 POKEM*12,731POKEM+13.78.POKEM.14,83
1640 IFS1,S2THENTG=S1,00103000
1650 TG=S2:GOT03000
1999 REM SCORE DISPLAY ROUTINE
2000 POKEH.831POKEH4.1,671POKEH+2.79:POKEH+3.82
2010 POKEH+4.69:POKEH+5.321POKEH+6.601POKEHr7IPL+48
2020 POKEH+8.62,H.H4.9
2030 SiO=STRIlfG);FORJ.1TOLEN(S8),POKEN-144rASCCMID*(SIX.J.1);
2040 NEXT1RETURN

2499
2500
2510
2520

REM DECIDE WHO WON. SAY SO. AND IF DRAW, SWEAR IN TURKISH
IFS1)S2THENWIN=49ITG=S1;GOT01600
IFS2;SITHENWIN.50;TG=S2.GOT01600
TG=S1;FORLL=1T015;PRINT,NEXT;PRINT"BOK!!. WE HAVE A DRAW"

2521 $00.1

2999 REM END OR GO TO BEGINING
3000 FORI=SC+64TOSC.128.POKEZ.32;NEXT.FORLL=1703000oNEXT
3001 G=S1oH=SC.79.PL=IsGOSUB2000.6=82;H=8C+109tPL=2.GOSUB2000
3002 PRINT"
";
3003 IFDDTHEND0.01INPUT"CAREST THOU FOR UNE AUTRE ";AlloG0T03005
WOULD YOU LIKE ANOTHER GAME ";841
3004 INPUT"
3005 IFTGW4STHENHS=TC
3010 FORZ=1TOLENCA1011FMID$;AfrI.1;."Y"THEN10
3015 NEXT
3016 IFAIWOUI"THENPRINT"FROGGIE GO HOME!",FORLL.1704000.NEXT
3017 IFAS="001"THEN10
3020 FORLL.IT0161PRINToNEXT.POKE530.0oEND
OK
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Structure in Style Continued from P. 100

MICRO
EAST ANGLIAN MICRO EN.

,,;.___ ,

,

.

EASICOMP 'COMPANION'-Superboard,smart case
8KRAM,BASIC & manuals,UK spec,lyr gtee E280
SUPERBOARD 4KRAM,BASIC,manuals,UK spec E155
MICROCASES red/black or ivory/brown £27
PSU KIT for S'bd etc £15. MODULATORS £4.50
4KRAM 2114 E54. Range of components in stock
DATA CASSETTES C12+case 55p or 10 for £4.83
REGULATORS various V/A eg 5V 3A £3
(KIT)
SOFTWARE for Superboard,PET,Nascom,Research
Machines -1st class new programs E1.50 -E3.50
WANTED -Software for Superboard,PFD,Nascom
send tape/listing for approval must be good
original material, Highest commission rates
S.A.E. details / lists. Enquiries welcome
Callers any time (By appointment). Prices
include post(discount to callers)BUT NOT VAT
so please lid 15% VAT to tobal. All ex -stock

E Of ICOMpledL
57 Parana Court

7047
7050
7060
7065
7066
7067
7068

gt: r674L23

Sprowston, Norwich.

PRINT"$WRESS ANY KEY"
7869 GETWIFA$=""THEN7069

.

7070 NEXT
7080 PRINT"#IPMPI:FRESS ANY KEY!"

7081 GETWIFA$=""THE117001
7300 RETURN
417500 PRINT":11AKE SURE PRINTER IS SWITCHED

7520 GET Al:IF A$=""THEN7520

07520 OPEN1,4
7521
7522
417533
7524
.:7540
1,7545

7550
ah7555

7565
447570
7520
7590

07500

SORCERER
in the
MIDLANDS
contact
Midland Microcomputers
Nottingham (0602) 298281
for all your hardware and
software requirements.
WHAT "Turns a board
into a real computer"?

on.mr.

7510 PRINT"OPMFRESS ANY KEY!"

"7560

EXIDY

T=T+A(C,W1)
PRINTTAB(12)ACC,W1),,
NEXT
PRINTT
IFINT(C/15)=(C115)THEN7068
GOT07070

FORC=1TON,B(C)=0:NEXT
FOPC=1TON
FORW1=11-084.(C)=B(C)+A(C,W1):NEXT
NEXT
PRINT#1,CHR$(1)"ATTENDANCE REGISTER"
PRINT#1
PRINT#1,"NAMES"TAB(18)"ATTENDANCES"
PFIHT#1
4
PRINT#1,"WEEKS"TAB(18)"1
2
PRINT#1
CLOSE1
OPEN1,4,1
OPEN2,4.2
PRINT#2,"HHHHHAHHHAHHHHHHHAHH

'

8

TOTAL"

FORC:=1TON

'620 PRINT#1,Alt(C)CHR$(29)A(C,1),A(C.2),A(C.''').WC 4),A(C 5), (C 6).A(C.7),
07625 PRINT#1,A(C,8),E(C)
7620 NEXT C
.7640 CLOSE 1
"7545 CLOSE2
Routine 10 : Printer
'550 RETURN

Routine 11 : Patch
This may be left out on machines with new ROMs.
10000
10010
10020
10030
10040

IFPEEK(625)>180THEN10020
RETURN
P0KE59411,53:T=TI
IF TI-T<6THEN10030

POKE59411,61RETURN

-

Finally, an example of a print-out from a RUN of this program is shown below.

MICROCASE!

F11F1FEE1-41DRIACEE RE(_ I STEER

We make cases for micros
stylishly designed

NAMES

ATTENDANCES

WEEKS

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0
0

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

ABBOTT L.
ANDERSON T.
BROWN C.

beautifully made

C.HAPLIN C.

ROOM FOR EXTENSIONS + PSU

COSTELLO B.
HARDY O.
KEATON B.
LAUREL S.
LEWIS J.
MORECAMBE E.
WALKER F.
WISE E.

SUPERBOARD
COMPUKIT
NASCOM 1 & 2

2

4

5

6

0
0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

0
0

0
0
0

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

8

TOTAL
4

5
6
6
5

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

7
4

1

1

5

1

0
0

1

1

1

0

0

4

0

0

1

1

1

4

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

1

0

0
0

6
5

OR UNCUT FOR OEM USE
£26 + VAT POST FREE

(DEALER DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE)

PROGRAMS

MICROCASE

15 HAVELOCK ROAD
Brighton BN1 6GL

PET Horse race
by Richard Sheldon (YCW)

VETS FOR PETS

0 PRINT"n",U=5000,REM* MADE BY F.

Anita Electronic Services (London) Ltd.
are specialists in the repair and service of

.

Commodore Pets.

We offer a fast on -site service, or alternatively repairs can be carried out at our
workshops should you wish to bring in
Pet maintenance contracts are available
at very competitive prices. Trade inquiries

welcomed.

John Meade
Anita Electronic Services
15 Clerkenwell Close, London EC1

01-253 2444

We also specialise in the repair of all
makes of office equipment.
124 PrW

3PRINT:PRINT,PRINT:POVE 59468,14
4 PRINT"THIS IS A BETTING GAME IN WHICH YOU BET"
5 PRINT"A CERTAIN AMOUNT (LiNDER $5001) ON ANY 1"
6 PRINT"OF 5 HORSES. ALL THROUGH THE GAME A NO."
TIPSTER'S FAY."
7 PRINT"WILL STAY ON THE SCREEN THIS IS THE
8 PRINT"IF YOU HAVE NO CASH THE END OF THIS GAME"
9 FRINT"WILL COME TO A CLOSE"
10 POKE 59468,14,GOSUB6000:FRINT'PRINT"WHICH HORSE DO YOU WANT TO BET ON"

your Pet.

For further information, tel or write to:

SHELDC'N +

PRINT TAB(15)"HORSE RACE"
2 PRINT TAB(1.5)"SmmummmommoP"
1

.
"

ORS.",P

11

INPUT"

12
13
14
15
16

FRINT,PRINT"HOW MUCH DO YOU WANT TO BET ON HORSE NO.";P
INPUT 0
POKE 59468,12:PRINT"J"
Z=33608
POKE 2.224

1

.

2

,

2

,

4

.

17 2=2+1

18 IF 2=23648 THEN 20
19 GOTO 16
228
20 X=32776,C=784,V=22792:B=00,N=93
FI
21 POKE X,N:POK32E C,N:POKE
22 X=X+40,C=C+40:V=V+40,B=i+40
23 IF PEEK(22608+8)=N THEN 28

EI,N

PROGRAMS
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

MICROIVIART

IF FFEK(33608+16)=N THEN 28
IF FEEK(33608+24)=N THEN 28
IF PEEK(33608+32)=N THEN 28
GOTO 21
M=32771,A=32780,8=32788,D=32796,F=32804
POKE M,177,POKE A,178,POKE S,179,POKE D,180:POKE F.
G=M+40,H=A+40,J=S+40,K=D+40:L=F+40,0=94
POKE 0,0:POKE WO:POKE J,O,POKE 160,POKE L:0
FOR I=1702500,NEXT
W=INT(RND(1)*6)
IF W=0 THEN 33
IF W=1 THEN G=0+40
IF W=2 THEN H=H+40

DISKWISE LTD
THE Apple agents for

Devon & Cornwall.
Complete business systems
from £2250 ex VAT
EXCLUSIVE HOTEL
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
(inc Booking & Guest billing)

37 IF W=3 THEN J= J+4@@

38
39
40
41
43
44
45
46
47

48
51
52
50
61

62
63
64

IF W=4 THEN K=K+40
IF W=5 THEN L=L+40
POKE G,Q:POKE G-40:32,POKE H:0;POKE H-40:32,POKE J,O.
POKE J-40,32'POKE K,O;POKE K-40,32,POKE L:0:POKE L-40,32
IF PEEK(M+(21*40))=0 THEN 60
IF FEEK(A+(21*40))=0 THEN 65
IF PEEK(S+(21*40))=0 THEN 70
IF PEEK(D+(21*40))=0 THEN 75
IF PEEK(F+(21*40))=0 THEN 80
GOTO 33
GETR$,IF R$="" THEN 51
PRINT"0";
Y=1,PRINT"THE WINNER OF THIS RACE WAS HORSE NO. 1"
IF P=Y THEN U=U+(IO*0),IF UC=0 THEN 3000
IF PC)Y THEN U=U-O:IF U<=0 THEN 3000
PRINT"THE MONEY YOU HAVE NOW GOT IS";U,GOTO 120
LI=U+(IO*0);PRINT"THE MONEY YOU HAVE NOW GOT IS";U:GOTO 120

& TV RENTAL
MANAGEMENT
Dealer enquiries welcome

DISKWISE LTD.
TREKENNER,
LAUNCESTON
TEL 05797 628
-,

r

TOPMARK

65 Y=2,PRINT"THE WINNER OF THIS RACE WAS HORSE NO. 2"
66
67
68
53
70

IF F=Y THEN U=U+(I0*0),IF L5=0 THEN 3000
IF ROY THEN U=U-0:IF U.7=-0 THEN 3000
PRINT"THE MONEY YOU HAVE GOT IS"Al'GOTO 120
U=U+(IO*0),PRINT"THE MONEY YOU HAVE GOT IS": rGOTO 120
Y=3,FRINT"THE WINNER OF THIS RACE WAS HORSE NO. 3"
71 IF F'=Y THEN U=U+(I0.0):IFU<=0THEN 3000
72 IF FC,Y THEN U=U-O:IF U5=0 THEN 2000
PRINT"THE MONEY YOU HAVE NOW GOT IS";U;GOTO 120
74 U=U+(I0+0):PRINT"THE MONEY THAT YOU HAVE NOW GOT IS"U:GOTO 120
75 'T=4:PRINT"THE WINNER OF THIS RACE WAS HORSE NO. 4"

Computers
dedicated to

7S:

APPLE II

76
79

IF P='r' THEN U=U+(IO*0):IF U=(0 THEN 2000
77 IF F,:>Y THEN H=U-0:IF U=<OTHEN 3000
7E: PRINT"THE MONEY THAT YOU HAVE NOW GOT IS"Al:GOTO 120
U=U+(I04(0),PRINT"THE MONEY THAT YOU HAVE NOW GOT IS":U;GOTO 120
50 Y=5,FRINT"THE WINNER OF THIS RACE WAS HORSE NO. 5"
31 IF P=Y THEN U=U+(IO*0),IF U=50 THEN 3000
:-2
IF ROY THEN U=U-0;IF U=<0 THEN300I3
52 PRINT"THE MONEY THAT YOU HAVE NOW GOT IS" Al GOTO 120
54 U=U+<IO*0):PRINT"THE MONEY YOU HAVE NOW GOT IS"U:GOTO 120
'''n

INPUT

"

----,...g_is,319,,
,...38.,;_..,,,,,5:

,,,,,,-__.,..
,..-...-- .-

"Fi-4,

---

Simply the best!

120 FORI=1T04800:NEXT
121 FRINT":"IDO YOU WANT ANOTHER GAME"
GET V$:IF V$="" THEN 122
123 IF V$="Y" THEN 10
124 IF V$="N" THEN END
3000 FORI=1T04100,NEXT
3010 PRINT"lYal ARE NOW FROrE...WISE GUY."
3011 END

122

Full details from Tom Piercy on
Huntingdon (0480) 212563

L.

5000 I0=4 ;P0=1

WANTED

0010 PRINT"HORSE NO. 1'40 ODDS ARE 4/1 AGAINST"
3:020 FRINT"HORSE NO. 2.* ODDS ARE 4/1 AGAINST"
5020 FRINT"HORSE NO. 3'40 ODDS; ARE 4/1 AGAINST"
5040 PRINT"HORSE HO. 4-.10 ODDS; ARE 4/1 AGAINST"
5050 PRINT"HORSE NO. 54, ODDS ARE 4/1 AGAINST"
-,060 RETURN
HENDY.

Basic renumber
by Derrick Daines (YCW)

no doubt shared by many

This BASIC renumberer is a re -write of

BASIC

ziger's original program was in BASICPLUS and as few readers will use this,
we decided that it was worth the effort
to transcribe it. If any readers do want
a copy of the original, an S.A.E. will get

the end of one data item. What this

a program sent in by D. J. Danziger of others, that files are line oriented, and
Manchester Grammer School. Mr. Dan- that within each line the comma marks

it.

This version works very well, but rea-

ders are warned that it may be a little
slow. The program reads through the
BASIC file on disc that is to be renumbered and counts the lines. The maximum handled is 255 and anything over
this will cause an error message and
program abort. As well as counting lines

on this first pass, the program is constructing a two-tier matrix table, with
the old line numbers pointing to their
replacements,

On the renumbering pass, it again
reads from the disc, but substitutes
the new line numbers found from the
table. It is a peculiarity of SWTP Disc

J

means in practice is that we cannot read
all of one line with a simple READ 1,A$
statement. The program being renumber -

ed may have many lines containing

commas, especially in multiple-choice
commands such as
ON X GOTO 560,580,600
- and a simple READ command would
read the line only up to the first
comma. This is the explanation of lines

360 to 390 of the Renumberer listing.
Line 360 will allow for up to 7 commas
and if you think that you require more,
these may easily be added.

Line 440 may look a little odd -

notice that lonely capital T stuck on the

end! - and the explanation is that the
program searches each renumbered line

for a match with GOSUB, GO SUB,
THEN, GOTO and GO TO in turn.

Freelance Micro Programmers
Can you program in either
Cobol, Basic, Pascal,
machine code?
Do you have a microcomputer?
Would you like to be payed

for programming
Do you have a programming
requirement?
Send for information to:
NDP Ltd,
MICROSYSTEMS DIV,
69 Northampton Road,
Rushden, Northants.
SOFTWARE FOR THE NEW ROM PETS
COLONY 2
This machine -code version of Conway's famous
LIFE program uses PET's double density graphics
to extend the playing area to 79x49, allowing more
growth before screen edge effects corrupt at the
colony. Processes at two generations a second.
(COLONY 1 at 64.50 - four generations a second
on 39x24 screen area)
5.50

RENUMBER
Everything yo- always wanted in a renumber, and
Possibly some features you didn't realise you
needed.

65.00

COMMAND KEY
Adds s command level shift to PET for single key
entry of sixty-two BASIC words. A template is
provided.

f3.50
Prices Inclusive. Mall order only. Sand for free
program list.

MYCROFT
262 Francis Chichester Way, London SW11 5HY
Tel: 01-720 0991

PON 125

MICROMART
Horizon Business Systems

Incomplete Records, Sales,
Purchase, Nominal Ledger,

Letter Writers, Stock Control,
etc.

We write packaged or bespoke

software for
North Star Horizon
MICROSYS LIMITED
58 High Street, Prescott,

PROGRAMS
Since on a multiple statement line a would not.
Line 610 looks for the multiple
GOSUB statement could precede a
GOTO, the order of their appearance choice command already mentioned,
and line 650 looks for the multiple
in line 440 is quite important.
Line 820 of the sub -routine detects
the occurence of inverted commas
following a THEN, but before a number,
thus allowing numbers contained

between inverted commas to be unaffected. Thus
IF X=Y THEN 70

would result in an alteration of the 70,
but
IF X.--17 THEN PRINT "70"

Merseyside L34 6HQ.
Tel: 051 7271

p UP
0050
0060
0070
0080
0090

Programming in Basic & Assembler
language

Cost over £3,500 - special
price £2300!

you might be in trouble, but this

is

highly unlikely, and is not worth guard ing against.

Without doubt, the program is highly

effective at its job. At all times the
original BASIC program remains intact
on disc and the renumbered version is
stored on the same disc under the name
of RENUMB. Renumbering a 100 -line
program requires a few minutes.

00 IQ REM - FILE RENUMBERER IN BASIC -PLUS BY D.J.DANZIGER
0020 REM - MANCHESTER GRAMMAR SCHOOL.

COMPLETE SWTPC SYSTEM
FOR BUSINESS, SCIENTIFIC
OR DEVELOPMENT USE
SYSTEM COMPRISES: 6800
Processor, "Swatbug" operating
system, 32K RAM, Double disk
drive with 'Flex' system & Basic,
Centronics 701 (132 character bidirectional printer), cassette deck
interface, keyboard and all
appropriate interfaces.

statement separator. Of course, if you
have a colon between inverted ccmmas

0.100

0110

0 0120
0130
0140
0150
0160
0170
0180
0190

0200
0210
w 0220
0230

0 0240

- VERSION IN SWTP DIW BASIC V.3 BY D.R. DAINES

REM
PRINT TAB(10),"FILE RENUMBERER"
PRINT TAB(10),"
PRINT
INPUT "'BASIC' FILE NAME',F$
IF F0="" THEN Be
LINE= 64:STRING=80
F.S=Ft+".BAS":0PEN #1,F1
DIM F(255.2)
REM - BUILD DATA TABLE
"t:L9=1
PRINT 'PASS
IF EOF(1)=1 THEN 220
READ #1.1_$:P=1:GOSUB 760
F(L9,1)=L1:F(L9,2)=L1
L9=L9+1:IF L9(=255 THEN 160
PRINT "FILE TOO LARGE. RENUMBERING ABORTED"
END
PRINT "COMPLETED":CLOSEal
L9=L9-2
PRINT "PASS 2 ";
"

0

1

0250 REM - RENUMBER BOTTOM HALF OF TABLE

Also available
Assembled 4K memory boards £50
each

0

8K memory board kits £100 each

RING

COMF ER Ltd

0 0340
0350
0360
0370
0380

PRESTON (0772) 57684
0

0

Programming is a logical procedure: logical
programming begins with coding sheets.
SYSTEMSCRIBE Coding Sheets, designed to
be useable with most languages, are ideal for
the microcomputer programmer (whoever does
the keying -in will appreciate them too!)
Pads of 50 sheets: 25 x 80 format.
3 pads for £4.50 (including VAT and postage).

0

0

SYSTEMSCRIBE LIMITED
62 Daws Heath Road, Thundersley, Benfleet
Essex SS7 2TA
41

SEAHORSE COMPUTER
0

0

- Apple/Pet/Sorceror/TRS80/
Superb rain

- Australasian & UK Software houses
pay good royalties for quality, well
documented prograrnmes.
Utility, Education &
Games wanted.

- Business,

Seahorse. T.A. Dawes
Alverstone Lodge
Wychhill Lane

Woking, Surrey, D U22 OAH

PCW 126

L1=L4+","+A$(A)1NEXT A
P1=1:F(R,1)=VAL(LS)

Lt=Tt+RIGHTt(L4.(LEN(L1)-4))
0430 REM - LOOK FOR GOTO,ETC
0440 DATA ,GOSUrGO SrTHEN,GOTO,G0 T
0450 RESTORE
0460 FOR Y=1 TO 5:READ A
0470 FOR Z=P1 TO LEN(L4)-4
0480 IF Jt=MIN(Lt.2.4) THEN 510
0490 NEXT Z:NEXT Y
0500 GOTO 680
0510 REM - INVERTED COMMAS BEFORE NUmBER7
P1=2:L1=0:GOSUB 800
0520
0530 IF L1=0 THEN 660
0540 REM - CHECK: JUMP TABLE
0550 FOR J=1 TO L9
0560 IF F(J,1)=L1 THEN 560
0570 NEXT J:T4.=""77": GOTO 590
T4=STR4(F(J.2))
0580
0590
Uf=LEFT4(L4,(P1-1))+T4
0600' MI=RIGHTS(Mt.(LEN(Mt)-LEN(STRt(L1))))
0610 IF LEFTI(M4,1)0"," THEN 650
0620
P1=LEN(L1)+1:Lt=Lt+Mt
L1=0:GOSUB 800:IF L1=0 THEN 650
0630
0640 GOTO 550
0650 IF LEFTS(M$.1)<>":" THEN 680
0660
P1=LEN(L8)+1:1_$=L1+MCGOTO 450
0670 REM
0680 PRINT LS
0690 WRITE *2iL5
0700 NEXT 9
0710 PRINT :PRINT "RENUMBERING COMPLETE"
0720 CLOSE *1
0420

SMALL SYSTEMS SOFTWARE

- QUALITY SOFTWARE WANTED

0390
0400

X=R:L$=

FOR A=1 TO R:Al(A)="":NEXT A
READ #1.L$,At(1),At(2),At(3),At(4).At(S),A1(6),A4(7)
FOR A=1 TO 9:IF Al(A)="" THEN 400
REM - SWAP LINE NUMBER

we Ti=s7p4(F(R,2))

(SYSTEMSCRIBE)

SERVICES

0260 FOR X=1 TO L9
F(X.2)=X*10:NEXT X
0280 PRINT "COMPLETED"
0290 PRINT "RENUMBERING -":PRINT
0300 Ot="RENUMB.BAS"
0310 OPEN 01,F$
0320 OPEN #2,01
0330 FOR R=1 TO L9

0

0730 CLOSE tt2

0740 END
0750 REM *******************************************

0270

41

PROGRAMS

MICROIVIART

.........

0760 REM - NUMBER DETECTION ROUTINE - RETURNS NUMBER
0770 REM - IN Ll.ELSE ZERO
0780
L1=0:P1=P-1

SOFTWARE FOR TRS-80
Minimum 4K level II

P1=P1+1

0790

NIM

0800 IF PDLEN(A) THEN RETURN
0810

0820
0830
0840
0860
0870

Up to 9 piles and up to 50 matches per pile.
User defined or randomly generated piles and
pile sizes. Graphics used to represent piles of
matches
£3.00

Pl=mip4(LI,P1,1)
IF ASC(P4)=34 THEN RETURN
IF ARC(P4)<48 THEN 790
IF ASC(PI)>57 THEN 790
MS=RIGHTS(L4.(LEN(L4)-(PI-1)))

3D NOUGHTS AND CROSSES

The game is played in the 64 cells of a

4 x 4 x 4 cube. With 76 possible winning

L1=VAL(MWRETURN

rows, the computer blocks the players' rows
to the best of its own advantage. . . £3.00
.

MASTERMIND

The player chooses the difficult of the game
by defining the number of colours (up to 10)
and the width of the code (up to 6 columns).
The scoring is done in the conventional way
using a 'B' to denote a black peg and a 'W'
to denote a white peg
£2.00

Dogfight for UK101
by John Popplewell

All the instructions for this game are
contained within the program, which

uses just under 3v2K of RAM. Although

written for the 101, it should be easily
transferable

to

the

Superboard

5 REM DOG FIGHT
8 REM BY J.POPPLEWELL 16/1/80
9 GOSUB8000
FORX=IT016:PRINT:NEXT

GD=BDIGP=BP:GOSUBI000
BP=GP
POKEBP.32
W=0
REM LEFT MISSILE
GD=BDIGP=BP,GOSUB1000
LO.PEEK(GP):GOSUB6000:IFW)OTHEN269
GOSUB1000
LO=PEEK(GP):GOSUB600011FW)OTHEN269
BP=GP:POKEBP.45:GOT0176
F=0
IFW=1THEN176
GOT05000
REM RIGHT PLAYER
IF(P2-1=P1)0R(P2+1=P1)0R(P2+64=P1)THENGOSUB7000
IF((PEEK(P2-1))0R(PEEK(P2+1))/()32THEN5000
IFPEEK(P2+64)()32THEN5000
GD=D2sGP=P2tGOSUB1000
P2=GPtIFFI.OTHENGOSUB2000
POKEPI.32sPOKEP2.A(D2)
GOT0130

300 BE=D2:EIX=P2:F1=1

301 REM RIGHT MISSILE

Is your memory as good as you think? Well
MEMCARD will reveal the truth. The computer randomly asks you to state a card of a
given suit or pip. A record is held as to the
number of times a card is chosen. The scoring

based on probability and as the game
progresses and the cards become scarcer,
10

the bonus increases and the forfeit decreases.
£3.00
HANGMAN

Try to guess the word before the graphic
32

hangman is complete. A wide range of words
from easy to diffiult
£2.00
Minimum 16K level II
STARTREK
Destroy the Klingons in your allotted time
limit. Beware of space storms damaging
your phasers and scanning sensors . £4.00
.

ANY 4 for £8.00
NLC SOFTWARE
27 Cavendish Crescent, Elstree, Herts.

apple I I/ITT2020 relocated integer
Enables any Integer programme to run on
an Apple II Plus/ITT Palsoft machine
without en Integer card. Specify memory
size when ordering.

Cassette Systems £12 Disc Systems £14
SPEED CONTROL
Adjustable text output speed using the
game control paddle. Use to list/edit
Integer, Floating Point, and Monitor

programmes and also incorporate in your

0

own programmes.
Supplied on Cassette £8
KEYPAD

A low-cost numeric keypad which plugs

into
the
game
control
connector.
Complete with software routines for
numeric
Input/menu
selection/cursor
control
and
with
demonstration
programme.
Kit of Parts £18 Assembled £26
D. J. Bolton, 1 Branch Rd, Park Street,
St. Albans: Telephone Park Street (0727)
72917.

PETS - We Sell Them

As authorised Commodore Dealers we stock
and supply all PET Hardware, Computhink
Discs, Oki Microline 80 Decwriter LA34,
Texas 810, Qume Sprint 5 - all at competitive prices

0

PETS - We Buy Them
Part Exchange is very welcome, we also
buy for cash.
PETS - We Hire Them

230 BD=DIsE1P=PItF=1

231
232
235
236
238
240
245
250
252
255
269
270
271
280
281
282
283
285
287
295
297

MEMCARD

is

20
25
27
30

1

REM SET VARIABLES.DISPLAY
POKE530.1:P1=54095:P2=54135:D1=1:D2=4
A(I)=237:A(4)=239:A(2)=236:A(3)=236:A(5)=238:A(6)=238
KE=57088:F=0:F1=0
FORX=53325T05390ISTEP64
34 POKFX.43:POKEX+44.43:NEXT
38 SR=0:SL=0:C0=0
40 FORX=53901T0542219TEP64
50 POKEX.I61:POKEX+44.161:NEXT
80 FORX=54221T054265
100 POKEX.1611NEXT
110 FORX=54115T054243STEP64
120 POKEX.I61:NEXT
125 REM SCAN KEYBOARD
130 POKFKE.127:0P=PEEK(KE):POKEKE.251:0Q=PEEK(KE)
132 REM TIMER.END DF GAME
135 CO=C0+1:IFOO(>1000THEN140
136 PRINTSL:TAB(40)SR
137 INPUT"ANOTHER GO ":A$
138 IFLEFT$(A$.1)="Y"THEN10
139 END
140 IF(OP>223)AND(00)251)THEN175
150 IFOP=127THENDI=D1+1
151 IFOP=191THEND1=D1-1
152 IF(OP=223)AND(F=0)THEN230
153 IFD1)6THEND1=1
154 IFDI(ITHENDI=6
155 IF00=239THEND2=D2+1
156 IF00=247THEND2=02-1
157 IF(00=251)AND(F1=0)THEN300
158 IFD2)6THEND2=1
159 IFD2(1THEND2=6
160 REM LEFT PLANE
175 IFF=1THEN235
176 IFF1=ITHEN320
177 PO=P1:PI=P2
178 IF(P1+1=P2)0R(P1-1=P2)0R(P1+64=P2)THENGOSUB7000
179 IF((PEEK(P1-1))0R(PEEK(P1+1)))(>32THEN4000
180 IFPEEK(P1+64)(>32THEN4000
185 GD=DI:GP=P1tGOSUB1000
190 P1=GP:IFF=OTHENOOSUB2000
210 POKEP0,32:POKEPI,A(01)
220 G0T0281

II.

0

Our specialist hire service, with maintenance included for all Commodore equipment.
- Complete systems for evaluation
- Multiple units for educational courses
- Single units for individual use
From 1 day upwards, all units available.
Delivery by arrangement, anywhere in UK.

PETS - Software

We are fully authorised BUSINESS SOFTWARE DEALERS for Commodore Software - COMPAY, COMSTOCK.

WORDPRO etc. Also PETSOFT, BRISTOL
SOFTWARE, LANDSLER PAYROLL &
HOTEL SYSTEM.
PLUS for ACCOUNTANTS, the unique
CSM INCOMPLETE RECORDS PACKAGE

- this is the best available.

MAIL - ORDER

All Hardware and Software can be bought
by Mail Order Delivery by Securicor, or
Registered Post. Discounts for Cash & Carry
or Mail -Order. Access accepted or by
Leasing (subject to acceptance)

MICRO -FACILITIES LTD
High Street, Hampton Hill, Middlesex,
TW12 1 NJ. 01-979 4546 or 01-941 1197

127
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305 GD=BE:GP.BXIGOSUB1000
310 BX.GP

320 POKEBX32

MICROTYPE

STAK- PAK
CASSETTE STORAGE SYSTEM FOR
EASY PROGRAM FILING,
Each drawer section takes 2 cassettes

Drawers lack together vertically.
Each twin pack comes with 2 C10
digital cassettes,

Each 'pall' is complete with index
card, cassette and drawer labels,

01/0 00

FIVE TWIN PAKS 110 CASSETTES)
FOR C8.60 INC, VAT & P&P.

000 00/ .7011
000 010 0/
000 I.° 0

Send cheques or Postal Orders to:

000 00 ....0

e°. °.

400,

V

0

MICROTYPE, PO Box 104,
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD,

i il

HERTS HP2 70Z.

DOUBLE VISION
80 columns x 24 lines
video display
with upper and lower case
(plug in board)
Compatible with

Apple II
Apple II plus
PASCAL.
Built in light pen capability
Shift lock feature
full 96 ASCII character set

fantastic value £165.00 + VAT
Leicester Computer Centre Ltd.'
109 Queens Road, LEICESTER
LE2 1TT Tel. 0533 708483.

pHex EPROM
PROGRAMMERS

325 W=0
340 GD=BE.GP.BX:GOSUB1000
345 LO=PEEK(GP)IGOSUB6000:IFW)OTHEN360
350 GOSUBI000
352 LO.PEEK(GP>:GOSUB6000,IFW>OTHEN360
355 BX=GPsPOKEBX,46:GOT0177
360 F1.0
365 IFW=1THENI77
370 GOT04000
999 REM ADD DIRECTION TO PLANES AND MISSILES
1000 IFGD=ITHENGP=GP+):RETURN
1010 IFGD=2THENGP=GP-63cRETURN
1020 IFGE1=3THENGP=GP-658RETURN
1030 IFGE1.4THENGP=GP-IsRETURN
1040 IFGD=5THENGP.GP+63IRETURN
1050 IFGD=6THENGP.GP+65tRETURN
1999 REM NO FIRE IN PROGRESS PADDING
2000 FORDE.OT028tNEXTDEsRETURN
2010 RETURN
3999 REM LEFT PLANE CRASH
4000 SR=SR+1
4005 FORZ=IT03
4010 POKEPI,Z:FORX=0T045:NEXTX
4020 NEXTZ
4025 POKEP1e32
4040 IFPEEK(P1+64)(>32THEND1=11P1=54095tGOT0130
4045 P1=P1+64
4050 GOT04005
4999 REM RIGHT PLANE CRASH
5000 SL=SL+1
5005 FORZ=ITO3
5010 POKEP2tZ:FORX.OT045sNEXT
5020 NEXTZ
5025 POKEP2,32
5040 IFPEEK(P2+64)(>32THEND2=41P2=54135:GOT0130
5045 P2=P2+64
5050 GOT05005
5999 REM HIT OR MISS
6000 IFI(LO>235)AND(L0(240))THENW.2:RETURN
6010 IFLO()32THENW=1:RETURN
6020 RETURN
7000 FORZ.ITO3
7010 POKEP2,ZIPOKEP1,ZtFORX.0T045eNEXTX
7020 NEXTZ
7030 POKEP1,32sPOKEP2,32
7040 IFPEEK(P2+64)(>32THEND2.4801.11P2.54135tP1.540970RETURN
7050 P2.P2+641P1=P1+64:GOT07000
8000 PRINT" DOGFIGHT I"
8010 PRINT"THE OBJECT OF THIS GAME IS TO SHOOT DOWN"
8020 PRINT"THE OTHER PLAYERS PLANE WITH A MISSILE"
8030 PRINT"A POINT IS SCORED FOR EACH SUCCESFUL HIT"
8040 PRINT"THE OPPONENT ALSO GETS A POINT IF YOU CRASH"
8050 PRINT"MID AIR COLLISIONS RESULT IN ZERO SCORE FOR"
8060 PRINT"BOTH PLAYERS"
8070 PRINT"THE PLAYERS CONTROLS ARE s"
8080 PRINTTAB(5)"LEFT";TAB(36)"RIGHT"
8090 PRINTTAB(5)"'1' PLANE CIRCLES ANTICLOCKWISE 'B'"
8100 PRINTTAB(5)-2'
PLANE CIRCLES CLOCKWISE
'N'"
8110 PRINTTABI5>"'3'
FIRES THE MISSILE H
8120 PRINTIPRINT"THE LEFT PLAYER PRESSES '1'TO TAKE OFF"
8130 PRINT"THE RIGHT PLAYER PRESSES 'N'TO TAKE OFF"
8140 INPUT"HAVE YOU GOT ALL THAT "PAS

8150 IFLEFTVAL1)="Y"THENRETURN
8160 GOT08000

426
416

2704/2708/2716 Dual only. £65

480

2704/2708 Kit £35. Built £40.

All programmers require only standard
power supplies.
The 426 & 416 are cased and have pushbutton selection.
Program any length block into the Eprom.
Software included. Range covers Z80,
8080, 6800 and 6500. State machine.

PIO, PIA INTERFACE MODULES
Available for n0/8080 and 6800/6500.
Prices inolude carriage. Please add VAT
SAE for further product information.

MICROHEX COMPUTERS
UNION STREET, TROWBRIDGE, WILTS.
128 PCW

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0

0
0
0
0
0

0

0
0

OK

2508/2708/2758/2516/2716
Dual and Single supply Eproms. £95

0

MKI4 Frequency counter
by J. W. Roston
This program displays, in digital form, before running and if the CY/L is clear the frequency of a signal input at SB. ed. Readout is in pulses per millisecond.
It helps if OFBO-°OFB7 are zeroed

`
m

OF20

C40F36

LDI'OF'
LDI'00'

OF26

C40F35

LDI'OF'

OF23 C40032

;XPAH(2)
;XPAL(2)
XPAH(1)
XPAL(1)

P2=0F00(START OF RAM)
P1=OFB0

0F29 C4B031

LDI'B0'

OF2C C464

LDI

ST(1) +12H

STORE NUMBER OF ITERATIONS

OF2E C912

OF30 C400
OF32 C90C
OF34 C9OD
OF36 C90E

LDI'00'

CLEAR COUNT LOCATIONS

06
OF39

IEIE

OF3B IEIE
OF3D IEIE
OF3F 9667

ST 1 +ODH
ST 1 +OEH
CSA
RR
RR
RR
JP(2)+67

TEST SENSE B
;RR
;RR
;RR

0
0

0
0
OF38

0
JUMP TO 0F67 IF SB-6

PROGRAMS
ST(1 )+0DM
LD(1)+OCH

IF CARRY, ADD 1 TO COUNT 2

ECOO

DAI'00'

0F4B

C90C

ST(1 )+OCH

OF4D
OF4F
OF51

ClOE
ECOO

DAI'00'

OF53
OF54
OF56
OF58

00

OF5A

0F5C
0F5F
OF62
OF63
OF65
OF67

OF6A

_a

ADD 1 TO COUNT 1

ClOD

OF6C

DAP01'

EC01
C9OD

ClOC

LD(1)+OEH

IF CARRY, ADD 1 TO COUNT 3

ST(1)+OEH

C90E

HALT

C482
8F00
B912
9E38

LDI
DLYT0'
DLD(1)+12H
JN2(2)+

C40137
C43F33
3F
9000
9220

LDP01'

XPAH3

LDI'3F'

;XPA L3

C436
8F00
9253

MICROIVIART

LD(1)+ODH

OF41
OF43
OF45
OF47
OF49

SMALL DELAY
LARGER DELAY
DONE ENOUGH
LOOPS? NO,GOBACK

XPPC3

Awcpy
JMP(2).20'

LDI'36'
DLY00'

P3=013F(MONITOR
SUBROUTINE)
GOT0013F
IF KEY PRESSED
GET NEW READING

DELAY

JMP(2)'53'

THEN GOTO OF53

Si

PET HIRE
SOUTHAMPTON

by D. Brewster

his comments:
"This is a fairly interesting program
which asks the user questions on general
knowledge and arithmetic.
The program as printed is re -format-

ted from that supplied by the author to
eliminate some of the North Star Horizon dependent features, specifically the
use of `!' instead of 'PRINT' and multi statement lines. In addition, a number
of bugs have been cured - for example,

in the version as submitted, a 'mode'

of -1 gave a 'divide by zero' error and

data validation included.

some

There are a number of features of
the program which can be modified

fairly easily by anyone implementing

the program on their machine. Some
that should be mentioned are that the
answers

(to the general knowledge

questions) must be typed in upper case,
questions are repeated - even if answer-

ed correctly, the format of the questions is inconsistent and the switch to

`harder' mode appears to be allowed an
infinite number of times, with only the
first having any effect.
However, for a fairly short program,

it may provide some amusement and
perhaps

be

And here

of educational
is a

program taken
REMARKS file:

1
REM *
REMARKS FOR MATHTEST PROGRAMME
2 REM * The programme asks for Name, Age and Mode of test
3 REM * X amount of Questions are asked in each programme

4
5
6
7
8
9

REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM

*
*
*
*
*
*

selected, and EXITS to MODE control ready for next
selection, (Typing '0' will EXIT current programme
selected at any time and can be re-entered at any
later stage if required). The programme will carry
on until "TEST END" is Input.

10 REM * Messages will be constantly printed and updated
11 REM giving a running report on the progress of the
12 REM * test in all it's MODES. Tnis gives the child or
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM

parent a progress report.
* The programme can be adapted to harder tasks when
* the progress is satisfactory, by altering
* The Value of H in LINE 210, and DATA Statements
If more DATA Statements are added, alter LINE 760
INT(No of Statements * RND)

REM
REM * Notes REM *
REM *

REM
REM

REM *
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
36 REM
37 REM
38 REM

L000 REM
1010
1020
1030
1040
1050
1060
1070
1080
1090
1100
1110
1120
1130
1140
1150

1.

REM

2.

.41
PRICES INCLUDE VAT & P&P

Maths test
We lent this program to Adrian Stokes
for checking on his system. These are

SOFTWARE FOR YOUR
PET
KEYBOARD TUTOR
typing course for large
keyboards £12
TEXT EDITOR, for symbolic
or data £15
RADIO Superhit radio design
program £12
GAMES:DEMOLITION £5
MASTERMIND £5
SEND FOR FULL LIST & DETAILS
(SAE PLEASE)
CIRCLE SOFTWARE
33, RESTROP VIEW PLEASE STATE
PURTON, WILTS.
ROM & SIZE
SN5 9DG.
WHEN ORDERING

LINES (470,500,680,720,6 810)
the use of ELSE is to overcome the
multi line conventions of North Star
Basic.You may need to alter to suit
your version of basic.
VARIABLES
(R,R0,R1,R2) Are counters for right
answers.
(W,WO,W1,W2) Are counters for wrong
answers.
(Q,3,21,V) Are counters for 'X' amount
of questions.
T3
Gives the pass t value.
J
Age of person, used to evaluate
comment statements.

D Brewster 20/1/80 VER 1

PRINT CHRS(24)
FOR I=1 TO 250
NEXT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
REM * Clear Screen
REM ** North Star Basic VER 6 REL 4 - 16 BLOCKS 4KB
PRINT TAB(14),"MENTAL ARITHMETIC TRAINING PROGRAMME
PRINT TAB(14),"
PRINT
PRINT
DIM A(12),B(12),A$(12),A1$(12),H$(12),C$(12)
INPUT "WHAT IS YOUR NAME ",A$
INPUT "YOUR AGE ",J

value."

description of the

from

the

authors

Weekly charges:

8K small keyboard £20
8K large keyboard £23

16K £27 32K £32
Printer £35 Floppy Disk £35

III
All include Manuals, Tutorials,
MICROCHESS, INVADERS (Arcade
version) Soundbox £2 extra.
Prices exclude VAT
2 weeks hire charge offset
against purchase. £50 software
with purchase of computer.
Official Commodore Dealer
SUPER -VISION
13 St James Road

Shirley Southampton
Telephone (0703) 774023
After hours (0703) 554488

APPLE & ITT 2020 BUSINESS
SOFTWARE

Professionally written packages now available with comprehensive manuals, built-in
validity checks, interactive enquiry facilities,
user options, satisfying accountancy, Inland
Revenue and Customs & Excise requirements.
On diskette under DOS 3.2 in Applesoft

with SPACE utility. Not adaptations. Written for Apple System. Support all printer
interfaces. Sales, Purchases and General

Ledgers £295-00 each. Manual only £3.
Payroll £375. Manual only £4.
General Ledger supports Incomplete
Records, Jobs Costing, Branch and Consolidated Accounts, etc.
General Ledger Applications Manual £10.
Prices exlusive of V.A.T. From our shop
or your nearest stockist.

COMPUTECH SYSTEMS
168, Finchley Road, London NW3,
Tel: 01-794 0202

....S...........

MINE OF
INFORMATION LTD
1 FRANCIS AVENUE,
ST ALBANS AL3 6BL
ENGLAND
Phone: 0727 52801
Telex: 925 859

MICROCOMPUTER
CONSULTANCY Et
BOOK SELLERS
To advertise in
MICROMART
Please ring Jacquie Hancock
on 01-631 1682
PC1V 129

PROGRAMS

MICROIVIART

1160 IF J

COURSES

1. Micro computer
programming
2. Basic programming
3. Micro appreciation for
industry
All courses with 'hands on'
experience to be held in:
London, Bristol, Manchester,
Birmingham, Leeds.
LIMITED NUMBERS:
Write early for a date to:
NDP Ltd, Microsystems Div,
69 Northampton Road,
Rushden, Northants.

a
...

A.,

w
IF

0
STOP PRESS: SUPERBOARD II,
UK 101, TRS 80 COMPATIBLE

0
0

COLOUR
YOUR

NASCOM!
DAllLING COLOUR GRAPHICS FOR
NASCOM 1 & 2
Genuine bit -addressable "pixel" system for straightforward programming of pictorial or mathematical
functions.
8 Colour display plus 8 colour independent background
facility. Full documentation with FREE SOFTWARE:
powerful sub -routines for vector generation, demonstration program for animated effects. All runs in Nascom

,..

IP

READY BUILT & TESTED £59 + VAT

WILLIAM
STUART

%SYSTEMS Ltd

HDeczeorgliatoeusBet, Billericay Road

1710
1720
1730
1740
1750
1760
1770
1780
1790
1800
1810
1820
1830
1840
1850
1860
1880
1890

Telephone. Brentwood (02771810244

1900

1910
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960
1970
1980

50 HZ
SUPER BOARD
NOW FROM ONLY

Plus P&P & VAT

Includes 8K BASIC, 4K RAM
KEYBOARD etc
FITTED MODULATOR EXTRA
CTS 1 Higher Calderbrook,
Littleborough, Lancs, OL15 9N L
Tel: Littleborough 10706) 79332
anytime

"What is ", U," divided by --

1700 PRINT

1870

Essex CM1'33eSnO wood,

£159,95

0
"

0

L=INT(RW-1).11)+2

1690 U.0*1,

0

your computer.

postage.

0

1680 L=L+H

video circuitry for free advice. Don't be fooled by the
price: this is a top quality product which will transform

LIMITED PERIOD AT

1500
1510
1520
1530
1540
1550
1560
1570
1580
1590
1600
1610
1620
1630

0

T3=INTHR3/T2)*100)
PRINT
PRINT "YOU HAD A TOTAL OF",T2," ATTEMPTS",W3," WRONG",R3," RIGHT"
PRINT
IF T3<=50 THEN PRINT AS," YOU COULD DO BETTER THAN THAT, TRY AGAIN"
IF T3>=70 THEN PRINT "YOU ARE READY FOR HARDER TASKS ",A$
IF T3>=80 THEN PRINT "WHO'S A CLEVER PERSON THEN "
IF T3>=60 AND T3<70 THEN PRINT "AVERAGE PASS RESULTS"
IF T3>98 THEN PRINT "*** WE HAVE A GENIUS *0"
K=J+T3
IF K>20 THEN K=K+20
IF K>=110 AND J>=20 THEN PRINT "AT YOUR AGE",J," YOU SHOULD KNOW THEM ALL
IF 10..85 AND J<=15 THEN PRINT "WELL DONE ",A8," GOOD FOR A ",J," YEAR OLD"
IF K<=90 AND J>20 THEN PRINT " YOU NEED TO GO BACK TO SCHOOL AGAIN"
IF RO<WO THEN PRINT ". You need more practice with your addition"
IF R1<W1 THEN PRINT "* You need more practice with your division"
IF Raw
THEN PRINT "*
You need more practice with your multiplication"
IF R2<W2 THEN PRINT ".
You need to brush up your general knowledge"
PRINT
PRINT "THIS REPRESENTS A",T3," 9 PASS"
GOTO 1200
REM * Division Prog
01=0
PRINT "WHEN YOU ARE READY TO QUIT TYPE '0'"
PRINT

1670 D=0+11

Superior design allows connection to most other microprocessor systems - send us diagrams etc of your b Et w

VAT and

1480
1490

1660

without expansion. Complete with UHF Colour
Modulator for operation with normal colour TV set.

+

1390
1400
1410
1420
1430
1440
1450
1460
1470

1640 IF Z1=33 THEN RETURN
1650 D=INT(RND(-1)*12)+1

I

KIT AVAILABLE FOR 945

>
1 AND J < 100 THEN 1190
PRINT "That is an unlikely age....try again"
GOTO 1150
M.0
PRINT "WHICH TEST WOULD YOU LIKE I-"
PRINT
PRINT "
1 - HARDER QUESTIONS"
0 - ENDS TEST
PRINT "
2 - DIVISION
3 - MULTIPLICATION"
PRINT "
4
- ADDITION
5 - GENERAL KNOWLEDGE"
PRINT
IF M=1 THEN PRINT "HARDER ONES - ",
INPUT"INPUT MODE NUMBER ",M
IF M=1 THEN H=3
IF M=1 THEN 1200
IF M = 0 THEN END
IF M=2 THEN GOSUB 1600
IF M=3 THEN GOSUB 2230
IF M=4 THEN GOSUB 1930
IF M=5 THEN GOSUB 2570
IF 60.5 OR M<0 THEN 1200
1360 R3.192+R0+R+R1
1370 W3=W2+W1+W+W0
1380 T2=W3+R3

1170
1180
1190
1200
1210
1220
1230
1240
1250
1260
1270
1280
1290
1300
1310
1320
1330
1340
1350

1990
2000 U. (H+1) *U

5

.

" , L,"

"

INPUT"",A
Z1=01+1
PRINT
IF A=0 THEN RETURN
IF A=D THEN PRINT "RIGHT" ELSE 1790
R1=R1+1
IF A=D THEN 1640
PRINT
PRINT "WRONG"
Wl=W1+1
PRINT
PRINT U," divided by",L," =",U/L,
PRINT " TRY AGAIN ",U," divided by ",L," =
INPUT"",A
01=01+1
IF A=D THEN PRINT "RIGHT" ELSE 1890
R1=R1+1
IF A=U THEN 1640
PRINT
PRINT "WRONG, TRY ANOTHER ONE"
W1=W1+1
GOTO 1640
REM * Addition Prog
1=0
PRINT "IF YOU WANT TO QUIT TYPE '0'"
IF Z=20 THEN RETURN
S=INT(12*RND(-1)+1)+INT(20*RND(-1)+1)
S.(H+1)*S
U=INT(12*RND(-1)+1)+INT(12*RND(-1)+1)

2010 PRINT "What is" ,S, "

+

",

0

0
0

",U," ",

2020 INPUT"" ,A1
2030 Z=Z+1
2040 IF A1=0 THEN RETURN
2050 IF A1=S+U THEN PRINT "RIGHT" ELSE 2090
2060 R0=R0+1

0

2070 GOTO 1960
2080 Z=Z+1
2090 PRINT "WRONG"
2100 W0=W0+1

2110 PRINT

.'''

2120 PRINT 5," plus",U," =",S+U,

2130 PRINT " TRY AGAIN" ,S, "
2140 INPUT"" ,A2

+ ",U," = ",

2150 Z=Z+1

2160 IF A2=S+U THEN PRINT "RIGHT" ELSE 2190

,...

W

0

0

2170 RO=R0+1
2180 GOTO 1960

2190 PRINT

"SUCKER" the unique game of
chance which simulates
artificial intelligence. Basic listing
for all machines: £5

2200 PRINT "WRONG TRY ANOTHER ONE"
W

,..
W

25 programmes for Sinclair ZX80: £20
For enquiries or orders:

W

UMC (PCW)

0

Manor House, Rathlin Island,
County ANTRIM
Tel: 02657 71220
PCW 130

2210 W0=W0+1

2220 GOTO 1960
2230 REM * Multiplication

Prog

2240 PRINT "WHEN YOU WANT TO QUIT TYPE '0"
2250 10=0
2260 PRINT
2270 IF 10=33 THEN RETURN

2280 I=INT(RND(-1) .11) +2

2290 Q=INT(RND(-1) *11) +2

2300 I=I+H
2310 Q=Q+H

2320 0=I*Q
2330 PRINT

"

What does ",I," multiplied by",Q," = ",

0

PROGRAMS

.
"'
,,.,

`1,

,n,

w
_

1

2340 INPUT"",B
2350 Z0=Z0+1
2360 PRINT
2370 IF B=0 THEN RETURN
2380 IF B=0 THEN PRINT "RIGHT" ELSE 2410
2390 R=R+1
2400 IF B=0 THEN 2270
2410 PRINT
2420 PRINT "WRONG"
2430 W=W+1
2440 PRINT
2450 PRINT I," times",4," =",I.Q,
2460 PRINT " TRY AGAIN", I," times",Q," = ",
2470 INPUT"",8
2480 Z0=Z0+1
2490 IF B=0 THEN PRINT "RIGHT" ELSE 2520
2500 R=R+1
2510 GOTO 2270
2520 PRINT
2530 PRINT "WRONG TRY ANOTHER ONE"
2540 W=W+1
2550 GOTO 2270
2560 REM ** General Knowledge Prog
2570 PRINT "IF YOU WANT TO QUIT TYPE '0'"
2580 V=0
2590 RESTORE
2600 I=INT(22.RND(-1))+1
2610 IF I>=15 THEN 2800
2620 L$="
2630 L$=L$+B$
2640 LS=LS+C$
2650 IF V=20 THEN RETURN
2660 FOR S=1 TO I
2670 READ N,B$,C$
2680 NEXT
2690 PRINT "How many ",B$," are there in a ",C$," ",
2700 INPUT"",A
2710 IF A=0 THEN RETURN
2720 V=V+1
2710 PRINT
2740 IF A=N THEN PRINT "RIGHT" ELSE 2770
2750 R2=R2+1
2760 IF A=N THEN 2590
2770 PRINT "WRONG, THERE ARE",N," ",B$," IN A ",C$
2780 W2=W2+1
2790 GOTO 2590
2800 FOR S=1 TO I
2810 READ N,BS,C$
2820 NEXT
2830 PRINT "What is the Capital of .,BS,"
2840 INPUT"",A1$
2850 IF A1$="0" THEN RETURN
2860 V=V+1
2870 PRINT
2880 IF Al$=C$ THEN PRINT "RIGHT" ELS8 2910
2890 R2=R2+1
2900 IF AlS=C$ THEN 2590
2910 PRINT "WRONG,",CS," IS THE CAPITAL OF ",B$
2920 W2=W2+1
2930 GOTO 2590
2940 DATA 5280,"FEET","MILE",1760,"YARDS","MILE",3,"FEET","YARD"
2950 DATA 36,"INCHES","YARD",365,"DAYS","YEAR",16,"OUNCES","POUND"
2960 DATA 112,"POUNDS","CWT",8,"PINTS","GALLON",2,2,"POUNDS","KILO"
2970 DATA 100,"CENTIMETRES","METRE",10,"MILLIMETRES","CENTIMETRE"
2980 DATA 10,"YEARSh,"DECADE",2240,"POUNDS","TON",3.28,"FEET","METRE"
2990 DATA 0,"BELGIUM","BRUSSELS",0,"HOLLAND","THE HAGUE",0,"INDIA","DELHI"
3000 DATA 0,"CANADA","OTTOWA",0,"EGYPT","CAIRO",0,"JAPAN","TOKYO"
3010 DATA 0,"POLAND","WARSAW",0,"NORWAY","OSLO"
3020 END

MICROMART
MICROSALES, MICROHIRE,
MICROLEASE.
Micros bought, sold or exchanged
Moving to new premises in
Wood Green Shopping Precinct
We are also dealers in the best in micros.
See Promglow Ltd (Icarus)
also in Practical Computing for details on
Intertec Superbrain.
Sales & Lease:

APPLE, Intertec Superbrain, Horizon,
Sorcerer, TRS80, PET, Disk drives,
printers.
Hire:

Some less than £12 per week. No delivery
or collection charge in London.
All systems sold complete or in parts and
there is no charge for VAT.
Bargains:

Three complete TRS80110 Ils + 32K + disk
drive + 800 L's worth of software free

for only £1000.
Two Sorcerer 32K £600
Two ITT2020 32K £600
Complete Horizon with disk drive £1250.
PET 8K with software £400
NASCOM I for £100.
Expansion 5100 available.
Challenger system

Phone for what you would like.
01-368 9002 Monday to Sunday
(evenings more convenient).

PROMG LOW LTD

CARDIFF MICRO
CENTRE
PETs

SHARP MZ-80s

PET Sweeper

HEWLETT PACKARD

by Peter Calver

COMPUTER BOOKS

Another addictive game from the man
that gave you 'Air Attack' (PCW
w

100
110
120
130

December 1979).

P0KE59468,14
PRINT"0",TAB(10)"3RULES OF SWEEPER
PRINT")WSWEEPER IS A FAST ACTION GAME IN WHICH"
PRINT"YOU NEED TO THINK FAST AND MOVE FAST."

SIGMA SYSTEMS
54 Park Place
Cardiff 21515/34869

140 PRINT"XHINE NUMBERS MR TO a9e WILL APPEAR ON THE"
150 PRINT"SCREEN - AND ALL YOU NEED TO DO IS"

A
-

160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260

EACH NUMBER ADDS TO YOUR",
PRINT"SWEEP THEM UP.
PRINT"SCORE, THEN REAPPEARS ON THE SCREEN IN"
PRINT"ANOTHER POSITION."
PRINT"IITO MOVE HOLD DOWN ONE OF THE NUMBERS"
FOR EXAMPLE"
PRINT"FROM 1 TO 9 (OTHER THAN 5).
PRINT"WOU SHOULD PRESS 6 TO MOVE UPWARDS, 2";
IT",
PRINT"TO MOVE DOWNWARDS, OR 6 TO GO RIGHT.
PRINT"IS LIKE THE POINTS OF THE COMPASS."
POKE59409,60:POKE59468,14
PRINT"MOSPRESS ANY KEY TO START"
P0KE59409,60:P0KE59468,14

270 GETWIF140""THEN250
280 GETWIFIO=""THEN280
290 DIMM(255)
300 DX(58)=-41:DX(50)=-40:M57)=-39:DX(42)=-1:11%(41)=1,B74(26)=39:DV18)=40
310 D74(25)=41

'10
,...

IP

di
.'

320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
400
410

POKE59409,52,PRINT"1":T=0,S=0
FORI=328087033728STEP40:POKEI,225:POKE1+39,97:NEXT
FORI=328091.032846:POKEI,98:POKEI+920.226:NEXT
J=0:P=32988,POKEP,102
FORI=IT09:GOSUB460NEXT,POKE59409,60:TI$="000000"
PN=DVPEEK(547))+P
TSS=RIOHTS(TIC2):PRINT"3ISCORE"STAlt(32)"TIME ",TWIFTS$="30°THEN490
IFPN=PTHEN370
PI=PEEK(PN)AND127
IFP1=970RP1=98THEN370

420 I=VALOCHRVPIWIFI=OTHENJ=0:001.0440

ITT 2020 16K Palsoft & Integer Basic.
UHF Modulator. Games paddles, Lots
of tapes. Full literature. Free disc
controller (worth £43) Only three
months old. Save over £100.
First £595 secures.

Tel. 0494 711431 Day
024029 273 Evenings.

WATSON & EWEN

SALES LTD.

SO 00 55
W 131

MICROIVIART

PROGRAMS
.

430 J=I S=S+J'G0SUB460
440 POKEP,32 P=PN POKEP.102
450 00T0370
460 R=32809+920*RND(1)
470 IFPEEKCR)<>32THEN460
480 POKER,I76+I'RETURN
490 FORI=1T01000.NEXT
";R$
500 006UE1560 ,PRINTunMODECORE ",S;TAB(23)"RRTING
510 GETX$ IFXS<>""THEN510
520 FORI=1T0200 NEXT
530 PRINT"1*140PRESS ANY KEY TO START ANOTHER GAME"
540 GETX$ IFX$=""THEN540
550 GOT0320
560 IFS<50THENR$="DUMMY"'RETURN
570 IFS(65THENR$="GRANNY" RETURN
580 IFS<80THENR$="LEARNER" RETURN
590 IFS<95THENRS="AVERAOE"-RETURN
600 IFS<110THENR$="000D" RETURN
610 IFS<125THENR$=" PRO" RETURN
620 R$="**ACE4."-RETURN

-

TRS -80

HIGH
PERFORMANCE
MODULE
Increase the speed and power of your

TANDY TRS-80 Level II
by

50°%o TO

1°0%
EFFICIENT

INTERNAL MODIFICATION
Send SAE for full details to
CENTRAL BUSINESS ASSOCIATES
PO Box 14
EPSOM, Surrey.
Excl. VAT

a

READY.

ill

a

KIT: £30
FITTED: £55

PET Delete and renumber

SMALL TURNKEY SYSTEMS

by Jerry French

Applications specialists with
CROMEMCO/CENTRONICS/CIFER
systems in:
Financial Planning
Budgeting

first routine edits out program
chunks while the second tidies up your
The

Schedule Order Handling dpik

line numbers.

Invoicing
Ledgers

11110

Information Index
TANDY/CENTRONICS in

41.

Builders Commercial Systems

in BASIC - source available
Expandable to:
-Multi-user systems
-10 Mb Hard discs
We aim to solve YOUR problems.
Support
Supply
Service
Contact: Alan Perry
01-272 3530 or 01-263 1951
:

:

50 * S.C18 ,W=CURSOR DOWN
1000 PRINT"SPROGRAMME TO EDIT OUT CHUNKS"
1010 INPUT"START I END NO'S: A
B ";A,B
___ 1020 PRINT"SOWIA:
REM***PRINTS LINE NOS***
1030 NOW:A.-A*1:1F A>B THENI070
1040 PRINT A
1050 IFN=7 THEN1070
GOT01030
REM***CURSOR HOME***
1070 IFA .11TNEN PRINT"S":
REM***DROP OUT FOR FINAL N0***
1080 IFA .BTHEN 2010
REM***PRINTS GEN TO BE
1090 IFWITHEN: PRINT"A.";11+1;":B=";B:
REM
CARRIED OVER ON SCREEN ***
2000 N.0: PRINT"OOGOTO 1020S":
REM***FORCING CNR$113) INTO BUFFER
2010 FORJ.11010:POKE(62J+J),13:POKE 158,J
2020 NEXTJ
,

1060

.
'

:

UR/EMOOgU

15>

-WE TRY HARDER
All the extras for your machine

our latest catalogue. Racal Zonal C12 cassettes (10 for
£3.951; Verbatim 51/2in. diskettes
(10 for £25), 8in single density (10 for £32) or double in

density (10 for £39); PET parallel interface £39 or £65
with decoding; ribbons, paper etc. etc. PLUS nearly 40
great PET programs at £1-£12. Post free but add 15%

VAT to all prices.

100 *PROGRAMME TO RENUMBER LINES
200 *1024 IS START PROGRAMME AREA
300 * 0 INDICATES START OF LINE
* A GIVES LOC. NEXT A MINUS 134.256
500 * B TIMES 256 + A . LOC. NEXT A

600

*

400

C LINE NO MINUS 2560

700 * D TIMES 256 +

SUPERSOFT 28 Burwood Avenue, Pinner, Middx.
STOP PRESS
PET GAMES PACK: 17 GREAT GAMES FOR JUST£25
............. .++,,,, ..... ..**+,..**....,...,

WEST FARTHING COMPUTERS
Computer experts live in
Cornwall too!
Advice, programming and maintenance
all available locally. Independent
professional advice pays for itself.

C
. LINE NUMBER
800 **** TO BE USED AS BASE WHEN WRITING PROGRAMME.***
900 **** USE SAME LINE NO S ***:
50000 INPOT"START NO";L50010
INPUT"STEP
";S
50020 A=1025
50030 B.INTIL/2561:PRINT"*";
50040 F.A+3
50045 POKE F,B

50050 C=L-(13*256)

50060
50070
50080
50090
50100
50110
50120

I.A+2
POKE 1,C
L.L+S
G.PEEK(A):J=PEEK(A+1)
A.G+(J*256)
IF PEEKIA+31>170 THEN STOP
GOTO 50030

Applications invited from anyone with
computer - related skills to go on our
list

Westfarthing Computers
21 Wendron Street,
Helston, Cornwall TR13 8PT.

Telephone 03265 4098
To advertise in
MICROMART
Please ring Jacquie Hancock
on 01-631 1682

BLUDNERS
Computer

answers last month lost a line
in the 380Z Basic access: 1040 POKE
P9,201 : RETURN

Backgammon also dropped a line or two:
R=Reverse on, 0=Reverse off, S=Space,

D=Cursor Down, L=Cursor Left and all
other characters must be shifted.

6020 W$="R%S`DLLL4S*DLLL5S6DL
LL!SO!DLLL6RSO5DLLL*RSO4DLL
L'RSO%DLLLSRSOS"
6100 B$="SRSOSDLLURSO%DLLL*
RSO4DLLL6RSO5DLLLRIOIDLLLR5
S6DLLL4S*DLLL%S'0"

\ Buy here at discount prices
11111111M

* Full after -sales service in our own workshops

Save

The only 16k complete

PET!
Up to 1.6111b tor
with the Comp

computer
for under £400

Disc System

using 16
16 Extra
business programmes
Allows powerful Easy to connect and use - plugs
supplied.
BASIC commands.
detailed manual
16132K PETS, procedures to remember)
directly into

Basic 4001(
dual disc
system

Keyboard computer, power
supply, UHF modulator

only

(no difficult

run - useful
Simple startup
System in R DM. *Ready to

and all cables to plug
into your own TV set and
cassette recorder and gol f
16K of user RAM for decent.
size programmes and data,
sophisticated level II
Microsoft BASIC.
Complete with level I and
level II programming manuals.
What more could you ask?

84

as Disc Op.
full set of professionally
supplied free;
- Sales and
programmes
packages availablePayroll etc., Real -

written business Stock Control,
boundaries
Purchase Ledger, Engineering and Commercial
support - Business BASIC, 800K £1.085
Time processing,
full language
FORTH,
1.6 Mb £2,190
overcome with
PASCAL,
FORTRAN, COBOL,
Assembler,
PILOT & CESIL.
PET £275
old ROM BK
FIFTH, PLM,
dual disc for
24K Memory

expansion with

'" One year guarantee on all machines

ail

smell-

and 'on-line'

!

for new ROM

8K PET £320

TRS-80

£38174
Expansion interface £199.09
4K level computer £251.30
I

This must be today's best buy!

ET 2

0-010 P
,

Anadex DP 8000

dot-matrix printer
`Speedy 112 ch/s bidir,
Fits A4 page -up to 80 cols.

'Up to 4 copies. PreCision
form -filling with sprocket
feed.'Special headings using

double width chars.'Modern
paper format to match A4
filing systems. *Other paper
sizes with adi. sprocket.
'Full punctuation, U/1_ case,
sign, 96 ch. set.

Reliable - strongly built,
100 M.ch. head.

Knock down price!

Interfaces Pet £45 Ohios £10
TRS-80 £40 Sorcerer £8
Apple £45

IBM golf ball printer
ideal for
word-processing
'Forget expensive Spin -

Wheel printers - the
Golfball produces equal
quality at up to 15 ch. per
sec. *Match various
typewriter styles with IBM
interchangeable heads.
each

*Completely reliable machine rebuilt by IBM
trained engineers and fully
guaranteed. *Precision
form -filling possible with
15 in. pin -feed platen.

'Stop disturbing others with

clear,

96-ch.set,U/L caw-& symbols,

Matches Pet/Apple line
lengths. 'Fast, 40 ch/s
bidir. *Reliable - robust only two driven parts,
*Plug in and go, built in PSU,
detailed manual, 'Thermal
paper 4V2 in wide x 80 ft,
less expensive than electrosensitive paper.
1pt

WhOe

stocks

Limited supply!

Interfaces Pet £45 Ohm £10
T RS -80 £35 Sorcerer £8
Apple E45

New large keyboard)

use

keyboard) £590
and new large
2001 - 16N (16K RAM and new large keyboard) £690
2001 - 32N (32K RAM
£53
for all Pets

TCM 100
Thermal Printer
noisy printout! Neat,

001".8N

(8K RAM

Interfaces Pet E45 Ohios El 0
TRS-80 £40 Sorcerer £8
Apple £45

deck, suitable
External cassette
y
mini
floppPet
CBM dual drive
graphics
printer
with
Tractor feed
graphics 200 x 320
Pet high-res.

£745
£499
£259

You can afford to

start computing

now! - with the Ohio CI -P
As imported, fully
tested, complete with
4K RAM, but unconverted
to UK std. (conversion
instructions supplied).

Add E24 for converted model,
Extra 4K RAM E39.

*Powerful programming possible - 6502 processor, fast 8K
Microsoft floating-point BASIC (easy to learn).
Superior utilities, 53 key key -board, giving upper and
lower case, user -definable keys, gaming and graphics chs.
Ultra -fast and powerful machine code from keyboard.

No intricate soldering or metal work. Computer supplied
assembled in ready-made case. *Reasonable sized

programmes in 4K RAM, *Expandable to 24K RAM in case,
drives discs, printer; available items include Assembler/
Editor and Extended Monitor, 'Programme interchangeability/reliability - Kansas City tape
interface. Save programmes on own cassette
recorder - all cables supplied.

TANDY
DEALER

Your dealer for Bath, Bristol and S.W.

Tel: Bath (0225) 28819
We stock components,test instruments,tools etc.

01910

<APO

VISA

LTD.

1111111=1

Computerama Ltd.

MEM

Harpers Kensington
Showrooms
London Rd, Bath, Avon

VISA

Credit card orders accepted
by telephone
for immediate despatch.

Loads of software -ask for list!

PCW 133
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THERE MUST BE ONE HERE FOR YOU

Tne Exidy family is a sophisticated range of products designed to meet the ever increasing variety of computing needs,
including home and business uses, educational and laboratory applications, industrial process control etc.
The Exidy range has been designed with built-in growth capacity to take the risk factor out of computer investment. The
Sorcerer Computer now has a memory expansion capability from 8K up to 48K within its own cabinet, enabling the
system to grow with your needs plus the ability to add many additional plug-in facilities such as disk drives and
pre-programmed ROM PAC's.
The standard configuration includes a 63 key typewriter -style keyboard and a 16 key numeric pad. Remote control for
dual cassettes. Serial RS232 and parallel interfaces, Z80 processor, 4K resident operating system, 8K Microsoft BASIC in
separate plug-in ROM PAC cartridge, 64 character x 30 line display, 128 upper/lower case ASCII character set and 128
user defined graphic symbols, operators manual, introduction to basic programing, connecting leads. All Exidy equipment
is backed up by a 12 month warranty covering both parts and labour.
The Word Processing ROM PAC features auto wraparound, dynamic curser control, variable line length, global search
and replace, holding buffer for re -arrangement of text, right justification, line width and line to line spacing, underlining
or boldfacing, text merging and a macro -facility permitting tasks such as formletter typing, multiple column printing of
automatic forms entry.
Or send coupon
for further information to:
SOLE DISTRIBUTORS
Now contact your nearest dealer:
The NORTH

Geoff Wtlkinson
LIVEPORT DATA PRODUCTS
The Ivory Works, St. Ives, Cornwall
0736-798157

BASIC COMPUTING. Oakville. Oakwonh Road, Keighley, W Yorkshire 0535 65094
E S MICROCOMPUTERS, 7 Berkeley Precinct, Eccleshell Road. Sheffield S11 8PN 0742 688767
GLYSTHYDON LTD., Nook Farm. Rake Lane. ~on. Preston. Lance 0772 633138
MICRODIGITAL 25 Brunswick Street. Ltverbool L2 06J 051 727 0535
MICROPUTE, 7 Westbourne Grove, Manchester M20 EIJA. 0625 612 759

MAGNUM CONSULTANTS. 57 Fairburn Dove, Garforth, Leeds. 0532 867897
TAN. COMPUTERS. 293 London Road, Hazelgrove, Stockport. 061 4568187

PLEASE SEND DETAILS OF THE EXIDY RANGE

I

NAM.'

MIDLANDS
M & R SYSTEMS, 20 Norwich Road, Wisbech, Cambs. 0945 5900
MIDLAND MICROCOMPUTERS, 1 Cherry Wood Drive, Men, NOntnenln 0802 298 281
GRIFFIN & GEORGE Birmingham, Manchester, London, Eastkilbride 01-997 3344

I ADDRESS

LONDON and the SOUTH EAST
MICROBITS, 346 London Road. Bleckweter. Camberley. Surrey 0276 34044

SLOUGH MICROSHOP, 120 High Street, Slough, Berks. 0753 22855
HOME & BUSINESS COMPUTERS, 445 High Street, Manor Park, London E12.01472 5107
E. M. G.. 30 Heathfield Road. Croydon. Surrey CRO 1E4 01 688 0088
G. P. W. ELECTRONICS. 146a London Road. North End. Portsmouth. Hants P02 90J 0705 693341

INFORME X LTD., 8-12 Lee High Road London 0E13. 01-3184213
N.I.C., 61 Broad Lane, Tottenham N15. 01-808 0377
NJ MICROCOMPUTERS. 165 London Road. Camberley, Surrey CUl 5 3JS 0276 62506
C.C.S. MICROSA LES, 7 The Arcade, Letchworth, Herts. 046 26 73301

WALES and the WEST
ELECTROPRINT. 5 K.nosclown Perede. 8,18101 BS6 5110 0272 292375

TR YFAN COMPUTERS, 3 Swifts Buildings, High Street, Bangor, Gwynedd L L57 1UW. 0248 52042
TVJ MICROCOMPUTERS, 48 Gloucester Road., Bristol 0212 422061

LIVE PORT. DATA PRODUCTS, The Ivory Works, St. Ives, Cornwall 0736 798157

PCW 134
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IF YOU FIND A BETTER PRINTER AT A BETTER PRICE - BUY IT

INTERFACES WITH
ANY MICROCOMPUTER

NEW ONLY 'BASE 2' MODEL 800 MST Complete with 2K terminal

..0%)1/4
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£350

----e
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buffer, treater, tractor and high speed paper feed.

80 -COLUMN IMPACT PRINTER

+ VAT
c'Sv. \,-4-LOWEST IN
PRICE -HIGHEST IN PERFORMANCE
.,(..
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*Reliability
'Low Cost
*Compact Size
*60 Lines per Minute

115/230VAC, 50 or 60 Hz.
*72, 80, 96, 120 or 132

Charactersline

16K STATIC RAM BOARD'S 100
BUSS

c- £99+VAT

,..0,-,...0.,

cv,
COI

g.

ALL BOARDS

. , 1,

(050 NS RAMS!)
Thousands of computer systems rely on thi5 rugged work horse
RAM board Designed for error free- NO HASSLE. systems use

WIRED!

OEM's

NOT A KIT!

£110 + VAT

AND FULLY TESTED
,ASSEMBLED
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Z80002 CPU, 16K words of
Dynamic RAM, a dual channel
PRICES
serial I/O port, 32 parallel I/O
lines and a wire wrap user area.
All devices are brand new, factory
£1099.00
prime and full spec.
WD9000B
The Pascal Micro engine chip
set. A set of 5 chips including
the 16 bit CPU which will direcMEMORIES
tly execute Pascal generated P
2102LHPC
Low power
code (UCSD P -machine instrucHigh performance
tion set - Revision 2.0). The
250NS
0.99 only CPU in the market designed
2114
low power 300 NS 2.95 to directly execute a high level
2114
low power 250 NS 3.25 language at speeds five times
4118
low power 250 NS18.95 faster than most typical computer
4116
200 NS Ceramic
3.50 systems.
£199.00
450 NS Ceramic
2708
4.50 VVD090A
2716
(Intel Type)
Single board mico computer
single 5 V
13.95 containing VVD9000 chip set,
NEW
64K bits (32K words) and single

16 Bit CPU with segmented
address space to 8 Megabytes

'

'

.1P

I

111
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Talking Terminal

Interface. £125 + VAT

75150
75154
75182
75322
75324
75325
75361

75365
75451

74491/2
8T26
8T28
8T95
8T97
SUPPORT DEVICES
6520
6522
6532
6551

1.25
1.25
1.95
2.50

3.25
3.25
2.50
3.50
2.95
50p
75p
1.75
,_
1.70
1.75
1.75
4.95 R

7.95
8.9
10.95

3.7,

68206810

7.95
7.95
7.95

6402
6504
6505

6821

6'.9'

6850
6852
8212
8214

4.75
10.95

8224
8228

68028216
9 . 95

£125.00 8080A

Z8002
16 Bit CPU with non segmented
address space to 64K bytes
£95.00
Z8000DM

-

L:AIDI

sided 8 inch disk drive. £1495.00,-,
4.25

4315-45L 4K CMOS RAM 12.95
low power 450 NS
CPU's
Z8001

7

The 'Talking Terminal' program turns a TRS.80 into a talking computer terminal. The 'Talking
Terminal' program receives input from a remote computer and converts it to spoken words. Its
many user options include: Instant Replay, spelled speech, silent or pronbunced punctuation
and more. Minimum hardware, Level II. 16K, Voice Synthesizer, RS -232c board and expansion

nndy

MICROCHIPS AT MICRO

NEW SYSTEMS

-

i

1.

mete with user's manual and test program. £39.95 + VAT

Thousands of personal and business systems around the world
use this board with complete satisfaction Puts 16K of software
Any

39.95

c

,1110

the TRS.80 Voice Synthesizer. Minimum hardware' Level II. 16K. Voice Synthesizer. Comes corn -

OUR 450 NS 2)08s

ARE .25 ea e VAT

capabillties

32K EPROM

4

WITH PURCHASE OF KIT

number of EPROM locations may be disabled to avoid any
memory conflicts Fully buffered and has WAIT STATE

2532

.,

At last you can take complete advantage of your TRS-80 voice synthesizer. Forget about
cumbersome phonetic codes. With 'Anglophone' you can simply use ordinary English. Com.
pletely interlaces with BASIC, or just about any other programming language. 'Anglophone' applies sophisticated pronunciation rules to transform normal English spelling into speech using

USES 270841

I IAI

E--'''''riF O ki/

E'±,.. ,f

A.

You get all this and more, plus a user's manual for £29.95 + VAT
DISK VERSION NOW AVAILABLE £39.95 + VAT
Anglophone

FIRST TIME OFFERED,
BLANK PC BOARD - $28

I II

ii

-

You can save and load prOgrams to and from tape in both source and compiled form.
.

16K EPROM CARD -S 100 BUSS £55 + VAT
1

-

-

Now you too can have Pascal! The famous Chung/Yuen 'tiny' Pascal has been specially

4,17.Z.ZTZTV.To!Z.Tm""

1

-

i

designed for the TRS-80! The full power and elegance of tiny' Pascal is at your command. Pro grams written in 'tiny' Pascal run at least 4 times faster -than the same program in BASIC! 'Tiny'
Pascal is also a great way to learn Pascal programming. & fun too.
Best of all, you only need a 16K Level II TRSBO! No disk is required. The 'tiny' Pascal operating
system is self-contained and very easy to use.
'Tiny' Pascal is a subset of standard Pascal & includes, RECURSIVE PROCEDURE/FUNCTION, IF.THENELSE, REPEAT/UNTIL. 'PEEK' & 'POKE'. WHILE DO, CASE. MORE! (Plus full
graphics for your TRS-80)

BRAND NEW!

1

'

.,

.

_

741.

g Blank PC Board can be populated as any

4 IVIHZ
. To:=,7,g7L

I ..
..
0 All 1 1 1 1 1 / 11 1'1 I I I I
I
0
0 JO

.. -

Software for TRS80 Tiny' Pascal FOR TRS-80

ASSEMBLED AND TESTED READY TO USE. over 0 years of clesign
efforts were required to produce a TRUE 5-100 ZEO CPU al a genuinely
bargain enc.,
eemuRFs

i

'

Multiple of 4K

S-100 Z80 CPU CARD
Perfect for

rialb

E.Z.J..

4 ON BOARD SELECTABLE WAIT STATES
Double sided PC Board. with solder mask and
silk screened layout Gold plated contact fingers
6 All address and data lines fully buffered
7 PHANTOM is iumpered to PIN 67
B LOW POWER under 1 5 amps TYPICAL from
the an Volt Buss

21L02

ARE TESTED AT 4MHZ.

Uses 2114 (45ONS) 4K Static Rams

I
--so 111111111.1111111
L-:

Addressable as Mur separate 4K Blocks

3

Not a Kit

RAM BOARD!

2 ON
ON BOARD BANK SELECT circuitry (CroStandard Allows up to 512K on line

ASSEMBLED AND FULLY
BURNED IN

Assembled + Tested

OUR iit SELLING

14 MHZJ

BOARD FEATURES
1

.

i

a) 2K Terminal Buffer
b) Fast Paper Feed/Graphics
c) Tractor Mechanism

16 Baud Rates to 19,200

'Self -test Switch

8K LOW POWER RAM KIT -S 100 BUSS

SALE

Plus:

Auxiliary User Defined Character Set
RS -232, 20ma, IEEE 488 and Centronics 110

8085A
Z80

7.9'

9.95
125.00
95.00
199.00

Z80A
Z8001

8251

8253
8255
8257
8259

KEYBOARD ENCODER
7.95

AY -5-2376

FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER
FD1771 B-01 Single Density
IBM Compatible
19.9575363

FD1791 B-01

Dual Density
IBM Compatible
39.95

'SAMS' BOOKS AT MICRO PRICES
computers and Programming
Guide for Engineers

TTL Cookbook
CMOS Cookbook
Primer
IC TimerMicrocomputer
Cookbook

IC OPAMP Cookbook
The 8080A Bugbook Microcomputer
Interfacing & Programming
How to Programme Microcomputers
Getting Acquainted with Microcomputers
The Z-80 Microcomputer Handbook
Using the 6800 Microprocessor
The Cheap Video Cookbook
IC Converter Cookbook
Fundamentals of Digital Computers (2nd edl
DB UG: An 8080 Interpretive Debugger

Eom

4.25
4.25
4.25

smoiir,TrauFrarrtnaar'elnCte'r'fVaecitegr

2.00

Introductory Experiments in Digital

8.75
6.45
6.95
5.45
6.75
8.75
7.25
5.95
5.95
5.95

4.75
3,95
9.45
6.75
3.50
6.45

Introductory Experiments in Digital
i.rieocgtri.eornn,,,i7nagrizi si notEleorLIVi lni

irie.s.cgtrrInrnics nagng 81 nitt ckiAni
E6800

r o cropku tie r

r

8.45

omopkuy r

7.45

2.00
2. in
3.95

4.5
10.50

4.75

Introductory Experiments in Digital
Electronics & 8080A Microcomputer
Programming & Interfacing - Books 1 & 2
Microcomputers for Business Applications
BASIC Primer
The S-100 and Other Micro Buses
Zr8° Microprocessor Programming &

Interfacing -Book 1
Microcomputer Interfacing with the 8255

14.96
5.95
5.95
3.95

9.45

PPI Chip9.45

A single board micro computer8.75
that interfaces directly to any
Zilog micro system. It contains a

NEW!

28002
WD9000

INTERFACE ICs
DM8123

1,25

G.I. COMPUTER SOUND CHIP

AY3-8910. As featured in July, 1979 BYTE! A fantastically powerful Sound

& Music Generator. Perfect for use with any 8 Bit Microprocessor
Contains' 3 Tone Channels, Noise Generator, 3 Channels of Amplitude
Control, 16 Bit Envelope Period Control, 2-8 Bit Parallel I/O 3 D to A
Converters, plus much more! All in one 40 Pin DIP Super easy to inAdd £2.25
terface to the S-100 or other busses
for 64 page Data Manual
SPECIAL OFFER: £8.25 + VAT each

MC14412VL
EAROM
ER3400 4K 650 NS

UARTS
AY -5-1013A
AY -3-1015D
IM64021PL

10.50

Z-80 Microprocessor Programming &

11.9 5

Interfacing - Book 2

7.,7

2ozotrinsittpwheorneeDpersoi

-Book 2

9.45

6.45

1 5.95

Z-80 PROGRAMMING MANUAL

2.50
3.98
3.98

most detailed explanation ever
on the working of the Z-80 CPU
CHIPS. At least one full page on
each of the 158 Z-80 instructions.
A must reference manual for any
user of the Z-80. 300 pages.

CHARACTER GENERATOR
4.50
R0-3-2513 UC

By MOSTEK, or ZILOG. The

ONLY £9.95

ORDERING INFORMATION: Postage free on orders over £10, otherwise add 25p, Add 15% VAT to total.

MICROBYTE

Telephone 01-278 7369
UNIT 9-10 1st FLOOR E BLOCK
36 MOUNT PLEASANT LONDON WC1 X OAP Telex 895 3084
PCW 135

60 characters per second RICOH RP -1600 The
fastest Daisy Wheel Printer £1290
FAST, heavy duty commercial DAISY WHEEL printer, with high
quality printout, coupled with low noise necessary for office environ90 day warranty provided
ment. Nationwide service by NEXOS
.

at your premises.
124 char: upper/lower case. * 10/12 chars: per inch giving 136 or

163 columns. * 15 inch wide friction platen. * /reverse Top of the
and host of other features. *
underline
form , BOLDING

\rnissimmaimaiimor

Centronics type parallel interface as standard.
options: serial interface £60 * PET interface 65 * APPLE interface £75.

OKI MICROLINE 80/132. THE QUIET PRINTER
YOU CAN LW E WITH £495.

THE QUIETEST DOT MATRIX AVAILABLE' 40, 80, OR 132
COLS PER LINE,* EXCELLENT PRINT QUALITY.* 3 WAY
PAPER HANDLING : LETTERHEADS FANFOLD , OR PAPER
ROLLS.* GRAPHICS .* IDEAL FOR SOFTWARE WRITTEN
FOR LARGE 132 COL PRINTERS.* CENTRONICS PARALLEL

STANDARD. OPTIONS: RS -232, PET, APPLE.

EPSON T X-80£395
DOT-MATRIX PRINTER
WITH PET GRAPHICS.
PRINTS 80 COLUMNS ON
PLAIN PAPER AT 90
CHARACTERS / SECOND.
ADJUSTABLE TRACTOR

EPSON

ANADEX DP8000
Exceptional value and high reliatality
84 lines per rninute, 112 cps Parallel and
serial interlaces as standard 96 ASCII set,
9 x 7 font Variable tractor Fans
handling facilities 1K butler store Options
include 2K extra store IEEE interlace

IIUIIIIIIMIMIIIIIIIIIIUPPER/LOWER CASE

DOUBLE WIDTH PRINTING

* MICRO CONTROLLED * SELF TEST HEAVY DUTY PRINT
HEAD USING JEWEL BEARINGS FOR LONG LIFE *

ANADE DP -8000 NEW LOW PRICE £475
FAST 112 CHARACTERS PER SECOND.* BOTH RS -232 , AND

MADE BY SHINSHU SEIKI AN !AFFILIATE OF SEIKO

WATCH CO OF JAPAN .INTERFACE: CENTRONICS PARALLEL,
OPTIONS: PET, APPLE, AND (SERIAL.

CENTRONICS PARALLEL INTERFACES BUILT IN." UPPER/
LOWER CASE £ SIGN.

TRS-80 MODEL 1 48K

Nts\

SYSTEM WITH DUAL

SUPER BRAIN £1875.
NOW WITH CP/M 2.2, &

DISC DRIV ES' 1250.

INCREASED DISC
STORAGE

TWIN Z 80-A 4MHZ.*
2 DOUBLE DENSITY DISC
DRIVES, GIVING 320 K
STORAGE * 64 K RAM.
* HIGH RESOLUTION
12

INCH

CRT.

LINES UPPER/LOWER
CASE * 2 RS232 PRINTER
PORTS. * CPM 2.2 OPERATING SYSTEM.
WORD PROCESSING & ACCOUNTS PACKAGES AVAILABLE.
80x24

TRS-80 MODEL II

NEW GREEN SCREEN VDU,
WITH ROCK STEADY DISPLAY,
REDESIGNED 32K EXPANSION
INTERFACE WITH TROUBLE
FREE DISC OPERATION, TWO
40 TRACK TEAC DISC DRIVES,
COMPLETE WITH CABLES.
TRIDATA SALES,
PURCHASE, INVOICING,
PAYROLL PACKAGES

AVAILABLE

£1999
LOW COST WORD PROCESSOR 1

BASED ON TRS-80 LEVEL 2 16K , CASSETTE RECORDER,
ELECTRIC PENCIL SOFTWARE, UPPER/LOWER CASE MOD,
PRINTER INTERFACE AND RECONDITIONED IBM GOLF
BALL PRINTER. COMPLETE READY TO GO 1250. FREE
MAILING LIST PROGRAM.
WORD PROCESSOR II

TRS-80 MODEL II

£1999

OF THE ART SECOND GENERATION COMPUTER.
OVER 10,000 ALREADY SOLD IN USA, 8 SLOT BUS ENSURES
EXPANSION OF HARD DISCS & OTHER PERIPHERALS., 76
Key professional keyboard, self test on POWER UP. TR-DOS &
LEVEL 111 BASIC STANDARD. CP/M AVAILABLE AS OPTION
making a wide range of accountinc, educational, scientific & word
STATE

SAME AS ABOVE BUT WITH 48K , 2 DISC DRIVES AND RICOH
DAISY WHEEL PRINTER . 2575.
WORD PROCESSOR III
BASED ON SUPERBRAIN COMPUTER SHOWN ABOVE. WITH
RICOH PRINTER & "MAGIC WAND" THE ULTIMATE IN WORD
PROCESSING.LETTERS
AUTOMATICALLY
FORMATTED
FILE.
WITH ADDRESSES FETCHED FROM SEPERATE
COMPLETE SYSTEM 3395.
INVOICING, STOCKCONTROL, SALES LEDGER, PURCHASE
LEDGER, PAYROLL, Mailing List AVAILABLE FOR ABOVE
COMPUTERS. FROM £250 PER PACKAGE.
CUSTOMISATION
OF
ABOVE
PROJECTS UNDERTAKEN

PACKAGES

&

SPECIAL

processing packages instantly usable.

NATIONWIDE SERVICE THROUGH 180 TANDY STORES &
COMPUTER CENTRES.

Prices quoted above do riot include VAT.

Phone or call for further details or demonstrations.

LONDON COMPUTER STORE
43 GRAFTON WAY, OFF TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON W.1.
TEL: 01-388 5721 OPENING HRS: 11-7 MON-FRI, 12-4 SATS.
PCW 136

m LII

Vitl:*111
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OLIVETTI TE318
ONLY

£130

OPTO SMA H!
TIL 302/MAN 7 7 segment LED readout
common anode direct drive Ivia
resistors) from 7447 (1.10 each

+ VAT

I.C. AND
-TRANSISTOR BARGAINS
NEVER CHEAPER
All I. C.'s and Transistors by
well known manufacturers and fully
guaranteed. No fall outs. Comprehensive

8 for £2.99 16 for £4.99
32 for £8.50 64 for £13.99
18 pin DIL sockets 8 for f 1.60

VENTEK WORD PROCESSOR

VDU TERMINALS
Still a few available. The VDU with the GREEN screen.

Made by the VENTEK Co. with the following spec:
12' monitor, 24 lines x 80 characters, upper and lower

case with descenders, 85 + keyboard, auto repeat,
ASCII, RS232 interface, adjustable baud rates, full
cursor control, edit function, characterlsl flash etc.,
etc. Latest technology used, mostly 74LS with
dynamic rams.
Supplied in 2 grades
Grade 1 Complete tested and working £275.00 + VAT
Grade2 Condition as seen or described f225.00 + VAT

Carriage Extra

Although Grade 1 sold tested and working no
guarantee offered. Anyone with circuits/
manuals please contact us.
HY GRADE SMOOTHING CAPS
MULLARD - PLESSEY - MALLORY. SPRAGUE
1 500mf
100v 60p* 3300mf
40v 50p
3300mf
63v 701)* 1 mf 600v MYLAR 28p
1 0,000mf
15v C1 -f 22,000mf 16v f 1.10T
100mf
200v f2 50t
250v 45p 2100mf
Ex equipment tested
P P 40p

SEMICONDUCTOR
'GRAB BAGS'
Amazing value mixed semiconductors, include
transistors. digital, linear I.C.'s, triacs, diodes, bridge
recs. etc. etc. All devices guaranteed brand new, full
spec. with manufacturers markings, fully guaranteed

BAGS £5.15

Keep your equipment Cool and Reliable with our tested ex equipment
Muffin Fans- almost silent running and easily mounted Available in

ELECTRON IC
COMPONENTS
EOUIP11.1ENT

pp

66Z
DISCOUNT

Due to our massive bulk purchasing programme
which enables us to bring you the best possible
bargains, we have thousands of I C 's Transistors,
Relays, Cap's.. P C 8 's. Sub -assemblies, Switches.

etc etc surplus to our requirements Because we
don't have sufficient stocks of any one rem to
include in our ads . we are packing all these items
into the "BARGAIN PARCEL OF A LIFETIME"
Thousands of components at giveaway prices,
Guaranteed to be worth at least 3 whet what you
pay plus we always include something from our ads
for unbeatable valuer, Sold by weight

2.5k1s £ 4.75+pp £1.25
10k1s 011.75 +pp £2.25

SOLID STATE RELAYS
Interface your MPU etc, with the outside world made

by the famous "Aatralux" Co. They consist of
miniature plastic module with mounting holes concerning a reed relay for notation. choke and Mac
12-20 volts D C at a few milliampe enable on/off
control of A.C. loads up to 10 amps! The 10 amp
version should be mounted on a heataink. 100's of
uses including power control, lighting, etc, etc.
Dimensions :4 amp, 13' x x f 10 amp. 13" x 13" x
4 amp CI .45 10 amp [2.10 complete with circuit

HOW TO

GET HERE

SUPER 77 KEY

S.C.R.'s
2N3001 364350 ma T018 22p each 6 for f 1.00
205061 60v 1300ma rota 21p each 4 for (I 130
2N4441 50v 11 amps T0270 15p each 10 for 14 00
CI0601 408r 5 amps T0202 55p each 10 for 15 00
TRIACS
G.E. 12 amp 600v 1022048 95p each 10 for 03 /5
E.C.C. 1.6 amp 100v 105 38p each 3 for (1.00
A.E.I. 10 amp 400v ready mounted on 7; s 23
heanink (1.00 each 4 for 83.75
LOW PROFILE I.C. SOCKETS
0 D.I.L. 100 each 12 for 0100

data on I.C.'s 15p per type.
2N4351 N channel MOS FET.
2N4352 P channel MOS FET.
60p each f 1.00 per pair.
HIGH VOLTAGE NPN POWER
SWITCHING transistors BVcbo 600v
BVceo 500v BVebo 15v lc 5 amps
Pc 125 watts HFE 60 typ ft 2.5 mhz
ideal invertors, etc. TO3 11.60 each
4 for 05.40.
BF258 NPN 250v @ 200ma 45p each
3 for £1.08.
I. R. BSB01 2.5 amp 100v bridge rec
P.C. mount long leads 35p each 4 for

OTHER GOODIES
203055 IR C A 165p each
21W943 R.F output 40 vdts, 1 wall up to 100051111
T.0.5 550 each 10 la E5.011
2N4304 1115120 FET transistor 31p each 3 to 01 00

f 1 .08.

1.161360141S16051 11 0 I.1 2 watt A

IN4998 4 amp 100v P.C. mount diodes
long leads 14p each 10 for f 1.10.
LM30914 +5v 1.2 amp regulator f 1.1 0
each 6 for £5.35

each 8 for 16 00
CA302811 DC 120 MHZ differential, cascode amp
11 .00 each 3 for 82 50
CA3011 20 MHZ wideband amp 1099 case 65p

11 0 IL 11p each 0 for (I 00
16 0 I L Gold Plated and grade 27p each 6 for El C11

11 21p each 5 for fl 00
24011 35p each 3 tor El 00
77

amp 130p

AGFA C10 computergrade cassettescomeach 2 for (100
pietewithlibraryca5e568peach, 10 forf5.50 TMS3114 DUAL MOS 128 bit static shill leg OE

IN4004 SD4 1 amp 400v diodes 7p
each 18 for f 1.00.
I. R. 12 amp BRIDGE RECS. 400 volt
f 1 25 each.
POWER DARLINGTON SCOOP!
fet.11000 NPN 60v 90w 8 amps 11:13 95p each

2N6385 NPN 130v 100w 10 amps T03 (125 each
61.14030 NPN 60v 150w 16 amps 19312.25 each

2.5 MHZ El SO each 4 for 84 25
NE555 10 loF 82 55
0E424 zero voltage switch, mac SCR relay drive,
105 can 11 10 each 7 for 16 50
FSA2719 8 independent diodes 151148, 15911
type in 16 0 I L pack 38p each 3 for El 00
FP03725 4 NPN 50v 500ma transistors in 11

0 !I. pack 10p each 2 for f 100

DECADE 0-9 THUMBWHEEL SWITCHES. Stackable, gold plated contacts.
dim. 33 x 43 x 8 MM. 90p each, 10 for f5.50.
Miniature Continental Series 12VDC 4ci o plug in relays El .30 each.
Greenpar 5011 BNC Chass. socket single hole fixing 65p
C90 Audio Cassettes screw type construction 45p each 3 for f 1 00.
Bulbs 24v 14 watt white frosted S.B.C. 8 for C1.00.
Bulbs 12v 100 watt clear, base similar S.B.C. 45p each.
S B.C. Bulb Holders All steel cad. plated panel mount easily fixed via nut and
round hole, ideal disco displays, scoreboards, etc. 4 for f 1.10
VMOS VMPI Siliconix T03 power FET 0-60v, DC -200 mhz will drive direct
from CMOS etc, C1.50 each, full date 34.

Heavy Duty Flat Insulated Earth Braid 100-200 amp braided tinned copper
in heavy clear PVC sheath 50p per metre. f6 for 15 metres PP E1 per 15 metres
BULGIN miniature 6 way male chassis mount socket and matching free plug
60p each. 2 for E1 .10

Red L.E.D.'s full spec. 0.2 14p each. 10 for El .25.
Red L E D..'s 10.125 10p each 10 for 80p1
Dynamic Stick Mics 60011 with built in oni off switch complete with lead and
min. jack plug f 1 15 each. 10 for f 10.00.
TO5 HEATSINKS "Thermaloy" black anodised press on aluminium finned
type 18p each. 8 for El .00.

POWER SUPPLY UNITS
5 VOLT 2.5/8 AMP TTL Made for TTL this compact ex
computer systems unit features a 10 amp transformer. DC
outputs of 5 volts @ 2.5 amps and 7.5 volts @ 5 amps are
available. The 5v output is fully regulated and smoothed

with electronic current limiting. May be easily moded for
5 volts @ 7-8 amps. Sold complete with circuit, believed
working but untested. £8.25 + E1.60pp..

5 VOLT 5 AMP An extremely compact unit measuring

only 125 x 175 x 83 mm, almost fully enclosed with
terminal type connections. Features such as adjustable
volts and current limit make it ideal for an MPU system.
Sold as new. £14.99 +11.130pp.

"+" 6 "-" 12-15v @ 250 ma. ITT Powercard.
Measuring only 140 x 80 x 40 mm, this precision totally
enclosed PSU should meet all your memory and negative
rail requirements. Individual pots allow independent

adjustment of both the plus and minus supply

rails.

Supplied BRAND NEW with circuit and edge connector at

only E12.75 + f1.00pp.

KEYBOARDS
* 76 KEY ASCII CASED *
At last a coded 75 key cased ASCII keyboard at the
right price. Housed in an attractive light grey case,
this unit was originally made for ICL for use in air-

port reservation systems so only the BEST parts
were used. It has everything, we think, to meet
your most exacting requirements, numeric
keypad, upper and lower case, cursor controls,
single 5 volt rail, serial and parallel data outputs,
plus eight LEDs mounted on the case. Supplied
with circuits, believed brand new, but may have
minor scratches on cases.

Only £43.50

E1 .60pp

* LOW PRICE CHASSIS *

VDU. Module consists of an 18 digit display area, mounting bezel, on board

A special bulk purchase enables us to offer the above keyboard at a
lowest ever price 49 coded keys encoded into a direct TTL compatible
bit output Features such as delayed strobe. 5 volt 0 C single rail
operation and rollover protection make this an absolute must for the
MPU constructor, Supplied complete with connection diagram and edge

character generator and decoder driver circuitry, all measuring only 8.5" x2.25" x 1.34W.

connector, at a secondhand

BURROUGHS SELF SCAN DISPLAYS
A masterpiece of electronic engineering. This unit could be described as a miniature

By inputing a 6 bit ASCII T.T.L. code 18 GIANT 0.4" full alpha
numeric characters may be displayed simultaneously,

addition of external logic enables the unit to scroll
along lust like a newscaster. Internal 64 character
repertoire, or external inputs for special characters
are provided. Power requirements +5v, -12,
and 250v.
Supplied brand new,
complete with data

'no time to test' f20.00 + P.P. 01.60
price of only

SUPER CASED VERSION Same as above spec but housed
attractrve two tone moulded, free standing case Una also
includes an all TTI. parallel to serial convertor no details/
etc

£27.50 +P.P. E1.85

£55.00 + El .25op.

BARGAINS GALORE!
In our walk round Warehouse
NOW open Monday to Saturday 9.30-5.30

*

5k1s £ 6.75+pp £1.80
20 kls £19.99+pp f4.75

ISOLATED 240v 4 AMP Et 10 AMP

.

layout and assembly info at only £26.99 + £1.50pp.

25ma. 4 for fl .0

DISPLAY

INTEL 1103A 18 pin DIL 150 vs IK Rams
guaranteed full spec complete with data.

1.,_,,qatilg

In stack now test
supplies, scopes. sig. gen's, motors, peri
transformers, power
variacs, keyboards,
tools,
components,
equipment, I .0 's,
+ thousands of
V 0 U's sub assemblies
transistors, microswitches,
of our vast range, is
other stock line& Just a mere fraction callers.
displayed below 100's of bargains for

Victoria, London
Bridge or Holborn
Viaduct to
We've done it again! We've purchased a large quantity of C P CLARE top quality
keyboard reed switches plus full QWERTY keytop sets and thrown in a PCB to Thornton Heath.
1 minute from
enable you to customise the keys just as YOU want them, just add and wire an
Thornton Heath
encoder chip and you can arrange ASCII, BAUDOT. anything! Adding up to a
quality keyboard which would normally cost around E100.00. Supplied with
Station

alphanumeric readouts E3.75 each.
PHOTO TRANSISTOR
Fairchild FPT 100 NPN silicon 30v

DYNAMIC RAM SCOOP!

ir

KEYBOARD KIT

TIL 119/0072 Darlington opto
isolator 3 for El :00
TIL305 0.3 7 x 5 matrix LED

The cheapest way to I/O to your computer, 80
column high quality printer, friction feed, serial
ASCII in and out, RS232, feather light keyboard,
and inbuilt 8 bit paper tape punch and reader.
Supplied in good condition with interface data
and accessories but untested, unguaranteed.
What more could you ask for.
1" Paper tape 75p per roll
pp 40p.
HURRY WHILE STOCKS LAST.

two voltages 110 V.A.C. E5.05 pp 65p OR 210v A C E6.15
65p DIMENSIONS 43 a 43 x

I

at your disposal!
ADAM interface unit for PET TRS00, SORCERER E165.00 VAT

+ CARR

50 4- BAG F2.95 100

for word processor applications, will accept a host of different typefaces for all
cor espondence uses. Supplied in good working order. After seeing the printer only
ver ion advertised at over 0900 00 we must he mad asking only 0295 00 can Er VAT
Wh pay a fortune' Even il your computer fails you still have a lost class typewriter
de

0

ELECTRONICS

Dept. E.T.1. 6466 Melfort Rd., Thornton Heath, Surrey. MAIL ORDER
Telephone 01-689 7702 or 01689 6800
INFORMATION
Unless otherWise stated all prices inclusive of VAT. Cash with order. Minimum
order value f2.00. Prices and Postage quoted for UK only. Where post and
packing not indicated please add 40p per order. Bona Fide account orders
minimum f 10.00. Export and trade enquiries welcome. Orders despatched
Same day where possible. Access and Barclaycard Visa welcome.

TOROIDAL TRANSFORMERS
HP 2111N pri

sec 2 x 30v
x 21

4 amps 2

x

@ 1 amp

11 00.p p (195

dimensions 43

PR 210v ph sec 15 0 15 @ 2 amps dimensions 3' a 23 Et 954p p 99p
TM 210,110v pre sec 15 0 15 8v0 dimensions 79
1' (1 95.p p 30p
All voltages measured off load
a

HGH
EFFICIENCY

SMITHS

RADIAL BLOWERS
Are your hot parts sweltering' Then keep them cool
with our high of ficiency radial snail type blowers Made
by Smiths. designed for continuous use in expensive
electronic equipment very powerful and quiet, gives
massive are flow to prolong component hfe and
rehetnlity. Easily mounted, air apert0
23' x 3'. Ideal lingers etc.
Please state 240v or 110v
°petition. 50hz only.
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LITTLE GENIUS
If you find self -instruction manuals difficult to
follow, then meet our Little Genius.
Little Genius floppy diskettes are the fastest,
easiest way to master your micro.
Little Genius will save you time and effort,
teaching you to exploit all your micro's facilities.

Happy Memories
4116

200ns

£4-50

4116

15Ons

£5 -50

2114

200ns

£4-75

2114

450ns

£4-25

2708

450ns

£4-95

2716

5 volt

£14.95

Courses now available:

1. Applesoft basic
2. Advanced Applesoft
3. Using your Apple
4. Pet basic
5. Advanced Pet basic
6. Palsoft basic
7. Advanced Palsoft
8. Using your 2020

MEMOREX mini discs soft sectored

£19-95 per ten

SALE
We're moving shortly to new premises and don't
want to carry much. Bargains for everyone.

All prices include VAT. 30p postage on orders
below £10. Access & Barclaycard.

All orders to:

Dept. PCW

For further information ask your local dealer
or contact:
Peter Brown at Suite 504, Albany House,
324 Regent Street, London V1/1R 5AA.
Telephone 01-580 6361.

19 Bevois Valley Road, Southampton,
Tel: (0703) 39267
Hants. SO2 OR

COMPUTER SYSTEMS LIMITED

"MICRON" the latest line in superb products from TANGERINE.
6502 based microcomputer
VDU alpha numeric display
Powerful monitor TANBUG

8K RAM

32 parallel I/O lines
2 serial I/O lines
RS 232 C/20mA loop, with 16 programmable Baud rates

Four 16 Bit counter timers
CUTS cassette recorder interface

Data bus buffering
Memory mapping control
71 Key ASCII Keyboard, including numeric keypad and with auto repeat
Including metal cabinets for both keyboard and modules

Including power supply
10K Microsoft BASIC

All the usual BASIC commands
Integer and real numbers
Integer and real arrays

Intrinsic functions ABS, INT, RND, SGN, SIN, SQR, TAB,
USR, ATN, COS, EXP, LOG, TAN.

User defined functions
READ and DATA statements
Dump and load programs for cassette recorders
Program editing command

For full details send 12p stamp to
Tangerine Computer Systems Limited,
Forehill, Ely, Cambs. Tel: (0353) 3633

String function for text I/O

Name

BASIC can call user machine -code sub routine
User machine -code interrupt handler interfaces with BASIC

Address

138 PCW

UlaeiNMEZN
COMPUTER SYSTEMS LIMITED

Are you in
Control I
100

o

C PICOAMPS

DC PICOAMPS

COOLANT

FUEL

TEMPERATURE

PRESSURE

WE CAN PUT YOU THERE!
We have experience in Advanced interfacing for micro mainframe connection,control instrumentation and
communications.
For further information please contact Jeff Orr or Graham Knott on 051 933 5511
Stack Computer Services Ltd, 290/298 Derby Road, Bootle, Liverpool 20.
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Floppy Disk Systems
AT LOW COST

SINGLE DISK UNITS 40 Tracks

050 77 Tracks £345

DUAL DISK UNITS 40 Tracks £440 77 Tracks £645

*from CUMANA LTD
The high quality and very reliable TEA C 40 track FD -50A and 77 track
FD -50C 5% inch Mini Floppy Disk Drives packaged in single Disk and
Dual Disk configurations with integral mains power supply unit.
* Both FD -50A and FD -50C are Shugart SA400 interface compatible.
* FD -50A has 40 tracks giving 125K Bytes unformatted capacity.
* FD -50C has 77 tracks giving 240K Bytes unformatted capacity.
* Both models can be used in double density recording mode.
* Daisy Chain up to 4 drives on your computer system.
* Directly compatible with TRS 80, SWTP, Heathkit, Superbrain, Video Genie,
* Japanese quality and reliability.
* 220-240v 50 HZ mains power unit.
* Warranty and service back up from Cumana.

Please add VAT to all prices. Delivery at cost will be advised at time of order.

Cheques payable to: CUMANA LTD.,
35 WALNUT TREE CLOSE,
GUILDFORD, SURREY. GU1 4UN
TEL: (0483) 503121
TELEX: 859680 (INPUT G)

e wBear'
omponents
imoommim

SHARP MZ8OK

MICROCOMPUTING I.C.'s
Z8001
MC6800

MC6802 ..

MC6821
MC6850
MC6810AP
MC6840
MC8602P
MC14536P

£

3.61

£
£
£
£
£
£

2.88
3.69
2.43
8.99
7.99
7.99

£ 12.72

al MC3459

Z80 CPU 2.5MHz
Z80 P10 2.5MHz
Z80 CTC 2.5MHz

.
.
.

Z80 SIO

Z80A CPU 4MHz
Z80A P10 4MHz
Z80A CTC 4MHz
am SC/MP 11
a
(INS 8060N)
INS 8154N

.
.

.

al 8080A
in 6502
6522
6532
6545

all

* Z-80 based CPU *4K bytes monitor ROM
* Internal memory expansion up to 48K bytes of RAM
* 14K extended BASIC (occupies 14K bytes of RAM)
* 10" video display unit - 40 characters x 25 lines
* 80 x 50 high resolution graphics
* 78 key ASCII keyboard alphabet (capital & small)
plus graphics * Built in music function.
* Fast, reliable cassette with tape counter -1200 bits/sec.
* 50 pin universal BUS connector for system expansion
- printers, floppy discs etc.
FROM. .. £520.00
Machine code tape and manual
19.00
Assembly code tape and manual
£ 45.00
Sharp monitor Listing (fully commented)
£ 15.00
az_' Sharp basic manual
£ 7.00

£142.50
£ 6.75
£ 8.50
£ 4.63
4.99

£ 25.57
£ 13.99
£ 10.00
£ 10.00
£

8.88

£
£
£

8.18
5.50
9.90
7.30

OM NO

£ 12.76
£ 16.66

6551

MOM INN

KEYBOARDS
Boxed 76 Key, High quality ex-Avionic

computer keyboards £38.00 + £1.00
p&p + VAT
hone for details.
en

10.79

MIS

1

1

II 1.1.

SPECIAL OFFERS
NM

2708
2716
4116

£ 5.99

TANDON TM100
51/4 Double sided disk drive
SHUGART SA400
51/4" single sided disk drive

.c18.50

£ 5.50

MOM

111.1

NMI

Min

NOM

MIN
NMI

SHARP
MZ 80K

at NEWBEAR

ills_

VOW 1101111

mom
IMO MIMI
MEM

r

aim
MOM 1111111
MO

OM NO
MO
NM MO

OM

INN

win On

8300 RM PRINTER
* 80/132 ch. per line (switchable).
* 125 c.p.s.
* 2K Buffer.
* V24 RS232/Current Loop interface
* Speed switchable between
110-9600 baud.
* Double width char. available under
software control.
* Sprocket feed.
* 7 x 9 dot matrix

* Paper width: From 4.5" to 9.5"
mot

£525.00

PRICE

1111111

mmo
OMNI

1111011111111

IMO

MO

Ma iMia

IMO

mix aim

SIM

MO

.....

MO
Mel

alma
some
IMIN

am
NOM

£250.00
£189.00

ACORN
6502 BASED MICRO KIT
8K RAM KIT
MAINS ADAPTOR
V.D.U. KlT

.

£65.00
£95.00

a

£ 5.00

solo

£88.00 a
sems
1111

MM

11111111

NEWBEAR SYSTEMS FOR APPLE II,
HORIZON AND SHARP.

INN

Moon_

ma

nos Ion

moo

mo. MIMI

4***

map

*4

TERMS. Official orders (min £10.00), Access
and Barclaycard welcome. p&p 50p, PLEASE
ADD 15% VAT. SEND FOR BOOK list and
hardware catalogue.
NMI

MN NM

_arm

S INN

Mai

EMI

Mal mil_

MID
MOM /1111

ami

CALLERS ANI) MAIL ORDER: 40 Bartholomew Street, Newbury, Berks. Tel: 0635 30505
CALLERS ONLY: 220-222 Stockport Road, Cheadle Heath, Stockport. Tel: 061 491 2290
1st FLOOR OFFICES, TIVOLI CEN11U., COVENTRY ROAD, BIRMINGHAM. Tel: 021 707 7170
a division of Newbear Computing Store Ltd.

piaMOM
mem

mum
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IN-HOUSE
VIEW DATA
SYSTEM
Full specification colour viewdata system,
compatible with Ceefax, Prestel etc.
Implemented on Cromenco, North Star
or an existing S100 machine.
Uses unmodified tv.
Single or multi-user,
up to 11,000 frames stored.
Intelligent `soft -key' frame -editing.
Modem/autodialler will allow interface to Prestel,
the Post Office Viewdata system,
or other distant viewdata bank.

Hi -tech Electronics

Telephone 0703-555072
Tho Mi-tech electronics
Colour VDU is standard
11100 card suitable /or
the wide range *4 $100
cOmputers on the
market.
The board will drive
standard T.V.set
(British iao
and is ceopatible
with: *Viewdata
*Come4as
*Teletext
*Oracle
*Prestel..the
most Oflice system
l igent
*Hi -tout
agates
viewdataintel

Prices from £800 to £1 5,000

hi -tech electronics

1 Richmond Gardens, Highfield Southampton SO2 1RY
Telephone (0703)555072

ftwir

+MICROS = SOFTWARE

Business systems available now for the TRS 80
Sales Ledger
Purchase Ledger
Invoicing
Stock Control
Payroll
Nominal Ledger

225
225

(OPEN ITEM/DEBTORS ANALYSIS/STATEMENTS/INVOICES/VAT/DAYBOOKS etc.)
(OPEN ITEM/CREDITORS ANALYSIS/REMITTANCE ADVICE/VAT/DAYBOOK etc.)

75

(UPDATES SALES LEDGER/DOWNDATES STOCK/MAINTAINS BACK ORDERS)

(ISSUES/RECEIPTS/MOVEMENT, USAGE, VALUATION, RE -ORDER REPORTS etc.)
WEEKLY, MONTHLY, CASUAL STAFF/BONUS SCHEMES/COIN ANALYSIS/PAYSLIPS etc.)

t

200
218

from £225

12 MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL PACKAGES - TAILORED SYSTEMS TO YOUR REQUIREMENTS
FOR THE BEST IN PROFESSIONAL MICRO BUSINESS SOFTWARE CONTACT US DIRECT OR CALL YOUR NEAREST TR1DATA DEALER FOR A DEMONSTRATION.

CAMBRIDGE COMPUTER STORE (CAMBRIDGE)

0223 68155

COMPUTER DEVELOPMENT SERVICES (SWANSEA)

0792 26085

ELECTRON SYSTEMS (SANDY, BEDS.)

0767 81195

A. J. HARDING (BExH1LL, E. SUSSEX)

0424 220391

KATANNA MANAGEMENT SERVICES (CHELMSFORD)

0245 76127

OPTRONICS (TWICKENHAM)

01 892 8455

GPW ELECTRONICS LTD (PORTSMOUTH)

0705 693341

PCW 142

Tridata Micros Ltd.
Smithfield House
Digbeth
Birmingham B5 6BS
Tel: 021 622 6085/6

Software for 8/16/32K PETs

SOFTYSoftware Development System

TEXT AND ADDRESS
PROCESSOR (TAP)
Allows creation and editing of
TEXT and SECONDARY files to
operate in three modes:
-WORD PROCESSOR (Text file)
-WORD PROCESSOR with
inserts from secondary file
(letters etc)
-REPORT GENERATOR (Sec.
file) using text file to format prints.
User sets secondary file content:
Inventories
Stock Lists
Personnel
Spare Lists
Pupil Records
Exam Questions
and, of course, name and address.

MICROSYSTEM
DEVELOPMENT
USING SOFTY

Features conditional selection of
secondary file entries!
£40
Business: 2040 disc -based
£20
Personnel: tape -based
£6
Documentation only
Configuration details please.

SOFTY is intended for the development of programs which will eventually become
software residing in ROM and forming part of a microsystem. During the development
stage of a microsystem, SOFTY will be connected in place of the firmware ROM via a
ribbon cable, terminated in a 24 pin OIL plug.

Data may be entered into the SOFTY RAM via the -vital port, parallel port, direct
memory access, or the keypad, and manipulated using the assembler key -functions.
When the program has been entered the internal microprocessor can be 'turned off' and
the externalmicrosystem and its resident microprocessor allowed to access and run the
program in SOFTY's RAM and /or programming socket In this way modification can be
made until the required program is complete - the contents of the RAM being clearly
visible as 'page' on TV or monitor. 4 pages are available, 2 of the Data RAM an 2 of
the programming socket
In the end, when the program is complete and working, the DIL plug is removed and
replaced by an EPROM device prograrf(med by SOFTY SOFTY is able to program the

"Half Price only to bona fide Educational
establishments".

T.I.-59 Software incl. address labeller.
S.A.E. for list.

2704/2708/2716 family which have 3 voltage rails
To help in the process of program development SOFTY has various assembler
key -functions, which include - block shift without overwriting, block store, cursor
control, match byte and displacement calculations (for jumps, etc.) A high speed
cassette interface is also provided for storing working programs and useful subroutines

HARTFORD SOFTWARE

Software is supplied for serial data transfers - which means that you can write an
assembler for your favourite MPU in BASIC on your Superboard, UK 101, NASCOM, etc
and transfer the hex code directly to EPROM via SOFTY The serial transfer program runs
in the scratchpad and can be easily loaded from cassette, or the programming socket
Besides software development and EPROM programming. SOFTY has other uses - as a

training aid, or as a control computer in its own right with up to 2K bytes firmware,
1K of RAM, 22 I/O ports and Direct Memory Access.
SOFTY Kit -of -parts (including zero insertion force socket for EPROM programmer ribbon
cable and 24 pin D I L header plug for connection to the system under development)

Price (115 (Inc VAT, p&p)
SOFTY power supply kit E23 (inc VAT. p&p)
SOFTY built and tested E138 (inc VAT, p&p)
Write or telephone for full details

SOFTY CONVERSION CARD Enables SOFTY to program the single rail EPROMs 2508, 2758,
2516, (INTEL 2716), 2532.
Selection of device type and 1K block are by 4 way pcb slide switches.
Programming socket is zero insertion force. Supplied ready built with

Dip Jumper for connection to SOFTY. £46.00 (inc VAT, p&p).

MODEL 14 EPROM ERASERS

9 Massey Avenue, Hartford, Cheshire CW8 1R F

apple dealer

Program line editor - give
your keyboard a few hundred
extra keys!

AMAZING GAMES
High -Quality computer
games & utilities

All the hits of the west coast

apple software
Graphics Games

Bismarck - Battle the bismark
& Prinz Eugen ... but first
you must find them!! (hi-res)
Wilderness campaign - go
adventuring in the wilds,
tackling monsters and
haggling for supplies (hi-res)

Dungeon campaign - explore
the multi -level passages,
avoiding nastier
!

Text Games

Network - all the challenge of
running a company in
broadcasting

Terrorist - Do you have the
nerve to outface the terrorist
gang?

Oilwell - inheriting an oilwell
could he a roller -coaster ride!

MODEL UV141 EPROM ERASER
Fast erase times (typically 20 minutes for 2708 EPROM)

Space - explore alien planets,
taking care of every detail, or
you may get dead!

Space II - more unknown

riches and dangers to be faced

faire
You must have heard of the
west coast faire, held last
month in San Francisco. What
an event! All the best new
software and some very
interesting hardware, too.
!

!

!

Now lots of it is available in
England, from a new company
called Amazing Games.
Remember that name, because
you will soon be used to
getting the very best programs
from them!
In general, you have probably

found that a lot of the

programs you buy have such
severe limitations or even,
regrettably, fatal bugs, that
they really don't get used

much, if at all.

Amazing Games does not

believe that this kind of software is worth dealing in, and
so they went to the California,
to see if there were any highperformance programs
available, and sure enough
then hunch was right!
They returned home

triumphant, bearing gold in
the form of the programs
described, with the promise
of more in the near future
So, if you, too, are in dire
need of reliable programs,

either for business,
programming or simply
amusement, send the coupon
below to Amazing Games,

with and S.A.E. and they'll
return a catalogue.

14 EPROM capacity
Built-in 5 to 50 minute timer to cater for all EPROMs

Plus. r+*+*

('ut here-

Safety interlocked to prevent eye and skin damage
Convenient slide -tray loading of devices
MAINS and ERASE indicators

All 8, yes, eight! of Scott
Adorns' adventure game series

To: - Amazing Games

Rugged construction
Priced at only E89 70 (inc VAT, p&p)

MODEL UV140 EPROM ERASER
Similar to Model UV141 but without timer
Low price at only £70 73 (inc VAT. p&p)
WRITE OR TELEPHONE FOR FULL DETAILS OR SEND CHEQUES /OFFICIAL COMPANY
ORDERS TO

Business Utilities

Mailing list database - keep
your clients informed. with
easy selection of addressed fur
multiple postings
Modifiable database - keep
any information in any format
you choose, and then recover
it

Computer Utilities

GP Industrial Electronics Limited
(Retail Sales), Skardon Place, North Hill, Plymouth
PL4 BHA. Telephone: Plymouth (0752) 28627
TRADE AND EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME

Higher Graphics - Design
pictures on the screen, and
animate them too, if you want
(hi-res)

Cut here

No. 3, 37 Green St.
Mayfair,
London WI

Please send me a copy of your

current (first half 1980)

catalogue. My main interest is
in:
Business

Computing
Games

(Please mark interest)

Name

Address

Higher text - 10 colours nn

the screen, and as many fonts
as you like (hi-res)
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POWERFUL MICROS
Multi -User Multi -Tasking
Multi -Language Hard Disc
Storage Word Processing
Priced from under £5000
Languages supported include Basic,Cobol,Fortran.
OEM, Educational and Dealer

AT THE
RIGHT PRICE

enquiries invited

EQUINOX
COMPUTER SYSTEMS LIMITED

Kleeman House,16 Anning Street
New Inn Yard, London EC2A 3HB
Tel:01-739 2387 & 01-729 4460

WE'RE THE NEWEST AND MOST UP-TO-DATE COMPUTER CONSULTANTS AND
SUPPLIERS. WE'RE SPECIALISTS IN HARDWARE, SOFTWARE AND CONSULTANCY.

JUST LOOK AT
THESE PRICES II

SOFTWARE
SALES LEDGER
PURCHASE LEDGER
INVOICING
(FOR COMPUTHINK)
STOCK CONTROL
WORD PROCESSOR
ASSORTED GAMES AND
INSTRUCTION COURSES

£350 EACH
INCLUDING
TRAINING
COURSE

PRICES
ON
REQUEST

AND AVAILABLE ALMOST IMMEDIATELY:
HARDWARE
TRS80 16K II
ITT 2020 (APPLE)
DISC DRIVE
COMMODORE PET 32K
COMMODORE DISC DRIVE
3022 PRINTER
COMPUTHINK DRIVE 400K
800K
VIDOGENIE 16K
TEAC DISKDRIVES SINGLE
DUAL
ANADEX DP8000

77 TRACK 51/4" DISC DRIVE
£546
£750
£370
£795
£795
£700
£955
£1245
£395
£275
£499
£499

DOS

TRAINING COURSES FOR ITT, TRS 80,
COMMODORE - BOOK NOW!
MEDIA 51/4" from £22 for 10
8" from £37 for 10
MAIL ORDER:
PLEASE ALLOW 21/28
DAYS FOR DELIVERY.
P&P EXTRA AT COST
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ALL OUR PRICES INCLUDE
VAT AND THE BEST SERVICE
BACK-UP AVAILABLE
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You've heard about it
Read about it - HERE IT IS
04,
AVAILABLE EX -STOCK
COMPLETE KIT AS PER
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION

4/

AS'

ens
, 1 pp
'10
41

Wilh provision for 8K on board expansion. Excludes 4118 x8*

4

"r/i.

4.5'

940
/e.,

INCLUDES FREE 16K EXPANSION
Miff £140 includes ALL parts with every kit

MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT
CASH WITH ORDER ONLY
PET
2001-8
3016
3032
C2N Cassette Deck

£

IEEE to IEEE Lead
PET to IEEE Lead
3040 Disk
Computhink 400K for
8K via exp/PET
For 16/32K
800K Unit
24K Expandapet

495.00
675.00
795.00
55.00
25.00
20.00
795.00
825.00
895.00
1145.00
320.00

INTERFACES
120.00
Small sys, Serial C
175.00
Serial B Bi-Dir
165.00
TNW2000 Bi-Dir
All IEEE/RS232
166.00
PETSET 1 A/D
Stockists of PETSOFT &
COMMODORE SOFTWARE

-,,

+15% WITH
VAT FREE

NASCOM-2

£295

ON DEMONSTRATION NOW

16K EXPANSION WORTH f140 i

I

44C.,,,

I

AVAILABLE ONLY FROM US ON THE COUPON BELOW
OPTIONAL EXTRAS

DEMAGNETISERS
Curved Head (Mains)
Cassette (Battery)

3

4.00
12.00

WORKBOOKS
TIS WORKBOOKS (NO VAT)
18.00
Set of 6

CONNECTORS
PET USER/IEEE PORT
PET 2nd CASS PORT
Covers for USER/IEEE
PORT Connector
D52 RS232 Connectors
Male/Female
Covers

1.25
.95

AMP POWER

SUPPLY VAT 15%
£29.50 Post f1.50
For NASCOM-2

8 OFF 4118*
For NASCOM-2
Purchasers
£80

RS232 COMPATIBLE

EX STOCK

+ VAT
OUR PRICE

80 COLUMN PRINTER

brand new
List price £550 If sent by carrier £5 extra

£394+VAT
g -u 15%

FULL MANUFACTURER'S WARRANTY - DON'T DELAY. ORDER TODAY

Please send me my NASCOM-2 KIT with the FREE 16K EXPANSION
for £295 + VAT.
I enclose remittance

2.50
3.25
2.50

KIM
KIM 1
KIM 3B
KIM 4

99.95
99.95
69.95

to cover

Name & Address

In stock NASCOM-1 . TANGERINE . TRS80 as previously advertised

r

HENRYS

,.

r._

Computer Kit Division
404 Edgware Road, London, W2, England
01-402 6822

64,-

NASCOM

PAPER
TCM100 Roll
Anadex/PET 80 Col
Teletype 132 Col
PR -40 Roll
CASSETTES
C12 Cass Highgrade Per
10 in library cases

DISKETTES
PET 3040 per 10
APPLE
"
"
C/THINK D/D Per 10

2.50
15.00
25.00
1.00

Nascom 1 (kit)
Nascom 1 (Built)
Nascom 2 (Kit)
Power Supply (kit)

125.00
140.00
295.00
29.50
II

SEND FOR OUR FULL
SOFTWARE & MAIL ORDER
PRICE LIST 4.00

25.00
25.00
35.00

DUST COVERS
PET (All models)
PET 3040
COMPUTHINK DISK
T/T 43 PRINTER
Anadex DP8000 Printer

£5.75
£3.50
3.00
5.75
3.50

Le AN

C;OMPUTERS S

0

KEEN & COMPETITIVE!
WE ARE SPECIALISTS.
'PET' SPECIALISTS.
HARDWARE & SOFTWARE.

WE HAVE EXCELLENT
STOCKS OF BOTH

Csk

_Sfir&
4c,

'40oRti
' IMIIIESIIIIIIII \

/ MEM III

Inc. a full range of Commodores and Petsoft; and,
of course, our own, such as:

ALL PRICES ARE EX. VAT.
PLEASE ADD 50p p&p ON SMALL ITEMS £2.50
ON LARGER ITEMS
ALL GOODS DESPATCHED BY RETURN OF
POST OR YOU WILL BE NOTIFIED OF ANY
DELAY & OFFERED AN ALTERNATIVE OR THE
RETURN OF YOUR MONEY

Stock Control & Invoicing
Random Entry & Analysis
Delivery Services
Work Study
Monthly Planner

£ 60
£ 40
£220
£150
£

7

etc. etc. (SAE for descriptive leaflet)

Don't delay
SEND
NOW!

ak J

-

We will also write programs for you that you are
unable to do or get written.
YOU ARE WELCOME TO TRY, BROWSE & PURCHASE AT OUR PREMISES ... TRY US!

Name

Address

Phone

ORDERS TAKEN BY POST OR PHONE: ACCESS BARCLAYCARD -VISA

Item No

n ex

INTEX DATALOG LIMITED t,AGLESCLIFFE NDUSTRIAL ESTATE, EAGLESCLIFFE, STOCKTON ON
TEES. CLEVELAND TS 16 OPN, ENGLAND,I TELEPHONE. EAGLESCLIFFE 781193 (STD Code 0642,
CABLES INTEXRAD. STOCKTON ON TEES. TELEX 58252

______________

3 CRUNDALE AVENUE, KINGSBURY
LONDON NW9 9PJ 01-204 7525
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GATE

MIERCISYSTEMS LIMITED

Scotland's Complete Microcomputer Service
SOFTWARE:
Incomplete Records Accounting

now supply and support:

Sales Ledger
Purchase Ledger

Nominal Ledger
Stock Control
Payroll
Word Processing

HARDWARE:
Apple II Systems and Peripherals
Commodore Business Systems
A wide range of VDUs, printers, etc.

Database

Software can be tailored to your requirements or written completely
to your specifications.
Our service is comprehensive, ranging from advice on system selection through
installation and implementation, to operator training and comprehensive
Hardware and Software maintenance.
You don't have to take our word for it.
Call us and arrange a demonstration. GATE MICROSYSTEMS LTD.,
THE NETHERGATE CENTRE,
66 NETHERGATE,
DUNDEE.
TEL: (0382) 28194.

Philips Mini -Digital Cassette Recorder.
CASSETTE RECORDER

7101111W ---+M;,,,

The Mini -Digital Cassette Recorder
(Mini-DCR) can operate in the following
modes : Idle, Read, Write, Backspace

and Rewind. Complementing the quality
and reliability of the Mini -Digital Cassette

rim

Recorder are Philips mini -cassettes

:c
-

011.1

.-......

certified for digital data recording

....

applications. These mini -cassettes use
tape which is certified for freedom from
drop -outs. Mini -cassettes have been widely
used for program loading in Philips office
computers during the last four years, and

over half a million are already in service.
Low cost, low power consumption and
compact size of the Mini -Digital Cassette
Recorders mean they are ideal for
program loading and updating applications
as well as providing a highly convenient
data capture facility.
Ample capacity for program
loading and data interchange is provided
by the 128 k byte capacity, and the high
data transfer rate of 6000 bits/sec allows
quick reading and writing of programs and
data.
PRICES INCLUDING MANUAL
MINI D.C.R.
£95 ea. + VAT

INTERFACE

from £42.50

INCLUDE £2.25 FOR CARRIAGE ETC.

Manual available separately price
£10.00. Refundable on receipt of
order.

CU R R A H
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INTER FACE BOARD
This compact interface hoard was designed specifically for the purpose of interfacing the
Philips Mini DCR to a Micro-computor. Power consumption is
very low, enabling it to be powered from the micro -computer that it is serving. Flexibility
of the system was held as paramount, address decoding can be changed simply by moving
links
By using subroutines held in the micro -computer to control the system the user can make his

controllin g program to suit his own particular needs and can be as simple or as complicated
as necessary.

COMPUTER
COMPONENTS

79 Crowland Rd. Hartlepool Cleveland.
Phone 0429/ 871900
TS 242JN.

'

40

1-1 1E V 0 G NI

LJ ER SEFcV I C
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PRICE LIST APRIL 1980

. (MA I L.

> .

ALL PRICES EXCLUSIVE OF DELI VERY & V . A. T.

*********************

41I
40

40

. 7'. 7'. .72,0:2!<>
WITH COLOUR CARD AND PALSOFT IN ROM.
16K
7 '9.00
48K F. a 5.
. 00
32K £7957,00

40

I.T.T. 5.25 INCH DISK DRIVES :CONTROLLER CARD £49.00
DISK DRIVE £299.00
PRINTER CARD (PARALLEL)
E79.00
MEMORY UPGRADE (16K) FOR I.T.T.2020 £60.00

41

eNNALIEX

41

F*F:IFATEFc

LIF'acD01,0

40

ALSO NEW ANADEX APPLESIDER AND DP -9500.

41

11.5 BY 8.5 PAPER 4000 SHEETS £18.00
5.25 INCH MINI FLOPPIES (BOX OF TEN) £19.50
ALL CONSUMABLES AVAILABLE !!!

41

41

TRAINING GIVEN. COURSES FROM IDIOT LEVEL UPWARDS
B;oFt4
F: I
E NJ OR AVA ILABLE EX -STOCK

40

41

!

ALL E:

G Li I IR I ES W.EL.I;C7MF

41

40

*************************************************************************

*

*
41

*

WE RECOMMEND THE EiF: I 7" I

81-1

PleeNDIE ITT 2020 MICROCOMPUTER

*

di

*

BECAUSE WE HONESTLY FEEL THAT IT REPRESENTS THE
*

41

*
41

41

BEST VALUE FOR MONEY CURRENTLY AVAILABLE.

*

*************************************************************************

FULL SUPPORT WITH ALL SERVICING AND "HANDS ON" COURSES AVAILABLE

SIEJF-1-104.4N,F=cIE ASSISTANCE

AI
mr

!

!

40

41

!

BEFORE PURCHASE.LET US SHOW YOU HOW TO WRITE YOUR OWN PROGRAMS....
41

41

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED.

DON'T DELAYtPHONE TODAY.

41

41

41

WE APPRECIATE THAT NOT EVERYONE SPEEKS COMPUTERESE AND WE TRY TO
GIVE NEWCOMERS TO THE MICRO -CHIP ERA EVERY ASSISTANCE POSSIBLE.
FOR ADVICE AND DETAILS OF OUR COURSES AND SUPPLIES,JUST LIFT THE
TELEPHONE AND DIAL :Ne Et

41

a

41

NI BO I S (ESSEX() 43 -.2. 1

ONLY FIVE MINUTES FROM THE LONDON UNDERGROUND (CENTRAL LINE)

WARN I ha G
411

F7 Fc C3 1,1

1'F-lEvEicnm

C:10 PIP'

lr EE FR SEF V I 0E8.

DEALING WITH OTHER COMPANIES CAN DAMAGE YOUR PURSE
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TOMORROW TODAY
at
Birmingham Computer Centr
Commodore official distributors

ELECTRONIC
SERVICING LTD.

/11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i

3016, 3032, 3008 PETs
The reliable value for money system
with after sales support, instruction
and training facilities and a wide
range of programmes.

Petact authorised distributors for central Southern England

for the full range of Computhink disc systems (dealer
enquiries welcome)

Computhink Old ROM 400K
New ROM 400K
New ROM 800K
All + VAT

£ 795.00
£ 895.00
£1145.00

Large Keyboard PETS in stock 32K PET £795 + VAT 16K
PET Ask for delivery on 16 2040 Disc System and C.B.M
Printers. Large Extension Keyboard for the PET £89.50
+ VAT.

3040 DUAL DRIVE FLOPPY DISC
The latest in disc technology.
Low cost with reliable data transfer.

Stockists for Petact Business Systems (Sales accounting,
purchase invoicing, payroll, Stock Control, Nominal
Ledger and management information.
A wide range of Printers available i.e. Teletype 43,
Anadex C.B.M, Printerm

COMPUTER BOOKS - for professionals, hobbyists,
businessmen and newcomers.

ACCESS, BARCLAYCARD

3022 PROFESSIONAL PRINTER
The high specification printer.
Prints all PET characters onto paper
and accepts labels, printed forms,
cheques etc.

Also dealers for the new Sharp MZ80K,
& distributors for ACT800 series computer system.
IN STOCK.

If you require any more information or demonstration
regarding the PET 2001/8 or any associated equipment,
programs, etc., please contact:
Marketing Department.
PETALECT ELECTRONIC SERVICES LTD
33/35 Portugal Road
Woking
Surrey

Tel: Woking 69032/68497
Shop at:
PETALECT
Chertsey Road
Woking
Surrey

Tel: Woking 21776/23637
PCW 148

App e au orisedistributors
irisiroirrimibutm
The sophisticated quality system with
a reputation for advanced design and
innovation.

Camden Electronics, First Floor,
462 Coventry Road, Small Heath,
Birmingham B10 OUG.
Telephone 021 773 8240
Open Mon. -Sat. 9.30-6.00 p.m.
A MEMBER OF THE COMPUTER RETAILERS ASSOCIATION

MllJ

IRS -8O SOFTWARE

FROM THE PROFE---I:IrsIZIALS
EDITOR/ASSEMBLER PLUS
Now get every feature of Tandy's Editor Assembler and T -Bug all in one package. PLUS - many "big computer" features
to simplify your programming, editing and debugging. Its no longer necessary to waste time creating both source and object
tapes - Assembler Plus assembles directly into memory. Macros are supported, simply define a Macro and any frequently
used sequencies are automatically assembled. Assembler Plus also supports Conditional Assembly with 2 new pseudo ops,
which enable assembly if a condition is true. There are 7 new expressions available, together with an automatic ORG,
improved symbol print out and a Quash command to give you more storage space for general text editing. And that is
all just on the Assembly side: The Editor is improved with extra commands like Substitute, Move, Copy and Extend for
moving entire blocks and repeating them anywhere in the file, and for searching and substituting occurrences in old text
for new text. A Range command is available for both Edit and Find enabling you to operate on a single line or a range
of lines. Included in the package is a debugger called Z -Bug which includes all of the features of Tandy's T -Bug and
features single step execution, direct execution in command mode and symbolic references, plus up to 8 breakpoints,
rather than the single one in T -Bug. Editor/Assembler Plus is written by the original author and comes with an 80 page
Manual - best of all it costs the same as Tandy's Editor/Assembler alone
Editor/Assembler Plus for 16K Level II. Cassette based

£21.70 + VAT = £24.95 50p P & P

ADVENTURE
The original Adventure was written for a main frame computer and was called Adventureland.Since then there have been
many derivatives. The best are written in machine code like the Scott Adams series (for which label we happen to be the
sole importers 1) but good as they are, they have had to be shortened to fit into 16K. This Microsoft Adventure is the
original uncut main frame version, for the first time available for a microcomputer. Once you enter the Colossal Cave,
your journey takes you through a labyrinth of caves containing active volcanoes, green snakes, sulfur lakes,kil ler dwarves,
trolls, five foot oysters and many many more surprises before you can collect the 25 Treasures and be a Grand Master
All the while directing your journey with commands and questions to the computer in English. Over 400 messages and
descriptions are combined in an endless number of ways in the program vocabulary. Almost literally mind blowing
Adventure.

32K single drive minimum. Disk based

£19.50 + VAT = £22.43 50p P & P

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PACKAGE
A Complete Assembly Language package for the user who requires the ultimate in programming aids. This package consists
The Macro Assembler accepts
of a Macro Assembler, a Linking Loader, a Text Editor and a Cross Reference Facility.
Z-80 opcodes and supports a complete Intel standard macro facility including IRP, IRPC, Repeat, local variables and
ExitM. The code is assembled in relocatable modules which offer the advantages of easier coding, faster testing, debugging
and modifying. An expanded set of conditional pseudo ops allows testing of assembly pass, symbol definition and parameters to macros. Other assembler features include comment blocks, octal or hex listings, titles and subtitles, variable

input radix (base 2 to 16) and a complete set of listing controls. The Linking Loader provides a number of loader capabilities executed by means of easy command lines and switches. Any number of programs may be loaded in user specified
locations. Internal and external references between modules are resolved automatically. The Loader also performs library
searches for system subroutines and generates a load map of memory showing the locations. The Text Editor is a random
access line orientated text editor similar to those used on the IBM 360 and PDP-10 computers. The Editor's speed and
simplicity make it easy to insert, replace, print or delete lines ;edit individual lines; renumber lines in a file and to find
or substitute specified text. The Cross Reference Facility provides a convenient alphabetical list of all program variable
names, together with the line numbers where they are referenced and defined.
Assembly Language Package. 32K single drive minimum

£65.00 + VAT = £74.75 50p P & P

FORTRAN

The best Fortran Language Compiler available for the TRS-80 - a standard ANSI Fortran from Microsoft. The package
includes the Compiler, a Linking Loader, a Text Editor and a Fortran Runtime Library. The Compiler has a number of
enhancements to the ANSI standard: LOGICAL variables which can be used as integer quantities, +127 to -128;LOGICAL
DO loops for tighter, faster execution of small valued integer loops; mixed mode arithmetic; hexadecimal contants ;
Literals and Holleriths allowed in expressions ; logical operations on integer data AND..OR..NOT..XOR can be used for
8 or 16 bit Boolean operations; READ/WRITE End of File or Error Condition transfer, that is, control may be transferred
The
to a specified statement on end of file or error encounter; Encode/Decode for Format operations to memory.
standard library supplied includes 49 subroutines, together with routines for 32 bit and 64 bit floating point functions.
Users may write non-standard I/O drivers for each Logical Unit Number - making the task of interfacing non standard
devices to Fortran, a straightforward one.
Fortran Package. 32K single drive minimum

£65.00 + VAT = £74.75 50p P & P

Send large SAE (27p) for our current Catalogue of TRS-80 Software. Add £1.45 for a binder.

A.J.HARDING CNIOLIMERX3

28 COLLINGTON AVENUE,BEXHILL-ON-SEA, E.SUSSEX. TEL: (0424) 220391

BARCLAYCARD

VISA

TELEX 86736 SOTEX G FOR A. J. HARDING
PCW 149

CRYSTAL ELECTRONICS
CC ELECTRONICS

EPR 0 MP T ERASER

XTAL Basic 2.2
NOW ON SHARP MZ8011;
All of the features of SHARP BASIC
and more. Occupies 5K less
memory, thus effectively increasing
memory size for programs.

*

SCRUBS UP TO 32 CHIPS IN 15 MINS ON 200-250v A.C.

CONTINUOUS 253.78M BEAM. SAFE &SIMPLE. GUARANTEED

* £39

£520+VAT
MZ80K 20K RAM
(with XTAL BASIC leaves 11K for programs)
£40 +VAT
XTAL BASIC for SHARP

*

TEX 90 8K16 -BIT MICROCOMPUTER £99

Prices as PETSOFT list +20%.
NASCOM 1 & 2 owners-XTAL BASIC 2.2 £35 +VAT
£100 +VAT
NEW EPROM version
(please state monitor used)

TEX100 IEEE S100 BUS &POWER UNITS: PAIR £95
RUNS Z80A+ 64K DRAM +V24 I/0+131SC I/0 +2 MINIFLOPPIES:
EXPANDOBUS 4 -SLOT EXPANDABLE MOTHER/EXTENDER £39

EPROM version runs in E000H-FFFFH.

COMPACT POWER: +9v8a .+16v6a. -16v1a. FROM 240v A.C. £59

APPLE II PLUS OWNERS
APPLE INTEGER BASICondiscfoi-32Kor48KAPPLE.

TELE-TEX SMART V24 T.V. TYPEWRITER FROM £99
16x64. 256 CHAR. PROGRAMMABLE SOUND &DEVICE CONTROLS

Now you can run nearly all of your programs£20+VAT

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED FOR SUBSTANTIAL DISCOUNTS.
WE ALSO NEED PARTNERS FOR PRODUCTION INVESTMENT.

* PETSOFT is a tradesmark of ACT PETSOFT LTD.

ALL ORDERS AND ENOUIRIES POST -FREE TO

Members of Computer Retailers Association & Apple Dealers Association

TEX MICROSYSTEMS LTD.

Shop open 0930-1730 except Saturday & Sunday
40 Magdalene Road, Torquay, Devon, England. Tel 0803 22699
C 0 A/1;NT E

S

COMPONENTS

FREEPOST. ST.ALBANS. HERTS. AL1 1BR

O

OR PHONE St. ALBANS 64077 OUTSIDE WORKING HOURS

H

Personal demonstratioris available at all times in our new showrooms at
30 Lake Street. Also a large range of personal computers, books and
magazines. Barclaycard and leasing facilities available.

ow'

NETT 30 DAYS : ALL INCLUSIVE

TMS9980 :TEXBUG MONITOR .RAM .TIMER .V241/0 .MANUALS

format for SHARP & NASCOM-

Mill 10

£40

+ NEW PRODUCTS +

Coming Soon - PETSOFT* programs in XTAL BASIC

and Barclaycard welcome.

C.W.O.

Compuppipt
30 Lake Street, Leighton Buzzard, Bedfordshire
Tel: (0525) 376600 24 hour Answering Service

The TX -80 offers

96 Ascii char. set and Pet graphics
80 col., 150/125 char/sec
Condensed line, Enhanced print
1(4. VAT)
5 x 7 dot matric, 6 x 7 dot matrix for graphics
Our prices are incredibly low, starting at £445 + VAT but

including postage and packing.
The TX -80 is supplied with a parallel interface as standard, but
interface boards and cables for Pet, Apple, TRS 80, IEEE 488, and
Serial are available at £45 each.

T199/4

ACORN

_hfoorbbthy7stdiscerning

THE VIDEO GENIE
SYSTEM EG 3003
triti.11.11.111.11.uluilikti.111.1.

A complete range of single boards

This TI Home computer helps take the
guesswork out of problem solving,

and accessories available

whilst also providing a "fun" way of

Acorn Controller
Micro Computer
Assembled Microcomputer.
Memory

£ 35
£ 65
£ 79
£ 95

Memory Assembled

£100

VDU

£ 88
£ 98

education

and

giving

stimulating

entertainment for everyone. The TI
99/4 has all the features you have been

waiting for
only £995* complete
with 14" colour TV with NTSC/PAL
video input -.7.- or if sold separately TI
console £665 and NTSC/PAL £375*.

Call CompUtopia for comprehensive
price list.
* Incl. VAT
PCW 150

V.D.U. Assembled
(All prices exclude VAT)

At last, value for money
in microcomputers.

£425 incl VAT
'16k User RAM plus 12k Microsoft BASIC in ROM
'Fully TRS 80 level II software compatible
*Huge range of software already available
*Self contained, cassette, PSU & UHF modulator

*Simply plugs into video monitor or UHF TV
*Full expansion capability for disks & printer
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PET COMPATIIIL
DAISY. WHEEL
.pRINTER.:
S.S.E. RICOH R.P 40

Printing Speed - 40 C.P.S.
, Character -set - 96 characters, metal faced printwheel
Choice of typefaces
,
L..m e width - 136 characters (10 characters per inch)
Line width - 163 characters (12 characters per inch)
1..
Form width - 16"
Integral PET IEEE -488 Addressable Interface
(Disc compatible)
240v 50Hz
Micro -Processor controlled
Reputation for high reliability
-

.

Options: Pin Feed Platen
Acoustic cover
Form Tractor
RS232 C Interface, Centronics Interface

.

Complete word processing systems - Commodore PET,
Software and RP40 Printer also available.

.

:

41,-

HIGH QUALITY PRINTING AT LOW COST £1590.00 inc. PET INTERFACE

flA

Smal
Systems
.
Engineering
Limited

,

Unit F, 2/4 Canfield Place, London NW6 3BT.Telephone 1011 328 7145/6

Qtr,S

Professional
ASCII Keyboards
Nod

D IfiCk

maiutrateteriiiiiinatamia
ametorataini
1 ii" I ournarisza
girartorataiimiliroardsra

dreitillitateltiibeaglite.
6
1

We offer systems for the smaller business user based on
microprocessors by Apple and Microstar and supported
by extensive software for a wide variety of applications.
We also supply daisywheel printers by Qume, matrix
printers by Texas, and a variety of video screens. We
sell or lease equipment and guarantee our installations

in the field. AND we offer in situ service support via
our own engineers.

If you have specific requirements for individual items of
hardware, come and discuss it with us.

We're Access Data Communications ... your flexible
friends.

Access Data Communications Ltd., MI IIIII
228 High Street,
Uxbridge, Middx.

Tel: 0895 30831/59205

Ici
SIP
49. t

MODEL KB 756
FULLY ASSEMBLED & TESTED
CASE AVAILABLE

Accessories Available include:Edge Connector
KB15P £1.95*
Numeric Key Pad
KB710 £7.50*
Plastic Case (Black)
£12.75*
KB701
DC to DC Converter DC512 £5.00*
* U.K. Orders add 15% VAT on Order total.
FULL DATA SHEET ON REQUEST

Citadel Products Limited.
Dept. PCW 50 High Street, Edgware,
Middlesex HA8 7EP. Telephone 01-951 1848

KEYBOARDS

SPackaged Information

recessing

We offer a variety of turnkey systems based on APPLE II and MICRO STAR.
It is our endeavour to give a complete service from problem determination through
to the supply of computer based solutions. We will solve the problem either with a
tailor made suit of programs, or a ready written package from another famous
software house.
We can also supply three excellent DEVELOPMENT
SYSTEMS, namely NASCOM, ACORN and NORTH
STAR HORIZON

=

Arales

computer

and Service

Phone for further details or...
Come along and see all of the above
equipment, plus a wide range of
peripherals, which are now on
display in our new offices and
showroom.
AT

15 Sandhill, Quayside, Newcastle Upon Tyne
Tel: 0632 614939

PCW 152

ystems

[SP

76 Godstone Road, Ken ey, Surrey (nr. Croydon).
Tel: (01) 668 0761/2

Professional versatile computer system with
comprehensive front panel facilities and 20 -slot
motherboard. Units have substantial power
supply etc. and come with 2 or 4 MHz Z80 CPU.
BUS conforms to the IEEE S100 standard.
DPS.1 from £695
Available with K2 operating systems & PASCAL/Z.
Companion Disc Drive Enclosure for on-line storage
for 250K Bytes to 2 M Bytes.

DPS.1

MIDAS

MIDAS 5.100 SYSTEMS
Substantial Mainframe to house your S100
system, with optional 5" or 8" disc drives.
Special systems built to your requirements
from Z80 CPU and other S100 boards held
in stock
Mainframes from £239
MIDAS 1 : Z80 System from £680
MIDAS 2 : Z80 Disc System from £1259
MIDAS 3 : Z80 Disc System 8" from £1595
DOUBLE DENSITY recording available on MI DAS giving up to 2M BYTES of on-line storage.
Software for MIDAS includes CP/M, FORTRAN COBOL, PASCAL and several BASICS including
XYBASIC for control applications.
,

Board Kits - All available as built & tested
boards

Z80 Starter kit, featuring on -board Keyboard, 2K Monitor, 1K RAM, 2x8 bit
1/0 Ports, Prom Programmer etc. etc. £188.00
£235.00
ITHACA MPU-80 A/T
Z80 CPU, 2MHz, 1K RAM, up to 8K
EPROM, S/P 1/0 Port, four -channel
£159.00
counter timer - SBC100
Z80 CPU, as above but 4MHz
£177.00
SBC200
Z80 CPU Board, 4 MHz, ALT
£116.00
jump -on -Reset
£92.00
8080 CPU Board, jump -on -reset
8K RAM Board, low power 450 n Sec
£79.00
(21 L02)
16K RAM Board, low power 250 n
£195.00
Sec Static A/T
32K RAM Board, extended addressing,
£343.00
Static
Memory Manager, allows memory
Bytes
16M
expansion addressing to
£39.00
IEEE spec
Dynamic RAM Board, 2 MHz, 16-64K £129.00
Dynamic RAM Board, 4 MHz,
from £167.00
16-64k, A/T
£60.00
2708 EPROM (16k) Board
Prog
Board,
EPROM
2708/2716
£90.00
2 Textool Sockets
£110.00
PROM 100 Programmer Board
I/O Board, 2S/2P, with DIP
£100.00
switch selection
I/O Board, 2S/4P, provision 4K RAM/
£135.00
4K ROM

-

I/O Board, 2S/4P, with interrupts Alt £235.00

Video Interface, IEEE spec, 80 ch
by 24 1, memory mapped up to 256 ch,
£230.00
50Hz,
Video Display, 24 1, 80 ch/1, keyboard
interface, 2K RAM, special characters
available etc
£198.00
Video Interface, 16 lines, 64 characters
£104.00
(50 frames)
High Density Graphics from Vector, inc
8K RAM Board A/T
£333.00
Real Time Clock Board from
£180.00
Mountain Hardware A/T
Motherboard (8 slot with active
£34.00
terminators)
Motherboard (13 slot with 4 edge
connectors)
£43.00
Extender Board with logic probe for
£29.00
voltage level impulses
FLOPPY DISCS

Disc Controller, 5" or 8"
Double density controller ALT

CP/M on 8" or 5CP/M 2
C -BASIC 2

Microsoft BASIC V.5
XYBASIC Extended
Microsoft FORTRAN 80
Microsoft COBOL 80
PASCAL/Z CP/M Version
PASCAL (UCSD)

with Z80 Library
Z80 Ass, Linker & Editor

£295.00

ZS1 D Trace & Debug Tool
Diszilog Diassembler

A/D, 2 ch D/A
Video Interface, 16 lines, 32 or
64 ch/line (60 frames)
Video Interface, 16 lines, 64 ch/
line (1/0 Port driven)

£287.00

Supersort

Analogue I/O Board, 2 ch 12 bit

£75.00
£100.00
£75.00
£155.00
£215.00
£205.00
£325.00
£165.00
£150.00

MAC Macro -Assembler 8080

8/10 Bit A/T

Analogue I/O Board, 8 ch

£139.00
£280.00

Software

Wordstar Text Editor

£55.00
£56.00
£50.00
£35.00
£255.00
£125.00

£93.00
£99.00

WRITE OR PHONE FOR CATALOGUE
PC VC 151

INTERACTIVE

Interactive Data Systems
14 Bcckman Close Greenlays Milton Keynes MK12 BAB
Telephone (0938) 313897

oats Systems

-

INDUSTRIAL CONTROL SYSTEMS

Dies41

Menul.lure

DATA PROCESSING SYSTEMS

Sales

Norlett House
Dormer Road Thome

MINI rhIa

Oxon OX9 3UC
Telephone Thame (084421) 5020
(24 hr)

SYSTEMS

THE BRITISH S100.
At last you can buy a range of S100 boards manufactured
to the highest standards in the U.K., compatible with the
new I.E.E.E. S100 specification and competitive in price
with anything the Americans can throw at us.
A basic 4MHz CPU board with all the logic
Z80 CPU.
and buffers required to drive the 5100 bus.
A & T £105
Kit
£84
SBMC

At your
service

Superboard11

24 hours

liarttTOW

vt Misfit

a

starts stai.V!

day

11
11
"11,1111
*"111U,

A 4MHz Z80 single board microcomputer
featuring 2 RS232 ports (or 20mA) with
full handshaking, 1K of scratchpad

C'6

memory, up to 16K of EPROM and a 4
channel counter/timer/vector interupt.
A & T £235
Kit
£178
16K SRAM This is a 16K static memory board utilising
the industry standard 2114 memory chip.
FDC

£174
A & T £198
Kit
Any combination of 8" and 5", single or
double sided floppy disk drives can be
handled in single or double density with

ctottenge

BS425
BS426
BS427
BS428
BS429
BS430
6S431
6S432
BS433
BS434

A & T £198
Kit
£177
Active termination board for reduction of

crosstalk and ringing in the bus.
A & T £32-50
Kit
£25
Information now available on the following:PCI
Process Control Interface, 8 channels relay

isolated output, 8 channels opto-isolated

input, 8 bit TTL I/O, 4 x 8 bit D/A, 4 x 8
bit A/D.
IOC

2 channel serial I/O, 2 channel parallel I/O.

19

MENDIP COMPUTERS
57 Bath Road, Wells, Somerset, BA5 3HS.
Telephone: (0749) 75249

INTERTRONIX
83 West Street, Farnham, Surrey GU9 7EN.
Telephone: (0252) 722011

($)
Soo,

BLANK

or
WRITE
NOW!

Pinball Wizardry
Fruit Machine
Super Fruit Machine
Galactic Warfare
Draughts
3D- Tic -Tac -Toe
Solitaire

Target
Motor Racing
Queen

Cassettes

50p
each
8K £6.00
4K £4.50

8K
8K
8K
8K
4K
8K
4K
4K

£6.00
£7.00
£5.50
£6.50
£5.00
£5.50
£5.00
£4.50

Hardware8K BASIC in ROM, 4K RAM.

Superboard II

8K BASIC in ROM, 8K RAM.

C1P

8K BASIC in ROM, 12K RAM

C1P MF.

Details from the Distributors:-

CALL

Software -

this board.
TERM 40

Software
also for
UK101 &
TRS-80
Call now

and 2 demo disks.

8K BASIC in ROM, 8K RAM,

C4P

C4P MF

Demo Cassette.

VIDEO
Worksheet

for
All systems

£1.50/50
Cassette

Inserts &
Labels
Pack of

£159.95 10 -£1.50
& MANY
£220.00 MORE___.
£599.00
ALL
£430.00 PRICES

24K RAM, Single Mini -Floppy, 0S -65D
3.1 operating system and 2 demo disks.

£950.00

EXCLUDE
V.A.T.

CENTRALEX-LONDON LTD

centralem

APPLE
TEXAS
MICROPOLIS
DIABLO
MICROLINE

8-12 Lee High Rd, London SE13
Tel: 01-318 4213/4/5/6/7
9.30 am -5 pm Mon to Fri Evenings and weekends by
appointment

A comprehensive range of Microcomputers Equipment, Peripherals, Software and
Services for those who value Professional Standards, Guidance and Continuing
Support for Hardware and Software.
PET
ITT 2020
EXIDY
HORIZON

OHIO SCIENTIFIC
CENTRONICS

CROMEMCO
ANADEX

QUME
HITACHI

DEC

LEXICON

MICROSTAR
INTEGRAL
DATA GENERAL
ETC. ETC.

SHUGART
TELETYPE
EPSON

INFORMEX-80 Printer
ALSO Training, Consultancy, Systems Design,
Programming and Software

Special offer - for a limited period
For PET, APPLE, EXIDY, TRS80, ETC

A high quality, high speed printer
(125 cps) Upper and lower case letters
plus graphics as standard
Interface and cable for TRS80, PET,
APPLE or RS 232 £69 + VAT
Tractor feed option only £39

PAYROLL - INVOICING - STOCK CONTROL SALES/PURCHASE LEDGER - VAT - MEDICAL
RECORDS - EDUCATIONAL 8 ENGINEERING
PROGRAMMES- HOTEL RESERVATION - ESTATE
AGENTS - BUILDING MAINTENANCE - COBOL FORTRAN - ETC.

Maintenance Contracts including stand-by equipment during repair
periods - Free Delivery Nationwide - Terms arranged - Credit Cards and
official orders accepted.

nirtortnffievroferafftrivitio.

l'C \\
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video display and EPROM option
socket,leaving a 1K user RAM.
The MPU is the standard Z80 which
12" x 8" PCB carrying 5LSI MOS
is capable of executing 158
packages,16 1K MOS memory
instructions
packages and 33 TTL packages.There including all
is on -board interface for UHF or
8080 code.
unmodulated video and cassette or
Built price
teletype.The 4K memory block is
£140 VAT.
assigned to the operating system.

nosconci

MEMORY 8K Microsoft BASIC 2K NAS-SYS 1 monitor 1K Video RAM
1K Workspace/User RAM. On -board 8 sockets provided for memory
expansion using standard 24 -pin devices:2708,2716,2732 EPROMS and
MK4118 static RAM. MICROPROCESSOR Z80A which will run at 4MHz
but is selectable between 2/4 MHz.
ON tit
HARDWARE Industrial standard 12" x 8" PCB,th rough hole plated,
or so 111111.1100110111 a
111111/1110111111111111111.110V,I=
masked and screen printed.All bus lines are fully buffered on -board.
INTERFACES Licon 57 key solid state keyboard

artpsvor EP
NIP

ow se op No am in -

Monitor/domestic TV interface Kansas City cassette interface
(300/1200 baud) or RS232/20mA teletype interface.
The Nascom 2 kit is supplied complete with construction article and
extensive software manual for the monitor and BASIC.

REVOLUTIONARY TOUCH I THE MOST FLEXIBLE SYSTEM EVER!
Nascom System 80 Total Option Concept
ACTIVATED. KEYBOARD
TASA MODEL 55

Floppy disc system
Double sided.double density 5iin disc giving
280K bytes formatted.including controller
board/PSU/Housing and interconnects £480.
Controller board £127.50 Second Disc C240
CP/M0710

Designed and manufactured by TASA Inc of
California,the TASA keyboard is a truly solid state
system that has no moving parts and is virtually
indestructible.Totally flat and measuring just
0.325" thick,6.25" deep,15.05" wide,the TASA
has full 128 position 8 -bit ASCII output plus
continuous strobe, parity select.The touch
sensors are sealed in tough polycarbonate which
is washable and can withstand rugged treatment
in harsh environments.
Other features include:
Built-in electronic shift lock.
Two -key rollover to prevent accidental
two -key operation (excluding"control"and"shift").
Electronic hysteresis for firmufeel".
Signal activation time of 1 millisecond.
Output via 12 -way edge connector.
CMOS compatible with pull-up resistor.
Parallel output:active pull-down,direct TTL
compatible (one load) open collector type.

System 80 housing
High strength GRP moulding in variety of colours
Accepts 12x8 Nascom 2 CPU board, four 8x8
expansion boards £85 incl. frame racking.
interconnects and motherboard.

Microprocessor board* (Nascom 2)
4MHz Z80 CPU; TV or Video v 1200 baud
Kansas City . Serial RS 232 printer
Interfaces: Keyboard; 128 character ASCII
plus 128 Graphics in 2 x 21( ROM. free
16 -way parallel port; 8K BASIC. NAS SYS
operating monitor. £280 built and tested.
Firmware & MOS ICs
Zeap Assembler (4, 1Kx8 EPROMS) £50
Nas Pen text editor (a 1Kx8 EPROMS) C30
NAS-OIS disassernbler (3.1608 EPROMS)

Expansion boards'
76K RAM C140 00.32K RAM P200.00
High Resolution Programmable Graphics f90 (k It)
High Resolution Colour board C140 (10)
'Available in kit form.
All prices subject to VAT.

AVAILABLE

C37.50 2708 E9.50 2716 E26
MK 4118N4E12.75 MK 4116N4C55 for 8

SOON

NASCOM FIRMWARE IN EPROM

NASCOM SOFTWARE ON TAPE

NASPEN:£25.00 4 VAT A 30p P + P
ZEAP 2:£50.00 A VAT + 30p P + P
NAS-SYS 1:£25.00 A VAT 4 30p P P

8K BAS1C:£15.00 + VAT
ZEAP 1:£30.00 + VAT + 50p P P
ZEAP 2:£30.00 + VAT + 50p P P

NASCOM HARDWARE
Motherboard:£5.50 VAT 50p P P

3 amp PSU:£29.50 + VAT £1.50 P P
VERO DIP board:£10.50 VAT A 50p P
FRAME:£32.50 + VAT + £2.00 P P

Mini Motherboard:£2.90 4 VAT + 50p P

NASCOM IMP PLAIN PAPER
PRINTER

IC SOCKETS
10p each
12p each
13p each
25p each
30p each
35p each
40p each

Send your orders to:
Interface Components Ltd,Oakfield Corner,

PCVV/6/80

IIN Sycamore Road,Amersham,Bucks HP6 6SU.

Tel:02403 22307.Telex:837788.
Quantity
Description

Price

£9.00 each
£26 00 each

MEMORIES
21L02
4027.._

4116......

2114_........

C0.80 each
C2.75 each
07.50 each
C4 00 each

Z80 DEVICES
MK3880
E12.50 each
MK3881 IP 10)
C7.50 each
MK3882 (CTC)
£7.50 each
VOLTAGE REGULATOR
SPECIAL OFFER
LM309K
90p each
Add VAT and 30p PAP to all orders

The Nascom IMP (Impact Matrix Printer) features :
60 lines per minute 80 characters per line Bi-directional
printing 10 line print buffer Automatic CR/LF 96
characters ASCII set (includes upper/lower case,$,#.£)
Accepts 84" paper (pressure feed) Accepts 91" paper
(tractor feed) Tractor/pressure feed Baud rate from 110 to
9600 External signal for optional synchronisation of baud rate
Serial RS232 interface.

P

ORDER FORM

MICRO MART
8 pin
14 pin
16 pin
20 pin
24 pin
28 pin
40 pin
ICs
EPROMs 2708
EPROMs 2716

P

A VAT at 15%
,

,p

Total enclosed

VISITOUR NEW SHOP

Name

We stock PET, IRS 80 ,Sharp
M2 -80K. Atari TV games and

Address

extensive range of electronic
components including ICs.
discrete semiconductors.
capacitors, resistors. VERO
products, tools and accessories
for both professional and
amateur constructors.

p,

Access/
Barclaycard No:
'Cheques & PIDs made payable to Interlace Components Ltd.
PC 1.k

Small
Systems
Engineering
Limited

ARE YOU ILL-TREATING
YOUR PET?
IS YOUR PET TIRED, LISTLESS & IRRITABLE
THEN FEED IT MORE NOURISHING SOFTWARE
FROM THE NEW

IEEE-488/PET INTERFACES
Type B
£186
Bidirectional serial interface is fully addressable
and can have split BAUD rates

softcentre
RANGE

£120
Type C
Serial interface - output only
PET disk, compatible, RS232 C Handshake
(Printer Busy), switch selectable Baud rates,
Listen Address link selectable.

DOZENS OF EXCITING, INTERESTING & EDUCATIONAL
PROGRAMS, MOST WITH SUPERB GRAPHICS & MANY
WRITTEN BY JIM BUTTERFIELD

£132
Type CS
Serial interface output only with switchable
character sets to match the new PET's lower
case Screen mode, otherwise as Type C.

SCIENTIFIC & UTILITY

GAMES BUSINESS

SEND STAMP FOR CATALOGUE TO DISTRIBUTORS

26 ALBANY ROAD
RAYLEIGH ESSEX

DP-TELCO

All interfaces are crystal controlled

Type G.P.I. A.P.

£249

Micro -based, bidirectional with buffering.
The General Purpose Interface allows free use
of PET's INPUT # statement without hangup
problems. Software changeable BAUD rates
optional features include: Second Serial
I.O. Port, 20 mA Loop I.O.

Addressable parallel (disc compatible)
£106
for Centronics, Anadex etc.
£45
Non addressable parallel
TV/Video monitor interface
£35

EDUCATION

(SOFTWARE DEPT.)
(FREE VOUCHER WORTH E2 WITH CATALOGUE)
* ***** *****************************************

AREA AGENCIES & OVERSEAS DISTRIBUTORS INVITED
*************************************** ******* *
HAVE YOU WRITTEN REALLY ORIGINAL PROGRAMS

PROGRAMMERS!

WE PAY GOOD ROYALTIES FOR THE

OF OUTSTANDING QUALITY ?

RIGHT MATERIAL - SEND

CASSETTE FOR ASSESSMENT AND YOU

WILL RECEIVE ANY OFFER WITHIN A WEEK

!

** ***** *************

P.S. LOTS OF SOUND 8 PRINTER PROGRAMS IN THE RANGE

Real Time Audio Spectrum Analyser for
Commodore PET Microcomputer

DISCOUNT PRICES!

32 Channels 1/3 Octave Filters, 1K ROM
ROUTINES on board for analysis and
graphical display. USR Functions for linkage to
£450
PET basic operating system

MICROPROCESSOR IC'S

PET MEMORY EXPANSION
BOARDS INTERNALLY MOUNTED
24K
32K

£328
£432

975

1806

1195

6800
6802

80804

559

6502

8085A

11 95

78001
78002

18900
13900

6504
6505

Dynamic Memory Boards
IEEE -S100 Specification Tir.jng
Transparent on Board Refresh
4Mhz Z80 Operation with no wait states.
Fully tested and Burned In
Bank Select versions available North Star, Cromemco and Alpha Micro
I.O. Port Bank select
Bank Size to 64K in 16K increments
Standard
Bank Select
Size
64K
£595
£449
48K
£539
£398
32K
£483
£346

8212
8214
8216
8224
8226
8228
8238
8253
8255
8257
8259
6810
6820
6821
6850
6852

2001

275
450
275
295
225
495
490
595
1950
570

Z80-610/1
280A-610/1

19 50

1135-61012

1950

11304-51072

/80-P10
/8071-P10
780-CLC
180/1-CTC
280 -DMA

390
390
410
390

6 75
9 75
19 95

6551

1375

21144-450 It
21145-200 ns
4044-450 ns

450

2101450 ns

595
425

21 L02-250 ns

4116200 ns
4116-150 ns
40965

7 95
12 95

MCM 6604 AC
AM 9060 CDC
5101-3

1 95

I10

21502-450 ns
2111-450 ns
2112-450 ns
2147-85 ns

350
350
295

99

2 95
1 95

2708.450.,

.

2716-450 no
2732-450 no

4 95

19 95
8.85
25 95
79 95

TV/SOUND GENERATORS
SN76477

Complex Sarre Generate

AY -3-8910

GlSound Gen OF4d$5 00 for manua064 Pgs
European IV Garne

48.341500

295
11 95

495

32
32
25
25

LM 30187
LM 3078-8

75

510

AT -31015A
TF116028

3 50

Le 3401 Sees

1

15

LM 38741-8

99
94
58
99

LM 3939-8
LM 39005-14
LM 3909N-8
LM 7395C-14

99

90

LN 14185-14
LM 147C5-14

59

1 35

RC 15561413-8

1 25

15

LM 4250CH
CA 31301
LM 413614-14
LM 3831

95

59

1

495

LM 3236
LM 3396-14
LM 3406 Series

98
135

19

225
95
1 25

SOCKETS
Lge,

B95

6060
6520
6522
6532

MEMORY RAMS PROMS EPROMS
LIMITED QUANTITIES

Wire Wrap e3

Rolle

Gold

Trn

8 Pin

14

49

II Pm
ib Pin

16

57

29
37

20

61

41

III Ma
20 PO

10

B9

28

99

Law Wire Wrap .0
Probe Gob
Tin

28

59

22 Pm
22 Pin
24 Prn
28 Pm

69

40 Pin

95

16

36
39

99
99
110

69

1 39
1 75

1 10

70

85
1 40

SPECIALS OF THE MONTH
Whrle Supply 5471s
ECL 101460 NAM 102401-29 ns
AM 3705 PMOS 8 Cn Multiplexer

695

MM 500H CA. 25-B0 She Regis.
TF11671 Awn Sync Rem. Transmit.,

49
16 95
10 95

95H90 Hi-Speel Do 10/11 Prescaler
MCT6 Dual Opt isolatir 15000
iCL 7107 CPI 3' -Orgil 750 Coco 5E0
84-5-2376 Keyboard Etolder 88 Keys
AY 5-3600 Keyboard Encode 90 Keys
1488 cr 1489 Liner On., Reserver
18 -Pm L. Probe Sockets End Stackable

895

99

It 50
tO 50

995
99
10

HOW TO ORDER.U.S. Funds only. Order by phone,
mail or TVVX. $25 minimum. Prices valid through last day

of cover date. Add 10% for shipping and handling.
Guaranteed satisfaction. Some items subject to prior
sale. We are not responsible for typographical errors.
We also handle Volume Orders. Contact us for your IC
and Computer Shortages.

Provides S100 computers with IEEE -488 £350
Controller, Listener, Talker, Capability

D
COMPUT

TS

All prices exclude VAT

P&P£5000ncludesSecuncorExpresspelweryi

INTERNATIONAL

Unit F, 2/4 Canfield Place, London NW6 3BT.

YOUR EXPORT
EXPERTS!
OVER S1

INVENTORY

PCW 156

695

LM 307H
LM 308H
LM 31161-8
LM 319H
LM 3200 Series
LM 3201 Sevres

695
825

zooksoo

LINEAR
LM 30161-13

8 25

280-610/0

395
650

AY -5-1013A
AY -3-1014A

000

24 95
32 95
33 95
37 95
33 95
37 95
33 95
37 95

ZBOADMA

4 75

P&T IEEE -488 Interface

Telephone (011 328 7145/6

UARTS
795
11 50
9 50
9 50

MICROPROCESSOR SUPPORT IC'S

13251

S100 BOARDS

MONEY-BACKGUARANTEE ALL FACTORY PRIME

TOPQUALITY

1401 E. Borchard
Santa Ana, CA 92705
(714) 953-0604
TWX/TELEX 910-595-1565

apple/
ITT USERS
8" DISK DRIVES
OR

I MEGABYTE ON LIME
Available either as:

I .COMPLETE SYSTEM

FROM E1400 +11a.t

2.kMEGABYTE SYSTEM

FROM E1100 +RAI

3.COMTROLLER OnLY

FROM E215

Tel: 0989 4321
FARMPLAN /SVA
Netherton Ross -on -Wye Herefordshire

... British S100 BOARDS..
(MANUFACTURED IN THE U.K. BY INTERACTIVE
DATA SYSTEMS)
Single Board Micro Computer, Z80A, 4MHZ,
1K RAM, up to 16K EPROM, 2 SERIAL
PORTS!
IDS 16K SRAM 4 MHZ Static RAM using 2114 chips.
IDS SBMC

KIT £178
A&T £235

KIT £174
A&T £198

KIT £177

IDS SFDC

Double/single density, Double/single sided
Floppy Disc Controller, up to 4 drives.
As IDS DFDC but Single Density only.

IDS IOC

2 Serial, 2 Parallel port I/O Controller

KIT £107

IDS PCI 10

Process Control Interface, opto-isolated,
TTL and analogue inputs, relay, TTL and
analogue outputs (multichannel)

KIT £195

IDS DFDC

A&T £198

KIT £109
A&T £140
A&T £130

A&T £223

..£15OFFABOVE BOARDS.
(CASH ORDERS RECEIVED BEFORE 10th JUNE 1980)
IDS Z80 CPU

Z80A, 4MHZ CPU board.

IDS TERM 40

Active Termination Board.

ALSO
7M.BD
15M.BD

S100 CONN
DP 8000

KIT £84
A&T £105
KIT £25

forT8O®
TRS80 BASIC

Speeds execution of correct Level 2, BASIC
programs by compiling the common
statements to Z80 machine -code.
Develop and debug normally.
Compile for production work.

ACCEL (16K)

Great value at

DLOAD
ZBUG
TSAVE
RENUM
FGRAF

Load program segments
Debug Z80 programs
Prepare system tapes
Renumber BASIC programs
Fast Graphics
Program cross-reference
Symbolic dump
(16K) 48 x 64
Multiple USR calls

ACCEL

Compiler for

£19.95

A&T £32.50

EA
£16
7 slot Mother Board (excluding connectors)
£24
15 slot Mother Board (excluding connectors) EA
Edge connectors for Mother Board (solder tail) EA £2.90
EA £495
Anadex dot matrix printer, RS232 interface

CHIPS

CATALOGUE

&Atmore

EA
£4.75
2114, 200nS low power SRAM
2716, 450nS Single supply EPROM EA £19.95
EA £11.20
Z80A 4MHZ CPU
EA £6.65
2708, 450nS EPROM
EA
£5.95
4116, 200nS Dynamic RAM
Includes fuller details of above items and more . . (Free)
.

XREF

SDUMP
LIFE
USRN

£4.95

£1195
£4.95
£5.95
£4.95
£5.95
£2.95
£3.00
£2.95

Southern Software programs are self -relocating,
load -anywhere, machine -code, well documented.
They run in 4K Level 2, unless otherwise stated

Please add 15% VAT to all prices. P&P 50p under £15. MAIL ORDER ONLY

Mendip Computers

SOUTHERN SOFTWARE PO Box 39, EastleIgh, Hants. S05 5W0

57 Bath Road, Wells, Somerset, BA5 3HS. Telephone 0749 (WELLS) 75249
PCW 157

a
COMPLETE COMPUTER SYSTEMS 441:

4:13t

BUY

FROM

CCS Microsales

THE A B C of MICROCOMPUTERS

A - IS FOR APPLE

The Apple is great in a business environment, with

our commercial systems software.
An Apple based Word Processing System is available

for only £1990, including software.
File management/database systems available.

For the technically minded there are CCS boards,
including Arithmetic Processor, ROM, IEEE 488
interface, Synchronous -and Asynchronous Serial
Interface, and an A -D converter.
* 18 months guarantee included

B - IS FOR A BIGGER BASIC
The ABC 80 has a 16K BASIC in ROM, Is very fast,
has excellant editing facilities, and is beautifully
made.

KEYBOARD, screen and digital cassette for only
£750.

The ABC80 can be a PR ESTEL terminal, a terminal
to a moduler development system OR a PDP II or
an IBM mainframe.
35 I/O and special purpose boards allow the ABC
80 to interface with test instruments OR to control
machines.

C -IS FOR COMMODORE
8K with original keyboard now only £449.
New keyboard PETS available on all sizes, (8K, 16K
& 32K).

PET dual disc (340K) or Compu/Thing dual disc
(800K) available. Also PET printer.

* on purchases exceeding £900

HIRE

FROM

CCS Microhire

The leading microcomputer hire company.

Available are: Apple, PET, Exidy Socerer, Seed
System One/ MSI 6800, NASCOM/MICROS, and
the Tandy TRS 80.
Peripherals also available, and software!

New monthly rates - £79 to £99 per month (8K to
48K).

CCS Microsales
and

CCS Microhire

PCW 158

WE HAVE RELOCATED! Visit or contact us at our new showroom
7 The Arcade
Letchworth
Herts

Tel No. (04626)-73301
Telex 261507 (Ref 3244)

MICROCOMPUTERS
have moved to expanded
premises
at

.

.

cippla D'S

Winstanley Industrial Estate,

.

- always in stock.
- always on demo with
full range of

Long Lane, Warrington.
call or phone10925-54117/8

accessories.
Wigan

It

A49

M62

Preston

& North

Manchester

M62

Liverpool

MHO SCIEIMFIG

Technical
College

BUSINESS SYSTEMS

Stretford

Warrington
Town centre

- floppy and hard disc
based, multiuser and networking
capability.

Lymn

A 56

- extremely cost effect.
M 56

/Chester
N. Wales

North wich

1

Birmingham & South

INTERFACING ACCESSORIES
FOR ON-LINE DATA
ACQUISITION AND CONTROL

°titsfora,

8" discs NOW available for APPLE - 0.5 or 1.0 MB each

Yourkey.

F2EE
BROCHURES
Send today for a brochure
on this exciting new course.

CASSETTES

SOFTWARE MR CPO

To MICROCOMPUTERS
This coupon will bring you
details of our new complete
home computer course.
You will learn all the basic
principles of computer
technology and receive full
instruction on computer
functions and programming.
Tuition is carried out at your
own pace on your own home
computer and is supervised by
our qualified computer staff.

VDU's PRINTERS' DISCETTES

QUALITY PAGKAGES EX -STOCK

r
11111111111111111111111

IMMEMIIMMNI

WORDSTAR

INEMINEENINE

SELECTOR III C2

111111111111114111

EMENEMENS1111

£240

Professional word processing facilities

£180

Best selling DBMS with CBASIC hooks

T,

rIUTORCOURSL
HOME COMPUTER

Please rush me details of your
HOME COMPUTER COURSE

IBM- CP/M COMPATIBILITY

£110

3740 Data Exchange with CP/M disks

CBASIC- 2

£70

Extended Disk Basic for Commercial work

I Name

Please contact us for availability of other packages
Address

CASH WITH ORDER : P&P 50p /item (£1 Minimum)
State Computer & Disk size
ADD 15% VAT
Block Caps. Please
II Post now, without obligation to:

British National Radio
I & Electronics School.
P.O.Box 156, Jersey, Channel Isles
PCS/6

Telesystems Ltd
P.O. BOX 12, GT. MISSENDEN BUCKS HP16 9DD
02406 5314

PCW 159

THERE ARE BIGGER OPPORTUNITIES

WORKIMG WITH SMALLER COMPUTERS
Have you considered using your expertise with
Microcomputers to build a career?
We are looking for people who are highly motivates; to
working with Micros and want either to enter
the business or change from the mainframe environment.
Formal qualifications or experience are unnecessary, though
familiarity with CPM and Microsoft Basic is required.
If you have the desire to join a young Microsystems House
and can work in a disciplined manner, then
write to us or telephone for an application form.
We are looking for staff at several levels.
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Telephone 01-679 4321

TAKE CONTROL
OF YOUR BUSINESS AND LEISURE TIME
Come to North Kent's first Microcomputer Showroom and see how you can alleviate some of the burden of work and
enjoy your leisure time more fully.
We have a varied selection of both hardware and software along with books, magazines and ancilleries, so why not come
along and browse at your leisure.
Worried about fingind us, well we are opposite Gravesend's Civic Centre and 150 yards from the main line railway
station and have plenty of parking facilities within 50 yards of our premises.
We are official dealers for the Commodore range, ITT Apple and Video Genie Computers.
We also stock the Computhink Disk Drive and Printerhi, Anadex and Paper Tiger Printers.
Besides stocking the full range of Commodore Software we are also North Kent Dealers for the extremely flexible
Grant Business System. Our own Software inbludes VAT Sales and Input Register, Estate Agency & Mailist.
We are also developing several more packages including and integrated Sales & Purchase Ledger with Stock Control.

Programmes can also be written to your
specifications.
Free training is given with all Installations
& Maintenance Contracts arranged.

SMO STOCK CONTROL/INVOICING for the CBM 3032 Computer with Computhink
Disk Drives. Possibly one of the most comprehensive stock system available at present.
Handles ulD to 7000 line items on 800K drives.
Reports include Stock Update, Stock List, Stock Value, Aged Stock & Value,
Reorder Note, Invoicing, Amended Items, Stock Enquiry etc.

Call in for details or phone for an appointment at:-

5MGMICROCOMPUTERS
PCW 160

39 Windmill Street, Gravesend. Tel. Gravesend 55813

Explorer/85

`CC`rgrfrg,2

Professional Computer Kit
AT

£295,v,
FLEXIBILITY: Real flexibility at LAST
The EXPLORER/85 features the Intel 8085 cpu
100% compatible with all 8080A and 8085 software. Runs at 3MHz.
Mother Board (Level A) with 2 S-100 pads expandable to 6 (Level C).
MEMORY
WITH
2K Monitor ROM
4K WORKSPACE/USER RAM
ONBOARD S-100
1K Video RAM
8K Microsoft BASIC in ROM
EXPANSION
INTERFACES
STANDALONE FULL ASCII Keyboard Terminal, 32/64 characters per
RS-232/20Ma Loop. 4, 8bit: 1, 6 bit 1/0 ports, programmable 14 bit
binary counter/timer. Direct interface for any S-100 Board.
FULL Buffering decoding for S-100 Bus pads, wait state generator for
slow memory. Each stage has separate 5v 1A regulator for improved
isolation and freedom from cross talk. P.S.U. requirements: 8v 6.3v AC.
Runs with North Star controller and Floppies/CPM: EXPLORER/85 is
expandable to meet your own requirements with easy to obtain S-100
peripherals. EXPLORER/85 can be purchased in individual levels, kit
form or wired and tested OR as a package deal as above.
£127

Hitachi Monitor 9"

16k Dynamic RAM Kit

computer centre limited
ce913rit 2 exciting programs

tridee

An exciting new addition to your Pascal library
- enables you to create 3D graphics, viewable
from any angle and distance. As easy to use as Turtlegraphics. Procedures
include Ortho, Perspec, Rotate, View. Move to -3. View -from.

Complete with comprehensive instructions £49.95 + VAT

Apple -Doc
By Roger Wagner
An Aid to the Development
and Documentation of Applesoft Programs
This 3 program set is a must to anyone writing or using programs
in Applesoft! It not only provides valuable info. on each of your
programs, but allows you to change any element throughout the
listing almost as easily as you would change a single line!!
With Apple -Doc you can produce a list of every variable in your
program and the lines each is used on, each line called by a
GOTO, GOSUB, etc., in fact, every occurance of almost anything!
You can rename variables, change constants and referenced line
numbers or do local or global replacement editing on your listing.
Apple -Doc is a must for the serious Applesoft programmer.

Diskette complete with full documentation £24.95 + VAT.

Expandable to 64K on one S-1013 board in 16K increments, designed for
NO wait state operation utilizing the most advanced RAM controller.
16K RAM Kit
£139.00
16K RAM Expansion Kits each
£89.50

LEICESTER COMPUTER CENTRE LIMITED
109 QUEENS ROAD, LEICESTER LE2 1TT. Tel 0533 708483

EXPLORER/85 with
NORTH STAR FLOPPY DISCS
NOW

HEWART
MICROELECTRONICS

IEI
32K
£599
48K
£698
56K
£787
North Star Double Density Disc System, 3 -drive

controller and a Single 5Y" Drive with regulator,
180K byte . . £500
Twin Drive System

circuit with MIKBUG monitor, keyboard port, CUTS cassette

interface, high speed tape interface, address and data
BUSSERS, crystal clock, baud rate generator and 6800
processor.
£600

PETS CENTRE
LATEST PET's WITH LARGE KEYBOARD
*RRP £795
8K
£475
for 32K
16K
£575 +VAT
32K

SS50 6800 SYSTEMS

MINI FOUR. PROCESSOR card: A single SS50 printed

£675

BASE 2 PRINTER £450
PROGRAMMERS TOOLKIT, £50
Full range of software available.

£80 in Kit form - 05 built and tested.
VDU FOUR. SS50 printed circuit with a 64 character per
line by 16 lines memory mapped TV interface. Upper and
lower case standard, graphics ROM optional.

£80 in Kit form - £95 built and tested. Optional UHF
Modulator £6.50 and graphics ROM 1 £15.

16K bytes or 32K dynamic RAM board. Single SS50 pcb
with.up to 32K of high speed dynamic RAM with invisible
refresh. Very low power consumption.
16K kit £130 - 16K built £145

32K kit £200 - built £215
QWERTY keyboard for MINI FOUR £30

SEND SAE FOR COMPREHENSIVE BROCHURE
Please add VAT to all prices. Please make cheques and postal

orders payable to NEWTRONICS or phone your order quoting
BARCLAYCARD, ACCESS number.
We are now open for demonstrations and Sales, Monday -Saturday
9.30am. 6.30pm. Near Highgate Underground, on main Al into
London

Extra heavy duty Motherboard, general purpose interface
board, discs,case, micro -trainer packages available.
6800/9S, a single board version of the above system. 16K
kit with full QWERTY keyboard only £299.

WE ARE OFFICIAL APPLE DEALERS.

atiutriurii3s=
255 ARCHWAY ROAD, LONDON N. 6

TFL: 01-348 3325

16K Apple now only £695 All prices exclude VAT

Hewart Microelectronics
95 Blakelow Road, Macclesfield, Cheshire
Tel: 0625 22030
PCW 161

ware o u ion
We all know that a computer
system is only as good as the
software and that much of the
applications software hitherto
available has proved to be the
weak link. Written in Microsoft
basic for use with CP/M based
hardware, Interface system is
probably the most comprehensive
and robust application software
currently available, which really
will transform your microcomputer into an effective
problem solving tool.

Systems Software

Applications Software
Nominal Ledger
Sales Ledger

CP/M
MP/M

Purchase Ledger

Payroll
Incomplete Records
Word Processing (Wordstar)
Mailing Address
Etc.,

MBasic 5.0 (CP/M) Interpreter/
Compiler
CBasic (II) Interpreter/Compiler
Fortron 80 Compiler
Cobol 80 Interpreter/Compiler
Pascal 8 (UCDS) Interpreter
Z80 Macro Assembler

Recommended by Logitek for the ALTOS microcomputer and Rostronics for the Micromation but of
course suitable for any CP/M based machine.
INTERFACE SOFTWARE LIMITED,
For more details contact Jim Reid or Sue Archer at: bcfr-

100, PARK STREET,

RFCAMBERLEY,

e

SURREY.
Telephone (0276) 27982.

KNIGHTS T.U. &COMPUTERS
108 Rosemount Place, Aberdeen.
Tel: (0224) 630526. Telex: 739169.
Dear Microfans,
Since our letter in March's PCW we have been very busy
selling Sharp and Nascom microcomputers, attending
exhibitions, appearing on ITV, and giving lectures. We surprised fellow television dealers at their conferences at
Gleneagles and Torquay by showing them how our micros

send out all our standard letters and file masses of customer
information. These conferences were followed by two
service training seminars where we showed non -technical
people repairing TV sets using our programs and a Sharp
MZ-80K.

We have also beer busy writing programs for the Sharp.
We supply 50 programs free with every SHARP MZ-80K
including SPACE INVADERS, STARTREK, 3D - MAZE,
SPACE FIGHTER, STAMP OUT, B52 ATTACK, and many
other complex games which make full use of the SHARP
MZ-80K excellent sound and graphics. Programs: French,
Arithmetic, sin and cosine graphs, Young's slits, teach
tables, morse tutor, and teach music all demonstrate the
Sharp as a teaching aid. The memory dumper, disc -assembler,
byte searcher, hex poker and our new renumber program
demonstrate the power of the Sharp MZ-80K and these five
important programs are only obtainable from us.
Uni-directional serial, bi-directional serial, and parallel
interfaces are now available to connect the Sharp to mainframe computers, plotters, etc. An excellent printer which
prints all the Sharp graphics on standard A4 paper costs
£710 including the interface. The Sharp Assembler, Text
Editor, Relocatable Loader, and Symbolic Debugger softPCW 162

ware set are proving to be very popular at £45. The machine
code loader is £22.
We have had lots of letters from microfans who have
already purchased MZ-80K microcomputers and they nearly
all say the same "if we had known you give away all those
programs we would have bought it from you". In response
to their requests we will sell any of our programs separately
- send for our latest list of programs for Sharp and Nascom.
The SHARP USER GROUP which we formed, with the
permission of Sharp, has gone from strength to strength
with members in 12 countries including Hong Kong and
Japan. Our Japanese member sent us a PASCAL for the
MZ-80K but it's all in Japanese! Paul Streeter, the manager
of Sharp Microcomputers gave us a Space Invaders program
which was also in Japanese but we have converted this to
English and members enrolling into the Sharp User Group
(13 annually) will receive a copy free along with the
SHARP USER Group NEWSLETTER.
We will have the Sharp dual floppies next month and
soon Sharp furniture. If you are thinking of a Sharp MZ80K (£520 for the 20K RAM Memory model) contact us
for the best possible deal, we give free UK delivery, 50 free
programs, free Sharp User Group membership, and personal
service. We confess to being microfans ourselves and we
are already using our micros for applications that our competitors haven't even dreamed about.
Happy computing,
Alec & Graham Knight (GM8FFX)

P.S: All the above prices are exclusive of VAT but include
free UK delivery.

Z -Plus Microcomputer System
Over One Megabyte Disk Storage
4 MHz Z-80 Processor

Two Serial and Two Parallel I/O Ports

64k Memory
An alphanumeric keyboard
Including System Desk

Price

6 3950 plus VAT

THE 2 PLUS SYSTEM IS MARKETED

THROUGHOUT THE UK & EUROPE
AND IS AVAILABLE THROUGH A
NUMBER OF SELECTED DEALERS

MICRO
COMPUTERS

115-117 WANDSWORTH HIGH STREET, LONDON SW18 4HY
Telex: 8813089 INTPRM G
Telephone: 01-874 1172

i

Free
27 with
RO
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PTY
The Versatile Microprocessor
Development Tool
Connects Directly to TV, can
develop, copy, burn, verify 2708,
2716, EPROMS
Has serial IRS 232) or parallel
link with small computers.
Can form part of a product
development system or as a
Training Aid.

ONLY £120 Built/Tested,
Kit £100.00
Power Supply £20
+ VAT 15%

i

c

MEMORY BARGAINS
2708 1K x 8 EPROMS
2716, SV, 2K x 8 EPROMS
4116 DYNAMIC RAM 16K

Scottish Office: 8 ROYAL CRESCENT, GLASGOW
Telephone: 041 332 7642
Now, able
HIGH
DOT MATRIX PRINTER unbellevVg

04'

Ideal for most micros
standard features

P

TX -80B

&P

96 ASCII Charts & Graphics

80 COL 125 Chars/Sec

High Reliability

" Adjustable Tractors
" 5 x 7 Dot Metric, 6 x 7 for Graphics
£12
OPTIONS: Nascon 2 Cable
Board & Cable £50
Apple
RS 232 Board & Cable £45
IEEE 488 Board &
Cable
£50

Trade Enquiries Welcome

noscoirn -2

£4.95 + VAT
£13.00 + VAT
£3.95 + VAT

CASSETTES
C12

£4.50 + VAT

10 for

EPROM ERASER
£97

+ VAT
(postage free)

Ai*

NASCOM 2t. 16K (Built)

High Speed, high capacity model UV8
2708 Type Erased 4 to 7 mins.

(postage free)

Low Cost EPROM Eraser

2708 Typically 15 mins, £40 + VAT
VIDEO '100' 12" MONITORS

£79 + VAT

Mail order to:-

Q-TEK systems Rd

£368

Expansion Ram
NASCOM 2 (Less Memory) Kit £225
NASCOM 2 (Less Memory) Built £280
3 Amp Power Supply KIT
£29.50
3 Amp Power Supply BUILT
£34.00
MICROCASE
£27.00

Please Add VAT @ 15% to
all items
ORDERS UNDER £15
p&p 30p.

LARGE S.A.E. FOR LITERATURE
Demonstrations by appointment
2 DALTRY CLOSE, OLD TOWN, STEVENAGE
Tel: 0438-65385.
PCW 16:1

FOR ALL YOUR MAIN REQUIREMENTS
FROM ONE SUPPLIER

JUST LIFT THE PHONE...
0252-518022/518717

ARE YOU ?

Continuous Stationery - all types pre-printed
including letterheads.
Listing Paper - all sizes. Continuous labels plain and printed. Printer ribbons, Pet,
Anadex etc.,

BUSINESS SYSTEMS FOR
PROFESSIONAL PEOPLE

3M Data Recording Products
ACCO Continuous Stationery filing systems

A FEW OF OUR OUTSTANDING BARGAINS

All our systems cover the major problem areas encountered in
running your business, i.e. Ledgers, Payroll, Stock Control,
Word Processing, Personnel Records etc.

3M Personal Digital Computing
10min

Cassettes

WE'RE IN THE
NORTH WEST!

47p each, minimum order 10
30min
53p each, minimum order 10
5%" Mini Diskettes, 100% error free,
storage box.
£2.25p each, minimum order 10
as above but in plastic library
£2.46p each, minimum order 10
case
Diskettes, 100% error free, storage box,
(state type)
From £2.60p each, minimum order 10
as above but in plastic library case
From £2.85p each, minimum order 10
NEW LINE - Smart Diskette binder,
anti static, holds 20. 5%"
£15.25 each
as above but for standard 8" Diskettes E17.25 each
Individually boxed

2. For the
more

1. For the

smaller
business.

Commodore Pet
based system from

£2,500

ambitious
enterprise.

Rostronics Z -Plus

3. For the
more
demanding
user.

ACT 800 from £3,950

from £3,950

We are available for consultation, feasability studies and general
overviews, etc. We also provide sensible, user orientated service
contracts.
For more extensive details of our services and many more
products not listed -write to or telephone

Add 80p post & packing for each item ordered, all despatched
within 24 hours.

Plain listing 60 gsm, boxed 2000 sheets only
£14.00 per box.
ACCO paper binders, a must for all stationery filed or
regulary used, from £1.86 each
NEW LINE - Genuine A4 size continuous letterheads,
for FREE quotation for letterheads or any other form,
send sample and state quality required.
11 x

IAN KENDRICK on 051-236 5778.
We are approved ACT and STAGE ONE Dealers.

/

PERSONAL CALLERS & TRADE ENQUIRIES

ss

---'\

CWELCOME

learsons Ltd.

Microcomputers Limited

Lynwood House 1 Camp Road Farnborough
Hampshire GU14 6EN

North Western Systems (Microcomputers) Limited
6a Lombard Chambers, Ormond Street, Liverpool 3.

OPTEIC0

26 ALBANY ROAD RAYLEIGH ESSEX
RAYLEIGH (0268) 774089 (12am-Open)
(Personal callers by appointment only)
************************************ ****** ******************
PETS 'N BITS: NEW BK £450 : 16K £625 : 32K £715
COMPUTHINK 400K £795
BOOK
£995
CASSETTE DRIVE with Audio Monitor & Tape Counter .' £55
'GREEN SCREEN' or 'BLUE SCREEN' £5.50 (also for 91280k)
4K - BK CONVERSIONS £79 : 8K - 32K from £210
:

APPLE & ITT: 16K EUROAPPLE F649
16K UPGRADE £68

Au: 1308 £3950*
824 i4950*
SHARP

:

DISK DRIVES £339

2020 COLOUR 16K

:
:

CONTROLLER CARO

£699
£48

VIDEO GENIE: SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE

16K RAM 12K ROM
£349
MZEIOK ALL MODELS AT LIST PRICE BUT ONLY (EQUIVALENT)
HALF RATE V .A .7 .

PRINTERS: ANADE X £560

:

LA34 £875: EPSON TX -80 £495

PR4D (With PET interface) £215 others available
QUME SPRINT 5 £1899
ADCOMP X50 £465 ADCOMP X80 £565
(Pet model quoted, all connectors & full
graphics - add £90 for Sharp model)
ODDS & ENDS:

VERBATIM (PET/APPLE) DISKS

SPRING SALE
AT THE...
PET
8K RAM
16K RAM
32K RAM

KIM

£427.00
£582.00
£686.00
Dual Disk Drive £686.00
Printer Friction £429.99
Printer Tractor £453.00
Ext Cassette
£51.00

I

STOP I

£93.00
£96.95
£65.00
£18.75
£23.44
PETSOFT TOOL KIT FOR
16K'32K
£55.00
8K
£75.00
KIM1
KIM 3B
KIM 4
PET -IEEE LEAD
IEEE -IEEE LEAD

FULL RANGE OF INTER FACES AVAILABLE FOR PET.

NASCOM 2 - SYSTEM 80
KIT WITH 16KRAM
NASCOM 2 - BUILT WITH 16KRAM
NASCOM 2

NASCOM IMP PRINTER
PLEASE PHONE FOR SYSTEM 80 PRICES

£295.00
£360.00
£325.00

VIDEO GENIE EG 3003 - 16KRAM

£23 PER TEN

C-12 Computer Quality Cassettes £3.60 per 10

FULLY TRS80 LEVEL II COMPATIBLE!!

CURVED HEAD DEMAGNETISER E4.: CASSETTE CLEANING KIT £1.50
Both above HALF PRICE utak any new computeit puitchae ed
TELETEXT CONVERTOR With remote) INSTANT CEEFAX/ORACLE £199.95

NEW -DOLPHIN BD8OP PRINTER

CURRENT SECONDHAND BARGAINS: EX -DEMO 32K (UPGRADE) PET
£600

BUSS

£425
BK PET (DLO ROM)
C2 -4P DISK (IMMACULATE) 24K £825 WITH MONITOR (LIST APP.£1200)
EX -DEMO ELF II - IMMACULATE, HEAPS OF EXTRAS, FULLY BUILT
TESTED FOR LESS THAN KIT PRICE
£325
OLIVETTI 7E300 TELETYPE WITH.P/T PUNCH. UNKNOWN COND. £55
:
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THIS READY TO GO SYSTEM ONLY £335.00
PET/IEEE, PARALLEL OR RS232 INTERFACE BUILTIN.
UNBEATABLE BRITISH VALUE AT £525.00

SOFTWARE - 10 C1 2's
PETSOFT

10 5%" DISKS
1000 SHEET OF PAPER

£4.50
£25.00
£8.40

:

MOST MAKES SOLD/BOUGHT/EXCHANGED/CONSTRUCTED
WANTED -YOUR OLD 'PETS' (EVEN DECEASED PETS FOR VIVISECTION !I
"TELETEXT CONVERTOR FREE WITH ACT 808/824 + PRINTER

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE V.A.T. & CARRIAGE (EXCEPT WHERE
STATED OTHERWISE). CARRIAGE CHARGED AT COST.

BRISTOL SOFTWARE FACTORY, COMMODORE
BUSINESS SOFTWARE, WIDE RANGE OF BOOKS &
MANUALS IN STOCK. PHONE FOR KEENEST O.E.M.
AND EDUCATIONAL USER PRICES
PHASE PHONE FOR CARRIAGE CHARGES ALL PRICES
+ VAT CHEQUES TO BUSS STOP (PHOTOACOUSTICS) LTD.
Ring Rod Eva for details or just call in at the BUSS STOP
255a St. Albans Road, Watford, Herts. lentrance in Judge Street)
Phone: Watford 40698 or Newport Pagnell 610625
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The long awaited

SOLE UK IMPORTERS

LEVEL IV BASIC
MERGE

Enables any number of programs

to be joined together, either with one residing in memory, or from separate tapes.

For Tandy TRS 80 16K

ERROR MESSAGES

No need to look up

those error codes anymore, all of them are
fully spelled out.

BYTE SAVER Runs through your program
taking out all the unecessary bytes, display-

ing the number as it goes along.
DELAY This command allows you to control

LOCKOUT RECOVERY No longer need
you be stuck in a loop and having to lose
your program, for Level IV allows you to

get out of the loop by using the Break key.

the actual amount of delay you want on the
screen's read-out. The speed can be varied

FASTER GRAPHICS

No more lost programs, as this
command will bring a program back after

amitation are all easier.
PUT(R AND GET@ Two extra graphic commands making graphics much easier to mani-

by means of program statements.
RESCUE

accidently being NEWed.

DE -BOUNCE The Tandy keyboard's infuriating bounce is taken care of with Level IV.
SHIFT KEY ENTRIES It has 26 Shift Key
entries, whereas with holding down the shift
key and pressing a single letter, a complete

You can generate
graphics between points without having to
define all the points. Graphs, pictures and

Graphic arrays can be stored for

pulate.

later use on the same or a different portion
of the screen.

E

instruction appears in your program For
example, if you were to press the letter G
GOSUB is written out for you. Or if you
press R not only is RUN written out, but is
also activated without having to press the

(The price usually asked for Level in)

NOTHING EXTRA TO PAY

dividual needs, with entries up to 15 characters responding to any single letter.
RE -NUMBERING Level IV contains a complete re -numbering routine, allowing renumbering in eight different ways.

citlisas

different

that are repeated several times. All that
is needed is to do a function call instead
of writing the whole formula every time.

INPUTI4LEN Phis feature is used to give a
time limit in response to an input statement. If the input is given before the limit
the program coninues normally, but if after

HEX AND OCT A routine is included that
converts hexadecimal and octal numbers
into dec.mal numbers.
SYSTEM CLOCK There

is a command
for either turning off, or on, the system
clock, if you have an expansion box. Both

NEW MID$ A new MID$ capability enables

to be used on the left side of an assignment statement as well as the right side.
allowing use of MID$ to replace a portion
it

of one string with another string.
INSTR This allows the searching of a string
for a specified sub string. It allows designation of the fields for the search.

easy to output either a line printer or any
other device to the RS -232 port.

LOAD AND SAVE The major problem of
loading tapes with the TRS 80 is volume
setting, which is all a thing of the past with
Level IV, as this is software controlled by
three new commands, LOAD, SAVE and
SAVE?.

Kansas City Systems, Unit 3, Sutton Springs Wood,
Chesterfield, Derby Tel 0246 850357

DISC011111I
COMPUTER

Ten

commands can be program statements.
ACCESS TO RS -232 A command makes it

OWN SHIFT KEY ENTRIES Any of the 26

Shift Key entries can be altered to suit in-

LANGUAGE

machine language user routines can exist in
the memory at the same time. It is no longer
necassary to POKE the starting address.
LINE INPUT This statement gives added
capability to the normal INPUT, allowing a
str.ng variable name, including punctuations,
to be used as the input. The normal Level
It question mark is also optional.
DEFINE OWN FUNCTION Enables the
programer to define functions or operations

it can be made to branch to any choosen line.
: fin:: ruudcetsi oenx te ns
manualextensive

Enter key!

MACHINE

PRODUCTS

Ina/corn fpecialinf
Add -one
STOP PRESS

prim

8K PET with large keyboard £445, 16K £535, 32K £640
Cassette £54, Dual Floppy £730, Printer £430, Cables
£25 or £10.
BASE 2 PRINTER 800ST £375 Tractor Feed, Stepping
Motor, 3 Interfaces, 3 Character Sets, Fully
Programmable.
TEXAS TI 99/4 £569 Third Generation Micro. Monitor
£181.

TOOL KIT for NASCOM 2 in 2x2708
FULLY RE LOCATABLE gives : -

AUTO LINE NUMBER, DELETE, FIND, HELP

AIM/KIM EXPANSION P.O.A.
NORTH STAR HORIZON 32K 2 Serial 1 Parallel £1400
Soroc VDU £500

INTELLIGENT RENUMBER, APPEND, HEX

PRINTER WS ROUTINE ,KEY BOARD
REPEAT ETC

Only 24200
TM', TIMING V. A. T.

SOFTWARE FOR NORTH STAR Small Company
Payroll £55, Accounts Package £510, Tailoring P.O.A.
S-100 16K Static RAM £150. Voice I/O - P.O.A.
Technical Backup from Mapcon Engineers.
Prices are Excluding V.A.T.
Send for list or call:

18 Rye Garth, Wetherby,
West Yorkshire LS22 4UL

,RF C2 0937 63744

_ (NOAtt.
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CAMBRIDGE ROAD, ORWELL,
ROYSTON, HERTS.
Telephone: Arrington 689
PCW 165

North Star *

BUSINESS
SOFTWARE

Sales Ledger

Apple extras

that won't break
the bank!

Nominal Ledger

Inventory& Invoicing
Purchase Ledger

Talk to Apple VOICE
RECOGNITION CARD

SUPER SOUND
GENERATOR Like ALF

4 Demo Programs. Manual
Quality Microphone.
Full Guarantee.

but half the price.
Complete musical

tutor - quite

£99

TRS80 LEVEL 1

* easy to use

sensational.
£90

MICRO PRO DUCTS

PARALLEL CARD

Complete one of

A low cost parallel card.
£25

as new.

£250

PRINTERS Axiom 801

* fully documented
* simple operator interface

SPARE DISK
CONTROLLER CARDS
£35

£10

A typical double density two disk
system will hold:- 200 accounts
99 rep/agents
150 nominals
500 nominal transactions
75 supplier orders
100 suppliers
500 account transactions
99 sales codes
99 nominal heads
350 stock items
200 order transactions
300 supplier transactions
Price: £950 plus VAT
PAYROLL £350 plus VAT
TIME LEDGER: £250 plus VAT
BENCHMARK COMPUTER
SYSTEMS LIMITED
Tremena Manor, Tremena Road,
St. Austell, Cornwall PL25 50G
Telephone: 0458/43418
0761/62435: 0726/61000
PCW 166

For Apple II or PET an excellent
listing printer.
80/40/20 column. 96 characters.
120 lines per minute.
Parallel ASCII. Reverse printing.
2K Buffer. 2K User Prom Memory.
Software Select 3 character sizes.
2 FREE ROLLS OF PAPER.
FREE INTERFACE.
£220

These special prices
for a limited period only.
Phone 01 626 8121 between 9.30 a.m. and 5.30 p m ,
Monday to Friday, to avoid disappointment.
All prices excluding VAT

* full validation and range checking
The system is generated to meet
individual customer requirements.

£5

SPARE GAMES
PADDLES

* alphanumeric stock Part Numbers

* fully integrated or stand alone

CENTRONICS
779 PAPER
STACKERS

Per&Dnal Con-outer6 Ltd
194 -200 Bishopsgate, London EC2M 4NR. Tel 01 626 8121 Telex, 888264

Due to expansion we are pleased to announce the
opening of our new Computer Shop in Edgware.
We specialise in this system.

Call in and see these systems:

Word Processing. Stock Control/Invoicing.
Incomplete Records. Accounting Systems Information.
Retrieval. Payroll. Games. Programming Tutorials
and many others.
If you don't see what you want we will probably be
able to get it for you.

Pet prices start from £495.00
We also stock the QUME Sprint 5 Daisy Wheel printer
for the best quality word processing. Also call us for
the latest second hand equipment supplies.
Open Mon -Sat

/1J
9,

Easy parking at rear of shop.
Entrance Whitchurch Lane

.,, Davinci Computer Shop
65
Street
Edgware
Tel. 952 0526

,"

Da Vinci

9 - 5.30

ADVERTISERS INDEX

Access Data
Communications
Acorn Computers
ACT Microsystems
Aculab
Advanced Computer

Products
Airamco
Almarc Data Systems
Amazing Games
Appleware
Audiogenic
B&B

Beaver Computers
Bell

Benchmark
Bits & Pc's
BNR & ES
Bristol Software
Business & Leisure
Business Electronics
Buss Stop
Calco
Camden Electronics
Carter
CCS

Centralex
Clearsons
Comart
Commodore
Comp Shop
Computerama

152
37
96
81

156

14/22
15
143

76
3

26/27

154
17

166
165
159

6/7
83

3

164
28
148
152
35
158
164

101/110
43

168/IBC
133

Computer Consultancy
Computer Factory
Computer Shop
Computopia
CRA

Crystal Electronics
Cumana
Currah
Datron

Facit
Farmplan
Gate Microsystems

28
22

150
83
150
140
146
14

Davinci
DDP
Digital Design
Display Electronics

John Dobson
Equinox

144

Intex Datalog
Kansas City Systems
Keen Computers
Kingston Computers
Knights
L & J Computers
Leicester Computers
Lifeboat Associates
Lion Microcomputers

145
165
40
24

162
145
161

32/33

23
166 Linsack
167
109 Little Genius
138
134
35 Liveport
137 L.M.B. Computers
82
18 Logitek
93/104/162

29/144 London Computer Store 136
11 LP Enterprises
34
157 Ludhouse
160
146

GP Industrial Electronics 143

GW Computers
20/21
Happy Memories
138
A.J. Harding (Molimerx) 149
Hartford Software
143
Heath
70
145
Henry's
Hewarts
161
142
Hitech Electronics
HL Audio
161
Home & Business
35
Intelligent Artefacts
165
Interactive Data
154
Interface Components
155

LINSAC
SINCLAIR ZX80
SOFTWARE
(Sinclair tested)
FOR FREE CATALOGUE OF GAMES &
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
DESIGNED FOR THE
ZX80, SEND SAE TO:

Linsac, 68 Barker Road, Middlesbrough
Co. Cleveland TS5 5ES
Submission of quality programs welcome Details on request

Tel. M'Bro (0642) 825033

Mendip
157
Microbits
8
Microbyte
135
Microcentre
Microsolve
73
Microtrend
67/69/71
9
Micro UK
Mighty Micro
112
Mike Rose Micros
2
Mutek
16
Newbear
141
North West
164
On Line Conferences
120
164/156
Optelco
Personal Computers OBC/166

Petalect
Pet Show
Petsoft

148
10

54/55
152
163
36

PIPS
Q-Tek

Rair
Research Machines
Rostronics
Science of
Cambridge
Sintrom Microshop
Sirton Products
Small Systems
SMG Micros

31

163

102/103

44
153

151/156

Southern Software

160
157

19/164
Stack
Strumech (SEED)
68
Sun
30
System Micros
35
Tandy
4/5
138
Tangerine
159
Telesystems
Terminal Display
81
Tex
150
147
Theydon Computers
Transam
114
Tridata
142
TVJ Microcomputers 12/13
U Micros
159
Xitan
25

CHIP CHAT

Chris ("Spangles" to all you
early Radio Caroline aficionados) Cary of the Comp
Shop disclosed recently how
his outfit came to be labelled
"The New Barnet Mafia";
apparently he knows the
power of real money and pays
on the spot tor whatever he
buys, using a currency known
among desperados as "the
suitcase"... Sinclair simulation time! On your marks,
Uncle Clive, for on your tail
are rumoured to be a clutch
of ZX80 imitators. But I
wonder how they'll fare
getting hold of ROMs and

TTLs? ... Better early than
on time - or so think the PR
boys at Commodore. The
new "Superpet" has just been
heavily pre -announced at the
Hanover Fair, even though
the real date of launch (UK
anyway) is to be June 14;
apparently it's de rigeur to
announce such things at
Hanover... Word reaches me
that Nascom is being ever so
careful to deny that (a) a
price -hike is on the way and
(b) their machines are selling
like crazy; dealers are looking
far too happy as they shake

their heads... Surely misoverheard by our own pet
ferret - Curry's Derek "Mr
Suds" Moon uttering something along the lines that you
can't believe what you read
in the mags, because the
editorial's all been bought...
also it sounds like there may

be a few hiccups with "The
Curry's Promise"? (equipment/expertise over the high
street counter, up and down
the land): only Suds really
knows the score - and he's
not telling. Oh well, there's
always washing machines!.. .
Well I never Dept: word has
it that during the Great Byte
Shop Trauma of some
months back, Robin Wood of
Isherwoods actually entered a
bid. It's said it was ex -Computer Weekly Micro News
Editor, Martin Banks, who
dissuaded him from such
megolamanic dreams...
Giggle of the month:
remember the offer of a fiver
to the first person to tell us
who wrote the BASIC for the
Sinclair ZX80 (Uncle Clive
was keeping schtumm)? Well,
we received the following
phone call: (little voice)
"Hello - I can tell you who
wrote the BASIC for the
ZX80". "Can you indeed",
replied Dave Tebbutt, "who
was it"? "John Grant" piped
the reply. "Very interesting"
replied Dave and, more suspiciously, "how old are

you"? "Ten". "And what's
your name"? "Crispin
Sinclair"!!! "Does your dad
know you're ringing"? "Oh,
well, no - I thought I'd ring
to claim the fiver before he
did". Watch it Clive, you're
raising your own takeover
bid!

PCW 167

_V 8MHz Super Quality Modulators

£4.90

sy H4 Standard Modulators
C12 Computer Grade Cassettes

only £356

._ionly £295 +

\. A I

32K

32K Memory on board
Centronics parallel port
Disk controller card. Real
time clock Requires Level
II Basic. Interface for 2
cassette decks complete
with power supply

10 for £4.00

Super Multi -rail P.S.U. +5 -5 + 12v £29.50
ETI Breakout Game - Chip and PCB £9.90
5100 Expansion Motherboard for
Nascom I

£39.00

Anadex Printer Paper - 2000 sheets

£25.00

LEVEL 2 16K

£3.50

_)NEW REDUCED
PRICES

£110.00

8K £449)

Cartridges for Grandstand

£11.99

George Risk Ascii Keyboard

£39.00

16K £549 t
32K £649,

8K Static Ram Boards - S100

Cartridges for Atari

RRP

- Full Range in Stock

for

£13.90

RRP

only £499

£540

5
32K79

ri _

ANADEX
DP8000
Super Quality - Low cost printer Tractor Feed with full 96
ASCII character set Accepts RS232C at band rates between
100 and 9600 arid Parallel Bit data

Allempur

Attaches either directly or through interfaces to Pet, Apple,
TRS80, Sorcerer, Nascom, Compukit etc.

The PEDIGREE PETS

video 100

Very popular for H.rue 6- business use. 8K Microsoft Basic Ifl

Interface PET IEEE - Centronics Parallel
Not decoded £49.00
Decoded £77.00

12" BLACK Et WHITE
LOW COST VIDEO

ROM 8K Pet 32K Er 16K with new improved keyboard
All with green screen
Extra cassette deck £56 Full range of software available

MONITOR

RRP £79

Interface to Centronics parallel for
TRS80

£75.00

Verocases for Nascom 1 Et 2 etc.

£22.50

4!)

\P

C,

sC,

g

PRINTER FOR
YOUR PET AND SAVE
A FORTUNE

°

only £399

'

12" diagonal video monitor Composite video input
Composite video input Compatible with many com-

puter systems Solid-state circuitry for a stable Et sharp

444
EXIDY
SORCERER

picture Video bandwidth - 12MHz + 3DB Input im-

,r

pedance -75 Ohms Resolution - 650 lines Minimum In
Central 80% of CRT; 550 Lines Minimum beyond central
80%.

RRP
£859

NASCOM-2 MICRO -

for 32K

For Personal or Business Use.
32K or 48K memory. 8K Microsoft Basic in ROM. Dual
Cassette I/0, RS232 I/O. Parallel I/O (Centronics).
Expansion

VAT

available

through

optional

extra

COMPUTER

S100

Motherboard. 69 Key keyboard including 16 key
numeric pad.

Full Pet Graphics including
cables. Ready to go.
EX -STOCK.

1

HITACHI
PROFESSIONAL
MONITORS

9" - £129
12" - £199
Reliability Solid state circuitry using an IC and silicon
transistors ensures high reliability. 500 lines horizontal
resolution Horizontal resolution in excess of 500 lines is
achieved in picture center. Stable picture Even played
back pictures of VTR can be displayed without jittering.
Looping video input Video input can be lociped through
with built-in termination switch. External sync operation (available as option for U and C types) Compact
construction Two monitors are mountable side by side in a
standard 19 -inch rack.

S100 EXPANSION - £199 jeIMP
PLAIN PAPER
PRINTER
Okf

NASCOM

Fully built and
housed in a
'stylish enclosure
for lust E325 plus VAT. Interfaces with all micro computers.

The Newtown IMP (Impact Matrix Printer) features are
listed below:

60 lines per minute. 80 characters per line. Bidirectional printing. 10 line print buffer. Automatic
,

interface with parallel option available soon.

and Cables.

giving a quieter, faster, more reliable printer that can cope with

plotting and printing 1128 ASCII characters) with up to five
copies, friction or tractor fed. The ribbon and thimble can be
changed in seconds.

55 characters per second bidirectional printing - with red/
bold,- subscript, superscript,
tabbing, and much, much more.
black,

2040 Disk Drives Twin disk drives allow large high speed

proportional spacing,

storage for your letters, or paragraphs. Plugs in the back of the
PET.

NEC Spinwriter NEC's high quality printer uses a print
that has less diameter and inertia than a daisy wheel,

Microprocessors Z80A. 8 bit CPU. This will run at 4MHz
but is selectable, between 1/2/4 MHz. This CPU has now
been generally accepted as the most powerful, 8 bit processor on the market.
INTERFACE

Keyboard 'New expanded

57 key
Loon solid state
built for Nascom. Uses standard
Nascom, monitor controlled, decoding.
T.V. The Iv peak to peak video signal can drive a monitor
directly and is also fed to the on -board modulator to drive
the domestic T.V.
I.O. On -board UART lint.64021 which provides serial
handling for the on -board cassette interface or the
RS232/20mA teletype interface.
The cassette interface is Kansas City standard at either 300
or 1200 baud. This is a link option on the NASCOM-2.
The RS232 and 20mA loop connector will interface directly
into any standard teletype.
The input and output sides of the UART are independently
switchable between any of the options i.e. it is possible to house input on the cassette and output
on the printer.
PIO There is also a totally uncommitted Parallel I/O
(MK3881) giving 16, programmable, I/O lines. These are

keyboard especially

£3250 VAT
including Word Pro

Reverse video and graphics allow the WordPro Package to give
simple clear and easy to read displays.

either FREE POWER SUPPLY
OR FREE GRAPHICS ROM
OR FREE VERO CASE TO
TAKE NASCOM 2

El.
Accepts 8'h" paper (pressure feed).
Accepts 9'/t" paper (tractor feed). Tractor/pressure
feed. Baud rate from 110 to 9600. External signal for
optional synchronisation of baud rate.
Serial RS232

case,

ALL FOR ONLY

PET 3?K - This is the standard 32K Pet from Commodore.

Your choice of freebies with
every Nascom 2 purchased from us

CR /LF. 96 character ASCII set (including upper/lower

-VA PROFESSIONAL WORD PROCESSING SYSTEM AND IT'S
A COMPUTER AS WELL.

PCW 168

VA1

Ideal for home, personal and business computer systems

VAT

£29.00

GET Y UR ELF A

only £69

48K
£790

32K
£690

£9.90

Keyboard Cases

Electric Pencil for TRS80

INTERFACE

4K Level I - machine only £251 + VAT

£63.00

Eprom Boards

TRS80

0)

Fully converted to UK T.V. Standard. Comes complete with
easy to follow manuals. UK Power Supply - Cassette Leads
- Sample tapes. Special box to enable you to plug into your
own TV. Recommended for first time -buyers. Just plug in
Full Range of Software Available
and go.
Model with numeric key pad £389 + VAT

Floppy Disks 51/4" Hard &Soft Sectored £3.50
Floppy Disk Library Case 51/4 "

VAT

Expand your TRS80 by44, EXPANSION

£2.90

WordPro II The heart of the system - consists of a ROM and
diskette. The ROM is inserted into a space socket inside the
Pet. One of the most versatile Word Processing Packages
around.

All items sold separately.

addressable as 2 x 8 bit ports with complete handshake
controls.

Documentation

Full construction article is provided for

those who buy a kit and an extensive software manual is pro-

vided for the monitor and Basic.
Basic The Nascom 2 contains a full 8K Microsoft Basic in
one ROM chip with additional features like DEEK, DOKE,
SET, RESET for simple programming.
With free 16K RAM board.

CompuKIT

EUROPE'S FASTEST SELLING
ONE BOARD COMPUTER

UK101

* 6502 based system - best value for money on the market.
* Powerful 8K Basic - Fastest around * Full Qwerty Keyboard * 4K
RAM Expandable to 8K on board. * Power supply and RF Modulator on
board. * No Extras needed - Plug-in and go. * Kansas City Tape
Interface on board. * Free Sampler Tape including powerful Dissassembler
and Monitor with each Kit. * If you want to learn about Micros, but

didn't know which machine to buy then this is the machine for you.
Build, Understand and Program

NEW MONITOR FOR
Allows screen editing Saves data on tape
Flashing cursor Text scrolls down 122.00 + VAT

ASSEMBLED

NO EXTRAS NEEDED

Specially designed case for Compukit in orange/black
With room for accessories £29.50
VAT

COMPUKIT UK101 In 2K Eprom 2716

LAVAILABLE READY
Er TESTED

KIT ONLY 199 + VAT

your own Computer for
only a small outlay.

READY TO GO FOR £249 + VAT

6502 Assembler/Editor for Compukit £1490 v'47]

The Compukit UK101 comes in kit form with all the parts necessary to be up and working, supplied. No extras are
needed. Ater plugging in just press the reset keys and the whole world of computing is at your fingertips. Should you
wish to work in the machine code of the 6502 then just press the M key and the machine will be ready to execute your
commands and programs. By pressing the C key the world of Basic is open to you.
This machine is ideal to the computing student or Maths student, ideal to teach your children arithmetic, and is also great
fun to use.
Because of the enormous volume of users of this kit we are able to offer a new reduced price of £189 + VAT

THE NEW TRS80 SURPRISE
Fast and expandable!
MODEL II

-

......11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111b...

Model II operates at twice TRS-80's high speed.

in addition to either 32 or 64 thousand characters (bytes) of internal Random Access Memory,
one built-in 8" floppy disk stores an additional one-half million bytes, including the Disk'
Operating System. And you can easily expand up to a four -disk system for up to two -million bytes of storage.
Model II features upper and lower case letters. Its built-in 12" high -resolution video monitor displays 24 lines of 80
normal characters. The profesional 76 -key keyboard (with "calculator" keypad) includes advanced functions such as
Control, Escape, Caps, Hold, Repeat. The keyboard is detachable and moveable for convenient data entry.
You get the enhanced Level III version of TRS-80's already -famous Level II BASIC language and "TRSDOS" operating
system, automatically loaded in memory when you "power up." (About 24K of RAM is used by this software.)
Each time you power up, Model II thoroughly tests itself to insure proper operation. Your chosen program can appear
immediately, without any intermediate steps or questions to answer.

Versatility ... plug-in expandability
Built-in input/output capabilities include two RS -232C channels, and one Centronics parallel port.
Future expansion is provided for through four plug-in slots for optional PC boards.

64K 1 -Disk Model ll

£2250.00

VAT

,\y°

1 DISK EXPANSION
Room for 3

JAS \c-\

500K per Drive gives total

of 1.5M Byte - 1 Drive plus Cabinet £799, VAT
Why do people buy more from
COMPSHOP than anywhere else?

THE ATARI VIDEO
COMPUTER SYSTEM

'.-

Atari's Video Computer System now offers more than 1300
different game variations and options in twenty great Game

* LARGER STOCKS - we hardly ever run out
we give extended warranties on all our products.
* GOOD SERVICE
* EXCELLENT REPAIR SERVICE - Through Compucare we repair and maintain most

Program
cartridges!
Have fun while you sharpen your mental and physical coordination.
You can play rousing, challenging, sophisticated video games, the
games that made Atari famous.
You'll have thrill after thrill, whether you're in the thick of a dogfight,
screeching around a racetrack, or dodging asteroids in an alien

makes of personal computers.

LAST YEAR WE SUPPLIED TO THE PUBLIC - LARGE Er SMALL
16,030 Television Games & 7,000 Computer Systems

"1st*

TV GAME BREAK OUT

rf;

graillnie

galaxy. With crisp bright colour (on colour TV) and incredible, true-tolife sound effects. With special circuits to protect your TV.

Cartridges now available All at £13.90 each + VAT
Basic Maths, Airsea Battle, Black Jack, Breakout, Surround,
Spacewar, Video Olympics, Outlaw, Basketball, Hunt & Score*,

Has got to be one of the world's greatest TV games. You really
get hooked. As featured in ETI. Has also 4 other pinball games

and lots of options. Good kit for up -grading old amusement
games.

Space War, Sky Diver, Air Sea Battle Codebreaker*, Miniature Golf.
'Keyboard Controllers
Extra Paddle Controllers

MINI KIT - PCB, sound & vision modulator, memory chip
--.and de -code chip. Very simple to construct. £14.90 + VAT
OR PCB £2.90 MAIN LSI £8.50 Both plus VAT

LC

£99.00

- £14.90 + VAT

- £18.90 + VAT

Please add VAT to all prices - Delivery at cost, will be advised at time of purchase. Please make
cheques and postal orders payable to COMPSHOP LTD., or phone your order quoting
BARCLAYCARD, ACCESS, DINERS CLUB or AMERICAN EXPRESS number.
CREDIT FACILITIES ARRANGED - send S.A.E. for application form.

14 Station Road, New Barnet, Hertfordshire, EN5 10W

COINS O.

Telex: 298755 TELCOM G

Telephone: 01.441 2922 (Sales) 01.449 6596
"Europes Largest Discount
Personal Computer Store"

OPEN 10 am 7 pm - Monday to Saturday
Close to New Barnet BR Station - Moorgate Line.
* NOW in IRELAND at: 80 Marlborough

St.,

Dublin 1. Tel: Dublin 749933

COMP

COMPUTER
COMPONENTS

(Part of the Compshop Ltd. Group)

"My best Apple programs
are on long~term deposit i

the City...
it pays rather well !"

We brought the first five Apples into the U.K in November
'77, with every penny we had. In November '79, we find
several thousand throughout the country.
THANK YOU Apple owners.

Now we'd like to help you re -coup your investment by
cataloguing and supporting the best Apple programs in the
U.K. The Apple Software Bank is more like an old penny
bank than a major clearing bank, but we know you'll help it
grow. Telephone Stephen Derrick on 01-626-8121 to
discuss your investment.
ATTENTION ALL Estate Agents, Employment Agencies,
Yacht Brokers, Antique Dealers and Motor Traders.
Find out about FINDER SOFTWARE'

SOME BLUE CHIPS
TESKIM. This ROM will simulate the Tektronix 4010 family
of graphics terminals. It's rather good!
UPPER LOWER CASE ADAPTOR A chip for the chap
considering word processing.
NEW ISSUES
We are continually trying to bring the latest add-ons for your
Apples. Please phone for the latest product information and
data sheets.

Personal
oinutcri

NEW PRODUCTS
8" SHUGART DISKS giving1 2 Megabytes A twin drive (with
room for a third.) disk system with controller and software,

give tremendous commercial possibilities. £2350 Excl.
V.A.T.

WORD PROCESSOR. Ask about our Apple II Plus word
processor package. Complete System with Diablo 1650

Limited

Daisy -Wheel Printer. £4250 Excl. V A T
PERSONAL COMPUTER PRINTERS. Sensational 40 & 80
Character printer (graphics options) from £243 Excl. V A T

194-200 Bishopsgate, London EC2M 4NR.

Interfaces for Apple, Pet & TRS 80. High quality silent
printers. It's your choice!
A/D BOARD At last we have either an 8 bit or 12 bit A/D card
for Apple. Excellent spec from £125 Excl. V.A.T.
APPLE PASCAL £296

Let us advise you about COLOUR DISPLAY on your Apple.
Contact Technical Services.

24 HOUR
'NEAREST DEALER SERVICE' \

01 283 3391
TECHNICAL SERVICES

01.623 7970
MAIN OFFICE
01.626 8121 -\

6 lines

